


Praise for Peter Dale Scott’s The Road to 9/11

“Peter Dale Scott exposes a shadow world of oil, terrorism, drug trade, and
arms deals, of covert financing and parallel security structures—from the
Cold War to today. He shows how such parallel forces of the United States
have been able to dominate the agenda of the George W. Bush
administration, and that statements and actions made by Vice President
Cheney and Defense Secretary Rumsfeld before, during, and after
September 11, 2001, present evidence for an American ‘deep state’ and for
the so-called Continuity of Government in parallel to the regular ‘public
state’ ruled by law. Scott’s brilliant work not only reveals the overwhelming
importance of these parallel forces but also presents elements of a strategy
for restraining their influence to win back the ‘public state,’ the American
democracy.”
Ola Tunander, International Peace Research Institute, Oslo
”The Road to 9/11 is vintage Peter Dale Scott. Scott does not undertake
conventional political analysis; instead, he engages in a kind of poetics,
crafting the dark poetry of the deep state, of parapolitics, and of shadow
government. As with his earlier work Deep Politics and the Death of JFK,
Scott has no theory of responsibility and does not name the guilty. Rather,
he maps out an alien terrain, surveying the topography of a political shadow
land, in which covert political deviancy emerges as the norm. After reading
Scott, we can no longer continue with our consensus-driven belief that our
so-called liberal order renders impossible the triumph of the politically
irrational.”
Eric Wilson, Senior Lecturer of Public International Law, Monash
University, and co-editor of Government of the Shadows
“A powerful study of the historic origins of the terrorist strikes of
September 11, this book offers an indispensable guide to the gluttonous cast
of characters who, since Watergate and the fall of Nixon, fashioned an ever-
more-reckless American empire. By exposing the corrupt U.S. ‘deep
state’—transfer of public authority to America’s wealthy and to the nation’s
unaccountable secret intelligence agencies—Peter Dale Scott’s The Road to
9/11 illuminates the path toward a more democratic and inclusive republic.”



David MacGregor, King’s University College at the University of Western
Ontario
”The Road to 9/11 provides an illuminating and disturbing history of the
American government since World War II. Scott’s account suggests that the
9/11 attacks were a culmination of long-term trends that threaten the very
existence of American democracy, and also that there has been a massive
cover-up of 9/11 itself. This book, which combines extensive research,
perceptive analysis, and a fascinating narrative, will surely be considered
Scott’s magnum opus.”
David Ray Griffin, author of Debunking 9/11 Debunking
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Preface 
 THE AMERICA WE KNEW AND

LOVED 
 Can It Be Saved?

On March 17, 2003, President George W. Bush presented Saddam Hussein
with an ultimatum; it became clear that he would soon declare a preemptive
war against Iraq. It was a shock—a shock that forced me to recognize,
against my will, how much America had changed since I immigrated here
from Canada in 1961. Acute social problems beset the 1960s, but dreams of
justice and equality were still alive. Today many of these same dreams are
being abandoned, at least by the state.

When dreams are abandoned, a nation’s fate is altered. The America of
1961 has not vanished, but it has changed direction. The country has
swerved from its traditional path, toward a different post-America where
traditional rights, freedoms, and openness have been seriously eroded.
When I say this, I am not just referring to the corporate crimes of Enron and
others that have helped finance the gap between our political parties and the
quest for social justice. I am not just referring to the Bush administration’s
scrapping of international treaties on topics ranging from arms limitation to
torture, nor to its boorish diplomatic behavior and defiance of the UN
charter itself. I am not just recalling the abuse of electoral procedures in
Florida, nor the judicial abuse that ratified it. Nor am I just talking about the
redefinition of our government and civil rights in the name of “homeland
security.”1 I am talking about deeper changes beneath all this corruption,
ineptitude, malevolence, and hysteria.

Empires always become “bad news” for their home countries, as the
economist J. A. Hobson pointed out a century ago.2 Spain, one of Europe’s
most progressive nations in the early 1500s, lost its progressive economy
and middle class as a result of a deluge of gold from Mexico and the Andes.
In a more complex fashion, an influx of foreign wealth converted Britain



from an industrial country to a financial one, even before its social structure
was further weakened by two disastrous world wars.

This transformation is happening to America as well. In 1961, when I
came to teach at the University of California for one year, there were no
tuition fees, and almost anyone who qualified could afford a university
education. I remember teaching a student who after seven years in the coal
mines was using his savings to put himself through law school. As late as
1970, 31 percent of the California state budget went to higher education and
4 percent to prisons. In 2005, however, these expenditure shares were on the
order of 12 percent and 20 percent, respectively. In other words, the state’s
priorities have shifted from higher education to prisons. Or take housing. In
1961, with two years’ salary as a beginning lecturer, I could have bought a
house in Berkeley. Today, however, an entering lecturer might have to pay
twenty years’ salary to afford the same house. As I wrote in my long poem
Minding the Darkness, you can expect no less when foreign capital, much
of it hot money or flight capital, enters the United States at a rate of $100
billion a year.

Similar changes are occurring in many other countries, including my
native Canada. Until recently I would have accepted these changes as
inescapable everywhere. However, between 2002 and 2005, I spent three
six-month periods in Thailand, where my wife, Ronna, had a temporary
teaching post. I have been more influenced by this experience than I could
have expected. Thailand has its own severe and quite different problems,
including, most recently, a benign military coup (which most urban Thais
welcomed). Before this, the Thai army and police oversaw a ruthless
campaign against drug traffickers in which well over a thousand people
were murdered. But from Thailand one can look back on America and, out
of love for America, recognize a cultural sickness we would prefer not to
acknowledge. What I am talking about goes far beyond the policies of the
current administration in Washington. These policies grow out of what I
now see as a deformed lifestyle, a condition of involuntary affluence that
oppresses even the supposed beneficiaries by its imposed obligations. (For
most Americans this affluence is either beyond their reach or slipping away,
as the U.S. economy is twisted further and further out of equilibrium. The
affluence affects them nonetheless.)



What I discovered in Thailand with Ronna was a happiness that comes
from a greater simplicity, much as we experienced in the United States
when we were younger. In the small provincial city of Phayao, in northern
Thailand, we lived out of two suitcases in a single dormitory room with no
kitchen. We had no car. We walked each night to dine in a modest restaurant
by the highway that had a roof but no walls. There the prices were cheap,
fantastically so for us, but inexpensive also for Thais. The newly opened
restaurant was crowded with all kinds of people—from students to the rich
and their families. Night after night we dined at the same table with Thai
professionals, some of whom became our best friends.

America presents a sad contrast to this more simple existence. Here my
closet is crowded with clothing I seldom wear, and the kitchen with gadgets
we seldom use. Our commitments in Berkeley are so widespread that we
own two cars. And the high prices in restaurants dissuade us from seeing
friends, except very occasionally and in small numbers. This personal
account is anecdotal, of course, and some of our happiness in Thailand
should perhaps be attributed to luck. Nevertheless, we saw vividly in
Thailand what the eco-philosopher E. F. Schumacher learned in Burma
(now Myanmar) a half century earlier: Small is beautiful. Less is more.
Happiness is found close to the necessities of life, not in needless
complexity and meaningless multiplicity of choice.

I believe these lessons have important political consequences. When
speaking and writing about what I find wrong in America’s exploitation of
the third world, I have observed that a healthier policy may require cutbacks
in the current lavish style of many Americans—particularly in our
consumption of oil and gas. After my experience in Thailand, I see much
more clearly how the current political overreaching of U.S. policy into the
oil-rich regions of Azerbaijan, Iraq, and even Kyrgyzstan is grounded in the
social malaise of habitual, unchosen, and even unwanted affluence. Like
Schumacher, I need to relate this perspective to questions of spirituality.
America is and always has been a deeply spiritual country. But that
spirituality is not communally shared among all Americans; on the contrary,
the country is now divided rather than united by strongly held
fundamentalist religious beliefs.

Almost everyone Ronna and I met in northern Thailand was Buddhist.
But even the few Christians and Muslims we encountered during our stay



exhibited a common spirituality with the majority. This spirituality
expressed itself in how the Thais lived. People were extraordinarily
generous; we received gifts even from virtual strangers. People seemed
relatively uninterested in possessions or money. For example, when two
dormitory cleaning women came in at my request to clean our room, they
were reluctant to accept any money: “Mai ao; mai ao!” (We don’t want it!)
The Thais we got to know well were like Americans in that they sought,
competitively, the best possible education for their children. For
themselves, however, they seemed much more interested in enjoying the
life they already had than in advancement or promotion. No doubt this was
a consequence of our living in a small provincial city.

After our stay in Phayao, I wondered what experience I might gain from
living in a small American town. Then by chance, thanks to a grant from
the Lannan Foundation, I was able for two months in 2004 to become
familiar with two small towns in West Texas: Marfa and Fort Davis.3 Until
this experience Texas had always seemed somewhat alien to me, as the
source of presidents and policies that we in Berkeley were always voting
against. But what a pleasure to find essentially the same virtues in West
Texas that Ronna and I had enjoyed in Phayao: simplicity, generosity,
friendship, considerateness, and also spirituality—even among people who
were not so-called believers or churchgoers.

My two months in Texas made clearer to me than ever before the gap
between the American people and their leaders. During this same period,
the U.S. government was revealed to have engaged in torture, arbitrary
detentions, illegal eavesdropping, and the punitive destruction of Iraqi cities
like Fallujah. My despair about the country developed into a confidence
that the war in Iraq, along with the horrors that have accompanied it
elsewhere, would become increasingly unpopular. My experience in Texas
reinforced my vision of America as a country that is healthiest at the level
of local community but culturally underdeveloped and divided and thus
vulnerable to special interests at the higher levels.

The United States has not yet fully healed the divisions that surfaced
during the Civil War. The healing efforts to overcome those divisions—in
the civil rights movement of the 1960s, for example—have been followed
by lapses into hostile and uncommunicative opposition, like that
characterized by the gap between the Red and Blue states in the 2000 and



2004 elections. The country’s history of Reconstruction and segregation
should remind us that such advances and regressions have occurred before.

These divisions did not begin with the Civil War, however. Historian
Michael Lind, in a brilliant study, has analyzed the Old World roots of the
different political cultures in the northern and southern states. He sees
George W. Bush in particular as the product of a southern culture of violent
dominance, as opposed to a majority culture (also found in Texas) of
egalitarianism and meritocracy.4 Lind points out how the trading North has
been traditionally internationalist, while the militaristic South has
traditionally favored unilateral expansionism.5 “From the earliest days of
the American Republic,” he adds, “white southerners have been represented
above their proportion of the U.S. population in the armed forces—and
greatly under-represented among members of the Foreign Service, which
until recently was a bastion of patrician Northeasterners. The Mason-Dixon
line might as well run through the Potomac River between the Pentagon and
the State Department.”6

Lind observes that although over the years there have been both southern
presidents and conservative presidents, “George W. Bush is the first
Southern conservative to be elected president of the United States since
James Knox Polk in 1844.”7 One could argue that it is no accident that both
these presidents initiated expansionist wars. The Mexican-American War of
1846 indeed had features similar to the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and
Iraq in 2001 and 2003. Polk’s war too was essentially unprovoked,
dubiously justified, attacked as an abuse of presidential power, and so
divisive along North-South lines as to have produced an American political
crisis.8

These differences in American culture are enduring but not insuperable.
On the contrary, as prizewinning historian Garry Wills has reminded us, the
history of America is precisely a history of making a nation out of radically
disparate communities. There is nothing in that history of our nation
making to cause us despair of further progress: “Ours is not only the
world’s oldest democracy (it can even be argued that we are the first real
democracy), but one of the few governments not to have been overthrown
by revolution or conquest. We are the standing refutation of the classical
political theory that democracies are by nature unstable.”9



The history of the United States has been precisely a history of creative
responses to oppressive top-down power. The civil rights movement, like
the Polish Solidarity movement, has shown that oppression and deprivation
can still rouse people to the call of liberation, even in modern conditions of
government surveillance and crowd control. The great American dreamer
Walt Whitman wrote: “The word democracy is a great word whose history
… remains unwritten because that history has yet to be enacted.”10 Today
we can wonder if the next chapter of democracy’s unwritten history will
even be written in the United States. Our times are clearly abnormal and in
flux. The question is whether a mood of despair, when shared widely
enough, can become a source of hope.

The answer is up to us, and it goes beyond politics. We must address the
crisis of America’s deep cultural divisions and fractured civil society. Our
current political process, which once worked by building coalitions, now
tends to have the opposite effect of dividing us: Red states against Blue
states, country against city, believers against nonbelievers, so-called ethnic
whites (a term I do not believe in) against the rest.

Why is there such a gap today between the values of ordinary Americans
throughout the country and those who control us?11 One obvious answer,
which I touch on in the introduction, is the rapidly increasing gap between
America’s richest and its poorest, with the middle class, the heart of any
public democracy, also losing ground. The wealthiest top fifth of U.S.
citizens now make 11.0 times more than those in the poorest bottom fifth,
as opposed to 4.3 times more in Japan and 7.1 times more in Canada or
France.12 Thus America, which historically flourished by being less class-
bound than Europe, has now surpassed the Old World with respect to
income disparity.

But there is another problem affecting the United States: our supposed
open society is in fact partly driven by deeper forces many of us do not
clearly see, especially in matters of foreign policy. This weakness of civil
society at the federal level allows policy to be dictated by special interests.
This is particularly true of foreign policy, more and more of which is driven
by covert bureaucracies in the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the
Pentagon, uncontrolled by the checks and balances of the public state. In
this book I designate as the “deep state” (a term borrowed from Turkish



analysts) that part of the state driven by top-down policy making, often by
small cabals.

In the book’s final chapter I sketch ways in which we can begin to
address these problems of the deep state. But first we must analyze them.
Chapters 2 through 6 explore this more or less continuous train of
unauthorized intrusions, often illegal, into the public political process. It is a
story about individuals and cabals whose power derives not from the
Constitution but from their proximity to wealth and private power. In
Chapters 7 through 9, I talk about al Qaeda. Chapter 7 examines the origins
of al Qaeda in CIA’s Operation Cyclone of the 1980s, the recruitment,
training, and arming of “Arab Afghans” to fight in Afghanistan and points
north. Chapter 8 looks at the U.S. government sponsorship of recruitment in
America for what became al Qaeda. Chapter 9 examines the case of Ali
Mohamed, an Egyptian double agent who trained recruits for al Qaeda in
terror while still on the payroll of the U.S. Army. Chapter 10 discusses the
relationship of al Qaeda operatives to Americans in oil and pipeline regions
like Azerbaijan and Kosovo.

In Chapters 11 through 14, I discuss the history of American strategic
thinking about global oil reserves and also about so-called continuity of
government or COG (the pre-planned response to crisis, which Dick
Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld worked on with Oliver North in the 1980s),
which was partially implemented on 9/11. In chapters 12 and 13, I examine
a relevant aspect of 9/11 itself: Cheney’s actions on the morning of 9/11 and
his implementation of COG. I conclude, largely from the misrepresentations
of them in the 9/11 Commission Report, that a venue should be established
in which the vice president would testify for the first time about 9/11 under
oath.

In my conclusion I suggest ways to help restore and advance the
America we once knew. I still have the faith that brought me to this country
in 1961: that the history of the human species is one of slowly increasing
self-knowledge, so that there is a slow—painfully slow—evolution toward
greater openness and mutual understanding of diversity in society and
politics. The United States, for all its obvious faults, was once a leader in
this evolution. Whether it will continue to be one is less certain. But I
believe America’s values are still a possibility worth striving for, with all
the energy we can muster. And as this book goes to press in 2007, I find



more reasons to believe in America’s future than in those dark weeks
preceding the Iraq War.

Peter Dale Scott 
 March 2003–March 2007



ONE 
 INTRODUCTION 

 Wealth, Empire, Cabals, and the Public
State

I hope we shall crush in its birth the aristocracy of our monied
corporations which dare already to challenge our government to a
trial of strength, and bid defiance to the laws of our country.

Thomas Jefferson, 1816

We hold it a prime duty of the people to free our government
from the control of money.

Theodore Roosevelt, 1912

The real truth … is, as you and I know, that a financial element in
the larger centers has owned the Government ever since the days
of Andrew Jackson.

Letter from Franklin D. Roosevelt to Colonel E. M. House,
1933

THE GROWTH OF GREAT WEALTH AT THE
EXPENSE OF THE PUBLIC STATE

In this book I try to explain the paradoxes that distress most of the
Americans I’ve met over the past few years. Whether they live in Berkeley,
New England, or West Texas, these people wonder why the United States
steered deliberately—and seemingly inevitably—into a war with Iraq that
had little domestic support. They wonder why so many open processes of
our government have been replaced by secret decisions at the uppermost



levels. They wonder why our country, which is not currently facing any
major enemies, is increasing its defense budget more rapidly than ever
before.

A stock answer often used to explain these changes is to invoke the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. But pressures for them had been
building long before 9/11. Even more disturbing, some of those lobbying
for a “revolution in military affairs,” including huge new defense budgets
and military action against Iraq, stated before 2001 that such changes would
not occur quickly without “some catastrophic and catalyzing event—like a
new Pearl Harbor.”1 Since the 9/11 attacks, leading members of the Bush
administration have spoken of the attacks as a “great opportunity”
(President Bush) or (in Donald Rumsfeld’s words) “the kind of
opportunities that World War II offered, to refashion the world.”2

I wrote this book in an effort to contextualize 9/11. In one sense, 9/11 is
an event without precedent, and one that threatens to move America beyond
the age of public politics to a new era in which power, more than ever
before, is administered downward from above. But at the same time, 9/11
must be seen as a culmination of trends developing through a half century:
toward secret top-down decision making by small cabals, toward the
militarization of law enforcement, toward plans for the sequestering of
those who dissent, toward government off-the-books operations,
transactions, and assets, and toward governance by those who pay for
political parties rather than those who participate in them.

Essentially, I agree with political commentator Kevin Phillips that a
major answer to these questions, although not a complete one and
insufficiently discussed, is found in an area beyond politics: the “connecting
lines … between tainted government, corrupted politics, corporate venality,
and the unprecedented two-decade build-up of wealth itself.”3Domination
of the public state by private wealth is not a novelty in America, as the
epigraphs at the beginning of this chapter make clear. The novelty since
World War II, however, lies in the secret growth and articulation of this top-
down power within government. In particular, the Office of Policy
Coordination (OPC), a group hidden from the public eye, was secretly
created in June 1948 and dominated at first by a small ex–Office of Special
Services (OSS) elite from Wall Street. Wall Street’s secret intrusion of its
views and personnel into American covert policy justifies our speaking of



an American “overworld”—that realm of wealthy or privileged society that,
although not formally authorized or institutionalized, is the scene of
successful influence of government by private power.

Of all the political systems in the world, America’s has traditionally been
characterized by its openness to self-analysis, self-criticism, and ultimately
self-correction. Past periods of wealth disparity, notably in the Gilded Age,
have been followed by reform movements that compressed the income gap.
But, as Phillips has warned, the type of reforms that have followed past
excesses of wealth in politics must happen again soon, or they may not
happen at all: “As the twenty-first century gets underway, the imbalance of
wealth and democracy in the United States is unsustainable… . Either
democracy must be renewed, with politics brought back to life, or wealth is
likely to cement a new and less democratic regime—plutocracy by some
other name.”4

Economist Paul Krugman has transmitted statistics for the staggering
increases in income for America’s most wealthy: “A new research paper by
Ian Dew-Becker and Robert Gordon of Northwestern University, ‘Where
Did the Productivity Growth Go?,’ gives the details. Between 1972 and
2001, the wage and salary income of Americans at the 90th percentile of the
income distribution rose only 34 percent, or about 1 percent per year… .
But income at the 99th percentile rose 87 percent; income at the 99.9th
percentile rose 181 percent; and income at the 99.99th percentile rose 497
percent.”5 Many of these increases are marked by the transfer rather than
the creation of wealth and derive from what Phillips has called the
“financialization” of America: the “process whereby financial services,
broadly construed, take over the dominant economic, cultural, and political
role in a national economy.”6

THE OVERWORLD, THE DEEP STATE, AND
BUREAUCRATIC PARANOIA

Obviously, as the wealth of the top 1 percent has increased radically, so has
its power, particularly over communications. Conversely, the public state—
the realm of open and deliberated policy decisions—has diminished at the
hands of private manipulators. Under both presidents Bill Clinton and



George H. W. Bush, for example, the United States was committed to
controversial commitments and interventions, from Uzbekistan to Kosovo,
which were the product of secret lobbying by cabals, not public debate. The
political power of money has been analyzed in the media and Congress
chiefly as the external problem of what is often called corruption, the role
of money in choosing and influencing Congress and the White House.7 To
this, since the 1970s, has been added a coordinated campaign by a few
wealthy individuals (such as billionaire publisher Richard Mellon Scaife),
foundations (such as Coors, Allen-Bradley, Olin, Smith Richardson), and
their media (such as Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation) to shift the
political culture of the country radically to the right.8

But this book also focuses on something else: the top 1 percent’s direct
or indirect control of certain specific domains of government, beginning in
the 1940s with the creation of CIA. It is a story that looks beyond the well-
defined public entities of open politics to include the more amorphous and
fluid realm of private control behind them. This realm of wealthy private
influence, the overworld, is a milieu of those who either by wealth or
background have power great enough to have an observable influence on
their society and its politics.9 Those parts of the government responding to
their influence I call the “deep state” (if covert) or “security state” (if
military). Both represent top-down or closed power, as opposed to the open
power of the public state or res publica that represents the people as a
whole.10

I argue in this book that the power of the American public state needs to
be revived, and its out-of-control deep state radically curtailed. I am not an
opponent of deep states per se: publics are not infallible and sometimes
need to be opposed. But in our current crisis the proper balance between the
public state and the deep state has been lost, and the deep state’s secret top-
down powers have become a major threat to democracy. A well-functioning
deep state serves to impose needed wisdom and discipline, but in recent
years America’s unchecked deep state has been imposing both folly and
indiscipline. The tension between an open public state and a closed deep
state or security state existing within it is an old and widespread
phenomenon.11 In the United States it has become more acute since the
beginning of the Cold War in the 1940s, when the investment firms of the
Wall Street overworld provided President Harry Truman with his secretary



of defense, James V. Forrestal. This same over-world provided them both
with the ideas and personnel for a new Central Intelligence Agency.

The policy making of the closed deep state, shielded by secrecy, has
tended increasingly toward global dominance at any price, without regard to
consequences. The collective wisdom of foreign policy experts, usually
most represented in the State Department, has been powerless to restrain it.
Over and over throughout this book I reveal occasions where the relatively
sane proposals of the State Department have been trumped by the
bureaucratic paranoia of people whose career success was based on their
commitment to worst-case scenarios. This “paranoid style in American
politics” has traditionally referred to marginal elements that exist remote
from true power. But there has been a paranoid tradition of the deep state as
well, dating back to the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1799 (recently cited by
the Department of Homeland Security as a model for its Endgame
program).12

Closed policy making that puts security first above all, especially when
protected by secrecy, is a formula for bureaucratic paranoia. The United
States experienced such paranoia with the Alien Act and the Palmer Raids
of 1918 and again with the State Department and Treasury personnel purges
after World War II. In this book I argue that the bureaucratic paranoia of the
deep state was a major cause (as well as a result of) 9/11. I believe our
present course of ever more heightened paranoia is a sure formula for more
9/11s.

This book will not address the often asked questions of to what extent
the Bush-Cheney administration knew in advance of the impending attacks
on 9/11, and then either let them happen or even possibly made them
happen. Instead, this book makes a more general argument that the
bureaucratic paranoia inside the American deep state, undisciplined by the
available wisdom of the public state, helped years ago to create al Qaeda
and then to create the circumstances in which, almost inevitably, elements
in al Qaeda would turn against the United States.13

Having worked briefly in the Canadian bureaucracy, I have observed that
bureaucratic debate where power is involved tends to favor paranoid or
worst-case analyses, especially those that justify budget and bureaucratic
growth. Today’s bureaucratic paranoia has indeed been institutionalized by
what has been popularized as Vice President Cheney’s “one percent



doctrine”: “Even if there’s just a one percent chance of the unimaginable
coming due, act as if it is a certainty. It’s not about ‘our analysis,’ as
Cheney said. It’s about ‘our response’ … Justified or not, fact-based or not,
‘our response’ is what matters. As to ‘evidence,’ the bar was set so low that
the word itself almost didn’t apply. If there was even a one percent chance
of terrorists getting a weapon of mass destruction … the United States must
now act as if it were a certainty.”14

This doctrine is a license for untrammeled expansion of the secret deep
state. As the deep state metastasizes, its origins in the overworld become
less clear and possibly less relevant. In using the term “over-world,” we
must be careful not to reify it or attribute to it a unity and coherence it does
not possess. It is a term of convenience to indicate, at least initially, a
somewhat amorphous realm of sociopolitical change on which we should
focus attention. The overworld is emphatically less cohesive than a class,
despite what popular historian Frederick Lundberg and others have
suggested.15 Ultimately its much discussed institutions, like the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR) and the Trilateral Commission, are more
significant as symptoms and evidence rather than as sources of overworld
power.

The overworld was clearly centered in Wall Street in the 1940s, and CIA
was primarily designed there. With the postwar shifts of U.S. demographics
and economic structure southward and westward, the over-world itself has
shifted, becoming less defined by geography than by the interrelated
functions of the petroleum-industrial-financial complex. Cheney’s global
oilfield services firm Halliburton, today a “bridge be tween the oil industry
and the military-industrial complex,”16 was nowhere near the Wall Street
power center in the 1940s. This shift in the overworld led by 1968 to a
polarizing debate over the Vietnam War. The expanding military-industrial
complex, dedicated to winning that war at any cost, found itself
increasingly opposed by elements on Wall Street (which at the time I
labeled the “CIA-financial establishment”) who feared the impact of the
war’s costs on the stability of the dollar.17 I argue that Nixon’s inability to
satisfy either of the two polarized factions—symbolized by the American
Security Council and the Council on Foreign Relations—was a major factor
in the unprecedented and ultimately unresolved drama of Watergate.



Today, with the relative decline of the domestic civilian economy and the
proliferation of military business, we can see an emerging military-financial
complex. This is symbolized by the easy movement up from the Pentagon
to Wall Street of such key players as the director Bruce P. Jackson of the
Project for the New American Century.18 One can measure the emergent
power of the military in the establishment by comparing the relatively
critical stance of the mainstream media toward the Vietnam War and the
recent misleading White House propaganda about Iraq that was published
uncritically in the New York Times.19 Increasingly a gap has widened
between the mainstream press and television—the so-called old media—
and the emerging new media of open communications via the Internet.

In a sense, the current American political crisis can be seen as a tension
between the goals of this military-financial complex, on the one hand, and
the requisite conditions for a healthy civilian economy and civil society on
the other. This is another way of understanding the tension, described
throughout this book, between the deep/security state and the public state.
Through all these shifts certain essential continuities can be traced in the
overworld’s influence—first on CIA and increasingly on national security
policy in general. Most recently, private power consolidated its influence by
managing to establish a small but extremely important “shadow
government,” or “parallel government.” The overworld did this through
planning for what is officially known as continuity of government (COG),
with its own secret, parallel institutions.20 Toward the end of this book I
show how the plans for COG in a time of crisis were first implemented on
9/11. More important, they may also have contributed to changes in U.S.
emergency defense responses that perhaps escalated a much smaller
terrorist attack into “a new Pearl Harbor.”

THE DIALECTICS OF WEALTH, EXPANSION,
AND RESTRAINT

History has demonstrated, four or five times over, the dialectics of
democratic openness. This process determined the fates of the ancient city-
states of Athens and Rome, and since the Renaissance we have seen it again
with the empires of Spain, the Netherlands, and Great Britain. An urban



civil society that was relatively free and open surpassed its neighbors in
generating wealth. As wealth increased, it expanded the reach of the state
beyond that society’s borders.21 And then, as Yale historian Paul Kennedy
wrote in The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, a military overstretch
ensued that weakened the homeland economically and precipitated its
decline.

To the extent that wealth expanded, these extra-societal institutions came
to lie outside the transparency of domestic civil society. In effect, they
become both powerful and secret, and new elements of the state developed
to interact with these institutions on a secret level. Paradoxically, as the
power, scope, and exposure of the state increased, so did that society’s
paranoia—the fear of being surpassed by competing states.22 Within the
state secrecy trumped openness. There is a political sociology of secrecy:
those with higher clearances participated in policy making at a level where
those without clearances were denied access.23 The result was the
increasing dominance over the officially organized public state by an
undemocratic top-down deep state, one that answered to other interests than
those of the homeland public. Institutions and relationships outside the
geographic bounds of civil society consolidated more and more into an
overworld, usually strengthened by offshore resources, that had the wealth
and de facto power to influence and eventually determine the policies of the
public state.

America since World War II has differed from these empires before it in
two respects. On the one hand, the modern nation-state system is now
global; on the other, America’s overwhelming military preeminence has
contributed to the impression of a unipolar world.24 Because of these two
factors, the flag imperialism of a century ago (such as the Spanish-
American War) has evolved into trade imperialism: the flag now follows
trade and investment, rather than vice versa. (Admiral George Dewey sent
the U.S. Navy to the Philippines in 1898 before any major American firms
had invested there. But when President George W. Bush dispatched U.S.
troops to Georgia in 2002, it was only after U.S. oil firms had begun to
develop a major oil pipeline across the country.)

This subordination of the flag to trade has satisfied most U.S. economic
interests, or so-called traders, symbolized by Wall Street and the Council on
Foreign Relations. But it also created a so-called Prussian backlash,



especially in the military, from those who believed that as long as America
had the military capacity to overwhelm its enemies, it should not hesitate to
do so. As a result, postwar presidents from Harry Truman through Richard
Nixon repeatedly had to restrain rebellious hawkish elements in the armed
forces of which they were the commanders in chief. President Dwight
Eisenhower was able to restrain Admiral Arthur Radford’s demand in 1954
for direct U.S. intervention in the French Indochina War, when the French
were being defeated at Dien Bien Phu.25 But the top CIA and Pentagon
leadership plotted for further engagement in Indochina in the late 1950s,
planning not so much with Eisenhower as against him. As I have described
in detail in my book Drugs, Oil, and War, key decisions in escalating U.S.
support in Laos were only belatedly approved by Eisenhower, at times
when he was away from his office, either to play golf or for a planned
check-up in a hospital.26

Economist James Galbraith has revealed how, in the midst of the 1961
Berlin crisis, President John Kennedy angered the U.S. generals, and
possibly CIA director Allen Dulles, by rejecting “the military’s drive for a
vast U.S. nuclear build-up” and possible first strike as well.27 A few days
later Kennedy was told about a study by White House aide Carl Kaysen
“that showed that a ‘disarming first strike’ against Soviet strategic forces
could be carried out with a high degree of confidence that it would catch
them all on the ground.”28 Galbraith also notes the report of Nikita
Khrushchev that at the peak of the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, Robert
Kennedy told the Russian ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin: “Even though the
President himself is very much against starting a war over Cuba, an
irreversible chain of events could occur against his will… . If the situation
continues for much longer, the President is not sure that the military will not
overthrow him and seize power. The American military could get out of
control.”29

A recent study of the second Tonkin Gulf incident on August 4, 1964,
which led eventually to the Vietnam War, indicates that the crucial decision
to bomb North Vietnam did not come from President Lyndon Johnson, who
“was deliberately prevented” by those below him “from making an
informed decision” on that day.30 Later, we shall see that Nixon also faced
opposition from the bureaucratic faction that wished for a more
unrestrained exercise of U.S. military power. America’s ignominious



departure from Vietnam silenced, for a generation, the “Prussians’” demand
for the reckless use of American military force. But it also gave rise to a
compensatory belief, articulated by Marine Colonel Oliver North, that the
war effort in Vietnam was not lost on the battlefield; rather, it was lost in
the streets of America. Quietly and secretly, North and his allies began to
make arrangements, through continuity of government planning, to ensure
that in any future military engagement, American dissent at home would
not be allowed to endanger the outcome.

THE SPREAD OF SECRECY AND THE ROAD
TO 9/11

In the 1987 Iran-Contra hearings the congressman Jack Brooks tried vainly
to question Colonel North about his “work on plans for continuity of
government in the event of a major disaster.”31 Denied an answer, Brooks
then accused North of being part of a secret “government within a
government.” Author Theodore Draper later echoed the charge when he
wrote of a “junta-like cabal.”32 North’s work on so-called COG was
important, and the planning was continued after his departure by a small
cabal-like committee, including Dick Cheney (then a congressman) and
Donald Rumsfeld (who at the time was a private citizen). Eventually
North’s most secret and controversial recommendations, including plans for
the warrantless roundup and detention of minorities, saw fruition after
9/11.33 Chapter 14 of this book explores in detail how 9/11, or more
accurately the U.S. response to that attack, is the fruit of COG planning in
the 1980s.

These two apparently unrelated episodes—Iran-Contra and the U.S.
response to 9/11—are in fact part of a continuous expansion of secret policy
making by cabals going back to the 1940s. More and more, major
redirections of U.S. foreign policy have been initiated and conducted not by
those who are publicly charged with the responsibility for them, but by
others, often in secret. This practice can be traced back chiefly to the
creation, in 1947, of two related institutions: the National Security Council
and the Central Intelligence Agency. Indeed, one political motive for these
institutions was to create a larger space for secrecy at the heart of what had



been traditionally a more open form of government. Since then, secrecy,
invoked at first as necessary to the defense of the public state, has become
increasingly an enemy to the public state.

Perhaps no one in 1947 could have predicted the extent to which the
public power of the open democratic state would be overridden by secret
edicts and processes, imposed within government from outside sources,
rather than publicly arrived at. But anyone interested in saving the
American Republic will want to identify these secret forces that have been
eroding it. This erosion was not an inevitable historical process. Rather, it
was the result of recurrent intrusions into the public political process by a
few individuals, above all from the overworld, who have influenced the
course of American politics.

This influence is exercised both publicly and covertly. The most obvious
influence is through money, changing hands both above and below the
table. The right of the wealthy to donate to political parties and causes is a
legally circumscribed one. Beyond the reach of the law, however, is the
ability of wealth to subvert true public discourse by creating an artificial
realm of media discourse, in which the honest reporters of unpleasant truths
are marginalized and sometimes lose their jobs. One such example is that of
Gary Webb, whose Pulitzer Prize–winning journalistic career ended after he
wrote about the CIA and drugs.34

The sustained maintenance of bias in media discourse is thus reflected
and enhanced by bureaucratic discourse. It is unusual for the overworld to
intervene directly in the higher processes of government. More common is
the maintenance of artificial consensus by influencing the selection and
promotion of power experts within the government. Throughout this book I
document how, time after time, solid expert advice on policy was
overridden by power experts who knew next to nothing about the foreign
region affected but everything about self-advancement in a corrupt
Washington.35

There are also less visible institutions that mediate and serve as a more
secret interface between the American people and overworld power.36

Besides CIA itself, an institution initially guided more from Wall Street
than from Washington, there are less-known institutions, such as the
President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and, more recently, the



group set up under Ronald Reagan to plan for so-called COG. As we shall
see, the history of COG planning, which originated in the 1950s, assumed
its current shape in response to the mobilization of U.S. Army intelligence
and CIA against left-wing Americans during the civil disorder of the 1960s
and 1970s. The reactive planning under Presidents Johnson and Nixon
became increasingly proactive in the 1980s administration of President
Reagan. Under him the COG project was developed by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) operating under the White
House National Program Office (NPO), a group so supersecret it was not
publicly named until a 1991 CNN news story.37

This increasing articulation and institutionalization of secret power
corresponds to an increasing subordination of public power to the private
realm. Many Americans have become inured to the fact that major policy
decisions, ranging from defense strategies to the initiation of preemptive
war, are no longer formulated by the public state. Rather, many of these
decisions are now imposed on it from outside.
The beginnings of this public implementation can be traced to the creation
of CIA in 1947. This was the most important of a series of secret decisions
made in the 1940s and 1950s, decades before many of the events I detail
throughout this book. Right after World War II the chances seemed greater
than ever before for a more peaceful, orderly, legal, and open world. The
United States was then wealthy enough to finance postwar reconstruction in
devastated Europe. Later the U.S. government would fund health and
agriculture programs in the newly liberated former colonies of the third
world. The world’s two great superpowers—the United States and the
Soviet Union—had apparently agreed on rules and procedures for
mediating their serious differences through a neutral body, the United
Nations.

But the United Nations was to prove inadequate for the resolution of
international conflict. One major reason for this was that the Soviet Union,
the United States, and (after 1949) China all pursued covert expansive
policies that brought them into conflict and occasionally into war. The
Marxist-Leninist nations of the USSR and China lent support to other
Marxist-Leninist parties and movements, some of them insurrectionary, in
other parts of the world. The immediate concern of the United States was



Europe, where it appeared that the French and Italian Communist parties
might be elected to power in 1948.

From the beginning of the postwar era, Washington looked for assets and
“proxy armies” of its own, to combat the threat it perceived from the Soviet
Union and China. Some of these proxies, like the Nationalist Chinese
Kuomintang (KMT) troops in Burma, or the mafias in Italy and Marseilles,
soon outgrew their U.S. support to become de facto regional players, or
parastates (exhibiting some but not all of the features of states) in their own
right.

From 1945 to 1947 elements in the U.S. Army conspired to maintain
contacts with former German anti-Communists in Europe and their German
Army commander, General Reinhard Gehlen. Five men were involved, of
whom three (William J. Donovan, Allen Dulles, and Frank Wisner) were
representatives of the Wall Street overworld and also of the New York
Social Register, which listed the members of New York high society.38

They were awaiting a new agency to succeed Donovan’s Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) and take over the Nazis’ ethnic armies in Eastern Europe.
But the idea of a centralized intelligence agency encountered fierce
competitive opposition from the FBI’s J. Edgar Hoover, who was backed at
first by elements of army intelligence.39

Although it took two years to overcome their opponents, the Wall Street
lawyers and bankers in Truman’s administration succeeded in 1947 in
establishing CIA, which would report to the president through the new
National Security Council (NSC). This new agency, based on the precedent
and personnel of the OSS, had been urged on Washington by the War-Peace
Studies Project of the Council on Foreign Relations in the early 1940s.40 It
was reinforced by a report commissioned in 1945 by navy secretary James
V. Forrestal. The report was written by Ferdinand Eberstadt, who like
Forrestal was a private Wall Street banker from the investment bank Dillon
Read.41

As CIA director Richard Helms narrates in his memoirs, Allen Dulles
(then a Republican lawyer at Sullivan and Cromwell in New York) was
recruited in 1946 “to draft proposals for the shape and organization of what
was to become the Central Intelligence Agency in 1947.”42 Dulles promptly
formed an advisory group of six men, all but one of whom were Wall Street



investment bankers or lawyers.43 In 1948, Forrestal appointed Dulles
chairman of a committee, along with two other New York lawyers, to
review CIA’s performance.44 “The three lawyers conferred for close to a
year in one of the board rooms at J. H. Whitney,” another Wall Street
investment firm.45

In its first two decades, CIA, like its intellectual parent the Council on
Foreign Relations, was dominated internally and externally by the
aristocratic elements of the New York overworld. All seven of the known
deputy directors of CIA during this period came from the same New York
legal and financial circles; and six of them were listed in the New York
Social Register as well.46 When joined by the young James Angleton, son
of an international corporate executive, this early core became the basis for
an inner “agency-within-an-agency” that survived into the 1960s.47

Within a year the NSC was authorizing covert operations overseas
through CIA. In fact, these operations were being implemented by an even
more secret group within CIA, the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC).
The CIA at least had been publicly empowered by the 1947 National
Security Act, even though it contained a “loophole” through which CIA
launched covert operations in a way Congress had “not intended.”48 In June
1948 the National Security Council secretly launched OPC, without any
congressional authorization at all.49

The decision to create OPC was “based on what was seen as a CIA
success in Italy,” the election of a Christian Democratic government in
April despite widespread fears of a Communist electoral victory.50 Key to
this success was the rapid supply of millions of dollars to the non-
Communist parties, another decision that had its origins in New York. As
journalists David Wise and Thomas B. Ross wrote: “[Defense Secretary]
Forrestal felt that secret counteraction was vital, but his initial assessment
was that the Italian operation would have to be private. The wealthy
industrialists in Milan were hesitant to provide the money, fearing reprisals
if the Communists won, and so the hat was passed at the Brook Club in
New York. But Allen Dulles felt the problem could not be handled
effectively in private hands. He urged strongly that the government
establish a covert organization.”51



This episode is instructive. The defense secretary felt the operation
should be a private undertaking, but a private Wall Street lawyer (from the
political party that was not currently in power) determined that it should be
carried out by the government. For years, we as common taxpayers have
similarly unwittingly been taxed to pay for projects like those of the Brook
Club and the wealthy industrialists in Milan. More important, a practice had
been consolidated of subordinating public policy to overworld policy (as we
shall see again in 1979, with respect to the shah of Iran).

Even more than CIA, OPC was a creation of the New York over-world.
It was the work principally of four men associated with the Council on
Foreign Relations: the career diplomat George Kennan and the three-man
committee in 1948 chaired by CFR president Dulles.52 Dulles and his allies
also arranged for the OPC chief to be Frank Wisner, another Wall Street
lawyer who in 1947 had joined the State Department with the deliberately
understated title “deputy assistant secretary for occupied countries.”53 OPC
set in motion at least three projects that acquired a life, culture, and
momentum of their own. These projects—collectively and much later, long
after the demise of OPC itself—contributed to the catastrophe of 9/11.

The first project was an arrangement for the creation and support of
right-wing “stay-behind” groups in Europe to combat the risk of
Communist takeover.54 This arrangement in Italy, known later as Operation
Gladio, led in turn to a shadow system of parallel intelligence agencies,
shielded from the overview of Italy’s public and more centrist government.
These CIA-linked agencies developed a strategy of tension in which a series
of lethal terrorist bombings, falsely presented as left-wing, were used to
drive Italy further to the right.55 (The Piazza Fontana bombing of December
1969 killed sixteen people; the Bologna Station massacre of May 1983
killed eighty-five.)

Guido Giannettini, one of the Italian authors of this strategy of tension
(and of the Piazza Fontana bombing eight years later), came to America in
1961 to lecture at the Naval War College on “Techniques and Possibilities
of a Coup d’Etat in Europe.”56 In March 1962 the Joint Chiefs of Staff
prepared their own documents developing Giannettini’s strategy. This was
Operation Northwoods, which many books have cited as a “precedent” for
“U.S. complicity in the attacks of 9/11.”57 As journalist James Bamford
wrote of Northwoods: “The plan, which had been written with the approval



of the Chairman and every member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, called for
innocent people to be shot on American streets.”58

In addition to this stay-behind project, OPC began a psychological
warfare campaign to go beyond the State Department’s official policy of
containing Communism, by mobilizing public opinion and covert resources
for the destabilization of eastern Europe.59 OPC’s third project, which
eventually had global consequences affecting both Afghanistan and al
Qaeda, was to combat Communism by using assets supported by illegal
drug trafficking.

OPC, THE DRUG TRAFFIC, AND
GOVERNMENT OFF-THE-BOOKS ASSETS

One of Wisner’s projects in 1950 was so-called Operation Paper, the U.S.
government’s support for the remnants of the Nationalist Chinese KMT
forces in Burma and Thailand. These forces worked off and on with OPC
and CIA for more than a decade. Operation Paper’s assets were off the
books and self-financing—mostly by profits from drug dealing.60 By
restoring the global drug traffic out of Southeast Asia, the KMT proxy
institutionalized what would become a CIA habit of turning to drug-
supported, off-the-books assets for fighting wars—in Indochina and the
South China Sea in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s; in Afghanistan and
Central America in the 1980s; in Colombia in the 1990s; and again in
Afghanistan in 2001. As I have written elsewhere, nearly all these wars
were in defense of the overseas interests or aspirations of major U.S. oil
companies.61

Because the use of drug-supported proxy armies was at odds with
Washington’s official antidrug policies, the practice had to remain secret.
This meant that major programs with long-term consequences were being
initiated and administered by small cliques that were almost unknown in
Washington. Operation Paper brought OPC into contact not only with drug
traffickers abroad but also with organized crime at home. OPC officer Paul
Helliwell was the key figure involved in creating an infrastructure in
Thailand (SEA Supply Inc.) and a supporting airline (Civil Air Transport,
later Air America). Helliwell’s infrastructure linked top CIA officials from



the Wall Street overworld with leaders from the organized crime
underworld. For example, he was the legal counsel for the small Miami
National Bank used by gangster financier Meyer Lansky to launder his
foreign profits.62

Operation Paper became a precedent for other, even larger operations
where OPC (and later CIA) worked with criminals in off-the-books, self-
financing operations. The OPC’s use of the KMT as a proxy for U.S. power
was followed without interruption by similar programs, first in Thailand
and Laos and later against Cuba.63 In 1996 veteran Senate staffer Jack Blum
told the Senate Intelligence Committee that “a careful review of covert
operations in the Caribbean and South and Central America shows a forty-
year connection between crime and covert operations that has repeatedly
blown back upon the United States.”64 Some of these drug-supported
programs continued to receive direct overworld and/or CIA guidance. For
example, the sponsor of CIA’s drug-financed Thai Paramilitary Police Unit
(PARU) operation in Thailand and Laos was former Office of Strategic
Services (OSS) director William Donovan, who in 1953 returned from
private life as a Wall Street lawyer to serve as America’s ambassador to
Thailand.65 Helliwell also worked after 1959 for CIA on anti-Castro
projects; some of these Cuban recruits later became drug traffickers.66

Today’s vastly expanded global heroin traffic is largely the product of
CIA’s work with two different sets of proxy forces: the drug-supported
KMT and PARU troops in Southeast Asia in the 1950s and 1960s, and the
drug-supported Afghan networks in the 1980s. When OPC/CIA began to
support the KMT troops in Burma in the 1950s, local opium production in
the region was on the order of eighty tons a year. At the height of the
Vietnam War, production reached a thousand tons in 1970, before declining
at the war’s end.67 Later, as first Pakistan and then CIA started supporting
guerrillas in Afghanistan after 1973, opium production in this region began
to rise spectacularly. From a hundred tons in 1971, it reached eight hundred
tons in 1979, the year of CIA intervention, and then two thousand tons by
1991.68 With the U.S. occupation in Afghanistan, opium production, which
the Taliban had nearly eliminated for the single year of 2001, reached a new
high of five thousand six hundred tons in 2006.69



The result of all of this is not just a worldwide drug scourge; the flow of
drugs also supplies the socioeconomic infrastructure for the scattered
terrorist groups collectively known as al Qaeda.70 Those who blame CIA
for the rise of al Qaeda usually point to CIA’s supply of training and arms
during the 1980s Afghan war. But U.S. operations in conjunction with
jihadi drug armies after the end of that war have been perhaps even more
responsible. In chapters 8 and 9, I show that U.S. toleration of and even
alliance with al Qaeda–backed jihadi groups—notably in Afghanistan,
Azerbaijan, Bosnia, and Kosovo—have been in areas of major interest to
U.S. oil companies.

In sum, OPC established the practice of using off-the-books forces, some
of which broke domestic drug laws. This practice endured and has had
lasting consequences, affecting even the catastrophic events of 9/11.71

Eventually, the more bureaucratic and hierarchical CIA raised objections to
the practices of the freewheeling “Fifth Avenue Cowboys” in OPC, with
particular respect to the KMT in Burma and Thailand. By 1952 scandals
over the KMT drug trafficking, some possibly involving OPC officers, had
become so offensive that CIA director Walter Bedell Smith abolished OPC
altogether, merging its personnel with CIA’s own covert operations staff.72

But this merger, far from suppressing or even controlling the former
“cowboys” of OPC, gave them a more permanent home inside CIA.

Since the events of 9/11, it is clear that America has begun to turn away
radically from its own professed ideals of a democratically governed state
in an open civil society. But from as early as the 1940s the public power of
the public state has been increasingly overridden by the covert power of
elite and nonaccountable intelligence and security bureaucracies. Covert
operations today represent a serious challenge to the Enlightenment hopes
of the great liberal historian Lord Acton, that now “all information is within
reach, and every problem … capable of solution.”73

The chronological record of events as reconstructed by archival
historians from public records has become increasingly subverted by
suppressed or deep history. We now have a chronology for which the public
records are either nonexistent or have been falsified. The result is a serious
challenge to the democratic hopes of the philosopher Jürgen Habermas for
an expanding public sphere of rational discourse, protected against the
intrusive policies of nongovernment groups.74



THE REPUBLICANS AND ROLLBACK IN
THE 1950S: A NEW RUTHLESSNESS

In 1953 America’s strategic objectives expanded from a containment of the
Soviet Union to a rollback of it. An era of covert interventions in countries
with large non-Communist populations (notably in France and Italy) was
succeeded by an era of trying to eradicate Communist and other movements
that had demonstrably high support (specifically in Indochina and
Indonesia). A sign that the United States had assumed more expansive
ambitions was its participation in the overthrow of the democratically
elected premier Mohammed Mossadeq and his government in Iran in
1953.75 In doing so, the United States intervened to rescue the Anglo-
Iranian Oil Company, a British company that had the backing of the British
and U.S. overworld but no significant popular support in Iran.

A year later the United States intervened in Guatemala against another
elected leader, on behalf of United Fruit, which faced expropriation of its
lands not under cultivation. Both of these interventions, in Iran and
Guatemala, were initially advocated within the Council on Foreign
Relations.76

I call rollback’s expansion of U.S. intervention an overreach, not just on
ethical grounds but because in these cases there was no lasting support for
the operation from the local people.77 Both in Iran and Guatemala the pro-
U.S. dictatorships established could only maintain themselves by brutal
repressive tactics that eventually led to their overthrow.78 In the case of Iran
it seems inevitable in retrospect that finally, in 1979, this overreach would
be annulled by the victory of anti-American ayatollahs who are among
America’s chief problems today. The first postwar political victory of
Islamist extremism, can be attributed in part to CIA expansive overreach in
1953.

In a more general way the expansions of rollback contributed to the
militarization of U.S. foreign policy and specifically to the type of U.S.
military interventions, common in Central America a century ago, that
Franklin Roosevelt appeared to have renounced with his “Good Neighbor”
policy. After World War II rollback was supported inside the United States
by a number of sources—from ethnic groups appalled by Roosevelt’s



acceptance at the 1945 Yalta Conference of Soviet troops in Eastern
Europe, to the lavish funds of T. V. Soong and the China lobby, seeking to
prevent U.S. recognition of the People’s Republic of China. There were
elite pressures as well, from people like William Donovan, Henry Luce of
the Time-Life empire, and the former Trotskyite James Burnham, who was
taken up both by Luce and OPC.79

Official National Security Council doctrine for the Cold War was set
down in the 1950 document NSC-68, drafted by Forrestal’s longtime
protégé Paul Nitze. NSC-68 assumed that conflict with the “inescapably
militant” Kremlin was inevitable, U.S. policy must be “to check and to roll
back the Kremlin’s drive for world domination.”80 The document’s
paranoid exaggeration of Soviet strength and American weakness would be
repeated: in the Gaither Report of 1957 (also drafted by Nitze), which
became the basis of false fears about a “missile gap,” and (as I discuss later)
in the 1970s anti-Soviet campaign mounted by the Committee on the
Present Danger (CPD), in which Nitze was again prominent.81

Thanks largely to the Korean War, the U.S. annual military budget,
which was at $14.5 billion in 1950, more than tripled by 1953 to $49.6
billion. It would remain over $40 billion throughout the 1950s.82 Soon what
Eisenhower would label the “military-industrial complex” was asserting
itself through new lobbying groups, notably the American Security Council
(ASC), founded in 1955. The ASC united old-wealth oil and military
corporations with new-wealth businesses in the South and the West, some
of which incorporated investments from organized crime.83

As the goal of rollback became more ambitious and overreaching, U.S.
foreign policy became more ruthless. OPC/CIA proclivity for so-called
dirty tricks was sanctioned by the report of a special committee chaired by
Lieutenant General James Doolittle, a friend of the CIA’s covert operations
chief Frank Wisner.84 The whole of American foreign policy now reached
for more costly and difficult goals. The most egregious example was the
U.S. engagement in Indochina after 1959, urged by oil interests through the
Council on Foreign Relations and by the military-industrial complex
through the American Security Council.85

The deep state’s expansion abroad was matched domestically. CIA
developed covert relationships “with about 50 American journalists or



employees of U.S. media organizations.”86 According to one CIA
operative: “You could get a journalist cheaper than a good call girl, for a
couple hundred dollars a month.”87 The agency arranged for the publication
of books to be read in America, and for at least one of these works to be
reviewed favorably in the New York Times.88 CIA also developed covert
relationships with “several hundred American academics” on U.S.
campuses.89

Violent U.S.-supported overthrows of democratically elected leaders in
the 1960s—such as those in Brazil, Ghana, and Indonesia—were followed
by a radical increase of overseas U.S. direct and indirect investment in these
same countries, particularly in fossil fuels. This was reflected in changes in
the American overworld (now less dominated by the Europe-oriented
Council on Foreign Relations) and in the deep state. The CFR became more
and more allied with the traditionally powerful petroleum lobby, once
primarily domestic but now increasingly global in its concerns.90 Especially
before the withdrawal after 1967 of the British Navy from the Indian
Ocean, U.S. strategy in the Middle East was dominated by CIA and
international oil players, rather than by the Pentagon. Their policies were in
the main pro-Arab and above all pro-Saudi, with the oil companies
acquiescing in and even subsidizing the Saudi policy of expanding the
influence of its extremist and anti-Western Wahhabi sect throughout the
Muslim world.

The oil industry is the largest, richest, and most powerful in the world.
But the power in Washington of the pro-Arab oil lobby (which journalist
Ovid Demaris once characterized as “in itself a subgovernment, with roots
planted deep in the soil of the real government”) was increasingly matched
by the legislative lobbying of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
(AIPAC).91 Today, U.S. policies on the Middle East, particularly with
respect to Iraq and Iran, reflect a consensus of the expansionist agendas of
both lobbies.

FROM ROLLBACK TO GLOBALIZATION
AND FULL-SPECTRUM DOMINANCE



Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the term “rollback” has also become
a historical memory. But the forces that worked for it are very much alive in
contemporary American foreign policy and characterize both sides of the
two main global strategies—civilian and military—dominating it. This
overarching policy has been characterized by scholar Richard Falk and
others as a “global domination project.” U.S. foreign policy specialist
Andrew Bacevich has described it as a “strategy of openness,” with a dual
emphasis on “free trade and investment” complemented by “a belief in the
necessity of American hegemony.”92 The civilian strategy is for what I call
top-down globalization—government-enforced market fundamentalism, or
global economic integration on American terms, which include the opening
of foreign markets to U.S. investment.

The military strategy is for full-spectrum dominance of the globe. “Full-
spectrum dominance” was the key term in Joint Vision 2020, the U.S.
Department of Defense blueprint for the future, endorsed on May 30, 2000,
by General John M. Shalikashvili, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.93

The term was taken from U.S. Space Command’s Vision for 2020 in 1998,
which spoke of USSPACECOM as “dominating the space dimension of
military operations to protect U.S. interests and investment.”94 The same
sense of mission as protecting investment can be seen in an article from the
Foreign Military Studies Office of Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, which was
published three months before the 2001 World Trade Center attacks: “The
Caspian Sea appears to be sitting on yet another sea—a sea of
hydrocarbons… . The presence of these oil reserves and the possibility of
their export raises [sic] new strategic concerns for the United States and
other Western industrial powers. As oil companies build oil pipelines from
the Caucasus and Central Asia to supply Japan and the West, these strategic
concerns gain military implications.”95

U.S. oil companies had worked actively to ensure this military interest.
Since 1995, they had been united in a private foreign oil companies group
to lobby in Washington for an active U.S. policy to promote their interests
in the Caspian basin. Their meeting with NSC energy expert Sheila Heslin
in the summer of 1995 was followed shortly by the creation of an
interagency governmental committee to formulate U.S. policy toward the
Caspian. Heslin told Congress in 1997 that U.S. policy in Central Asia was
“to in essence break Russia’s monopoly control over the transportation of



oil [and gas] from that region, and frankly, to promote Western energy
security through diversification of supply.”96 A former CIA officer later
complained about Heslin’s subservience to the oil lobby in the Clinton
administration.97 That oil company influence did not diminish with the
election, financed in large part by oil companies, of President George W.
Bush (formerly a Saudi-financed oilman) and Vice President Dick Cheney
(formerly CEO of Halliburton and board member of the U.S.-Azerbaijan
Chamber of Commerce).
The disastrous policy failure of the Vietnam War saw the first serious
dissatisfaction expressed, by both the left and the right, with the role of
America’s foreign policy establishment in creating that war. The publication
of such books as Noam Chomsky’s American Power and the New
Mandarins, Richard J. Barnet’s The Roots of War, and David Halberstam’s
The Best and the Brightest supplied serious critiques of the roles played by
men like national security adviser McGeorge Bundy, whom the mainstream
media had previously treated as icons.98 The war produced unprecedented
unrest and violence in the United States. In 1967 and 1968 this violence led
to the creation of a special army directorate with plans to coordinate with
local police in surveillance and control of left-wing protesters. This led to
de facto use of right-wing gangs in surveillance and control, one of many
factors that signaled a shift of the country to the right.

Nixon inherited these programs, but he also augmented them. Later I
discuss how one vastly expanded army plan, known as Garden Plot,
continued to proliferate after Nixon’s fall from office. Garden Plot is the
direct ancestor of the planning for continuity of government, which I see as
contributing to the catastrophic events of 9/11. In the Nixon era the
multilateralist policies of the once-dominant Council on Foreign Relations
came to yield place to the unilateralist and neocon policies of the once-
marginal American Enterprise Institute. A key moment was the split in the
CFR establishment after 1968, dividing the “traders” (those who were
concerned for international economic order) from the “Prussians” or
“warriors” (those who were concerned for preserving U.S. predominance
over the Soviet Union.)99 This last group included the first neocons.

Let’s look in particular at what neocon founder Irving Kristol called the
right wing’s “intellectual counterrevolution” in the late 1960s and early
1970s.100 This counterrevolution arose from the fear, approaching panic, at



the spread of chaos, violence, and revolutionary rhetoric in the United
States during this period. Author and editor Lewis Lapham recalled the
grave anxiety with which the overworld watched America coming apart: “I
remembered my own encounter with the fear and trembling of what was
still known as ‘The Establishment,’ … at the July encampment of San
Francisco’s Bohemian Club… . In the summer of 1968, the misgivings were
indistinguishable from panic… . [The] country’s institutional infrastructure,
also its laws, customs … seemed to be collapsing into anarchy and chaos—
black people rioting in the streets of Los Angeles and Detroit, American
soldiers killing their officers in Vietnam.”101

Future Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell, in a 1971 confidential
memorandum for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, warned that survival of
the free enterprise system lay “in organization, in careful long-range
planning and implementation, in consistency of action over an indefinite
period of years, in the scale of financing available only through joint effort,
and in the political power available only through united action and national
organizations.”102 Soon, funding for this right-wing ideological offensive
was being provided “by a small sewing circle of rich philanthropists—
Richard Mellon Scaife in Pittsburgh, Lynde and Harry Bradley in
Milwaukee, John Olin in New York City, the Smith Richardson family in
North Carolina, Joseph Coors in Denver, [and] David and Charles Koch in
Wichita.”103 With support from these foundations America saw a spate of
new and well-funded right-wing organizations, such as the Scaife-backed
Moral Majority and the interlocking Coors-backed Council for National
Policy (once called by ABC News “the most powerful conservative group
you’ve never heard of”).104

The stage was set for what political commentator Kevin Phillips and
others have called the “greed decade” of the 1980s, when “the portion of
the nation’s wealth held by the top 1 percent nearly doubled, skyrocketing
from 22 percent to 39 percent, probably the most rapid escalation in U.S.
history.”105 With the spreading gap between rich and poor, the ideal of a
public state in which all classes participated was further weakened by the
reality of a deep state or security state in which, more than ever before, a
few manipulated the many. This was facilitated by a parallel development in
the media, with the emergence of new press barons like Rupert Murdoch
and Conrad Black. As journalist David Brock wrote: “In the late 1970s and



early 1980s, Keith Rupert Murdoch [the prime example] went on a buying
spree in the United States, purchasing papers in San Antonio, New York
City, Boston, and Chicago. American journalism was never the same.”106

In addition, the Reagan administration instituted its own Office of Public
Diplomacy in the State Department, staffed by “perception management”
experts from CIA and Special Forces, to plant anti-Communist propaganda
in the American press.107 As a result of these trends, the old media—the
mainstream press and television—became less and less likely to present
critical perspectives on controversial government policies.

“A NEW PEARL HARBOR”

Once in power, Ronald Reagan, his CIA director William Casey, and vice
president George H. W. Bush initiated emergency planning, building from
the Garden Plot plan, for what Alfonso Chardy of the Miami Herald called
“suspension of the Constitution, turning control of the government over to
FEMA [the Federal Emergency Management Agency], emergency
appointment of military commanders to run state and local governments
and declaration of martial law.”108 The plan also gave FEMA, which had
been involved in drafting it, sweeping new powers, including the power “to
surveil political dissenters and to arrange for the detention of hundreds of
thousands of undocumented aliens in case of an unspecified national
emergency.”109

What is most astonishing about this 1980s planning is that Congress was
“completely bypassed.”110 Once again, as in the early days of OPC, private
power allied with the extreme wealth of the overworld was imposing
policies and structures by secret procedures that radically redirected the
course of the public state. It was doing so at a constitutional level. COG—
more properly characterized as change of government rather than continuity
of government—was not seeking to influence or assist constitutional
authority, but to control it, and if necessary, to override it. Questions about
this program emerged briefly in the 1980s, particularly in the Iran-Contra
hearings of July 1987 when Oliver North was asked (but did not get to
answer) whether he had worked on “a contingency plan … that would
suspend the American constitution.”111



Public alarm was alleviated by the false assurance that this referred to a
proposed executive order from FEMA and that this had already been
“effectively killed” by the attorney general William French Smith.112 In
fact, FEMA planning continued up to the day of September 11, 2001, when
COG was first implemented.113 Worse, however, there are indications that
COG planning may have helped set the stage for 9/11 to happen. Two
members of the ultra-secret private group drafting COG in the 1980s were
Dick Cheney (then a congressman) and Donald Rumsfeld (then the CEO of
G. D. Searle, a pharmaceutical company).114 In the fall of 2000, a year
before 9/11, Cheney and Rumsfeld signed on to a major study, Rebuilding
America’s Defenses, by the lobbying group Project for the New American
Century (PNAC). The study called for a major increase in the defense
budget, the removal of Saddam Hussein from Iraq, and the maintenance of
U.S. troops in the Gulf area even after Saddam’s disappearance.

The PNAC study was a blueprint for the George W. Bush foreign policy
that has been and still is being implemented. It also reflected support from
the private sector for the blueprint of full-spectrum dominance that had
been articulated in the Pentagon’s Joint Vision 2020. The similarity between
the two blueprints was not coincidental. Joint Vision 2020 built on a draft
known as Defense Planning Guidance written in 1992 for then Defense
Secretary Cheney by future PNAC members Paul Wolfowitz, I. Lewis
Libby, and Zalmay Khalilzad.115 Every critical study of 9/11 has noted the
PNAC report’s frank assertion that the policy changes it advocated would
be difficult to implement quickly, “absent some catastrophic and catalyzing
event—like a new Pearl Harbor.”116

Rumsfeld, in addition to being a PNAC member and a member of the
COG secret team, endorsed the same idea as the chair of the so-called
Rumsfeld Commission, which made proposals with regard to the projected
multibillion-dollar project for the U.S. Space Command. This commission’s
report, issued January 7, 2001, said with respect to attacks in space: “The
question is whether the U.S. will be wise enough to act responsibly and
soon enough to reduce U.S. space vulnerabilities. Or whether, as in the past,
a disabling attack against the country and its people—a ‘Space Pearl
Harbor’—will be the only event able to galvanize the nation and cause the
U.S. government to act.”117



From these various quotations we can see that the high-profile PNAC
report was merely the public face of a consensus that had already emerged
at a high level. Throughout the 1990s both the U.S. oil industry and the
Pentagon had contributed to the consensus that America would need full-
spectrum dominance to guarantee access to oil and other resources in the
rest of the world.118 This program would require massive expenditures,
perhaps as much as a trillion dollars, and this could not be expected from
Congress—except in response to an attack as massive and frightening as
Pearl Harbor.119 This leads us to recall that America’s entry into wars has
frequently been triggered by disputed attacks, including the Tonkin Gulf
incidents in Vietnam.120 With respect to the events of 9/11 it is clear that the
administration’s settled goal of invading Iraq depended on the attack. What
we have been witnessing, to quote the Oslo researcher Ola Tunander, is “the
use of terrorism to construct world order.”121

Almost two centuries ago the French statesman Alexis de Tocqueville
wrote of America’s “great democratic revolution” as being irresistible
“because it is the most uniform, the most ancient, and the most permanent
tendency that is to be found in history.”122 The political developments of
the past few years have led many Americans to fear that proponents of top-
down power have at last found the means to frustrate that tendency. In this
book’s concluding chapter, I suggest ways to give renewed strength to what
I call the prevailable will of the people—that potential for solidarity that,
instead of being checked by top-down repression, can actually be awakened
and reinforced by it. Whether the United States can again be counted among
the forces working for democratic revolution may well depend on the future
of the Internet, and whether the new media, profiting from the increasing
limitations of the old media, can help create the public arena for a more
democratic society.



TWO 
 NIXON, KISSINGER, AND THE

DECLINE OF THE PUBLIC STATE
That there was a Rule of Law and a Rule of Government, and
that many things which might not be done by the Rule of Law
might be done by the Rule of Government.

Rex [Charles I] v. Richard Chambers, 1642

Use of this technique is clearly illegal; it amounts to burglary. It
is also highly risky and could result in great embarrassment if
exposed. However, it is also the most fruitful tool and can
produce the type of intelligence which cannot be obtained in any
other fashion.

White House Huston Memorandum, 1970

CHAOS, PARANOIA, AND SUPPRESSION IN
THE WHITE HOUSE

In 1968, roiled in domestic conflict and paranoia, the United States elected
its most paranoid president ever—Richard Nixon.1 Six years later, as the
Vietnam War was winding down, Nixon resigned from office and the public
paranoia subsided. Especially with the election of Jimmy Carter in 1976,
there was a prevailing sense that an era of domestic conflict was over and
that with peace would come a healing of divisions. On the surface this may
have been true. Only a few secret players knew that plans for martial law
and so-called psychological warfare or mind control in America, far from
disappearing with the Nixon presidency, were still in place and would be
increased over the next three decades. At the time of Nixon’s election the
country was coming apart. Both the left and the right were suffering from



internal divisions. Meanwhile, centrist politicians of both parties were going
down to defeat, as “liberal” became a term of opprobrium to the left and
right alike. The term “compromise,” long the touchstone for American
democratic resolution of differences, acquired more and more negative,
almost sinister connotations.2

Two chief pressures on the body politic were responsible for distorting
it: the backlash to the civil rights movement and Vietnam. The whole world
has been inspired and changed by the U.S. struggle to end segregation and
heal ancient divisions, particularly in the South.3 There movement activists
redressed injustice with demands for changes that the majority of
Americans would ultimately come to accept; their successes were due
chiefly to nonviolent Gandhian techniques and processes of satyagraha
(open participatory power), or what author and Nation correspondent
Jonathan Schell has defined as “cooperative power.”4 By persuading public
opinion to accept overdue changes to unite the American nation, they made
U.S. democracy stronger and greatly increased what Harvard international
relations professor Joseph Nye has called its soft power in the world (an
“ability … associated with intangible power resources such as an attractive
culture, ideology, and institutions”).5 These steps toward racial equality also
incurred an inevitable backlash.

Then the shadow of the Vietnam War fell across the land, and some of
these same social activists began working for violent revolution. In so
doing, they clearly passed the bounds of what was acceptable to the nation.
They became foes of public opinion, what I call the prevailable will of the
people.6 Soon most Americans saw democracy as imperiled, and for good
reason. In 1967 the National Guard was called out twenty-five times to deal
with rioting, gunfire, arson, and looting. In Detroit that summer forty-three
people died, while the National Guard was reinforced by U.S. Army
paratroopers of the 81st and 103rd divisions. In 1968, acting on the
recommendations of the hastily convened Kerner Commission, the
Pentagon took unusual steps to combat civil disturbance. A plan and
command, named Operation Garden Plot, was devised for “DOD
components [that is, U.S. armed forces] to respond to reasonable requests
from the FBI for military resources for use in combating acts of terrorism.”7

Under this plan



Military Intelligence—working with the FBI, local county and
state police forces—undertook and directed a massive
domestic intelligence-gathering operation… .

Security forces ranging from Army troops to local police were
trained to implement their contingency plans.

The Army task force that had designed this program took on a
new name, the Directorate of Civil Disturbance Planning and
Operations, and became a national coordinating center for
these different efforts.

The army task force’s transformation into the Directorate of Civil
Disturbance Planning and Operations occurred during the massive rioting
that broke out in black ghettos of nineteen cities after the assassination of
Martin Luther King Jr. in April 1968. The directorate’s headquarters was in
the Pentagon’s basement, known as “the domestic war room.”8

In effect, plans and programs were being established to institutionalize
martial law on a long-term or even permanent basis. A number of steps
were taken toward eroding the prohibition, established in the Posse
Comitatus Act of 1876, against the ongoing use of the army in civilian law
enforcement.

In 1970 this army program, code-named Garden Plot, was partially
exposed by Senator Sam Ervin’s Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights. In 1975 journalist Ron Ridenour gave further revelations of one of
Garden Plot’s “subplans—code name Cable Splicer, covering California,
Oregon, Washington and Arizona, under the command of the Sixth Army. It
is a plan that outlines extraordinary military procedures to stamp out unrest
in this country. Developed in a series of California meetings from 1968 to
1972, Cable Splicer is a war plan that has adapted for domestic use
procedures used by the U.S. Army in Vietnam.”9 The massive army
intelligence program was supplemented at various stages by CIA, the Secret
Service, the Internal Revenue Service, and the National Security
Administration.10

The FBI’s Cointelpro program also created bogus revolutionary
movements that were accused of provoking violence, notably during the
Wounded Knee uprising at the Pine Ridge Reservation.11 The Pike
Committee Report, prepared for the House of Representatives in 1975 but



then suppressed by it, corroborated that the FBI provoked violence in order
to discredit the left. The committee’s hearings documented the problem of
FBI informants turned agents provocateurs. One such example was William
Lemmer, who infiltrated the Vietnam Veterans Against the War (VVAW). In
May 1972, while on the FBI payroll, Lemmer instigated an illegal VVAW
action at Fort Tinker Air Force Base.12 Later, together with Miami city
police informant Pablo Fernandez, Lemmer attempted to involve VVAW
leaders (the so-called Gainesville Eight) in violence at the Democratic
National Convention.13

Army-police collaboration led to a number of dirty tricks, including the
supply of arms to unauthorized right-wing gangs, like the so-called Legion
of Justice in Chicago, in exchange for intelligence.14 In the army’s
surveillance of Martin Luther King Jr., the 20th Special Forces Group is
reported to have used reservists from the Alabama National Guard, who in
turn traded arms for intelligence from the Ku Klux Klan.15 In other words
the U.S. Army with these programs, consciously or not, was countering a
militant left by building up and arming a militant right.

In the chapters that follow, I show that some of these programs outlived
Nixon and in fact were substantially expanded by President Reagan. The
consequences of these programs are still with us. They interface with the
problem of jihadi terrorism in the United States today, and above all with
the events of 9/11.

Nixon inherited these anti-disturbance and surveillance programs, but he
also took great interest in expanding them and in bringing CIA more
actively into the surveillance business.16 In 1971, in response to the leak of
the Pentagon Papers by former Pentagon analyst Daniel Ellsberg, Nixon
authorized the creation of the White House Plumbers unit to spy on
Ellsberg. The unit was soon engaged in an illegal break-in at the office of
Ellsberg’s psychiatrist. They were also involved with orders to a small unit
of Cuban exiles to attack Ellsberg physically, either to “punch him” or
possibly to “break both his legs.”17 Ultimately the break-in and other
surveillance excesses of the Plumbers, which we remember collectively as
part of the Watergate scandal, would force Nixon from office. At the time,
however, his concern for more forceful restraint of dissent was widely
shared, within both the nation and its establishment.



As previously noted, author and editor Lewis Lapham described the
“fear and trembling” in 1968 “of what was still known as ‘The
Establishment,’ … at the July encampment of San Francisco’s Bohemian
Club.”18 In response to the feared left-wing offensive against the nation’s
institutions, many on the right began to organize a counteroffensive of their
own. Future Supreme Court justice Lewis Powell expressed it in a 1971
confidential memorandum to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce: “Survival of
what we call the free enterprise system lies in organization, in careful long-
range planning and implementation, in consistency of action over an
indefinite period of years, in the scale of financing available only through
joint effort, and in the political power available only through united action
and national organizations.”19

Nixon himself may have played a role in the implementation of this
program. The Haldeman Diaries for September 12, 1970, record:
“P[resident] … pushing again on project of building our establishment in
press, business, education, etc.”20 A visible public step was when rightwing
billionaire Joseph Coors launched the Heritage Foundation in 1973 to
defend Nixon’s already embattled presidency.21 Coors and the Heritage
Foundation failed to save Nixon, but they would play a significant role in
electing Reagan six years later.

After the first oil embargo of 1973 was followed by congressional moves
to regulate the American oil companies, they too mobilized to prevent
further such interference. Michael Wright, the chairman of Exxon U.S.A.,
warned in a pamphlet called “The Assault on Free Enterprise”: “Let there
be no mistake, an attack is being mounted on the private enterprise system
in the U.S. The life of that system is at stake.”22

All these projects contributed to a controlled rightward shift of public
discourse: above all, by redirecting private funding from the great central
and institutionalized foundations (Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie) to
ideologically driven conservative competitors (Coors, Allen-Bradley, Olin,
Smith Richardson).23 (Eventually both the Rockefeller and the Ford
families became estranged from the mainstream foundations that still bore
their names.)24 The shift in funding meant that the once dominant and
Atlanticist Council on Foreign Relations would be increasingly challenged,



and in the end superseded, by the unilateralist, neocon American Enterprise
Institute.

Interestingly, as the establishment overworld shifted toward Nixonian
and eventually Reaganite Republicanism, the mafia underworld reportedly
did so too. This has been offered as an additional explanation why the
entertainer Frank Sinatra, who in the 1960s was the close friend of both
Chicago mob leader Sam Giancana and President John F. Kennedy, became
in 1970 an intimate friend of Republican Vice President Spiro Agnew.25

THE NIXON-KISSINGER BALANCING ACT:
THE TWIN PILLARS STRATEGY AND ITS

CONSEQUENCES

In March 1969 senior members of the Council on Foreign Relations
establishment journeyed from Wall Street to Washington, D.C., to warn
Nixon “of the disastrous possibilities for the international economic order if
the war were continued.”26 But the old CFR consensus on the world had
been shattered by the challenge of the Vietnamese Tet offensive in 1968,
and they no longer spoke for Wall Street as a whole. The “traders” whose
priority was economic order were now challenged by a minority of
“warriors” or “Prussians” within the CFR, notably Paul Nitze, whose
overriding concern was, as in earlier years, not to yield world dominance to
the Soviet Union.

Many of those who once passionately disliked the policies of Nixon and
Kissinger in Chile, Vietnam, and other countries have come to give them
credit for helping to stabilize a particularly dangerous period of potential
nuclear war and for hammering out the basis of a crude global equilibrium
that included China. But in 1974 Nitze publicly attacked Nixon and
Kissinger before the Senate Armed Services Committee for promoting their
“myth of détente.”27 In so doing, he represented what was still a small but
significant overworld minority (who in 1976 would organize as the
Committee on the Present Danger). Within the U.S. government a similar
gulf had emerged between the State Department and the Joint Chiefs of



Staff. Nitze, still in the minority under Nixon, would soon see his position
prevail under presidents Ford and Reagan.

With the nation, the establishment, and the government itself so deeply
divided, there was no solution for Vietnam that could gain general
acceptance. Nixon chose to pursue a middle course, which was certain to
please almost no one and to arouse resistance approaching revolt, even
within his own cabinet. His solution to this problem, as Kissinger later
recalled, was to cut out whole sections of the Washington bureaucracy that
he distrusted and “to run foreign policy from the White House.”28

To do this, Nixon, the former darling of the American Security Council,
appointed as his national security adviser perhaps the only figure whom
both he and the CFR could trust—Henry Kissinger.29

In his seminal work, Wealth and Politics, political commentator Kevin
Phillips regards the election of Nixon in 1968 as the last of the “seven U.S.
political watersheds—the American Revolution and the elections of 1800,
1828, 1860, 1896, 1932, and 1968—[involving] a major party campaign
against a national elite… . [During Nixon’s campaign] the anti-
establishment ‘outsider’ conservatism gaining influence in the Republican
Party targeted both the party’s ‘eastern establishment’—the axis of
Rockefellers, Scrantons, and Lodges—and a larger ‘eastern liberal
establishment’ clustered around the prestige media, foundations, think
tanks, and Ivy League universities.”30 All of this is true. But the victory of
the Sunbelt outsiders in campaign rhetoric was not matched in Nixon’s
subsequent appointments and policies. In particular, Nixon’s new defense
secretary, Melvin Laird—a former congressman from Wisconsin who had
been highly critical of former defense secretary Robert McNamara’s style
of management—was completely subordinated to, and frequently bypassed
by, Nixon and Kissinger.31

Like McGeorge Bundy under Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, Bundy’s
Harvard protégé Kissinger was named to be national security adviser after
having chaired an important policy “study group” at the Council on Foreign
Relations. As a former assistant to Nelson Rockefeller, Kissinger had been
paid by Rockefeller to write a book on limited warfare for the CFR. He had
also campaigned hard in Rockefeller’s losing campaign for the presidential
nomination in 1968.32 Thus Rockefeller and the CFR might have been



excluded from control of the Republican Party, but not from the Republican
White House.

Nixon and Kissinger were also radical innovators, at times virtually a
two-man cabal that conducted U.S. policy in novel and more secretive
ways. They felt that they had to be. America was losing not just a war in
Vietnam, but also its ability to dominate world finance and its traditional
share of world trade and manufacturing. According to Phillips: “Whereas in
the late 1940s the United States had produced 60 percent of the industrial
world’s manufactures and 40 percent of its goods and services, both
portions were halved by the late 1970s… . The convergence of inflation and
weaker U.S. trade balances in turn undercut the dollar, encouraging foreign
governments to trade in their greenbacks for gold.”33

Under Nixon in 1973 the United States experienced its first major oil
shock, as America gradually shifted from being an oil exporter to becoming
an oil importer, today the world’s largest.34 At the same time the country
changed from being the world’s largest creditor to becoming one of the
world’s largest debtors. The two conditions were interrelated, as the United
States sought to maintain financial stability by secret political agreements to
recycle petrodollars into the American bond and stock markets.

Also at this time there was widespread concern, which Kissinger shared
with Nitze, that with the setbacks in Vietnam the United States was losing
ground to the Soviet Union, not just in Asia but also in Africa, South
America, and even Europe.35 Kissinger later believed “that the United
States had essentially won the Vietnam War in 1972, only to lose it because
of weakened resolve by the public and Congress.”36 After 2003 both
George W. Bush and Cheney consulted with Kissinger more than with any
other outside adviser. His message to both men was what he had learned
from Vietnam, and in 2005 he proclaimed in the Washington Post: “Victory
over the insurgency is the only meaningful exit strategy.”37

Nixon and Kissinger were in power through difficult and almost
unmanageable times. Their policies led to many positive outcomes. But I
shall focus on the darker aspects of their strategies, many of which had a
particular bearing on 9/11.

Nixon and Kissinger developed the habit of imposing geostrategic
policies of the greatest long-term importance, which they had discussed



with almost no one else in the government. There are many examples of
such secret diplomacy, including Kissinger’s famous July 1971 mission to
Beijing to meet with Premier Zhou Enlai, which was handled so secretively
that it excluded the State Department.38 In May 1972, according to foreign
affairs specialist James A. Bill, “President Richard Nixon and National
Security Advisor Henry Kissinger visited the Shah on their way back from
a summit meeting in Moscow. Here, against the best advice from the
Department of Defense, they gave the Shah a blank military check enabling
him to purchase the sophisticated F-14 aircraft. Between 1972–1977, the
value of U.S. military sales to the Shah amounted to $16.2 billion.”39

These arms sales were in general implementation of the Nixon Doctrine
enunciated by Nixon in 1969, by which the United States scrapped the
Dulles system of anti-Communist alliances in favor of containing
Communism by arms sales to designated regional powers. But the arms
sales were implemented by two men, Nixon and Kissinger, talking alone
with the shah. “Joseph Sisco, the under-secretary for the Middle East, was
left in his hotel room, uninformed about the outcome… . There had been no
major review beforehand and Nixon’s decision was passed to the Pentagon
with no chance to revise it.”40

Nixon’s policy for the Middle East has been called a “twin pillars”
policy, “in which Iran and Saudi Arabia would serve as anti-Soviet regional
proxies.”41 The fall of the shah in 1979 would leave only one pillar
remaining, but the core of Nixon’s Middle East policy has lasted to the
present day. This was the formula of higher oil prices balanced by increased
arms sales to the countries earning windfall petrodollars. On the one hand,
the new policy helped stabilize the dollar; on the other, it filled the vacuum
left by the departure of the British in 1971 from the Persian Gulf area.

The Nixon arms deal with Iran in 1972 has since been analyzed as a
double gift to Nixon’s most affluent political backers: the U.S. oil majors
seeking protection and the U.S. arms industry, which was facing cutbacks at
the end of the Vietnam War.42 To pay for these huge arms purchases, the
shah, with encouragement from Nixon and Kissinger, “took the initiative
for OPEC’s enormous increase of oil prices in 1973; the oil revenues thus
obtained helped him order more weapons and launch more big projects.”43



In the new quasi equilibrium, massive U.S. arms sales helped pay for
massive U.S. oil imports, and vice versa. This exchange helped consolidate
what economist James Galbraith first called the “military-petroleum
complex”44 and foreign policy analyst Walter Russell Mead has recently
labeled the “finance-security-hydrocarbon complex.”45 According to the
Washington Post, “Kissinger’s policy which was quietly adopted by the
Carter administration” was explicitly defended by Kissinger: “In exchange
for paying higher oil prices, Kissinger argued that the United States and its
allies would receive an ensured and politically stable source of supply.
Also, America’s major oil companies and other corporations would be in a
position to garner billions of dollars and a competitive advantage in trade
with the OPEC countries.”46

There were other momentous and ill-considered consequences. Both
Saudi Arabia and later Iran used their enormous new wealth to strengthen
the worldwide forces of Islamic fundamentalism, using such CIA-approved
vehicles as the Muslim Brotherhood and the Muslim World League. The
League had been founded by Saudi king Faisal in 1972, as part of his
strategy “to set up an ‘Islamic bloc,’ complete with American support,”
against his enemy, Egypt’s secular ruler Gamal Abdel Nasser.47 European
sources claim that the League was funded in part by the Arabian-American
Oil Company (Aramco), even before it was nationalized by Saudi Arabia
after 1974.48

From America to Indonesia mosques and madrassas multiplied and
sidelined traditional Islam in favor of the reactionary views of Saudi
Wahhabis and Pakistani Deobandis (a faction similar to Wahhabis but
originating historically in reaction to the assimilationist practices of British
colonialism in India). (A Wahhabi eminence in Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Abd
al-Aziz bin Baz, later head of the Muslim World League, argued in 1966
that the sun revolved around the earth, and the earth was flat. Anyone who
disagreed was guilty of “falsehood toward God, the Koran, and the
Prophet.”49)

This wave of proselytizing helped in particular to polarize and
destabilize Afghanistan, where, as oil profits skyrocketed in the 1970s,
representatives of the Muslim Brotherhood and the Muslim World League,



with Iranian and CIA support, “arrived on the Afghan scene with bulging
bankrolls.”50

The oil-for-arms policy also profoundly affected U.S. domestic politics.
In addition to increasing oil company revenues, the policy perpetuated and
expanded the military-industrial complex that had grown fat on Vietnam,
thus increasing the flow of funds for both parties from the petroleum-
industrial complex. It also increased the flow of illegal contributions into
American domestic politics from foreign arms salesmen and recipients,
notably the Saudi Lockheed salesman Adnan Khashoggi and the shah of
Iran. Khashoggi had contributed $50,000 to Nixon’s campaign in 1968. In
1972, according to what Khashoggi told Pierre Salinger, he contributed $1
million to Nixon; he is rumored to have called on Nixon in San Clemente
and to have “forgotten” his briefcase with the money when he left.51

Khashoggi attended the 1973 Nixon inaugural, along with even more
dubious figures like Michele Sindona, a member of the conspiratorial
Italian Masonic Lodge Propaganda Due (P-2). Sindona was later convicted
after having looted and bankrupted the Franklin National Bank. Eight years
later P-2 chief Licio Gelli was a guest at Reagan’s inauguration.52

In like manner the shah, after receiving his “military blank check” in
May 1972, is said to have contributed hundreds of thousands, maybe more
than $1 million, to Nixon’s 1972 campaign.53 Sampson’s comment is worth
repeating: “It was a poignant coincidence that after 1973, just when the
United States was painfully seeking to clean up its business methods and to
limit the influence of money on politics, the new Arab wealth was
encouraging a much more easy-going attitude to commissions and bribes.
While the Arabs were being westernised, the West was being Arabised.”54

Khashoggi’s corrupting influence in America did not only work through
bribes; he was also a supplier of sex. Just as his uncle Yussuf Yassin had
been a procurer of women for King Abdul-Aziz, so Khashoggi himself was
said to have “used sex to win over U.S. executives.” The bill for the madam
who supplied girls en masse to his yacht in the Mediterranean ran to
hundreds of thousands of dollars.55 The corrupting power represented by
Khashoggi’s wealth and female companions attracted favorable CIA
interest, and he was listed in the 1992 Kerry-Brown BCCI Report as one of
the “principal foreign agents of the U.S.”56 Such “former” CIA officers as



Miles Copeland and James Critchfield became part of his milieu. They
advised Khashoggi on diplomatic initiatives, such as a proposed Mideast
Peace Fund that would reward both Israel and Palestine for recognizing
each other.57

Khashoggi represented the postwar emigration offshore of immense
wealth and the power it conveyed. He served as a “cut-out,” or
representative, in a number of operations forbidden to those he represented.
Lockheed, for one, was conspicuously absent from the list of military
contractors who contributed illicitly to Nixon’s 1972 election campaign.
But there was no law prohibiting their official representative Khashoggi
from cycling $200 million through the bank of Nixon’s friend Bebe
Rebozo.58 In the 1980s, following much adverse publicity, Khashoggi’s role
as cut-out would be inherited and expanded by his friend Kamal Adham,
former chief of Saudi intelligence and by this time a major influence behind
the activities of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International.

Nixon admirers defend the two Nixon-Kissinger policies—of closing the
gold window and of seeking a balance-of-payments equilibrium of arms
and oil in its place—as a successful strategy for containing the USSR, and
ultimately overcoming it. However, these policies enriched the United
States in unexpected ways that have clearly harmed the overall social
equilibrium of the world and (in the eyes of some critics) of the United
States itself.

In the case of demonetizing gold, according to economist Michael
Hudson: “By going off the gold standard at the precise moment that it did,
the United States obliged the world’s central banks to finance the U.S.
balance-of-payments deficit by using their surplus dollars to buy U.S.
Treasury bonds, whose volume quickly exceeded America’s ability or
intention to pay. All the dollars that end up in European, Asian, and Eastern
central banks as result of American’s excessive import-imbalance, have no
place to go but the U.S. Treasury. Because of the restrictions placed on the
central banks—there is no place else for this money to go—these countries
were forced to buy U.S. treasuries or else accept the worthlessness of the
dollars received through trade.”59 Meanwhile the increases in the U.S.
balance-of-payments deficits were now being partially offset by arms sales,
first to the twin pillars and increasingly to the rest of the world.



This is an example of how a policy, not closely monitored, can
metastasize.60 What began as a program to make the world “secure” by
selling U.S. arms abroad is today a major source of U.S. and global
insecurity.61 Many of the weapons America has pumped into the world—
notably the Stingers sent to Afghanistan in the 1980s—are now a threat to
be dealt with. In the 1976 presidential campaign Jimmy Carter declared:
“We can’t have it both ways. We can’t be both the world’s leading
champion of peace and the world’s leading supplier of arms.” But the arms
sales program has generated a political constituency, and has continued to
expand under every president since Nixon, including Carter. The United
States today is the world’s largest arms exporter, selling $14 billion of arms
a year, the great bulk of it in Asia and North Africa.62

The distinguished social scientist Chalmers Johnson has shown how
today the foreign policies of both parties in many areas—such as the
expansion of NATO—are encouraged in the Pentagon as opportunities for
more arms sales.63 As he wrote in his Sorrows of Empire: “The military-
industrial complex warmly welcomed the wars against Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan, and Iraq as good for business. Actions just short of war, such
as bombings and missile strikes, are also … ‘giant bazaars for selling the
wares of the armaments manufacturers.’”64

U.S. balance-of-payments deficits have also been eased by the high price
of oil, since America made secret deals to ensure that petrodollars would be
recycled and later that all OPEC oil sales would be dollar denominated.65

(The first step was when Nixon’s treasury secretary, William Simon,
“negotiated a secret deal so the Saudi central bank could buy U.S. Treasury
securities outside the normal auction.”66) Thus the biggest demand for
dollars overseas is the need of oil-importing countries to maintain dollar
reserves to pay for their oil. What this has meant in practice is that the U.S.
dollar is strengthened at the expense of third-world countries, which now
have to pay much more in dollars for their oil. After 1972 the continents of
Africa and South America became burdened with unmanageable debt. (One
exception was Colombia, which maintained a stable balance of payments
through its export of drugs to the United States.67)

The final irony is that the unlimited commitment made by Nixon and
Kissinger to the shah in 1972 contributed within a few years to the collapse



of his overmilitarized and underdeveloped regime.68 It was later termed by
Zbigniew Brzezinski’s White House assistant Gary Sick to be the crucial
error leading to the fall of the shah. Iran, “the regional tail wagging the
superpower dog,” swiftly destabilized itself by imports its economic
infrastructure could not absorb.69

The Nixon Doctrine can be seen as a substitute for a worse one proposed
at the time: that the United States should directly assume the role, which
Britain was forced for financial reasons to abdicate in 1971, of being the
major military power in the region. America would assume that role
directly with the Carter Doctrine of 1980. But it is obvious in retrospect that
the Nixon Doctrine became a major factor in the destabilization of Iran that
forced the departure of the shah only seven years later. Its primary
motivation was neither America’s security nor Iran’s. Instead, it had
everything to do with the oil companies’ concern for their investments in
the Persian Gulf, and their fear, not so much that they would be overrun by
Soviet attack, as that they would lose the ability to negotiate from strength
with their host countries.

NIXON, KISSINGER, THE ROCKEFELLERS,
AND DÉTENTE

Nixon’s and Kissinger’s arrival in the White House in 1969 coincided with
David Rockefeller’s becoming CEO of the Chase Manhattan Bank. The
Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy of détente was highly congruous with
Rockefeller’s push to internationalize Chase Manhattan banking operations.
Thus in 1973 Chase became the first American bank to open an office in
Moscow. A few months later, thanks to an invitation arranged by Kissinger,
Rockefeller became the first U.S. banker to talk with Chinese Communist
leaders in Beijing.70 Rockefeller also served as intermediary between the
White House and other foreign leaders, such as Gamel Abdel Nasser and
Anwar Sadat in Egypt, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, and the leaders of
Oman.71

The Kissinger-Rockefeller relationship was complex and certainly
intense. As investigative author Jim Hougan wrote: “Kissinger, married to a
former Rockefeller aide, owner of a Georgetown mansion whose purchase



was enabled only by Rockefeller gifts and loans, was always the protégé of
his patron, Nelson R., even when he wasn’t directly employed by him.”72 I
have found no documentation for any direct interventions by the
Rockefellers in the Nixon-Kissinger conduct of the war in Southeast Asia.
But David Rockefeller, in his Memoirs, speaks candidly of his total support
of the Vietnam War and of General William Westmoreland’s strategy of
troop escalations, until the Tet Offensive in 1968 persuaded him “that we
had no choice but to negotiate our withdrawal on the most acceptable terms
possible.”73

The Nixon-Kissinger phase of the Vietnam War was one of a series of
short-term violent escalations, in order to achieve their notions of
“acceptable terms” at the conference table. This led to the notorious
bombings of North Vietnam in 1972, which Nixon authorized after
contemplating a nuclear attack. (He was recorded as saying, “I want that
place bombed to smithereens. If we draw the sword, we’re going to bomb
those bastards all over the place. Let it fly, let it fly.”74) Both Nixon and
Kissinger expressed later the thought that (in Kissinger’s words) “we could
have ended the war much sooner if we had been willing to do in 1969 what
we ended up doing in 1972.”75

A violent example of Nixon-Kissinger secrecy serving oil interests was
the secret expansion of the U.S.-Vietnam bombing campaign to Cambodia,
with the result that, as Christopher Hitchens has written, as many as
1,350,000 people may have been killed. To do this, Kissinger restructured
the chain of command to exclude a reluctant Defense Secretary Laird, so
that he himself could take personal charge of bombing raids.76 As
international affairs analyst Asad Ismi reported, “Although the U.S. military
informed Kissinger that there would be substantial Cambodian civilian
casualties, he told the Senate that Cambodian areas selected for bombing
were ‘unpopulated,’ a blatant lie.”77

In my book Drugs, Oil, and War, I show how the overthrow of
Cambodian prime minister prince Norodom Sihanouk, and the Cambodian
incursion of 1970, were preceded by years of unauthorized geomagnetic
exploration of Cambodian offshore waters by the U.S. Navy, with the UN’s
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East acting as a flimsy cover.
The change of government was followed two years later with the signing of



oil exploration agreements by Sihanouk’s U.S.-installed successor, Lon Nol,
and the U.S. oil companies Unocal and Chevron.78

The importance of Cambodia to oilmen probably explains why Nixon,
on the day of his decision to invade Cambodia (April 28, 1970), shared his
decision with “several private citizens [from] veterans and patriotic
organizations,” two days before he notified Congress. Almost certainly one
of these “patriotic organizations” was the American Security Council, a
group representing both arms and oil interests (including Unocal) that had
helped push Nixon into national prominence.79

NIXON, KISSINGER, DAVID ROCKEFELLER,
AND CHILE

Perhaps the most blatant example of Nixon’s intervention on behalf of
corporate interests was in engineering the overthrow of the elected
president Salvador Allende in Chile. As investigative reporter Seymour
Hersh wrote years ago: “There is compelling evidence that [in Chile]
Nixon’s tough stance against Allende in 1970 was principally shaped by his
concern for the future of the American corporations whose assets, he
believed, would be seized by an Allende government.”80 Here, on occasion,
Nixon and Kissinger gave major directions for covert operations to CIA
without consulting the 40 Committee, the administrative group formally
responsible for approving all sensitive covert operations.81 However, the
covert operational planning with CIA director Richard Helms brought in
Nixon’s “corporate benefactors”—Jay Parkinson of Anaconda Copper,
Donald Kendall of Pepsi, and Harold Geneen of ITT.82

David Rockefeller’s hidden instigation of the Allende overthrow is
amply acknowledged in his own Memoirs. His two pages on Chile reveal
the limitations of this overworld mind, in some ways gentle and benevolent
but concerned first and foremost for U.S. corporate property in Latin
America’s “miasma of confrontation and suspicion.” He wrote: “The
Andean Pact, for example, formed in 1970 by Chile, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,
and Colombia … severely restricted the operations of foreign corporations,
and there were a number of outright expropriations. I was so concerned



about the situation that I met with Secretary of State William P. Rogers and
National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger.”83

David Rockefeller’s solution was to have them send his brother Nelson
on a fact-finding mission to Latin America. This naïve idea produced such
violent anti-American demonstrations in Venezuela and elsewhere that
Christian Democratic president Eduardo Frei canceled the projected visit to
Chile (which the U.S. ambassador had opposed from the outset). “Clearly,”
David Rockefeller concluded without irony, “it would take more than a
presidential emissary … to repair hemispheric relations.”84

Other accounts of Allende’s overthrow have pointed to Nixon’s and
Kissinger’s initial disinterest in the subject, as evidenced by Kissinger’s
reference to Chile as the “dagger pointed to the heart of Antarctica.”85 But
Kissinger did a volte-face in 1970, leading to his famous remark that “I
don’t see why we have to let a country go Marxist just because its people
are irresponsible.”86 In his own words the establishment by election of “a
Cuba-style Communist dictatorship … was judged [note the passive
construction] to be extremely inimical to American national interests.”87

Allende’s election was so “judged” by David Rockefeller

In March 1970, well before the election, my friend Augustin [that
is, Agustin] (Doonie) Edwards, publisher of El Mercurio, Chile’s
leading newspaper, told me that Allende was a Soviet dupe who
would destroy Chile’s fragile economy and extend Communist
influence in the region. If Allende won, Doonie warned, Chile
would become another Cuba, a satellite of the Soviet Union. He
insisted the United States must prevent Allende’s election.

Doonie’s concerns were so intense that I put him in touch with
Henry Kissinger. I later learned that Doonie’s reports confirmed
the intelligence already received from official intelligence
sources, which led the Nixon administration to increase its
clandestine financial subsidies to groups opposing Allende.88

That Edwards’s reports corroborated the CIA’s is hardly surprising. CIA
was drawing its intelligence from Edwards and his allies in the first place.



Helms in his autobiography confirms that CIA initially failed, despite
repeated urgings, to get Nixon and Kissinger interested in stopping the
election of Allende. It was in the same month of March 1970 that finally
“the 40 Committee [of the National Security Council] authorized CIA to
spend $135,000 on what it referred to as ‘spoiling operations.’”89 To
understand what then developed, it is necessary to know that Rockefeller
knew Edwards from the Business Group for Latin America (the BGLA,
later the Council of the Americas, or the CLA). With the encouragement of
Robert Kennedy, Rockefeller had founded the BGLA in 1963, “as cover for
[CIA’s] Latin American operations.”90 From the outset the BGLA worked
closely with CIA in Chile, where the “principal contact” for both the BGLA
and CIA was “the organization of Agustin Edwards.”

CIA and BGLA/CLA “relied heavily on Edwards to use his organization
and his contacts to channel their covert monies into the 1964 political
campaign,” and again into the 1970 campaign.91 In addition, the joint
CIA/CLA funding for the 1970 election campaign was approved, over
Ambassador Edward Korry’s strong objections, by the assistant secretary of
state for Latin America, Charles Meyer. Meyer was a former active member
of the CLA who “told a private Council luncheon that he had been ‘chosen’
for the post [at State] ‘by David Rockefeller.’”92

Hersh has revealed how Edwards took part with other corporate
executives in key CIA meetings.93 Right after the election of Allende on
September 4, Edwards and his family left Chile for the United States, where
(to quote Rockefeller again) “Donald Kendall, CEO of Pepsico, hired
Doonie as a vice president, and Peggy and I helped get them established.”94

Hersh supplies the denouement: “On September 14, according to
Kissinger’s memoirs, Kendall met privately with Richard Nixon… . The
next morning, Mitchell and Kissinger, at Nixon’s direction, had breakfast
with Kendall and Edwards: hours later, Kissinger asked Helms to meet
Edwards… . Helms later told an interviewer that Kendall was with Edwards
when they met in a Washington hotel. The two men appealed passionately
for CIA help in blocking Allende—an argument, Helms realized, they must
have made to Nixon. In the early afternoon, Nixon summoned Helms,
Mitchell, and Kissinger to his office and gave Helms a blank check to move
against Allende without informing anyone—even [Ambassador] Korry—
what he was doing.”95



Author and journalist Walter Isaacson adds that after the morning
meeting between Edwards and Kissinger, and before Kissinger called
Helms, “Kissinger met privately with Mitchell and then David Rockefeller,
chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank, which had interests in Chile that
were more extensive than even Pepsi-Cola’s.”96 A subsequent FBI
interview of David Rockefeller recorded that for some time he “had allowed
the Chase Manhattan Bank to be used in the CIA’s anti-Allende Chilean
operations.”97 Complacent that Allende’s overthrow was for the best, even
though “what followed can only be described as a reign of terror,”
Rockefeller was proud of having helped persuade Kissinger and Nixon to
plot against Allende, and thus pave the way for the kind of Chicago-school
free market economy he admired. (As Rockefeller wrote, “The economic
side of the story is a more constructive one [and a] model for other
hemispheric nations.”98)

The overthrow of Allende in 1973 deeply affected developments in Iran
six years later. An explicit reason for the 1979 occupation of the U.S.
embassy in Tehran was the legitimate fear that the embassy would play a
role similar to the role the U.S. embassy in Santiago had played in
overthrowing Allende. In chapter 11, I discuss the European charges that
Nixon, Kissinger, and CIA used tactics, similar to those used against
Allende, to frustrate Italian democracy as well.

THE NIXON-KISSINGER USE OF THE
RIGHT-WING MUSLIM CARD IN PAKISTAN

Another secret Nixon-Kissinger policy helped define the future of U.S.-
Pakistan relations for three decades, including the U.S. presence in
Afghanistan and America’s relation (along with that of Pakistan’s
intelligence service) to al Qaeda. I am referring to Nixon’s and Kissinger’s
acquiescence (and ultimate assistance) in the killing by the Pakistani Army
of from one to three million civilians in Bangladesh (then called East
Pakistan) in 1970 and 1971. At the time Nixon and Kissinger were
determined to support General Yahya Khan of Pakistan, who was the go-
between in arranging privately for Kissinger’s secret mission to open up
U.S.-Chinese relations in Beijing.99 In October 1970, Nixon and Kissinger



had lifted a longtime embargo on arms sales to Pakistan, thus beginning
what became known as America’s “tilt” toward Pakistan over India.100

When Yahya’s party was roundly defeated by the Bangladeshi vote in the
Pakistani elections of December 1970, Yahya, confident of U.S. backing as
evidenced by U.S. arms and aid, felt empowered to prevent a peaceful
transfer of power to a new government headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
of the Awami League. U.S. diplomats in Dhaka implored Kissinger to stop
the resulting tide of killings, but Kissinger instead sent a message to Yahya,
thanking him for his “delicacy and tact.”101 Kissinger’s support for Yahya
provoked a cable of protest signed by twenty U.S. diplomats in Dhaka,
headed by Consul General Archer Blood. They were later joined by nine
senior members of the State Department’s South Asia division. Hitchens
later called the inevitably named Blood Telegram “the most public and the
most strongly worded demarche from State Department servants … that has
ever been recorded.”102 The only result of the protest, however, was that
Archer Blood was recalled immediately from his post.103

On the Pakistani side Nixon and Kissinger, using CIA, had just
encouraged the first massive intervention into domestic Pakistani politics of
Pakistan’s military intelligence service, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI),
together with the fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami political party.104 The ISI
spent millions of rupees in vain to block the electoral victory of the Awami
League, whose goals were socialism, secularism, and democracy.
Subsequently, the Jamaat-e-Islami supported the army’s massacre in Bengal
and even formed armed groups like Al Shams and Al Badr to participate in
the killings.105

Drawing on the careful research of foreign correspondent Lawrence
Lifschultz, Hitchens reports that after Kissinger’s brief visit to Bangladesh
in 1974, “a faction at the U.S. embassy in Dacca began covertly meeting
with a group of Bangladeshi officers who were planning a coup against
Mujib[ur]. On 14 August 1975, Mujib and forty members of his family
were murdered in a military takeover. His closest former political associates
were bayoneted to death in their prison cells a few months after that.”106

The leader of the coup and murder, Khondakar Mustaque (a right-wing
Islamic fundamentalist), had had conspiratorial contact with Kissinger
personally since 1971.107 This is an example, extreme but not isolated, of



the way U.S. interventions have destroyed progressive tendencies in South
Asian Islam and left ascendancy by default to the fundamentalist right.

Furthermore, according to the renowned Indian observer B. Raman:
“When Dr. Henry Kissinger was the National Security Adviser, the
intelligence community of the U.S. and the ISI worked in tandem in guiding
and assisting the so-called Khalistan movement in the Punjab. The visits of
prominent Sikh Home Rule personalities to the U.S. before the Bangladesh
Liberation War in December, 1971, to counter Indian allegations of
violations of the human rights of the Bengalis of East Pakistan through
counter-allegations of violations of the human rights of the Sikhs in Punjab
were jointly orchestrated by the ISI, the U.S. intelligence and some officials
of the U.S. National Security Council (NSC) Secretariat, then headed by Dr.
Kissinger.”108

America’s interest in Islamist reactionaries to oppose progressives dates
back to the 1950s. In 1953, Eisenhower received in the Oval Office a
delegation including Said Ramadan of the Muslim Brotherhood, an
organizer associated in Pakistan with the World Muslim Congress and the
Jamaat-e-Islami.109 Freelance investigative journalist Robert Dreyfuss has
reported that when Ramadan was in Karachi, he helped organize an Islamist
cadre among university students; he also cites Swiss reports that Ramadan
was “an intelligence agent of the English and the Americans.”110

In 1971, CIA joined Saudi intelligence in backing the Muslim
Brotherhood and its allies in a worldwide campaign against communism,
particularly in Egypt.111 Kissinger became personally involved in the cut-
out, or intermediary, role played by Kamal Adham between King Faisal in
Saudi Arabia and Anwar Sadat (himself once secretary of the World
Muslim Congress) in Egypt. In Dreyfuss’s words, “Not only was Adham
acting as an intermediary for Faisal, but he was also secretly working as a
conduit for communications between Sadat and Kissinger. In his memoirs,
Kissinger describes the connection, noting that the Saudi role allowed Sadat
and Nixon to stay in touch while ‘bypassing both foreign ministries.’”112

Thanks in part to Kissinger, the subsequent decade saw a significant
“Islamification” of Pakistan and increased CIA support for both the ISI and
the Jamaat-e-Islami (the local representatives of the Muslim
Brotherhood).113 A 2003 article in the Pakistani Defence Journal declared



that in the 1970s “the initial groundwork for the anti-Communist Jihad in
Afghanistan was laid as a result of cooperation between Pakistan and
American (and British) intelligence agencies. Indeed, the three sets of
intelligence services were one in purpose in those days.”114

CIA was on familiar ground. Together with its longtime ally the British
intelligence service MI6, it had recruited right-wing mullahs for the coup
against Mossadeq in Iran in 1953.115 CIA in the 1950s also turned to the
Muslim Brotherhood, which had a long and complex history with British
intelligence. Citing the former CIA agent Miles Copeland, Said Aburish has
written that “around 1955 … the CIA began to cooperate with the Muslim
Brotherhood, the Muslim mass organization founded in Egypt but with
followers throughout the Arab Middle East… . This signalled the beginning
of an alliance between the traditional regimes and mass Islamic movements
against Nasser and other secular forces.”116

The increase of Muslim Brotherhood–Jamaat-e-Islami influence in
Pakistan, subsidized by Saudi Arabia, was accompanied by an increase in
the number of fundamentalist madrassas, today the core of opposition to
Pakistani prime minister Pervez Musharraf’s efforts to modernize Pakistan.
Kissinger’s actions in Pakistan further reinforced the emerging CIA-ISI-
Islamist coalition that would “Islamize” Pakistan and its army, distort CIA
efforts in Afghanistan under Casey, and finally contribute to the rise of al
Qaeda.117 Today, with the wisdom of hindsight, I doubt whether Kissinger’s
end justified the means, even from a ruthlessly American point of view.

Kissinger had proceeded on the assumption that his political skills and
Nixon’s could manage a U.S. response to Pakistan’s problems better than
the bureaucracy could as a whole. In the case of Pakistan, this assumption
was demonstrably foolish. Kissinger’s memoirs report his impression at the
time that “India was bent on a showdown with Pakistan… . China might
then act,” and the Soviet Union might then intervene to teach Beijing a
lesson. As Hersh later responded, events “over the next five months would
prove every aspect of Kissinger’s analysis wrong. Pakistan initiated the war
with India; China did not move; and the Soviet Union urged restraint upon
the Indians.”118 But we are living today with the disastrous fallout from the
Pakistan-Islamist tilt.



My overall assessment of the Nixon-Kissinger legacy is mixed. On the
one hand, Nixon, like Johnson before him, must be given credit for
avoiding nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union. On the other hand,
Nixon’s insistence on conducting foreign policy in secret, without broad
participation, led ultimately to major errors, a crisis and breakdown in his
relations with Congress, and lasting negative consequences for the third
world. With Nixon’s resignation in 1974, there was an illusory sense that
the Watergate crisis had ended. But some of the damage to the body politic
was permanent. The open procedures for policy resolution in the common
ground of the public state had fallen still further into desuetude. Public
politics had become, as they remain today, contests in which dissident
minorities exert their own wills, ignoring that of the rest.

The divisions existing throughout the United States antedated Nixon’s
election and should not be attributed principally to him. However, there is
no doubt that his personal paranoia aggravated rather than healed the
breakdown in comity or civility in American politics.119 By bypassing
regular bureaucratic policy development, Nixon also contributed greatly to
what has replaced it: the imposition of radical policy innovations from the
outside by small, unrepresentative cabals. In my opinion the specific crimes
for which Nixon was impeached and lost public favor were less serious than
his deeper, less visible alterations of the body politic. One of the chief of
these was Garden Plot, the secret plans and arrangements for the military
suppression of dissent. Greatly expanded under Nixon’s paranoid direction,
Garden Plot continued after his downfall to gather its own momentum. In
chapters 11 to 13, I shall show how this augmentation of secret power
would contribute to the events of 9/11.

WATERGATE AND ITS COMPETING
CABALS: THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR 9/11

With the breakdown of Nixon’s relationship to a Democratic Congress, it
was probably inevitable that Congress would fight back. As the world
knows, that retaliation took place chiefly in the form of the Watergate
investigations and the ultimate resolutions of impeachment. In a general
way this process represented the attempt of Congress, representing the



public state, to respond to encroachments upon it. When we look more
closely, however, we see competing cabals at work, striving by strategic
leaks to restrain (or in the end, to remove) the president and his White
House clique. By the end of the 1970s these cabals would be more, not less,
powerful than before.

The complete picture of what we call the Watergate scandal is
dialectical, starting with leaks about Nixon to the press, which provoked
White House investigations and cover-ups, which were followed by a third
stage of leaks about the investigations and cover-ups. The event that
became the center of the scandal—the Watergate break-in—was a domestic
matter, but most of the initial leaks and passionate controversy concerned
foreign policy. The first resolution for Nixon’s impeachment, introduced by
the congressman Robert Drinan on July 31, 1973, called for inquiry into
four other matters besides Watergate, including Nixon’s secret bombing of
Cambodia.120 Although the Cambodian bombing did not ultimately figure
in the articles of impeachment, the sensational leak of it (by the New York
Times on May 9, 1969) led immediately to the first dramatic wiretaps of
NSC staffers and reporters that would ultimately help bring Nixon down.121

Other leaks of Nixon-Kissinger excesses in foreign policy, notably the
leak in December 1971 of the “tilt towards Pakistan,” provoked frenzied
investigation by the White House Plumbers.122 Eventually this investigation
revealed that the source of the leak, navy yeoman Charles Radford, had
been systematically stealing White House documents and passing them, via
his navy superior, Admiral Robert Welander, to the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS), Admiral Thomas Moorer.123 In retrospect, it seems
clear that the primary JCS motive for conspiratorial spying on the White
House was dislike of Nixon’s and above all Kissinger’s policies of détente
and coexistence with the Soviet bloc and China. As historian Stanley Kutler
wrote in his Wars of Watergate: “Moorer bitterly remembered what he
regarded as foolish and soft policies toward North Vietnam. His successor
as chief of naval operations, Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr., came close to
accusing Nixon and Kissinger of treason and Kissinger of being a Soviet
sympathizer.”124

With the Cambodia and Pakistan leaks it is possible to see Nixon as
caught in the middle between two competing (and conspiratorial) cabals.
One group, reflecting the hopes of the “traders” in New York for a scaling



down of the Vietnam War, sought by leaks—for example, Cambodia—to
curb the secret escalations of the war. A competing cabal of “Prussians,”
centered in but not restricted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, sought in contrast
to win in Vietnam and put an end to Nixonian plans for coexistence with the
Soviet Union.

James McCord, the principal architect of the Watergate break-in, which
was surely set up to be disclosed,125 expressed a paranoia about Kissinger
that exceeded even that of Moorer and Zumwalt. In a newsletter he put out
in the aftermath of Watergate, “McCord put forward a right-wing
conspiracy theory that the Rockefeller family was lunging for complete
control over the government’s critical national security functions, using the
Council on Foreign Relations and Henry Kissinger as its surrogates.”126

McCord’s mind-set is of interest not only because he was a principal
conspirator in the Watergate break-in, but also because of his role as an Air
Force Reserve colonel in an obscure program of the Office of Emergency
Preparedness (the predecessor to FEMA). His group was responsible for
contingency plans, “in the event of a national emergency … for imposing
censorship [and] preventive detention of civilian ‘security risks,’ who
would be placed in military ‘camps.’”127 (These plans continued to be
developed throughout the 1980s, with the secret participation of Dick
Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld, as part of the super-secret continuity of
government planning that was partially implemented for the first time on
September 11, 2001.)

Much more threatening to the presidency was probably the opposition of
James Angleton, head of CIA counterintelligence. Angleton eventually
came to “pronounce Kissinger ‘objectively, a Soviet agent.’”128 But
Angleton had a more immediate reason to oppose Nixon after November
20, 1972, the day Nixon at Camp David notified Richard Helms he would
be replaced as head of CIA.129 Helms and Angleton had been two of the last
survivors of the Dulles “inner circle” within CIA.130

I cannot adequately emphasize the exceedingly complex relationship to
Watergate of what Hougan has called “the counterintelligence
establishment,” including Angleton at CIA and John Mohr at the FBI. I will
say only that when chief Watergate burglar Howard Hunt “retired” from
CIA in 1970, the paperwork (now at the U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration) specified that he was to go to another



assignment.131 At the Mullen Company, a CIA proprietary firm, and later at
the White House, Hunt proceeded to commit crimes and other questionable
activities “on behalf of” the president, some of which were clearly not
authorized by the Nixon White House and for nearly all of which he
deposited irrefutable evidence in the files of CIA.132 This evidence
remained at CIA until the firing of Helms in November 1972, after which it
soon began to reach the Justice Department.

Many highly placed people in Washington—including Nixon himself,
his troubleshooter Charles Colson in the White House, and Senator Howard
Baker on the Senate Watergate Committee—suspected the hand of CIA
behind Watergate.133 Others have claimed that CIA was eavesdropping on
Nixon in the Oval Office, as Colson and others in the White House
believed, and that Nixon’s knowledge of this explains why he complied,
disastrously, with orders to hand over his tapes.134

The firing of Helms was only one part of Nixon’s dramatic plans for a
wholesale reorganization of the Washington bureaucracy in his second term.
These plans seem to have united a coalition that no longer wished merely to
curb his actions, but to unseat him. That coalition, I am convinced, included
the composite of insiders, notably Mark Felt of the FBI, who leaked
information to reporter Bob Woodward as “Deep Throat.” That coalition
also appears to have united members of both the trader and the Prussian
cabals against the president, who now threatened both factions. Woodward,
for example, was no ordinary journalist, but a veteran of the navy and naval
intelligence who at one point, according to Hougan, “seems to have become
a protégé of his [and Radford’s] commanding officer, Admiral Robert O.
Welander.”135 Woodward was part of an elite group selected to brief top
intelligence officials, and it was in this capacity that he probably first made
contact with the FBI part of the “Deep Throat” composite, Mark Felt.136

In 1993, in my extended study of the CIA inner circle’s relationship to
the Kennedy assassination, I noted analogies between that event, Watergate,
and Contragate:

The in-house coalition of conservatives who opposed the Nixon-
Kissinger moves toward detente in 1972 was similar to the one
which opposed the Kennedy-Harriman detente initiatives in
1963. It still included James Angle-ton in the CIA, who in the



1960s had suspected Harriman of being a Soviet spy, and who in
the 1970s “reportedly ‘objectively’ believed Kissinger to be a
Soviet spy.” Nixon, like Kennedy was having trouble with his
Joint Chiefs of Staff, one of whom, Admiral Zumwalt, resigned
over his differences with Kissinger. Those who believe that
Nixon’s betrayer “Deep Throat” was a real official, and not a
composite, advanced well-argued reasons that he must have been
a senior FBI official, probably Mark Felt, John Mohr, or L.
Patrick Gray. In all [these] crises, one sees the recurrence of CIA
and other intelligence officials and assets, repeatedly those with
more militant anti-Communist stances than the Presidents they
have worked under.137

The CIA’s official historian, Thomas Troy, attributes a less manipulative
role than I do to CIA in Watergate, but he offers an assessment I agree with
of the scandal’s major consequences for CIA:

Thomas Powers was absolutely correct in his analysis of the
significance of the CIA’s unfortunate and reluctant involvement
in the Watergate scandal. Writing in 1979, he said that Watergate
“marks a violent break in Agency history, the first step in a
process of exposure which has pretty much destroyed the
unwritten charter established by Allen Dulles.” Watergate
“undermined the consensus of trust in Washington which was a
truer source of the Agency’s strength than its legal charter …”
And Watergate “ended the long congressional acquiescence to the
special intimacy between the CIA and the Presidency, an
intimacy which allowed Presidents to use CIA as they might,
beholden to no one so long as congressional oversight remained a
kind of charade. Watergate, in short, made the CIA fair game.”138

CIA’s new vulnerability became highly visible with the disclosures in
1974 and especially 1975, the so-called year of intelligence, about CIA’s
role in domestic surveillance and political assassinations.139 As I explore in
the next chapter, this public scrutiny of CIA served the purposes of those
who wished to diminish it, in pursuit of a more powerful Pentagon and
increased defense budget.



THREE 
 THE PIVOTAL PRESIDENCY 

 Ford, Rumsfeld, and Cheney

We had to struggle with the old enemies of peace: business and
financial monopoly, speculation, reckless banking, class
antagonism, sectionalism, war profiteering. They had begun to
consider the Government of the United States as a mere
appendage to their own affairs. We know now that Government
by organized money is just as dangerous as Government by
organized mob.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1936

A PIVOTAL SHIFT: THE HALLOWEEN
MASSACRE OF NOVEMBER 1975

Historians of the 1970s once tended to overlook Gerald Ford’s presidency
as an unimportant interlude, a time of relatively tranquil confusion and
indecision between the more dynamic eras of Nixon-Kissinger and Carter-
Brzezinski. The events of 9/11 suggest the opposite, however: that the Ford
presidency, in which the management team of Rumsfeld-Cheney first
emerged, was a pivotal moment, one during which the prerogatives of the
deep state and the military-industrial complex were reasserted, following
the massive (and at first glance apparently successful) congressional revolt
against them in the Watergate crisis.

Books about Watergate inevitably structure that crisis as an Aeschylean
drama about the hubris and retributive downfall of a man. It is time to
reassess Watergate as a single chapter in an ongoing American (and not
only American) crisis of authority, whose origins are as old as the Republic
itself but which became acute in the two decades between the election of
John F. Kennedy in 1960 and of Ronald Reagan in 1980. The most dramatic



moment of that crisis may well have been the palace revolution of August
1974, still imperfectly understood, when Kissinger told his president bluntly
that “he had to resign” because “an impeachment trial would paralyze
foreign policy and be too dangerous for the country.”1 But Nixon’s forced
resignation did little to resolve the ongoing crisis. It left in place a barely
prepared successor, who had hardly had time to arrange for the transition.
As a result, Ford’s White House was peopled with a surfeit of conflicting
constituencies: Nixonian holdovers, Ford’s congressional staff (the so-
called Grand Rapids group), Kissinger’s team of advisers, and (after Nelson
Rockefeller became vice president in December 1974), old Rockefeller
liberals.

This conflicted scene mirrored the confusion inside the Republican
Party. Ford slowly realized that by keeping on Kissinger as secretary of
state, he faced an ever more powerful challenge from the Reagan forces in
the party who might deny Ford renomination in 1976. Governance was
made still more difficult by the Democratic landslide in the November 1974
elections. In Kissinger’s words the new Congress “was violently opposed to
intervention abroad … [,] ever suspicious of the CIA, deeply hostile to
covert operations, and distrustful of the veracity of the executive branch.”2

Congressional mistrust had been increased by Ford’s pardon of Nixon on
September 8, 1974.

Meanwhile, the country was in the midst of a catastrophic post-Vietnam
economic recession, one that “convinced most American elites that they
were facing a true long-term crisis.”3 On December 6, 1974, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average fell to 577.60. Through most of the next year the City of
New York, despite a number of emergency bailouts, hovered on the brink of
declaring bankruptcy.4 Small wonder, then, that members of the threatened
overworld called for a resumption of Vietnam-level defense spending as a
means to jump-start the ailing economy. As I wrote in chapter 1 and will
discuss further, a well-financed “intellectual counterrevolution” was
mustered, one of whose goals was to ensure that disarmament talks did not
endanger the Pentagon’s budget.5

A key figure in this avalanche of right-wing money was Ford’s treasury
secretary, William Simon at the Olin Foundation, where he “was joined by
the legendary John J. McCloy … the recognized chairman of all things
Eastern and established” (and longtime Rockefeller representative).6 As a



result of backing from Olin and others, the American Enterprise Institute in
Washington, formerly a marginal group, emerged as an energetic opponent
of Kissinger’s foreign policy of détente.7 By 1976 their lavish activities and
expenditures were bearing fruit: a number of different polls showed that in
just seven years a majority of Americans had shifted from wanting cuts in
defense spending to wanting an increase.8

The near anarchy in government, in the Republican Party, and in the
White House made short work of Ford’s initial plans to administer without
a Haldeman-like chief of staff. In September he appointed Donald
Rumsfeld to be his new coordinator, and Rumsfeld in turn brought in his
unknown protégé, Dick Cheney, then only thirty-three years old. Ford and
Rumsfeld’s initial priority was, as Rumsfeld later put it, “to restore a sense
of legitimacy to the executive branch.”9 In addition, Rumsfeld insisted,
successfully, on the need to exercise a more aggressive leadership within
the White House.10

The post-Watergate crisis of authority was partially resolved on
November 2, 1975, with Ford’s so-called Sunday Morning Massacre, also
known as the Halloween Massacre. No less than nine leading administration
figures either were fired or changed positions. In one concerted move,
Rumsfeld became secretary of defense and Cheney his successor as chief of
staff. Kissinger was stripped of his second role as national security adviser,
William Colby was fired as CIA director, and Ford told Kissinger’s mentor
Nelson Rockefeller that he would not be Ford’s running mate in 1976.11

When the dust had cleared, what emerged was an ideologically pruned
White House dominated by two new personalities: Rumsfeld, now in the
Pentagon, and his protégé Cheney in the White House.

Especially in the wake of 9/11, some scholars have interpreted the
Halloween Massacre as an ideological “palace coup” engineered by
Rumsfeld and Cheney themselves.12 Both Nelson Rockefeller and
Kissinger believed at the time that Rumsfeld was responsible, acting out of
ambition for his own political future.13 But the authorship and motives of
the shift have been disputed. An in-depth analysis by Ford’s domestic
policy assistant James Reichley argues that Ford himself, “apparently
consulting no one except [his Kitchen Cabinet adviser] Bryce Harlow …
put together the series of job changes.”14



Because I seriously question Rumsfeld’s and Cheney’s behavior on 9/11,
I want to make it clear that I regard the case for their authorship of the
important Halloween Massacre as unproven. Although further research is
needed, I regard Rumsfeld and Cheney as molded by the intrigues of 1975
as much as molders of those intrigues.15 There is no doubt that by the end of
1976 both men had emerged as foes of détente and of congressional
oversight of foreign policy. In time their positions would harden even more
into rigid ideological ones. But in 1975 and 1976 the two may have
reflected a more expedient search to strengthen the Ford presidency against
its enemies right and left.

This leaves open the question whether the initiative for the massacre
came from inside the White House, as most treatments have assumed, or
from forces in the overworld. Ford is not generally remembered as a
president of forceful initiatives. Both Nixon and Carter were (as this book
documents) remarkably responsive to policy initiatives thrust on them by
the powerful Rockefeller family. Did Ford really not seek or receive
overworld backing for a surprise decision that “devastated” Nelson
Rockefeller—”his hopes of becoming president were now permanently
dashed”—and left him “an angry and bitter man”?16 (If there was such
backing, it might well have involved William Casey, a bitter enemy of both
Rockefeller and Kissinger, whom Ford appointed to the President’s Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board in March 1976.)17

A slightly different question is how much, and when, Rumsfeld and
Cheney helped change Ford’s initial emphasis—on restoring the White
House’s status in the eyes of public opinion and the Democratic Congress—
to a strategy of ensuring his nomination at the 1976 party convention.18 The
first course was one of restoring the public state, as suggested by Ford’s
autobiography’s title, A Time to Heal. The eventual strategy, in which
Cheney emerged as a mastermind, paved the way for presidencies more
imperial than Nixon ever conceived of. This makes the question an
important one, and once again, the answer is uncertain. The eighteenth-
century moral philosopher Adam Smith, discussing economic activity,
wrote famously in The Wealth of Nations that an individual is “led by an
invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention.”19 It is
almost as if there is a comparable invisible hand operating in political
affairs as well—an impersonal calculus that dictates where a presidency,



when guided only by the pursuit of power, will end up, despite the
president’s stated intentions. We shall see this process even more
dramatically in the case of President Jimmy Carter.

In truth, Ford himself was already reverting, even before the massacre,
toward his traditional conservative preference for military spending over
domestic spending. His decision to diminish Rockefeller and Kissinger
(which Rumsfeld endorsed) reflected his increasingly urgent desire to win
the support of his party, rather than the Democratic Congress. Ford’s
concern with Kissinger, in particular, may have derived from his awareness,
formally expressed in a pollster’s November 12 memorandum to Cheney,
that “detente is a particularly unpopular idea with most Republican primary
voters and the word is worse.”20

This pivotal conservative shift went unnoticed at the time. Publicly it
appeared that Secretary of State Kissinger had survived, losing only his
position as national security adviser (where his successor was his former
deputy, Brent Scowcroft). Along with right-wing congressmen the press
focused on the firing of the secretary of defense James Schlesinger, the
leading opponent in the administration of Kissinger’s proposals for parity
with the Soviet Union. But whereas in November 1974 Ford had agreed
with Soviet first secretary Leonid Brezhnev at Vladivostok on a Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks (SALT II) negotiation aiming at parity, Rumsfeld
was able, after becoming defense secretary, to frustrate Kissinger’s pursuit
of this goal.

This means that after November 1975 the team of Rumsfeld and Cheney
occupied roughly the same positions of dominance in the Pentagon and
White House that they would come to occupy in the George W. Bush
administrations after 2001. Increasingly, they would use their positions in
pursuit of the same goals. One extreme instance of this was when “at the
Republican Party Convention, acting as Ford’s representative, Cheney
engineered the adoption of Reagan’s foreign policy plank in the
platform.”21 Echoing Reagan, this plank argued that “agreements … such as
the one signed in Helsinki, must not take from those who do not have
freedom the hope of one day gaining it.”22 It thus repudiated what Kissinger
had achieved with the Helsinki Accords of 1975, perhaps the most
constructive and important achievement of Kissinger’s career.



THE CONSEQUENCES OF HELSINKI, EAST
AND WEST

The Helsinki Accords were negotiated in July 1975 at the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) meetings, the chief business of
which, as part of détente, was to regularize and ratify the borders of Eastern
Europe. As a quid pro quo, and partly to quiet critics who saw in this a
betrayal of such states as Poland, Kissinger insisted on including the so-
called Basket III, which established human rights as a formal component of
European security. The Helsinki human rights provisions of Basket III
“became a key weapon of Soviet-bloc dissidents in the ‘80s.”23 Kissinger
later made it clear that these provisions were his primary reason for
agreeing to the accords: “As one of the negotiators of the Final Act of the
Helsinki conference, I can affirm that the administration I represented
considered it primarily a diplomatic weapon to use to thwart the
communists’ attempts to pressure the Soviet and captive peoples.”24

As Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin later wrote, the Helsinki
Accords “gradually became a manifesto of the [Soviet bloc] dissident and
liberal movement, a development totally beyond the imagination of the
Soviet leadership.”25 Robert Gates, then on the National Security Council
staff, later claimed that, by unleashing forces of criticism and debate inside
the Soviet bloc, the Helsinki Accords led directly to the collapse of the
Soviet Union: “The Soviets desperately wanted CSCE, they got it, and it
laid the foundations for the end of their empire. We resisted it for years,
went grudgingly. Ford paid a terrible political price for going—perhaps
reelection itself—only to discover years later that CSCE had yielded
benefits beyond our wildest imagination. Go figure.”26

But, as Kissinger himself wrote: “this was not how the [Helsinki]
conference was perceived in the United States [at the time]… . Newsweek
magazine sneered at Helsinki as ‘considerable ceremony, little substance.’
Ronald Reagan, gearing up for his political campaign, argued: ‘Mr. Ford
flew halfway around the world to sign an agreement at Helsinki which
placed the American seal of approval on the Soviet empire in Eastern
Europe.’ … [However] as I predicted in a speech … on August 14, 1975:
… ‘At Helsinki, for the first time in the postwar period, human rights and



fundamental freedoms became recognized subjects of East-West discourse
and negotiation. The conference put forward our standards of humane
conduct, which have been—and still are—a beacon of hope to millions.’”27

Both Kissinger the German and Brzezinski the Pole were self-defined
realists and as such were attacked in the 1980s by Straussian neocons
around Reagan, who argued that to have ignored the immorality of the
Soviet Union was itself immoral. But Kissinger at least recognized that a
realism that ignores the driving strength of idealism is not realistic.
Consciously or unconsciously, he had helped set the stage for Solidarnosc
and the Velvet Revolution in Eastern Europe—movements that some day
may be emulated in America.

From the viewpoint of those who believe in social change through
nonviolent action, the “paradox” presented by Gates’s judgment is no
paradox. Recognizing the postwar frontiers of Poland in the eastern bloc did
not mean abandoning them to perpetual Soviet rule, as the Reagan camp
charged at the time. Rather, it meant liberating the Poles from the fear of an
invasion from the west by NATO, which in their eyes would have meant a
German occupation once again. Thus for the first time Polish dissent could
mobilize the deep-seated national resistance to the Soviet presence without
fearing it would precipitate an East-West war. Far from imprisoning Poland
behind a legitimated iron curtain, Helsinki liberated Poles for the resistance
of Solidarnosc, which began just four years later.28

In Poland the opportunities created at Helsinki were exploited swiftly. In
1976 Adam Michnik and leftist dissidents founded KOR (the Workers
Defense Committee), a group that enjoyed the support of Archbishop Karol
Wojtyla of Kraków (soon to become Pope John Paul II). Incoming president
Carter wasted no time in exploiting Helsinki to support the new movement.
As British historian Timothy Garton Ash later commented: “In early 1977
the most active younger members of KOR were arrested, and materials
collected for a trial. Then, in July 1977, they were all quite unexpectedly
amnestied… . By 1977 [Polish Party Secretary Edward] Gierek was already
in desperate financial straits, while the ‘Helsinki process’ was in full swing
and the Carter administration made the most explicit ‘linkage’ between the
economic and human rights components of detente. That year both
Chancellor Schmidt and President Carter visited Warsaw. At a press
conference Carter loudly praised the Polish record on human rights and



religious tolerance, in the next breath announcing a further $200 million of
U.S. credits. ‘Linkage’ could hardly be more explicit than that.”29

I regard Helsinki as a defining moment for two reasons. First, it showed
a successful way to spread democracy through nonviolent rollback—not by
attempting to impose democracy militarily (the neocon agenda in
Afghanistan and Iraq), but by persuading authoritarian regimes to lighten
their oppression of an alienated public. Helsinki was not a unique example
of such a U.S. initiative. In the mid-1980s CIA director William Casey and
Republican senator Paul Laxalt were similarly able to persuade President
Ferdinand Marcos to hold the elections that ended his hold over the
Philippines. Second, and even more important, if the seeds for Soviet
dissolution were planted nonviolently by Helsinki in 1975, and fostered by
follow-up nonviolent support in the 1980s for Solidarnosc and Russian
dissidents, then there was no state need or purpose for a number of other
much more aggressive later programs, from whose costly blowback we are
still suffering. I am thinking specifically of America’s use of Islamist
terrorists and drug traffickers in programs directed externally against the
Soviet Union. These programs began in the late 1970s under Brzezinski, as
I explore in detail in the next chapter.

But even while the Helsinki Accords were liberalizing Eastern Europe,
backlash to them was driving America farther to the right. This became
apparent at the August 1976 Republican convention. The foreign policy
plank amendment criticized Helsinki and praised Soviet dissident Alexandr
Solzhenitsyn, the notorious and controversial foe of détente whom Ford had
declined, on July 4, 1975, to invite to the White House. (Later in July,
Solzhenitsyn turned down an open invitation from Ford. He denounced
détente in general, and the upcoming Helsinki conference, as a “betrayal of
Eastern Europe.”30) The adoption of this policy plank amendment signaled
a definitive Republican rejection of Kissinger and his policies; Kissinger
himself, still Ford’s secretary of state, was booed when he appeared at the
convention in the presidential box. The man who had engineered the
passage of the amendment, and its acceptance by Ford, was Cheney, Ford’s
chief of staff.



THE GRADUAL EMERGENCE OF THE
NEOCON ANTI-KISSINGER COALITION

The Cheney-Rumsfeld opposition to Kissinger and his policies had been
crystallized by the snub of Solzhenitsyn, which Cheney had opposed in a
memo to Rumsfeld on July 8, 1975, and by the Helsinki agreements three
weeks later.31 But the root issue may have been Kissinger’s efforts to limit
U.S. defense spending under a second SALT agreement with the Russians.
According to reporter Robert G. Kaiser in a lengthy Washington Post news
story in June 1977, Kissinger’s negotiation of SALT II was derailed by a
leak from a “cabal” (neocon Richard Perle, his friend John F. Lehman Jr.,
and Lieutenant General Edward Rowny) in a Rowland Evans and Robert
Novak column published in December 1975. “That column,” Kaiser wrote,
“may have changed the course of history.”

The [Evans and Novak] column concluded that Kissinger was
about to fly off to Moscow to offer these dangerous concessions
and that only the then-new Secretary of Defense, Donald
Rumsfeld, could stop him. Rumsfeld’s actions could “decide the
fate of SALT II and influence the future of the country,” Evans
and Novak wrote.

Soon afterward, according to informed officials, Rumsfeld did
intervene with Ford and blocked a Kissinger mission to Moscow
that December. The delay allowed hard-liners to muster support
for their opposition to the compromises Kissinger favored. By the
time Kissinger got to Moscow in January, 1976—with Ronald
Reagan’s shadow already large on the Republican Party horizon
—Gerald Ford was not interested in Kissinger’s compromise
proposals.32

This Evans-Novak alliance with Rumsfeld and the neocons presaged the
leak to Robert Novak in 2003, when from neocon sources he leaked the
identity of CIA covert operative Valerie Plame. But just a year earlier, in
1974, the Evans-Novak column had voiced frequent criticisms of Rumsfeld
and Cheney, who in turn had referred bitterly to the two as “Errors and No-
facts.”33



Kissinger’s and Rockefeller’s decline in power reflected the decline in
power of the old Wall Street–Council on Foreign Relations consensus,
which in the wake of Vietnam was bitterly split. In 1973, David Rockefeller
had created a new Trilateral Commission, with Zbigniew Brzezinski as its
director. The commission brought together—from Canada, Europe, Japan,
and the United States—investment bankers and multinational corporate
directors.34 It sought, in a Trilateralist paper’s words, to build a new
consensus about “the management of interdependence … the central
problem of world order for the coming years”—as opposed to the
containment of communism, which had dominated elite thinking for the
previous quarter century. A key Trilateral document, Towards a Renovated
International System, established three major tasks for the new global
system: “managing the world economy, satisfying basic human needs, and
keeping the peace… . [T]he last [addressed] the policy of detente with the
Soviet Union… . Acknowledging the realities of transnational investment
that had already integrated the economies of the three regions … the
Trilateral position maintained that unilateral positions were inherently
destabilizing and no longer tolerable.”35

This influential challenge of traders to U.S. militarism and unilateralism
was opposed, not for the first or last time, by an overworld faction of
Prussians, far more militant and better funded, who maintained that
America’s top priority was not international trade and investment, but
military superiority over the Soviet Union. The impetus for the Prussians’
campaign came initially from a relatively small group of anti–New Left and
pro-Israel Democrats around Senator Henry Jackson—the original self-
described neoconservatives—in the Coalition for a Democratic Majority
Foreign Policy Task Force. Allying themselves with veteran cold warrior
Paul Nitze (the author of NSC-68 in 1950 and of the 1957 Gaither Report),
they formed what went public in 1976 as the Committee on the Present
Danger (CPD).36

The pivotal importance of this CPD has often been missed, inasmuch as
it reiterated the scare tactics of the first CPD in 1950, reiterated by a third
CPD in 2004.37 But the differences are significant. The first CPD in 1950
was created by a consensus within the state in support of government
mobilization against a threat (the USSR) whose size was uncertain and open
to misunderstanding.38 The second CPD in 1975 and 1976 was mounted in



opposition to a government policy that threatened to establish a more
peaceful and less militarized world. In short, the interests now being
defended were not those of the nation but of the military-industrial complex
itself. In economic terms, capitalism in general was not being defended but
(in economist Seymour Melman’s phrase) “Pentagon capitalism,” which has
bloated our arms industries while draining resources from the peacetime
economy.

Insufficient attention has been paid to the fact that “David Packard, a
former undersecretary of defense, provided the founding grant to establish
CPD II [the second incarnation of the committee].”39 Packard was a major
owner of Hewlett-Packard, the maker of computer systems for antiballistic
missiles (ABMs); ABMs in turn were the program most significantly
limited by the Kissinger-Nixon SALT I treaty of 1972. Nitze had first made
contact in 1969 with Richard Perle and Paul Wolfowitz, in a short-lived
committee lobbying for continued development of ABMs.40 SALT I had
been amended in 1974 to permit only one ABM site, and this site had been
abandoned unilaterally by the United States in 1975. This was partly
because the ABM system did not work and (according to expert
congressional testimony) would not work.41 It was also because, as
Secretary of Defense McNamara had argued since 1968, the system was
strategically destabilizing, making sense only as preparation for a first-
strike capacity.42

KISSINGER’S DEFEAT ON SALT II

Reinforcing the case against antiballistic missiles development and against
increased defense spending in general was the assessment of Soviet
capabilities and intentions by CIA analysts. These had already been
challenged in 1974 by Major General Daniel Graham, the new head of the
Defense Intelligence Agency.43 In 1975, Graham’s challenge to CIA
estimates was taken up by the Committee on the Present Danger (CPD). In
the committee’s view the agency chronically minimized the Soviet military
threat, thus creating a false basis for what the CPD saw as insufficient U.S.
defense expenditures.



This attack on CIA came at a time when CIA faced unusual criticism
from the left, the right, and, most extraordinarily, from the establishment
media. As federal arms control expert Anne Hessing Cahn wrote: “In the
mid-1970s, the CIA was vulnerable on three counts. First, it was still
reeling from the 1975 congressional hearings about covert assassination
attempts on foreign leaders and other activities. Second, it was considered
‘payback time’ by hard-liners, who were still smarting from the CIA’s
realistic assessments during the Vietnam war years—assessments that failed
to see light at the end of the tunnel. And finally, between 1973 and 1976,
there were four different directors of central intelligence, in contrast to the
more stately progression of four directors in the preceding 20 years.”44

What had once been the agency of overworld control would now be
overridden by a maneuver in which the CPD faction of the over-world was
complicit.

Through 1975 the CPD group pressured Ford to allow for outside
analysis of the CIA’s assessments. CIA director William Colby stubbornly
resisted these demands, even after they were endorsed by the President’s
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, a part-time board composed of
private citizens.45 The board’s diverse membership included William Casey,
John Connally, John Foster, Clare Booth Luce, Edward Teller, and Robert
Galvin, CEO of Motorola and head of the American Security Council. Its
chairman in 1975, and the man applying pressure to Ford, was Admiral
George W. Anderson Jr. Anderson was a right-winger appointed by Nixon
and president of the Metropolitan Club in Washington, where the CPD
group was meeting.46

This impasse ended with the Halloween Massacre and the firing of
Colby as CIA director. His replacement was America’s representative in
Beijing, George H. W. Bush.47 At the direction of the President’s Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, Bush appointed a team of twelve men from
outside the CIA, which came to be known as Team B, to critique the current
CIA’s annual assessment of Soviet Union strength. Whereas Colby had
resisted the plan, new CIA director Bush signed off on the Team B proposal
“with gusto, ‘Let her fly!!—OK, G.B.’”48

The team’s hawkish outcome was predictable, as all twelve men were
hardliners who regarded CIA analysts as “soft” on the Russians.49 The chair
of Team B, Richard Pipes, had been “discovered” by neocon Richard Perle.



Pipes in turn picked Perle’s colleague Wolfowitz.50 Four Team B members
(including Pipes and Nitze) would soon join the CPD. Their outlook
reflected that of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board itself,
six of whose sixteen members soon became members of the CPD.51 Their
report forced a more hawkish reevaluation of Soviet strength by CIA, which
helped doom Kissingerian arms control and détente as pillars of U.S.
foreign policy.

A few people, including Team B member Major General George
Keegan, immediately leaked the Team B dissent, to fan their misleading
campaign that America faced a “window of vulnerability” requiring huge
increases in the U.S. defense budget. Two other leakers, after President
Carter’s election, were outgoing CIA Director Bush and outgoing Defense
Secretary Rumsfeld.52 The leaks failed to earn Ford reelection in 1976, but
they were a major factor in the Reagan victory four years later. As Cahn
told the BBC in 2005, with Team B finally in power: “The United States
embarked on a trillion dollar defense buildup. As a result, the country
neglected its schools, cities, roads and bridges, and health care system… .
From the world’s greatest creditor nation, the United States became the
world’s greatest debtor—in order to pay for arms to counter the threat of a
nation that was collapsing.”53

The Team B report was in part the product of rollback hawks from the
1950s, such as Galvin and Nitze (the principal author of NSC-68). But it
was also the first victory for the triumvirate of Rumsfeld, Cheney, and
Wolfowitz, who would later dominate the war policies of George W.
Bush.54 The three men had key allies in 1976, notably Bush the elder, who
created Team B, and Wolfowitz’s close friend Perle, who as a staff aide to
Senator Henry Jackson “emerged as the driving force behind congressional
opposition to arms control with the Soviet Union.”55

In 1976 the triumvirate’s victory was not yet apparent. Carter and his
running mate Walter Mondale were both members of the Trilateral
Commission, and they campaigned that year on trilateral issues—even
promising to cut the defense budget. After his election Carter picked
twenty-five members of the Trilateral Commission for top policy positions.
His new secretary of state, Cyrus Vance, had previously authored a report
downplaying the Soviet threat. The Coalition for a Democratic Majority and



the newly formed Committee of the Present Danger nominated fifty-three
hawks for government service, but not one was selected.56

Nevertheless, the Team B advocates prevailed. Carter presided over huge
defense budget increases. With the election of Ronald Reagan, no fewer
than thirty-three members of the CPD would be brought into the new
administration, including Reagan himself, Richard V. Allen, the new
national security adviser Perle, CPD founder and chairman Eugene Rostow,
and eventually Rumsfeld.57

OFFSHORED CIA ASSETS: THE SAFARI
CLUB AND A ROGUE CIA

The Halloween Massacre reversed another apparent victory for the public
state over the deep state. Outgoing CIA director Colby had been
cooperating with investigation of CIA launched by the so-called
McGovernite 94th Congress that had been elected in 1974.58 However, the
new CIA director, George H. W. Bush, found a way to avoid the newly
imposed rules of congressional oversight. He accelerated the delegation of
covert operations to foreign intelligence services and also to assets not only
off-the-books but sometimes offshore. These offshore assets—notably the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI)—were of great use to
CIA director Casey and Bush himself as vice president in escaping
congressional review.59 Above all, “Bush cemented strong relations with
the intelligence services of both Saudi Arabia and the shah of Iran. He
worked closely with Kamal Adham, the head of Saudi intelligence, brother-
in-law of King Faisal and an early BCCI insider.”60

In 1972, as I mentioned in chapter 2, Adham had acted as a channel
between Kissinger and Anwar Sadat in negotiations for the sudden
expulsion of Soviet advisers from Egypt.61 Now, in 1976, faced with the
congressional crackdown on unsupervised CIA operations, Adham, Sadat,
and the shah of Iran formed their own anti-Communist coalition—the so-
called Safari Club—to conduct through their own intelligence agencies
operations that were now difficult for CIA.62 A key figure in securing a
formal agreement to this effect was Alexandre de Marenches, head of the



French intelligence service SDECE (the Service de Documentation
Extérieure et de Contre-Espionnage).63 De Marenches surfaces again in
connection with the 1980 Republican-CIA plots against President Carter.

In February 2002, Saudi intelligence chief Prince Turki bin Faisal,
nephew of and successor to Adham, gave Georgetown University alumni a
frank account of the Safari Club’s formation in response to post-Watergate
restrictions: “In 1976, after the Watergate matters took place here, your
intelligence community was literally tied up by Congress. It could not do
anything. It could not send spies, it could not write reports, and it could not
pay money. In order to compensate for that, a group of countries got
together in the hope of fighting Communism and established what was
called the Safari Club. The Safari Club included France, Egypt, Saudi
Arabia, Morocco, and Iran.”64

The Safari Club met at an exclusive resort of the same name in Kenya,
which in the same year, 1976, was visited and eventually bought by
Adham’s friend Adnan Khashoggi.65 According to investigative journalist
Joseph Trento, “The Safari Club needed a network of banks to finance its
intelligence operations. With the official blessing of George H. W. Bush as
the head of the CIA, Adham transformed a small Pakistani merchant bank,
the Bank of Credit and Commercial International (BCCI), into a world-wide
money-laundering machine, buying banks around the world to create the
biggest clandestine money network in history.”66

Trento further charges that Adham, his successor Prince Turki, and their
Saudi agency the GID, or Mukhtabarat, funded off-the-books worldwide
covert operations for CIA. These included support for an alleged “private
CIA” close to Bush and dominated by former CIA men like Ed Wilson,
Theodore Shackley (who had served as Bush’s associate deputy director for
operations), and Tom Clines.67 Unquestionably, the brief period in which
Bush served as the director of central intelligence was one of off-the-books
operations by allegedly “rogue” agents like Wilson, working with
Shackley.68 “Contracting-out,” or “offshoring,” became a device to escape
the new oversight procedures established after Watergate by the Senate
Church Committee, which had been established by the McGovernite
Congress to investigate government intelligence activities.



These offshore events in 1976 were mirrored by a similar arrangement
for off-loading former CIA agents and operations in Latin America. This
was the Confederación Anticomunista Latinoamericana (CAL) and its
death-squad collaboration Operation Condor. Operation Condor was a
coalition of intelligence agencies of CAL countries, chiefly Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, and Paraguay. The CAL was funded through the World Anti-
Communist League by the governments of South Korea and Taiwan and—
once again—the petrodollars of Saudi Arabia.69

After Carter’s election, Bush was replaced as CIA director by Admiral
Stansfield Turner, who began to marginalize or fire the “Bush team”
associated with Shackley. These men, notably Clines, were accused of
forming a “private CIA” or “rogue CIA” from 1977 to 1980 that was loyal
to Bush (and possibly involved him) and was supported by connections to
BCCI and the Safari Club.70 After the Camp David Accords were signed in
1979, Clines became partner in a lucrative shipping company, Tersam,
backed by Ali Mohammed Shorafa of the United Arab Emirates, a nominee
of the elite BCCI group permitted to buy out the First American Bank in
Washington.71

These offshore relationships gave Shackley, de Marenches, and others an
offshore base for assisting active and retired CIA officers, most notably
Shackley’s friend Bush, to defeat Carter in his bid for reelection.72

The overall result of this off-loading and offshoring was not just loss of
accountability, but also loss of control over major policies. A key example
would soon be the 1980s CIA support of the resistance in Afghanistan,
where CIA’s disastrous favoring of drug traffickers had grown directly out
of the Safari Club arrangement and was partly handled through BCCI. This
loss of control will emerge as a major factor in our nation’s slouching
toward the tragedy of 9/11.



FOUR 
 BRZEZINSKI, OIL, AND

AFGHANISTAN
In a democracy, important questions of policy with respect to a
vital commodity like oil, the lifeblood of an industrial society,
cannot be left to private companies acting in accord with private
interests and a closed circle of government officials.
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on
Multinational Corporations, 1975

THE DEMISE OF DÉTENTE

In 1976 Jimmy Carter campaigned vigorously against both Donald
Rumsfeld’s plans for increased defense spending and Henry Kissinger’s
style of secret diplomacy, attacking “a one man policy of international
adventure” that “is not understood by the people or the Congress.”1 Carter’s
speeches proclaimed a vision of replacing “balance of power with world
order politics” and of reducing war-peace issues to be “more a function of
economic and social problems than of … military security problems.”2

But after four years “Carter had come full circle—from an enthusiast of
global interdependence who hoped to develop concrete structures of
cooperation that would put detente on a firm and lasting basis, to the
leadership of a doctrine of global confrontation that brought with it
prospects of Cold War tension for many years to come.”3 In this chapter I
analyze how the populist from Georgia, who promised to shift America
away from military toward economic global strategies, came in the end
himself to create a U.S. military presence in the Persian Gulf. This reversal
is one of the reasons that Carter is remembered as an uncertain and
indecisive president. In fact, however, he was presiding over, or perhaps
better trying to keep up with, a reversal of opinion within the overworld,



one that would eventually maintain Cold War tension, or a substitute for it,
into the twenty-first century.

In 1976 it appeared that trilateralism had defeated the Committee on the
Present Danger. Carter and his running mate, Walter Mondale, were both
members of the Trilateral Commission, and they campaigned on trilateral
issues, even promising to cut the defense budget. On his election Carter
picked twenty-five members of the Trilateral Commission for top policy
positions. His new secretary of state, Cyrus Vance, had previously authored
a report downplaying the Soviet threat. The Coalition for a Democratic
Majority and the newly formed Committee of the Present Danger
nominated fifty-three hawks for government service; not one was selected.4
It appeared on the surface that with the blessing of David Rockefeller’s
Trilateral Commission, the traditional U.S. search for unilateral domination
would be abandoned. But, as detailed in chapter 3, the 1970s were a period
in which a major “intellectual counterrevolution” was mustered, to mobilize
conservative opinion with the aid of vast amounts of money.

A key figure in this avalanche of right-wing money was Nixon’s former
treasury secretary, William Simon at the Olin Foundation, where he “was
joined by the legendary John J. McCloy … the recognized chairman of all
things Eastern and established” (and longtime Rockefeller representative).5
Thanks in large part to these lavish expenditures, public opinion had shifted
in favor of wanting an increase in defense spending.6 Meanwhile, the case
against détente was helped by Soviet military adventurism in Africa, where
the USSR introduced shiploads of weapons and fifteen thousand Cuban
troops in support of a new Marxist dictatorship in Ethiopia.

An early blow to trilateralist détente, however, was delivered by two
establishment trilateralists within the Carter administration. Zbigniew
Brzezinski, former director of the Trilateral Commission and now Carter’s
national security adviser, brought in his friend and former coauthor Samuel
Huntington to oversee a reconciliation between the conflicting CIA and
Team B views on the U.S.-USSR balance of power.7 Huntington, like
George H. W. Bush before him, brought in a number of hawkish outsiders.8
Thus the resulting product, Presidential Review Memorandum #10, or
PRM-10, was not a reconciliation but a two-part document of opposing
views. The PRM-10 conclusion proclaimed a new era in U.S. Soviet
relations: “ERA TWO … a period that embodies ‘both the competition of



the Cold War era and the cooperation of the detente period.’”9 “Cooperation
and competition” became Brzezinski’s set formula for describing
American-Soviet relations when talking to the press; in private, however, he
pressed for competition.10

As a result, the Carter administration was bedeviled by two competing
foreign policies, with Brzezinski pursuing supremacy over the Soviet Union
and Vance pursuing a SALT II disarmament agreement and détente. The
Vance-Brzezinski opposition “spread into one of the most bitter rivalries in
executive branch history.”11 As Strobe Talbott later commented, it was so
profound that “almost every issue provoked a fight.”12 Brzezinski, like
Kissinger, used a small network staff inside the National Security Council
(or the deep state) to trump the policy recommendations from the experts in
the State Department (or the public state).

On the basis of PRM-10 Brzezinski secured a presidential directive, PD-
18 of August 24, 1977, that affirmed the need to maintain “a ‘deployment
force of light divisions with strategic mobility’ for global contingencies,
particularly in the Persian Gulf region and Korea.”13 By the time SALT II
was signed in 1979, Carter had consented to significant new weapons
programs and arms budget increases (reversing his campaign pledge).14 By
the end of his presidency both Vance and his ally Paul Warnke, the chief
negotiator of SALT II, were gone. Most significantly, PRM-10 reinforced
Brzezinski’s ideological overreactions in the Middle East. In a speech
before the Foreign Policy Association, Brzezinski identified a so-called arc
of crisis around the Indian Ocean, where the Soviet Union was poised to
capitalize on regional instability.15 As State Department official Henry
Precht later recalled: “There was this idea that the Islamic forces could be
used against the Soviet Union. The theory was, there was an arc of crisis,
and so an arc of Islam could be mobilized to contain the Soviets. It was a
Brzezinski concept.”16 Soon both the fall of the shah and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan were interpreted by Brzezinski—paranoically
rather than accurately—as proof of Soviet expansiveness and designs on the
region.17

The success of Team B and Huntington in redirecting the Carter
administration toward militarism “created an important precedent.” As
James Mann wrote in Rise of the Vulcans: “From that point onward,



whenever members of Congress believed that the CIA was minimizing the
seriousness of a foreign policy problem, there were calls for a Team B to
review the intelligence and make its own independent evaluation. During
the mid-1990s the Republican majority in Congress set up a special
commission, modeled upon Team B, to study the threat to the United States
from ballistic missiles. After reviewing the intelligence, an independent
commission concluded that the danger of a missile attack was considerably
greater than the U.S. intelligence community had reported. That missile
defense commission was headed by Donald Rumsfeld, and one of its
leading members was Paul Wolfowitz.”18

Brzezinski mobilized support for his positions by creating a special
coordination committee (SCC) in the White House, chaired by himself, to
deal among other things with sensitive operations, covert activity, and crisis
management. In his memoir Brzezinski wrote that he “used the SCC to try
to shape our policy toward” a number of issues, of which the first listed by
him is the Persian Gulf.19 In this way, in the words of South Asia specialists
Diego Cordovez and Selig Harrison: “As he boasts in his memoirs,
Brzezinski had steadily eroded Vance’s power… . This control over covert
operations enabled Brzezinski to take the first steps toward a more
aggressively anti-Soviet Afghan policy without the State Department’s
knowing much about it.”20

More specifically, Brzezinski stymied Vance’s efforts to negotiate a
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, coupled with “a broader ‘mutual
restraint’ agreement covering both Iran and Pakistan.”21 Again, from
Cordovez and Harrison: “The United States government was itself divided
from the start between ‘bleeders,’ who wanted to keep Soviet forces pinned
down in Afghanistan and thus to avenge Vietnam, and ‘dealers,’ who
wanted to compel their withdrawal through a combination of diplomacy and
military pressure.”22 This led to the killing of Vance’s proposal by
Brzezinski, “in one of the least-noticed but most important of his many
clashes with Vance.” Even in the late 1980s “the ‘bleeders’ fought against
the Geneva Accords until the very end.”23

Since then, and to this day, America has had to cope with the
consequences of Brzezinski’s reckless adventurism.



Although right-wingers like Barry Goldwater and the John Birch Society
continued to complain about Carter’s trilateral administration, the
trilateralist ideology had shown in practice to be less relevant than the
trilateralists’ sociology. In the latter the dominant figure was ultimately
Brzezinski because of his proximity to his former mentor, David
Rockefeller, and those around him.24 Two events, both of which I explore
more deeply in this chapter, contributed to the demise of détente during the
Carter presidency. These were the fall of the shah in 1979 and the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan a year later.

Carter had been elected as the so-called energy president, and his first
steps, with energy secretary James Schlesinger, were to introduce a number
of largely successful conservation programs.25 But fears of a Soviet threat
to the Persian Gulf led the president, in his January 1980 State of the Union
address, to proclaim the Carter Doctrine: “An attempt by any outside force
to gain control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an assault on
the vital interests of the United States of America, and such an assault will
be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.”26 As
historian Daniel Yergin has commented: “The Carter Doctrine made more
explicit what American presidents had been saying as far back as Harry
Truman’s pledge” in 1945 to the king of Saudi Arabia.27

Carter’s military approach to his Persian Gulf problems went beyond
words. He authorized the creation of what Brzezinski had envisaged—a
Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force.28 In April 1980, Carter mounted a
disastrous attack, in an attempt to free the hostages being held in the Tehran
U.S. embassy. There were rumors that he planned for a second, bigger
operation. The uneasy team of Carter, Vance, and Brzezinski could point to
one major foreign policy breakthrough: the Camp David agreement in 1978
that brought peace between Israel and Egypt. Intertwined with the
negotiations for Camp David, in which Saudi Arabia played a big role, were
other issues of moment. This book is concerned with two of these: (1) the
joint policies to combat inflation and protect the weakening U.S. dollar and
(2) the various Saudi-U.S. projects for collaboration to diminish the threat
of the Soviet Union in Asia.29

BRZEZINSKI, HUNTINGTON, AND FEMA



Before looking at Brzezinski’s moves in Afghanistan, however, we have to
look at one other way in which Brzezinski helped set the stage for 9/11.
This was his bringing of Samuel Huntington back to the White House in
1979 to draft Presidential Memorandum 32, which created the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). What Huntington envisaged as
FEMA’s future role is uncertain.30 But hostile critics have pointed to what
he had written for the Trilateral Commission in the mid-1970s, in his
coauthored book Crisis in Democracy: “A government which lacks
authority will have little ability, short of a cataclysmic crisis, to impose on
its people the sacrifices which may be necessary to deal with foreign policy
problems and defense… . We have come to recognize that there are
potential desirable limits to economic growth. There are also potentially
desirable limits to the indefinite extension of political democracy.”31

Huntington’s words were attacked at the time for their unfashionable
questioning of democracy. What may have been more significant was the
warning that in a full democracy, “necessary” sacrifices can only be
imposed by a cataclysmic crisis. Brzezinski echoed this thought in his case
for American empire, in The Grand Chessboard, when he wrote that
“democracy is inimical to imperial mobilization.”32 What would make the
American public willing to sacrifice for “imperial mobilization,” he
suggested, would be “a truly massive and widely perceived direct external
threat.”33

Although Huntington’s intentions for FEMA remain unknown, it is clear
that FEMA soon became, under President Ronald Reagan, the agency
responsible for preserving and refining the Garden Plot strategies for
surveillance and detention of domestic protest. It may be relevant that
FEMA was authorized on July 20, 1979.34 This was in the midst of
mounting disagreement within the Carter administration about what to do
concerning Iran and the deposed shah.35 Carter’s key decision on Iran in
November 1979, to freeze all Iranian assets (discussed further in chapter 5),
was carried out under legislative powers that had just been given to FEMA
in July. At the time Carter’s director of FEMA, John W. Macy, made it clear
that the agency’s chief task was crisis management and civil defense against
external enemies, including terrorists; natural disasters were to be a
secondary preoccupation.36 (With this mandate FEMA presumably
answered to Brzezinski’s special coordination committee in the White



House.) Later I show how FEMA did help prepare precisely for
mobilization against an external threat, and also for dealing with protesters.

BRZEZINSKI, AFGHANISTAN, AND
CENTRAL ASIA

As the son of a displaced aristocratic Pole, Brzezinski had never concealed
his interest in breaking up the Soviet bloc. As early as 1966 he had
cosigned, with political science professor William Griffith, a confidential
report criticizing the programming of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty,
for being “too passive.” The men “argued for adopting a more militant line
in the non-Russian broadcasts, which would stimulate anti-Russian
antagonism.”37

As national security adviser, Brzezinski pursued the same goal of stirring
up antagonism by convening a Nationalities Working Group to exploit
Muslim dissatisfaction inside the Soviet Union. The core of this group were
disciples of another displaced aristocrat, Russian count Alexandre
Bennigsen, who in his prolific writings saw fundamentalist Islam in Central
Asia as a major threat to the Soviet State.38 (Robert Dreyfuss has
commented astutely that “radical political Islam was not a factor in the
dissolution of the USSR after perestroika … and the establishment of
Central Asia’s republics.”39 The importance of Islamism came in the next
decade, by which time it presented a threat to the interests of both the
United States and Russia.)

The efforts of the Nationalities Working Group were at first minor, with
“the distribution of Korans in Central Asian languages and stepped-up
efforts, in conjunction with Saudi Arabia’s intelligence service, to contact
Soviet Muslims visiting Mecca for the hajj.”40 A defining shift in Carter’s
Islamic policy—one whose consequences for 9/11 would be significant—
was when Brzezinski and his aide Robert Gates from CIA, on July 3, 1979,
persuaded Carter to send secret aid to Islamist militants in Afghanistan, six
months before the Soviet invasion in December 1979.41 Brzezinski has
since, in an interview with Le Nouvel Observateur, said that he explained to
Carter that in his opinion “this aid was going to induce a Soviet military



intervention.” Brzezinski explained: “We didn’t push the Russians to
intervene, but we knowingly increased the probability that they would.”42

In another interview Brzezinski said he had hoped “to make the Soviets
bleed for as much and as long as is possible.”43

Immediately after the catastrophic events on 9/11, the influential British
intelligence review, Jane’s, traced the al Qaeda attack back to its “origins”
in this 1979 decision by Carter and Brzezinski:

The origins of last Tuesday’s attack on the United States arguably
have their roots in the 1970s. At this time, during the height of
the Cold War, a Washington shamed by defeat in Vietnam
embarked on a deep, collaborative enterprise to contain the
Soviet Union.

The genesis of the policy came to a head following the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan, when President Jimmy Carter set up a
team headed by National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski
to employ its “death by a thousand cuts” policy on the tottering
Soviet empire, especially the oil- and mineral-rich Central Asian
Republics then ruled by Moscow.44

As a Pole, Brzezinski had geostrategic motives for tempting the Soviet
Union into an imperial overstretch that would weaken it and contribute to
its eventual dissolution. As someone unhappy with both Vance and SALT
II, he also had domestic reasons. One consequence of the Soviet invasion
was the failure of the U.S. Senate, by one vote, to ratify the SALT II arms
reduction treaty that Vance had negotiated and with which Brzezinski and
the Pentagon were extremely uncomfortable.45 This could have been
predicted: one hardliner in the Carter administration told the Christian
Science Monitor that “Afghanistan is finally shaking people into shape… . I
think the Soviets have done us a big favor.”46

Brzezinski was unambiguously in favor of destabilizing the Soviet
Union, not in normalizing relations with it. He later described how “as early
as 1978, President Carter approved proposals prepared by my staff to
undertake, for example, a comprehensive, covert action program designed
to help the non-Russian nations in the Soviet Union pursue more actively
their desire for independence—a program in effect to destabilize the Soviet



Union.”47 Under this program, CIA began to infiltrate written materials to
diverse ethnic regions of the USSR, above all to the Ukraine.48 This also
apparently began the operation whereby CIA helped the Pakistani Inter-
Services Intelligence Agency (ISI), Saudi Arabia, and the Saudi
International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO)49 to distribute in the Soviet
Union thousands of Wahhabi-glossed Korans, an important contribution to
the spread of Islamism in Central Asia today.50 A January 1979 article in
Time magazine endorsed the idea: “From Islamic democracies on Russia’s
southern tier, a zealous Koranic evangelism might sweep across the border
into these politically repressed Soviet states, creating problems for the
Kremlin.”51

Note that Brzezinski’s first stirring up of the jihadi hornet’s nest occurred
before either the fall of the shah in Iran (February 1979) or the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan (December 1979). In the history of oil exploration,
this occurred at a time when U.S. oil companies, shaken by the power of
OPEC in the 1973 oil crisis, were casting eyes on the potential for oil and
gas exploration in the trans-Caspian basin.52 Whether oil was on
Brzezinski’s mind in his decision is an open question to which I shall
shortly return.

A year later, as already mentioned, Brzezinski initiated his better-known
destabilization program, south of the Amu Darya River in Afghanistan. By
using Islamic fundamentalism against the Soviets, Brzezinski clearly
regarded himself as a master chess player (to adapt the metaphor of his
book The Grand Chessboard). In a subsequent interview with Le Nouvel
Observateur, he famously showed no regrets:

Asked whether he in any way regretted these actions, Brzezinski
replied: “Regret what? The secret operation was an excellent
idea. It drew the Russians into the Afghan trap and you want me
to regret it? On the day that the Soviets officially crossed the
border, I wrote to President Carter, saying, in essence: ‘We now
have the opportunity of giving to the USSR its Vietnam War.’”
Nouvel Observateur: And neither do you regret having supported Islamic

fundamentalism, which has given arms and advice to future terrorists?



Brzezinski: What is more important in world history? The Taliban or the
collapse of the Soviet empire? Some agitated Muslims or the liberation
of Central Europe and the end of the Cold War?53

BRZEZINSKI OPENS THE FAZLE HAQ–
HEKMATYAR DRUG CONNECTION

The ultimate costs of Brzezinski’s adventure included not only the “agitated
Muslims” of al Qaeda and Iraq, but also what former CIA al Qaeda expert
Mike Scheuer has called “the Afghan heroin factories that have killed more
Americans than the 11 September attacks.”54 Others have with good reason
described Brzezinski as “the Sorcerer’s Apprentice.”55 For generations in
both Afghanistan and the Soviet Muslim Republics the dominant form of
Islam had been local and largely Sufi. The decision to work with the Saudi
and Pakistani secret services meant that billions of CIA and Saudi dollars
would ultimately be spent in programs that would help enhance the
globalistic and Wahhabistic jihadism that are associated today with al
Qaeda.56

These dollars also went directly into expanding the drug traffic. It is now
quite clear that this would be the consequence of Pakistan president
Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq’s choice of Lieutenant General Fazle Haq (or Huq)
to consult with Brzezinski on developing an Afghan resistance program.57

Haq, whom Zia had appointed to be military governor of Pakistan’s North-
West Frontier Province, soon became known as a CIA asset. He was
considered the man for visiting dignitaries like William Casey or Vice
President George Bush to see when reviewing the CIA Afghan operation.58

By 1982, Haq was also listed with Interpol as an international narcotics
trafficker.59 An informant from the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (BCCI) told U.S. authorities that BCCI president Agha Hasan
Abedi’s influence with Zia benefited from the backing of Haq, who was
“heavily engaged in narcotics trafficking and moving the heroin money
through the bank.”60

Brzezinski did not initiate this contact. Haq’s claim of a Pakistani rather
than a U.S. initiative is corroborated by Robert Gates, who writes of “an



approach by a senior Pakistani official to an Agency officer” in March
1979, one month before Brzezinski authorized CIA to work with the ISI,
and four months before Carter signed the presidential finding to help the
mujahideen.61 But only Brzezinski’s witting authority can explain why by
1980 psychiatrist David Musto of the White House Strategy Council on
Drug Abuse was being excluded, illegally, from access to White House
documents about the opium-growing Afghan mujahideen.62

In May 1979 the ISI put CIA in touch with Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, the
mujahideen warlord with perhaps the smallest following inside
Afghanistan. Hekmatyar was also the leading mujahideen drug trafficker,
and the only one to develop his own complex of six heroin labs in an ISI-
controlled area of Baluchistan (Pakistan).63 This decision by the ISI and
CIA belies the usual American rhetoric that the United States was assisting
an Afghan liberation movement.64 Instead, it was assisting Pakistani (and
also Saudi) assets in a country about which Pakistan felt insecure. As an
Afghan leader in 1994 told Tim Weiner of the New York Times: “We didn’t
choose these leaders. The United States made Hekmatyar by giving him his
weapons. Now we want the United States to shake these leaders and make
them stop the killing, to save us from them.”65 Foreign correspondent
Robert D. Kaplan reported his personal experience that Hekmatyar was
“loathed by all the other party leaders, fundamentalist and moderate
alike.”66

It is easy to understand why Pakistan insisted that Hekmatyar receive the
bulk of U.S. (and Saudi) aid. He was the mujahideen leader most dependent
on the ISI for survival, and allegedly the only one willing to accept the
British-drawn Durand Line as the Afghan-Pakistan boundary. (The Durand
Line, dividing clans and even families, left a large number of Pashtuns
inside Pakistan.) The question is rather why Brzezinski agreed to an
alliance with this drug connection, and proceeded almost immediately to
protect it from critical snoops like David Musto. My answer to this
important question will be more obvious by the end of this chapter. It is
important to establish why the United States accepted an arrangement
whereby of the $2 billion it supplied to the mujahideen in the 1980s,
Hekmatyar, a leading drug trafficker, is estimated to have received more
than half.67



Let me clarify the blowback from Brzezinski’s two decisions:
Hekmatyar and Saudi-backed Islamist Abdul Rasul Sayyaf—the two
principal instruments of his policies—became, far more conspicuously than
Osama bin Laden, the protectors of the first al Qaeda plots against America.
Al Qaeda itself can be traced principally to the thousands of Ikhwan
(Muslim Brotherhood) followers that Egypt released in the 1980s to fight in
Afghanistan. Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, said by the 9/11 Commission
Report to have been the “principal architect” of the 9/11 plot, first
conceived of it when he was with Sayyaf, a leader with whom bin Laden
was still at odds.68 Meanwhile, several of the men convicted of blowing up
the World Trade Center in 1993, and the subsequent New York “day of
terror” plot in 1995, had trained or fought with, or raised money for,
Brzezinski’s “agitated Muslims.”69

This irony has been noted before. Less noted, but equally important, is
that eventually through Pakistani channels the United States and its allies
(chiefly Saudi Arabia) gave Hekmatyar more than $1 billion in
armaments.70 This was more than any other CIA client has ever received,
before or since. Those weapons, including the lethal ground-to-air Stingers,
have since armed terrorists around the world. This unparalleled support to
one of the world’s leading drug traffickers, who later became one of
America’s primary enemies, occurred at a time when the United States was
talking of a “war on drugs.”

The consequences of Brzezinski’s decision were felt immediately, in the
form of a sudden flood of heroin from the Afghan border into the United
States. In May 1980, only five months after arms began to flow to the
Afghan guerrillas, Carter’s White House adviser on drugs, Musto,
complained publicly of the risks “in befriending these tribes as we did in
Laos.” Musto noted that the number of drug-related deaths in New York had
risen by 77 percent.71 The key to this relationship may have been BCCI.
Well into the 1980s the bank continued the cut-out activities for CIA that
had been performed earlier by billionaire Saudi arms dealer Adnan
Khashoggi and Kamal Adham, who became one of BCCI’s principal
shareholders.

As already noted, Fazle Haq was allegedly “heavily engaged in narcotics
trafficking and moving the heroin money through the [BCCI] bank.”72 The
use of this drug trafficking to finance CIA’s off-the-books assets in



Afghanistan would explain what a highly placed U.S. official told Jonathan
Beaty, coauthor of the book The Outlaw Bank: that Haq “was our man …
everybody knew that Haq was also running the drug trade” and that “BCCI
was completely involved.”73

On the Pakistan side this criminal relationship may even have been
institutionalized. According to B. Raman, a well-informed Indian analyst
writing in the Financial Times: “In the 1980s, at the insistence of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of the U.S., the Internal Political
Division of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), headed by Brig (retd).
Imtiaz, … started a special cell for the use of heroin for covert actions. This
cell promoted the cultivation of opium and the extraction of heroin in
Pakistani territory as well as in the Afghan territory under Mujahideen
control for being smuggled into the Soviet controlled areas in order to make
the Soviet troops heroin addicts. After the withdrawal of the Soviet troops,
the ISI’s heroin cell started using its network of refineries and smugglers for
smuggling heroin to the Western countries and using the money as a
supplement to its legitimate economy. But for these heroin dollars,
Pakistan’s legitimate economy must have collapsed many years ago.”74

The Congressional Research Service confirms that “according to some
experts, Pakistan’s drug economy amounts to as much as $20 billion. Drug
money reportedly is used to buy influence throughout Pakistan’s economic
and political systems.”75

BRZEZINSKI’S BUREAUCRATIC PARANOIA

Brzezinski’s decisions to intervene in Soviet Asia (1978) and in
Afghanistan (1979) merit close consideration. The first may be said to
define the moment when the United States moved away from goals of
coexistence and containment to the goal of dismantling the Soviet Union.
The second decision rapidly generated a commitment of U.S. power to the
Gulf (the Carter Doctrine) that broadly explains why the United States is in
Iraq today. Brzezinski, in short, was the first unilateralist national security
adviser, even while working for a Democratic president with the trilateralist
agenda of peaceful coexistence with the Soviet bloc. What motivated this
naturalized American to embark on such groundbreaking and consequential



initiatives? Was it triumphalism? Or paranoia? Was he fulfilling his own
Polish agenda? Or was he fulfilling someone else’s?

The usual explanation indeed is the conventional bureaucratic paranoia
by which Brzezinski repeatedly outflanked the more moderate Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance. Political commentator Eric Alterman has expanded on
former CIA director Gates’s account of the Afghanistan decision in Gates’s
1996 memoir From the Shadows (from 1978 to 1979, Gates was detached
from CIA to become a member of Brzezinski’s staff): “The $500 million in
nonlethal aid was designed to counter the billions the Soviets were pouring
into the puppet regime they had installed in Kabul. Some on the American
side were willing—perhaps even eager—to lure the Soviets into a Vietnam-
like entanglement. Others viewed the program as a way of destabilizing the
puppet government and countering the Soviets, whose undeniable
aggression in the area was helping to reheat the cold war to a dangerous
boil… . A key meeting took place on March 30, 1979. Under Secretary of
Defense Walter Sloc[o]mbe wondered aloud whether there was value in
keeping the Afghan insurgency going, ‘sucking the Soviets into a
Vietnamese quagmire.’ Arnold Horelick, CIA Soviet expert, warned that
this was just what we could expect.”76

The italicized phrases accurately summarize what was being spoken in
Washington at the time about the Soviet presence in Afghanistan. In 2001,
Brzezinski told Alterman on the phone that he had sold the plan to Carter
on the grounds that “the Soviets had engineered a Communist coup [in
1978] and they were providing direct assistance in Kabul. We were facing a
serious crisis in Iran, and the entire Persian Gulf was at stake.”77 Vance,
who saw no such threat, “recalls that the April [1978] coup was depicted by
Brzezinski as the opening gambit in a Soviet master plan for achieving
hegemony in Southwest Asia.”78 It is certainly true that the United States
was facing a crisis in the Persian Gulf. The Nixon-Kissinger strategy of
détente with Moscow had been based on the assumption that this détente
would stabilize the world. But instead of stability, the Middle East was
shocked by a number of destabilizing developments, almost none of which
were in fact attributable to the Soviet Union.

One key shock was the April 1978 coup in Afghanistan by a group of
Soviet-trained army officers under Khalq leader Nur Mohammed Taraki.79

Although some scholars still suspect Soviet backing for this coup, it is



usually acknowledged to have been in fact initiated by the extremist Khalq
faction of the Afghan communist People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan
(PDPA), whose style acutely embarrassed Moscow.80 Vance wrote later that
“we had no evidence of Soviet complicity in the coup.”81

One precipitating cause in fact was the shah of Iran’s advice to Afghan
president Mohammed Daoud Khan, who was on good terms with both the
West and the Soviet Union, to purge his army of left-wing officers and
clamp down on their party the PDPA. In the resulting confrontation, it was
Daoud himself who was purged and killed.82 Another factor was the work
of SAVAK- and CIA-supported Islamist agents who arrived from Iran “with
bulging bankrolls.”83 (SAVAK was the shah’s domestic security and
intelligence service from 1957 to 1979.)

The USSR was acutely embarrassed by this Khalq faction and the reform
program it immediately instituted.84 As British foreign aid expert Peter
Marsden wrote in The Taliban: War, Religion, and the New Order in
Afghanistan, the “PDPA’s use of force in bringing the changes to fruition,
combined with a brutal disregard for societal and religious sensitivities,
resulted in a massive backlash from the rural population.”85 The result was
the first broad-based Islamist coalition for jihad in Afghanistan, a cause that
the USSR (because of its own Muslim populations) had at this time much
more to fear than did the United States.

A second challenge was the fall in February 1979 of the shah of Iran, the
ruler who under the so-called Nixon Doctrine had been deputized to serve
as the defender of U.S. interests in the Gulf. Brzezinski analyzed the shah’s
problems in terms of the Soviets “asserting themselves in Iran” and saw his
fall as in part “a Soviet threat to Persian Gulf oil fields.”86 The Soviets
feared that events in Iran might further feed the cause of U.S.-backed
Islamism in Afghanistan. Again, from Marsden: “Indications that the USA
might strengthen the Islamic resistance … combined with a growing
rapprochement between Washington and Peking to create an acute sense of
paranoia in the Kremlin.”87 This paranoia was aggravated in mid-March
1979, when a violent rebellion in Herat, an Afghan city close to the Iran
border, “resulted in the deaths of some 5,000 people including fifty Soviet
advisers and their families.”88



Fearing the consequences of the Khalq’s follies, the Soviets exerted
increasing pressure on Kabul.89 They probably encouraged the overthrow of
the Khalq leader, Taraki, in September 1979. I agree with historian Douglas
Little that three months later “Moscow’s military intervention in Kabul was
probably a defensive measure and not the first step in a Kremlin master plan
to drive the United States out of the Persian Gulf.”90 There is no doubt that
a chief purpose of the Soviet invasion was to replace an unpredictable
extremist leader, Hafizullah Amin, with the more moderate Babrak Karmal
from the other PDPA faction.91

What was being played out in short between the world’s two
superpowers was apparently not a masterful chess game, but its opposite: a
frightened descent into mutually assured paranoia that would eventually
prove costly to both players. Both Brzezinski and the Soviets described as
threatening moves by their opponents what were in fact indigenous or local
developments that owed little or nothing to either camp. The American
paranoia was still further heightened by America’s recent and ignominious
exit from Vietnam—”the specter of Vietnam” that in 1979 still seemed so
much more dangerous than it really was.

The Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in December 1979 was presented
first by Brzezinski, and later by Casey, as “a potential threat to the Persian
Gulf” and its oil fields.92 (In the eyes of Casey, about to become Reagan’s
director of central intelligence, it was part of Soviet “creeping imperialism,”
aimed at the two specific targets of the Central American isthmus and “the
oil fields of the Middle East.”)93 Carter responded with the Carter Doctrine,
threatening military force if necessary to repel “an attempt by any outside
force to gain control of the Persian Gulf region.”94

This was followed by a massive buildup in the U.S. armed forces,
around the novel concept of a Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDF),
operating from the new U.S. base of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean.95

(In 1983 the RDF was renamed the United States Central Command, or
USCENTCOM, the command responsible for the war in Iraq today.) As
Brzezinski could subsequently tell an interviewer: “It was our response in
those years which provided the basis for what subsequently was done by
Reagan.”96 During the 1980s the RDF would grow into a $45 billion per
year enterprise.97



The question remains whether Brzezinski’s paranoia was genuine, or the
rhetoric of a power expert skilled at winning bureaucratic contests. It is
noteworthy how completely Brzezinski’s defense of U.S. oil investments in
the Middle East was in line with Kissinger’s and Casey’s, even though his
style of implementation was different. It is also striking that he injected CIA
into the Caspian basin, at a time when American oil companies were
already looking there for alternative oil sources that would diminish their
dependence on OPEC. The RDF, for which Brzezinski and Paul Wolfowitz
(until 1980 the U.S. deputy assistant secretary of defense for regional
programs) can take credit together, can also be seen as a multibillion-dollar
gift to the oil majors.98

It is likely that Kissinger, Brzezinski, and Casey were not just reflecting
the mind-set of one faction of Wall Street, but receiving advice and
encouragement from that very quarter. This was certainly the case when
Brzezinski and Kissinger, in alliance with David Rockefeller, were able to
force Carter to reverse himself with respect to the shah.



FIVE 
 CARTER’S SURRENDER TO THE

ROCKEFELLERS ON IRAN
Iran is not in a revolutionary or even pre-revolutionary situation.
Draft of a top-secret CIA intelligence assessment for the
White House, 1978

The President glared at Jordan. “The hell with Henry Kissinger,”
he said. “I am President of this country!”
President Jimmy Carter

THE ROCKEFELLER OVERWORLD
DEFEATS THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

Not since World War II has there been such a naked exercise of overworld
power as in the disastrous decision of October 1979 to permit the shah, in
flight from Iran, to enter the United States. President Carter’s reluctant
action—”the crowning indignity” in the sad history of postwar U.S.-Iran
relations1—has been called “one of the most controversial and detrimental
decisions any president has made since the end of World War Two.”2In this
matter Carter and Secretary of State Cyrus Vance were ultimately overruled,
in support of a policy decision dictated and enforced by David Rockefeller.3

As had been predicted, the shah’s arrival in October 1979 soon resulted
in the November seizure of hostages at the U.S. embassy in Tehran.4
(Carter, in caving in to Rockefeller’s demands, asked on October 19, “What
are you guys going to recommend that we do when they take our embassy
and hold our people hostage?”5) This was followed in short order by the
collapse of the admittedly precarious pro-American governments in Tehran
succeeding the shah, their permanent replacement by Islamist ayatollah



rule, the unnecessarily protracted detention of the U.S. hostages, and a
freeze in U.S.-Iran relations that persists to this day.6

The decision was due first to the sustained pressure, private and public,
of four Rockefeller men who successfully overruled the informed
opposition of Secretary of State Vance, Undersecretary of State Warren
Christopher, the State Department, the U.S. embassy in Tehran, and finally
the president himself. (Rockefeller men, including Nelson before he died in
January 1979, had been intervening on behalf of the shah since at least May
1978.7) Three of these men—Henry Kissinger, David Rockefeller, and John
McCloy—were outside the government.8 The fourth was Brzezinski, “a
leading pro-Pahlavi partisan within the Carter administration.”9 Of the four,
Brzezinski was the best situated to influence policy, or at least to frustrate
it.10

Many scholars believe that Brzezinski, in his zeal to support the shah,
contributed to the shah’s downfall. For example, the shah banned
demonstrations on September 6, 1978, and the next day, known as Black
Friday, “somewhere between 700 and 2000 people were gunned down.”
The shah’s orders followed advice from Brzezinski to be firm, which
Ardeshir Zahedi, the shah’s son-in-law and ambassador in Washington, had
transmitted to Tehran directly.11 Carter’s official expressions of regret for
the bloodshed then made both the shah and Washington look vacillating and
ineffectual.12

After Black Friday most American policy makers, apart from Brzezinski,
gradually came to recognize that the shah’s dictatorship had fostered a
prevailable will against it in Iran that could no longer be resisted by force.13

The shah’s inevitable departure in January 1979 was followed by increased
pressures to admit him to the United States, from “a handful of powerful
people inside and outside of the government. Particularly intense were
National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, banking magnate David
Rockefeller, former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, and the esteemed
elder statesman John J. McCloy, a coterie which Brzezinski labeled
‘influential friends of the shah.’”14

David Rockefeller’s Memoirs are on some subjects disarmingly candid
but not with respect to the shah’s return. He claims that despite the
insistence of journalists and revisionists, there was never a “Rockefeller-



Kissinger behind-the-scenes campaign” to have the shah admitted to the
United States.15 This is belied by accounts such as that of Pulitzer Prize–
winning author Kai Bird, relying on the Rockefeller and McCloy papers:

With the shah … in the Bahamas, Rockefeller and Kissinger
turned their attention back to Washington, where they were
determined to persuade the Carter administration to allow their
friend permanent U.S. asylum. To this end, they organized a
“special project,” code-named Project Alpha. David Rockefeller
dipped into his private funds to pay Chase Bank and [McCloy’s
law firm] Milbank, Tweed employees for the time they spent
working on Project Alpha… . Thousands of dollars were spent on
phone, travel, and legal expenses over the next year. At one
point, they paid an academic specialist on the Middle East
$40,000 to write a short book intended to answer the shah’s
critics. It was a remarkable effort, something only a Rockefeller
could have mounted… . The shah was given his own code name
—the “Eagle”—and [Rockefeller’s assistant Joseph V.] Reed
referred to Rockefeller, Kissinger, and McCloy as the
“Triumpherate” [sic]. Over the next seven months, Project Alpha
pestered the Carter administration into providing sanctuary for
the “Eagle.”16

Kissinger’s trump card was played when in July 1979 he told Brzezinski
that his continued support for SALT II depended on a “more forthcoming
attitude on our part regarding the Shah.”17 McCloy, after conferring with
Brzezinski by telephone, pestered Vance, his deputy Warren Christopher,
the undersecretary of state David Newsom, and Carter’s UN ambassador
Donald McHenry.18

In addition, McCloy set the lawyers of his firm, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley
& McCloy, to work gathering evidence for what has been called the Mullah
Theory. This theory would use the pervasive influence of the clergy to
support the dubious “claim that Iranian loans and deposits were to and from
the same entity.” The theory was necessary to support what became the
Rockefeller-Reed-McCloy strategy, to engineer a technical default of
interest payments on one Chase loan and then use this default to seize all
loans and deposits to Iran.19 As financial analyst Mark Hulbert has written:



“McCloy’s firm had quite a task before it… . [I]nternational law recognizes
that different government agencies are separate legal entities, and that a
bank cannot seize the assets of one to satisfy a claim against another.
Nevertheless, Chase’s law firm gamely set out to make the Mullah Theory
plausible… . Whether or not the courts would have recognized the Mullah
Theory as valid, the crucial point is that by the summer of 1979, Chase’s
preparations for offsetting Iranian loans and deposits were already quite
advanced.”20

Carter came more and more to resent all this pressure to admit the shah.
As the New York Times reported: “The President himself had been
adamantly opposed and had lost his temper more than once on the
subject.”21 Informed by his adviser Hamilton Jordan that his opposition to
the pressure from Kissinger and his team was politically dangerous, “the
President glared at Jordan. ‘The hell with Henry Kissinger,’ he said. ‘I am
President of this country!’”22 It was true that Carter was the president, and
Kissinger was only part of the Rockefeller team. But that team prevailed.
There can be no denying whatsoever, at least in this particular moment of
truth, that the power of the Rockefeller overworld exceeded that of the man
they had previously selected to be president of the United States.
Furthermore, although one should not force the analogy between Carter’s
fate and that of the shah’s, there is this point of comparison: both men lost
their power, not by defying the Rockefeller team, but by capitulating to it.

Another unintended irony is that in contributing as they did to Carter’s
downfall and electoral defeat, Brzezinski and the rest of the Rockefeller
team contributed also to a permanent shift away from Rockefeller and
Council on Foreign Relations influence over the U.S. government.23 With
the election of Reagan, the unilateralists of the Committee on the Present
Danger (whose members included both Reagan and his campaign manager,
William Casey) would take their place.

THE ROCKEFELLER TEAM DIRECTING
THE SHAH

The Rockefellers also might not have overcome Carter if Nelson and David
Rockefeller had not also designated three Rockefeller men to advise the



shah. These men may have played an even more important role. The first
was David Rockefeller’s personal assistant, Joseph V. Reed, “assigned to
handle the shah’s finances and his personal needs.”24 A second was Robert
Armao, sent by his employer Nelson Rockefeller to act as the shah’s public
relations agent and lobbyist.25 A third, perhaps most important of all, was
Benjamin H. Kean, described as “a longtime associate of Chase Manhattan
Bank chairman David Rockefeller”26 and as David Rockefeller’s “personal
physician.”27 (There is some confusion as to whether Kean was dispatched
by David Rockefeller,28 by his assistant Reed,29 or by Armao.30)

Kean flew twice to Mexico to establish the shah’s medical condition and
reportedly advised “that it was ‘preferable’ for the shah to be treated at an
American hospital.”31 His full report on the shah’s condition, as mediated
through Armao and the State Department’s chief medical officer, Dr. Eban
H. Dustin, was responsible first for Vance’s surrendering his opposition and
then for Carter, as the last holdout, surrendering as well. Kean’s report, in
other words, led indirectly to a permanent break in U.S.-Iranian relations.
Kean’s responsibility for this is still unknown, partly because he responded
to an early description of his role, in Science magazine, with a $4 million
libel suit.32 But whether the fault lay with Kean, or with Armao, the
responsibility of the shah’s Rockefeller team of advisers is unambiguous.

Carter’s recollection of the transmitted Kean report was “that the
medical equipment and treatment the Shah required was available only in
New York and that the Shah was ‘at the point of death.’ However, Dr. Kean
… contended that that was not what he had told Dr. Dustin. His opinion at
the time, Dr. Kean said, was that it would be preferable to have the Shah
treated at New York Hospital, or elsewhere in the United States, but that if
necessary, it could be done in Mexico or virtually anywhere. Despite this
fact, Armao contended shortly after the Shah arrived in New York that his
employer had left Mexico because such equipment was not available there
and that the Shah’s doctors claimed that the particular radiation treatment he
was undergoing was not available anywhere else in the world.”33

To understand Carter’s catastrophic decision, it is important to
understand that Iran and U.S.-Iran relations, because of Iran’s oil, were both
unique. With respect to Iran, the Rockefeller overworld had directed U.S.
policy in Iran since the CIA coup of 1953 (a coup negotiated by Theodore



Roosevelt’s grandson Kermit Roosevelt). Thus the flagrant Rockefeller
intervention in 1979 had, by its intended or unintended lack of disguise, a
distinct impact on the outcome. Panama, Mexico, and above all Iran
resented the actions of Kean and others, precisely because, rightly or
wrongly, they sensed a sinister and manipulative Rockefeller influence
behind them.

On November 1, 1979, for example, the new Iranian prime minister,
Mehdi Bazargan, discussed the shah’s presence in New York with
Brzezinski at a ceremonial celebration in Algiers. The meeting aroused
great alarm in Tehran.34 As Brzezinski himself has noted: “On November 4,
the Iranian militants stormed the Embassy, and two days later Bazargan was
forced out of office.”35 Iran’s new foreign minister, Abolhassan Bani-Sadr,
promptly announced his government’s plan to withdraw its assets from the
United States, citing the intervention on the shah’s behalf by Kissinger and
David Rockefeller.36 His decision precipitated a U.S. freeze on Iranian
assets on November 14.

Again in March 1980, after the removal of the shah from New York to
Panama, the Washington Post reported: “On Saturday, Iranian Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh charged that the shah’s U.S. friends, including
former secretary of state Henry A. Kissinger and David Rockefeller,
chairman of the Chase Manhattan Bank, were plotting to get him out of
Panama before today’s formal deadline for Iran to present an extradition
request to Panamanian officials.”37

One might almost say that U.S.-Iran relations from 1953 to 1979 had
been less between two states than between two overworlds.38 One over-
world was that of the shah, out of touch with his own country, who served
Western wishes with respect to oil, the Soviet Union, and Israel.
Meanwhile, “U.S. ambassadors to Iran during the 1960s and 70s were …
mediocre. In fairness to them, however, they had to pursue the party line,
promoted back in Washington, where the Shah was considered a close
friend and one whose leadership was not to be questioned. The imposing
figures, such as Kermit Roosevelt, Richard Helms, Henry Kissinger, John
Jay McCloy, and David Rockefeller served as the Shah’s public relations
men in the United States… . There were always a few embassy folks and
political consuls and economic consuls who were very good, but the policy
was not made at that level.”39 In other words Brzezinski, while failing to



serve either U.S. or Iranian national interests at the moment of the shah’s
crisis, was not deviating from twenty years of U.S. deferral to overworld
interests in Iran.

WHY DID DAVID ROCKEFELLER PLAY
SUCH AN ACTIVE ROLE?

The question remains why David Rockefeller broke with his usual low-
profile behavior in lobbying directly with the president and later publicly on
the shah’s behalf.40 In his book Interlock, Hulbert noted that “one of the
companies most indebted to the Shah—was Chase Manhattan Bank. The
Shah ordered that all his government’s major operating accounts be held at
Chase and that letters of credit for the purchase of oil be handled
exclusively through Chase. The bank also became the agent and lead
manager for many of the loans to Iran. In short, Iran became the crown
jewel of Chase’s international banking portfolio.”41

Hulbert argued that Rockefeller and his allies precipitated the November
1979 crisis (that is, the hostage taking) in order to give Chase Manhattan
Bank legal cover to seize enough Iranian assets to erase billions in
questionable loans that now presented a threat to the bank’s liquidity.42

(Unquestionably, the Chase Manhattan Bank “had by far the biggest
exposure of any of the U.S. banks [in Iran], since it was owed both in its
own right and as agent bank around four times the amount of Iranian
deposits which it held.”43) This crisis came after a series of press reports on
Chase Manhattan’s banking problems, some of which hinted that David
Rockefeller might be fired as chairman.44

Though since ignored, Hulbert’s theory received close attention and
partial support in Iran political expert James Bill’s landmark study, The
Eagle and the Lion: The Tragedy of American-Iranian Relations:

The … admission of the shah into the United States … triggered
the subsequent taking of American diplomats hostage. On the
morning of November 14, 1979, just ten days after the hostages
were taken, President Carter, acting on the advice of Secretary of
Treasury G. William Miller, froze all Iranian governmental assets



in American banks. Like so many other of the key actors, Miller
had ties with the Chase Manhattan Bank and with Iran… . The
timing of the freeze announcement was crucial to Chase
Manhattan. On November 5 the Iranian Central Bank had telexed
Chase instructing them to make the forthcoming interest payment
of $4.05 million due on November 15 from the surplus funds
available in their London office. This interest was owed on a
$500 million loan [of questionable legality] negotiated in January
1977 with the shah’s government… . Once it had declared the
$500 million loan in default, Chase then used “cross-default”
clauses in the contract to declare all other loans to Iran in default.
“Chase then seized Iran’s deposits to offset these loans. When the
dust had cleared, Chase had no loans to Iran left on its books.”45

The seizures of Iranian assets were enforced by the Treasury Department
under the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, which enables
the president to seize the property of a foreign country or national. These
powers had only just been transferred to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) under the reorganization engineered by
Brzezinski and his friend Samuel Huntington on July 20, 1979.46 A Lyndon
Larouche publication quoted a FEMA official seconded to Treasury, Randy
Kau, as saying: “We at FEMA had this plan to freeze the Iranian assets two
weeks before we did it, and I spent the entire two weeks on the phone [at
Treasury] trying to kill the rumors that we would do it.”47 If FEMA did in
fact arrange the freeze plan, then FEMA in its first year, 1979, was already
playing the “emergency” role of secret super-government that would
surface again—potentially with Oliver North’s alleged plans in the 1980s to
suspend the U.S. Constitution and in fact with the partial establishment of
continuity of government (COG) plans on 9/11.

Chase’s bargaining position was immensely strengthened, and the
suffering of the American hostages considerably prolonged, by what Bill
called the Treasury’s “puzzling decision to permit American banks to
‘offset’ the funds that Iran had deposited in their vaults against the monies
that the banks had loaned Iran. This effectively turned control [Hulbert
says, “title”] of the frozen assets over to the banks and deprived the U.S.
government of much of the leverage it needed to solve the hostage crisis.
The Carter administration ‘relinquished control over Iran’s assets. If the



banks had not been allowed to take the offsets, the government would have
been able to negotiate with the Iranians directly.’”48

The offset decision affected banks in foreign countries. It was of
questionable legality in international law and was immediately challenged
in European courts.49 Nevertheless, the administration, apparently at the
instigation of FEMA, had bought the Mullah Theory of Rockefeller, Reed,
and McCloy and effectively lumped all of the claims together. Henceforth,
as deputy treasury secretary Robert Carswell later wrote: “The President
had no legal power to force loan settlements.”50 He, like Iran, “could only
negotiate with the banks, not tell them what to do.”51

The phrase “weakened” or “failing” state has been used to describe Iran
at this time because the nominal governments in Tehran had lost negotiating
power, permanently as it turned out, to Ayatollah Khomeini and the
Revolutionary Guards who had seized the embassy. It seems to have
escaped notice that by ceding the same negotiating power to its banks,
America then, as later, exhibited the same feature of becoming a “weakened
state.” Carter himself became a major victim, as the prolonged negotiations
by the banks’ law firms, dominated by McCloy, doomed his chance for
reelection. As Hulbert wrote: “Before one begins to feel too sorry for
Carter, however, it is important to recall that it was his administration that
relinquished control over Iran’s assets.”52

ROCKEFELLER AND IRAN’S EFFORTS TO
MARKET ITS OIL

Bill’s extended examination of Hulbert’s argument looks only at the
benefits for banking from the crisis over the shah’s return (and at Chase’s
particular vulnerability because several of its loans were possibly illegal
under the Iranian constitution).53 As his book title suggests, Hulbert looks
also at the benefits that the freeze bestowed on the oil companies and arms
industries with which Chase Manhattan and the Rockefellers interlocked. In
February 1979, as earlier in 1953, the Iranian government took steps to
market its oil independently of the Western oil majors. In 1979, as in 1953,
a freeze of Iranian assets made this action more difficult. As was foreseen



by McCloy, who was attorney for both Chase Manhattan and the oil majors:
“It could halt the lion’s share of trade denominated in dollars. Because most
oil [and all OPEC] commerce is conducted in dollars, this would make it
difficult for Iran to sell much oil.”54

Hulbert saw no evidence that the oil companies themselves urged the
United States to freeze Iranian assets. But Chase had a powerful motive to
return to the old status quo in Iranian oil sales, which before 1979 had
supplied about half of a regular deposit flow on the order of $15 billion a
year.55 By effectively restricting the access of Iran to the global oil market,
the Iranian assets freeze became a factor in the huge oil price increases of
1979 and 1981 (and thus an indirect cause of Carter’s electoral defeat in
1980).56 Americans should be mindful of the West’s actions taken against
Iran in 1953 and 1979, the two previous times that Iran attempted to market
its own oil independently of the West. There have been reports that Iran will
try for a third time to establish its own marketing system for oil,
independent of not only American oil companies and banks but also the
U.S. dollar.

Hulbert’s argument about Chase’s motivations, while lucidly argued, is
perhaps too monochromatic. International political economist Benjamin J.
Cohen has written that the freeze was motivated by two concerns. The first
was “that an abrupt liquidation of Iranian assets could trigger an even more
widespread run on U.S. currency… . In the words of Anthony Solomon,
then under secretary of the Treasury, ‘Our central concern that morning was
the dollar.’”57 (In August 1978 David Rockefeller himself had expressed
concern that lack of confidence in the dollar would persuade many foreign
holders of dollars, such as Saudi Arabia, to seek diversification by selling
dollars and buying stronger currencies.58) Cohen concedes, however, that
there was a second “danger”: “Officials were determined to avert any threat
to the safety or competitive position of U.S. financial institutions.”59

Whatever its limitations, Hulbert’s argument deserves to be considered
seriously.60 Unquestionably, as investigative journalist Robert Parry has
noted: “The new Iranian government … wanted Chase Manhattan to return
Iranian assets, which Rockefeller put at more than $1 billion in 1978,
although some estimates ran much higher. The withdrawal might have
created a liquidity crisis for the bank which already was coping with



financial troubles.”61 David Rockefeller conceded in his Memoirs that the
Iranian “government did reduce the balances they maintained with us
during the second half of 1979… . Carter’s ‘freeze’ of official Iranian assets
protected our position, but no one at Chase played a role in convincing the
administration to institute it.”62

However, it would in my opinion be wrong to assign a single motive to
the momentous and disastrous decision to admit the shah. It is clear from
utterances at the time that both Kissinger and Brzezinski, by backing the
shah, wished to squelch doubts about U.S. support for other threatened
clients at the time, particularly Nicaraguan strongman Anastasio Somoza
and Egyptian president Anwar Sadat. They were concerned with what
Kissinger called “momentum,” not wishing America to look like a weak,
unreliable ally. Brzezinski also explicitly welcomed the opportunity for a
crisis to which the United States could retaliate with a show of force. As we
have seen, he favored the military coup that the Carter administration,
according to the New York Times, had started planning in January 1979.63

Brzezinski continued to chair a series of super-secret “military committee”
meetings in his office that led to the ill-fated attempt in April 1980 to rescue
the hostages.64 There are rumors that Brzezinski had still more projects up
his sleeve, possibly another military coup attempt.65

By most accounts, Carter in 1980 “made it clear to Iran and the rest of
the world that the lives of the hostages were his first order of priority.”66

Yet the negotiations for their release, almost concluded in September, were
pushed aside by Iraq’s invasion of Iran in the same month.67 Once again,
Brzezinski’s behavior suggests that he was less interested in resolving the
hostage crisis through negotiations than in provoking a larger confrontation
to restore the shah. In the words of radical journalist Larry Everest

On April 14, 1980, five months before Iraq’s invasion, Zbigniew
Brzezinski, President Carter’s National Security Advisor,
signaled the U.S.’s willingness to work with Iraq: “We see no
fundamental incompatibility of interests between the United
States and Iraq … we do not feel that American-Iraqi relations
need to be frozen in antagonisms.” In June, Iranian students
revealed a secret memo from Brzezinski to then-Secretary of



State Cyrus Vance recommending the “destabilization” of Iran’s
Islamic Republic via its neighbors.

According to Iran’s president at the time, Abol Hassan Bani-
Sadr, Brzezinski met directly with Saddam Hussein in Jordan two
months before the Iraqi assault. Bani-Sadr wrote, “Brzezinski had
assured Saddam Hussein that the United States would not oppose
the separation of Khuzestan (in southwest Iran) from Iran.”68

CARTER LOSES THE ROCKEFELLER
“MANDATE FROM HEAVEN”

Torn as he was between the conflicting priorities of Vance on the one hand
and Brzezinski and Rockefeller on the other, Carter’s presidential term
finished in fiasco. Salt II did not receive Senate approval. The hostages
were neither rescued nor returned until Reagan’s inauguration. Vance
resigned in the wake of the hostage rescue attempt. More than was known
at the time, the Camp David agreement earned Carter the mistrust and even
enmity of Saudis and Israelis alike.69 This generated enemies for Carter
inside the United States, for the Saudis were close to the Arabists in CIA
and the Israelis to the American Israel Public Affairs Committee lobby’s
friends in Congress. Elements from both CIA and Israel were allied in the
Republicans’ plans to defeat Carter by delaying the return of the hostages.70

What Brzezinski thought of Carter is not clear from his memoir. It is
clear, however, that he saw greater value in Carter’s human rights program
than did Rockefeller, because of his correct perception that human rights
could be a useful means of loosening Russia’s grip over Poland and the rest
of Eastern Europe.71 In June 1980, however, David Rockefeller did not
hesitate to voice publicly his growing displeasure with both Carter and his
emphasis on human rights:

Under Carter, he told the World Affairs Council, America’s “vital
interests” had been “subordinated to worthy but fuzzily defined
moral issues—such as human rights and the proliferation of
nuclear technologies.” David insisted that while it was “only
proper” for the U.S. to press the cause of human rights, “it should



be prudent since our interference may be capable of toppling
regimes whose substitutes are unknown.”72

Another concern of David’s was America’s declining
economic fortunes. The failure of Carter “to put our economic
house in order” was proving damaging: “the international
monetary system has been shaken and America’s global
leadership has been weakened.” David also complained of a
“regulatory rampage” emanating from Washington, that was
reducing corporate profits and productivity.73

Three months later, Rockefeller and members of his shah team visited
Reagan’s campaign manager, William Casey, during a “pivotal period of
Carter’s hostage negotiations.” As Parry wrote in Secrecy & Privilege:
“According to a campaign log dated September 11, David Rockefeller and
several of his aides who were dealing with the Iranian issue signed in to see
Casey at his campaign headquarters in Arlington, Virginia. With
Rockefeller were Joseph Reed, whom Rockefeller had assigned to
coordinate U.S. policy toward the Shah, and Archibald Roosevelt, the
former CIA officer who was monitoring events in the Persian Gulf for
Chase Manhattan and who had collaborated with Miles Copeland on the
Iran hostage-rescue plan.”74

This was at a time when Ayatollah Khomeini, concerned no doubt by the
increasing signs of a possible Iraq-Iran war, authorized his son-in-law
Sadegh Tabatabai to approach the Carter representatives with an acceptable
offer for release of the hostages. Tabatabai received a favorable response,
and so, he told Parry, a meeting with an American delegation was arranged
for Bonn, West Germany.75 Carter later wrote that these “exploratory
conversations were quite encouraging, [but as] … fate would have it, the
Iraqis chose the day of [Tabatabai’s] scheduled arrival in Iran, September
22, to invade Iran and to bomb the Tehran airport.”76

The negotiations, had they succeeded, would have constituted the
October Surprise about which the Reagan campaign was so worried.77 It
would seem possible that Rockefeller and his shah team were making
contact with the Reagan campaign to forestall this issue. This possibility is
increased by Parry’s discovery that after Princess Ashraf, the shah’s twin
sister, had met with David Rockefeller, $20 million from her account with



Chase Manhattan was passed in October 1980 to a bank account benefiting
Casey’s close friend John Shaheen. The money was transmitted by Jean A.
Patry, David Rockefeller’s lawyer in Geneva, Switzerland.78

That the Rockefeller-Reed visit to Casey concerned an October Surprise
was corroborated by sworn testimony from a CIA officer, Charles Cogan.
Cogan was present when Joseph Reed, by then Reagan’s new ambassador
to Morocco, visited Casey in early 1981 and reportedly said something to
the effect that “we did something about Carter’s October Surprise.” In a less
formal setting Cogan told an investigator that Reed’s words to Casey were
“We fucked Carter’s October Surprise.”79

Chapter 6 further explores these mysterious dealings and the
Republicans’ own October Surprise: the deals made in 1980 by Casey and
his over-world with the Shi’a fundamentalists around Khomeini. Today it
seems certain that Republicans plotted with Islamists, in a possibly
treasonable arrangement to keep American hostages imprisoned until
Reagan’s inauguration. No Americans died from this deal, but it was a
precedent for 9/11 nonetheless. Furthermore, the Republican deal was with
the extremists around Khomeini and spelled political death for the pro-
American Iranian moderate politicians, chiefly Prime Minister Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr and Foreign Minister Sadeq Qotbzadeh. They had made the
unfortunate mistake of dealing straight up with the Carter administration.80

Some observers have suggested that the Republican dealings, which
involved Casey and also possibly Bush the elder, may have constituted
treason.81 What is certain is that they played a major part in delivering Iran
into the hands of Shi’a Muslim extremists, a revolution that inspired Sunni
Muslim extremists in their own jihad.



SIX 
 CASEY, THE REPUBLICAN

COUNTERSURPRISE, AND THE BANK
OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE

INTERNATIONAL, 1980
William Casey, in 1980, met three times with representatives of
the Iranian leadership. The meetings took place in Madrid and
Paris… . R[obert] Gates, at that time a staffer of the National
Security Council in the administration of Jimmy Carter and
former CIA director George Bush also took part… . In Madrid
and Paris, the representatives of Ronald Reagan and the Iranian
leadership discussed the question of possibly delaying the release
of 52 hostages from the staff of the U.S. Embassy in Teheran.
Sergey Vadimovich Stepashin, 1993

CASEY, THE NEW YORK OVERWORLD, AND
THE BCCI BANKING MILIEU

In the previous chapters I have detailed how first Kissinger and then
Brzezinski used private assets and foreign cut-outs to implement policies,
some of which were grievously shortsighted and detrimental to the cause of
freedom and democracy. In so doing, they often excluded the agencies of
the public American state from their stratagems. This set the stage for the
off-the-books machinations of William Casey, the last survivor of the
freewheeling style of William J. Donovan and the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS). Casey carried secretive and unilateral behavior even further
than his two predecessors, often cutting himself off even from the very CIA
“he was meant to lead.”1 It was his style to commit the United States, after
a cursory authorization from President Ronald Reagan, to off-the-books



actions in collusion with a small cabal of outside businessmen (Casey’s so-
called Hardy Boys), politicians, and intelligence officers, among whom he
was on a few occasions the only American present.

Superficially Casey’s career resembled that of his friend Donovan before
him, but the similarities masked far more important differences. Both men
were self-made Republican Irish Catholic millionaires who rose high into
society as Wall Street lawyers. But Donovan was able to join exclusive
Protestant clubs at an early age and married into a Protestant family whose
wealth dated back to before the American Revolution.2 Casey, however,
was socially ill at ease until his death. In 1967, when his friend and OSS
roommate Milton Katz sponsored him for membership in the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR) (Allen Dulles was another cosponsor), the CFR
rejected Casey’s application.3 The CFR also failed to act on the application
of Casey’s close friend Leo Cherne, who in 1976 became chairman of the
President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.4 CFR snobbery and
exclusiveness helped weaken their links to the new class, backed by the
military-industrial complex, which would become dominant during the
Reagan administration. Paradoxically, Casey’s exclusion from New York’s
highest social circles facilitated his alliance with the emerging new
overworld, “the cabal of Texan, Californian, and Floridian nouveaux riches”
who were backing the so-called Reagan Revolution.5 He fit this role even
better than had George H. W. Bush, the Skull-and-Bones Yaleman who had
made the prescient decision to seek wealth and power in the up-and-coming
state of Texas, rather than in his declining home state of Connecticut.

Casey’s business contacts, even when they reinforced his connections to
intelligence, were like himself—from the world of nouveaux riches, which
was becoming the new corrupt overworld. In 1967, while lawyer John
McCloy was representing the oil majors, Casey was representing the
corrupt Indonesian general Ibnu Sutowo, head of the Indonesian oil firm
Pertamina. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) had filed a
stock fraud action against Sutowo for the “investments” (or payoffs) he was
soliciting for his New York restaurant, from oil companies doing business
with Pertamina.6 But Sutowo had pleased the big U.S. oil companies by
accepting funds from them for the CIA-supported plot to overthrow
Indonesian president Sukarno in 1965 through 1967. After the pro-
American Suharto had replaced Sukarno, Fortune wrote that “Sutowo’s still



small company played a key part in bankrolling those crucial operations,
and the army has never forgotten it.”7

Casey was a close business associate and friend of Sutowo’s mentor in
payoffs, Bruce Rappaport. In their definitive book on BCCI, False Profits,
authors Peter Truell and Larry Gurwin wrote that Rappaport was “an
oilman thought to have ties to U.S. and Israeli intelligence.”8 But when he
drove out to play golf with Casey at Deepdale Golf Club on Long Island,
Rappaport’s chauffeur was often Louis Filardo, “an alleged associate of
New York area mobsters.”9 Rappaport is a gray eminence one encounters
again frequently in connection with the Iran-Contra scandal, with BCCI,
and with the investment circles of the bin Laden family. His Inter Maritime
Bank (IMB) of Geneva and New York together with the Bank of New York
(of which he became a major stockholder) became major players in the
criminal looting of Russia in the 1990s.10 IMB’s vice president, Alfred
Hartmann, a BCCI director, was also chairman of a BCCI-owned bank, the
Banque de Commerce et de Placements (BCP), which in 1986 brokered a
$25 million investment, triggered by George W. Bush, in Bush’s oil
company, Harken Energy.11

Rappaport was only one of the businessmen, described contemptuously
by a CIA veteran as “the Hardy Boys,” to whom Casey would grant
informal intelligence assignments after sneaking them upstairs to his
Langley CIA office in his own private elevator. This special status failed to
protect all of them from the law, however. Robert B. Anderson, once
treasury secretary in the 1950s, went to prison in 1987 for tax evasion. Max
Hugel, whom Casey first picked to be CIA deputy director for operations in
1981, resigned after being implicated in an illicit insider stock transaction.12

John Shaheen, whom we meet again later in this chapter, involved the
Canadian Province of Newfoundland in a costly oil refinery development
that went bankrupt without having ever produced a drop of gasoline.13

Casey was at ease with businessmen of this color. When nominated by
President Nixon to be SEC chairman in the 1960s, Casey himself was
involved in two civil suits alleging breach of the securities laws. (Both suits
were settled out of court.) Before leaving the SEC, he was again accused in
a civil lawsuit concerning mismanagement of funds in the company
Multiponics, of which he was a director.14 Casey’s shadowy connections are



of major relevance to this book, as we next encounter Casey, Shaheen, and
Rappaport in a sequence of wrongdoings far more serious than anything
mentioned thus far.

Both Casey and Bush, in other words, were at some remove from the
Rockefeller CFR milieu that had placed first Kissinger and then Brzezinski
in the White House. By the time of Reagan’s election, however, power was
shifting away from the Northeast, and CFR’s influence was being severely
challenged by the upstart and more unilateralist American Enterprise
Institute (AEI). Conservative Jude Wanniski “long characterized [the AEI]
as the HQ of what President Eisenhower called ‘the military-industrial
complex.’”15 Reagan himself was the second non-CFR presidential
candidate (after Barry Goldwater) since Dwight Eisenhower, and the first to
be elected.

One factor in the increasing importance of the Sunbelt and its
resentments was the relative decline in economic importance of New York
itself. This was dramatically illustrated by a shift of the oil majors out of
New York. During the Reagan presidency there was a massive and
protracted struggle for dominance in which Texaco, ironically a New York
company, ultimately lost a $10 billion lawsuit to Pennzoil, ironically a
Texas oil company, and one close to then vice president Bush. Illustrating
the climax of this shift, Exxon (formerly Standard Oil of New York and the
largest oil major of all) decamped in 1990 from New York City to Irving,
Texas. Separated from the more traditionalist law firms and investment
banks of Wall Street and the CFR, the culture of wealth, particularly that of
the oil industry, shifted away from the pieties of trilateralism and Carter and
toward the shortsightedly ruthless acquisitive style symbolized by the
energy trading company Enron. The stage was set for what political
commentator Kevin Phillips and others have called the “greed decade,”
when “the portion of the nation’s wealth held by the top 1 percent nearly
doubled, skyrocketing from 22 percent to 39 percent, probably the most
rapid escalation in U.S. history.”16

CASEY, THE CORPORATE
COUNTEROFFENSIVE, AND THE REAGAN

REVOLUTION



With the spreading gap between rich and poor, the ideal of a public state in
which all classes participated was slowly supplanted by the dominance of a
deep state in which a few manipulated the many. This was facilitated by a
parallel development in the media, thanks in large part to huge influxes of
foreign money invested by new press barons like Rupert Murdoch and
Conrad Black. The prime example of this was the Reverend Sun Myung
Moon’s Unification Church, with links to the Korean CIA. From 1965 on
Moon invested millions in media and other ways of influencing American
media culture. Before spending a year in a U.S. prison for income tax
evasion in the mid-1980s, Moon had seen his American empire grow,
thanks to both Japanese money and direct-mail campaigns by Richard
Viguerie (a cofounder of the Moral Majority), to the point where in 1982 he
launched the Washington Times to compete with the Washington Post.17

Since that time the Washington Times has regularly lost $20 million or more
a year, for total losses estimated up to $1 billion.18

Behind this visible shift in the media was partly the increasing power of
a new “cowboy” overworld, as radical social theorist Carl Oglesby once
suggested.19 But there was also a new emerging consensus within the
overworld, uniting both old and new wealth, that America’s rich needed to
go on a counteroffensive to take the country away from the radical left.
William Simon, after stepping down as treasury secretary under Nixon,
became a business partner of Casey’s. In addition, he “became president of
[the] Olin [Foundation] in 1976 with the explicit intention of redirecting its
grant-making to achieving partisan political results for the right. He also
founded the Institute for Educational Affairs, which bankrolled the right-
wing campus reviews. ‘The only thing that can save the Republican Party
… is a counter-intelligentsia,’ Simon said.”20

Casey was a partner with Simon not only in business but also in the
cause of counterrevolution. In 1962, Casey had helped establish the
National Strategy Information Center (NSIC), along with his protégé Frank
Barnett, as well as brewery magnate Joseph Coors and Prescott Bush Jr.,
brother of George H. W. Bush. In 1976, the NSIC received $1 million for a
pro-defense spending campaign, which Barnett coordinated with his newly
formed Committee on the Present Danger.21 Casey himself became a
member of the Committee on the Present Danger. In addition, he was a
member of the President’s Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board when its



chairman, Casey’s close friend and fellow businessman Leo Cherne,
launched the Team B project that scuttled détente in the 1970s.

Together with Sir Antony Fisher, a British disciple of the free-market
economist Frederick von Hayek, Casey in 1978 founded what would
become the Manhattan Institute. It is said to have supplied the intellectual
foundation for the Reagan Revolution in the 1980s, just as Fisher’s sister-
creation, the Institute of Economic Affairs in Great Britain, supplied the
intellectual foundation for the Thatcher Revolution.22 From the mid-1970s
funding for this right-wing ideological offensive “was provided by a small
sewing circle of rich philanthropists—Richard Mellon Scaife in Pittsburgh,
Lynde and Harry Bradley in Milwaukee, John Olin in New York City, the
Smith Richardson family in North Carolina, Joseph Coors in Denver, David
and Charles Koch in Wichita.”23 By the end of the 1970s total estimated
corporate spending on advocacy advertising and grassroots lobbying ran to
$1 billion annually.24

Scaife meanwhile, with CIA encouragement, was funding $100,000 a
year to a joint CIA-British intelligence psychological operation, the
Institute for the Study of Conflict (ISC), and its controversial chief Brian
Crozier.25 The ISC, created in 1970, was driven by a paranoia about left-
wing subversion, similar to that in future Supreme Court justice Lewis
Powell’s confidential memorandum a year later.26 Crozier in turn was a
member of the Pinay Circle, a European cabal of intelligence personnel and
veterans and their overworld backers. Of these the most important was
former French intelligence chief Alexandre de Marenches, organizer of the
Safari Club. De Marenches was a key figure in the evolution of Casey’s
covert anti-Soviet operations in Afghanistan, discussed in chapter 7.27 The
Pinay Circle in the 1970s was actively engaged in trying to elect right-wing
governments (most notoriously Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom).
Crozier himself appeared to claim the credit for Thatcher’s election at a
meeting of the Pinay Circle.28

Through his client Paul Weyrich, Scaife, along with the Coors family
and Viguerie, also helped in 1979 to launch the top-down Moral Majority.29

The organizers’ motives were political as well as religious—to use abortion
as an electoral issue to split the Democratic Catholic voting block and elect
Reagan.30 Rich Catholics, like Casey’s friend Bill Simon, launched a



similar right-wing campaign opposing the Catholic bishops’ pastoral letter
on poverty.31

Casey played an important role in securing for Reagan the Republican
presidential nomination. After it was clear that Simon could not be
nominated, Casey arranged for Reagan “a Sunday brunch with two dozen of
the richest, most powerful Republicans in New York.” Later, on November
9, 1979, Casey organized a highly successful dinner, at which sixteen
hundred guests raised more than $800,000 for Reagan.32 Four days later,
Reagan formally announced his candidacy. In February 1980, after
Reagan’s defeat in the Iowa primary, Casey replaced Nixon Republican
John Sears as Reagan’s campaign director. At this late stage it was Reagan
who picked Casey. But a year earlier Casey had in a sense selected Reagan.
He also helped design the consensus that would elect Reagan.

By 1980, Casey could write of himself, as he did in the press release
announcing his appointment as Reagan’s campaign chairman, “Fortune
magazine recently proclaimed him a member of the Eastern establishment,
while saying he hates to admit it.”33 He was now in a position to collaborate
with other establishment figures, notably David Rockefeller, in an intrigue
to block Carter’s reelection that would involve far more dubious and
marginal figures. This was the Republican countersurprise of 1980.

CASEY, BUSH, AND THE REPUBLICAN
COUNTERSURPRISE

To understand the road to 9/11, it is necessary to revisit an almost forgotten
episode in U.S. political history—the Republican negotiations with Muslim
fundamentalists before the 1980 election to stop Carter from successfully
negotiating the return of the American hostages in Tehran. These illicit
contacts generated partnerships in secrecy that united at least two key
Republican politicians, William Casey and the elder George Bush, with
unlikely co-conspirators from Iran, Israel, and the scandal-ridden Bank of
Credit and Commerce International (BCCI).

The illicit liaison produced a flow of U.S. arms, brokered by BCCI, from
Israel to Iran. The arrangements, that could not be acknowledged, continued



unchecked until they were exposed in the Iran-Contra scandal of 1986. By
then they had also generated U.S. dependence on the drug-laundering BCCI
for U.S. arms deliveries to Afghanistan. They also figure in the personal
financial involvement of both George Bushes, father and son, in a cluster of
BCCI-connected Saudi investors who have been accused of funding Osama
bin Laden. At least some of the strange events surrounding and leading up
to 9/11 can only be understood in the light of this Texas-Saudi connection.
A celebrated example is the permission granted bin Laden family members
to fly out of the United States in the days after the attacks.34

What has been less noticed, however, is that the powerful influence of
neocons from the American Enterprise Institute in the two Bush
administrations can also be dated back to the intrigues of the 1980
Republican countersurprise. A section of the unpublished House October
Surprise Task Force Report of 1993 revealed that the Reagan-Bush
campaign created “a strategy group, known as the ‘October Surprise
Group.’” Its ten members included Laurence Silberman from the AEI; and
Fred Iklé, Michael Ledeen, and Richard Perle (all from the AEI) “also
participated in meetings although they were not considered members.”35

Ledeen, a major figure in the Iran-Contra scandal, has since the 1990s been
a leading advocate for the U.S. invasion of both Iraq and Iran.

In 2005, Silberman cochaired the commission that exonerated President
George W. Bush from responsibility for the false stories linking Iraq to
weapons of mass destruction. The commission report, called by many a
whitewash, was praised in the National Review by Ledeen.36 In short, the
intimate and overlapping Bush family links to both pro-Muslim bankers and
pro-Israeli politicians can be dated back to the 1980 Republican
countersurprise, negotiated in part with Muslim fundamentalists. People
who have once collaborated secretly in an impeachable if not treasonable
offense cannot dispense lightly with their co-conspirators.
Through 1980 there were two competing sets of secret American
negotiations with Iranians for the return of the captured U.S. hostages. The
first set, official and perforce Democratic, was labeled Carter’s October
Surprise by vice presidential candidate Bush on October 2, 1980.37 In
competition with it was a second set of negotiations, Republican and
possibly illegal, to delay the hostages’ return until Reagan’s inauguration in
1981. The Republican countersurprise (often also called “October



Surprise”) had a precedent: Nixon’s secret deals with Vietnamese president
Nguyen van Thieu in 1968, to delay President Johnson’s own “October
surprise”—his hopes of Vietnam peace talks—until after the presidential
election.38

It is now certain that Nixon, acting through his intermediary Anna
Chennault, persuaded the head of the Saigon regime not to participate until
after Nixon had been elected.39 (His action of interfering in a major
diplomatic negotiation has been called illegal—in this case by
Democrats.40) In this way Nixon helped to secure not only his election, but
also the further loss of Vietnamese and American lives in a fruitless
extension of the Vietnam War. Thus the actions of Bush the elder and Casey
in October 1980 had antecedents. But in one respect they were
unprecedented: Nixon in 1968 was negotiating privately with America’s
client and ally Nguyen van Thieu. Casey in 1980 was negotiating with
representatives of a country that President Carter had designated as an
enemy. This is why Gary Sick wrote of a “political coup,” Robert Parry of
possible treason, and Kevin Phillips of the possibility whether the deal
“would have violated federal law.”41

Even in 2005, accounts of the 1980 Republican surprise remain outside
the confines of mainstream U.S. political history. This is in part because, as
I detail in this book, the events brought in elements from powerful and
enduring forces in Washington—oilmen and CIA on the one hand (CIA is
traditionally close to the U.S. oil majors and the oil-rich countries of the
Persian Gulf) and the pro-Israel lobby on the other. Just as oil is powerful in
the federal bureaucracy, so the pro-Israel lobby, represented by the
American-Israel Political Action Committee (AIPAC), is powerful in
Congress. The two groups have grown powerful through the years in
opposition to each other, but on this occasion they were allied against
Jimmy Carter.

The Republican countersurprise of 1980 was originally described in two
books by Washington insiders Barbara Honegger (a former Reagan
campaign aide) and Gary Sick (the Iran desk officer under Brzezinski for
Carter’s National Security Council). A desultory House Task Force
investigation in 1992, chaired by the congressman Lee Hamilton, was
closed down in 1993, after reporting that its ten-month investigation found
“no credible evidence” to support allegations that the Reagan-Bush



campaign in October 1980 sought to delay the release of Americans held
hostage in Iran until after that year’s presidential election.42

There matters might have rested had it not been for the indefatigable
researches of journalist Robert Parry. Parry had twice had fallings-out with
his employers from his pursuit of the truth about Iran-Contra: first at the
Associated Press after breaking the contra-drugs story, and then at
Newsweek. After resigning his position to write a book, Parry gained access
to the stored records of the House Task Force. There he found clear
evidence of a major cover-up, particularly with respect to Casey: “The
[House Task Force] investigators learned that William Casey’s calendars,
passports and travel records had been catalogued by CIA and were turned
over to his family after his death in 1987. When the investigators searched
Casey’s two homes, they found all the catalogued records, except Casey’s
passport for 1980, a “hostages” file, two personal calendars and loose pages
from a third calendar which covered the period of July 24, 1980 to
December 18, 1980. Checked against CIA’s index, the only folders missing
were the ones relevant to the October Surprise issue.”43

At the same time, during the investigation of BCCI by Senators John
Kerry and Hank Brown of the Senate Subcommittee on Terrorism,
Narcotics, and International Operations, the subcommittee was denied the
records of principal hostage negotiator (and Iranian arms dealer) Cyrus
Hashemi’s bank records at BCCI. They were “withheld from disclosure to
the Subcommittee by a British judge.”44 Over at the FBI two wiretap tape
recordings of Hashemi’s American office telephone disappeared, ruining a
potential arms-trafficking case against Hashemi and his Republican lawyer,
Stanley Pottinger.45 As he pored through the evidence collected by the
House investigators, but ignored or discarded by them, Parry found
corroboration for all of the key elements of the Republican countersurprise
story.

THE ROLE OF CYRUS HASHEMI, THE
GOKALS, AND BCCI

In the hostage negotiations key player Hashemi was playing a double game.
At the same time that he was negotiating on behalf of Carter, he was also



anxiously raising funds in a vain effort to save a failing investment (the
Come-by-Chance oil refinery in Newfoundland) with his business partner
and close Casey associate John Shaheen.46 Hashemi quickly gained
influence with the new Khomeini regime in Iran. By arranging in 1979 for
clandestine transfers of Iranian navy funds into his own bank in the
Netherlands Antilles, First Gulf and Trust, he helped the regime evade the
U.S. offset orders (discussed in chapter 4) freezing Iranian funds in
European banks. According to his brother, Jamshid Hashemi, this was done
with Shaheen’s assistance, and the attorney advising both of them about the
transactions was Casey.47 The contact led swiftly to a CIA connection, as
CIA then used the Hashemis to forward funds in support of the Iranian
Navy Chief, Admiral Ahmad Madani.48

Hashemi met in March 1980 with Donald Gregg, a CIA officer who
knew Bush the elder and would later work in his vice president’s office, and
who in 1980 was a member of Carter’s White House team. Hashemi
continued to meet secretly during this period with Casey.49 The House Task
Force heard testimony from Jamshid Hashemi that he and his deceased
brother, Cyrus, had attended a July meeting in Spain with Casey and an
Iranian leader, the mullah Mehdi Karrubi.50 This claim was swiftly
challenged. As investigative journalist Steven Emerson later wrote, the task
force concluded that Casey could not have attended this meeting, since they
found that he “was in California from July 25 through July 27, that he flew
to London on July 27 and arrived there the following day. He remained in
London until late in the day on July 29 and then flew back to the United
States.”51

However, Robert Parry has shown that Casey’s “Bohemian Grove alibi”
is almost certainly false.52 The reference is to Casey’s attendance at the
annual Bohemian Club camp on the Russian River, and all the credible
evidence puts him there one week later, on August 1 and 2.53 According to
Parry, dated chits from the club do indicate that Casey’s host Darrell Trent
bought drinks and shot skeet there on July 24 and 25. However, Casey’s
personal calendars indicate that he had meetings in Virginia on July 24, in
New York on July 25, and that he purchased a Washington–New York plane
ticket on July 25.



Jamshid Hashemi testified that in July 1980 he brought a Khomeini
representative, Hassan Karrubi, to Madrid. There they met with Hassan’s
brother, Mehdi Karrubi, with Casey, and with Donald Gregg, the CIA
officer working at the Carter-Brzezinski National Security Council. In
exchange for delaying the return of the hostages, Casey promised to release
$150 million in military hardware that had been already purchased by the
shah but held back after the seizure of the hostages. After the deal was
agreed to at a second Madrid meeting in mid-August, “Jamshid said his
brother, Cyrus, began organizing military shipments—mostly artillery shells
and aircraft tires—from Eilat, in Israel, to Bandar Abbas, an Iranian port.”54

The Hashemi deal was threatened, however, by a separate deal being
negotiated by the White House. As discussed in chapter 5, Carter’s
negotiations for release of the hostages were almost successful in
September, until they were pushed aside by Iraq’s invasion of Iran in the
same month.55 A note written for the Reagan-Bush campaign recorded that
“the fighting, now in its third day, forced Iran’s Parliament to ‘FREEZE
INDEFINITELY’ the debate on the fate of the 52 [hostages].”56

Hashemi’s dealings in 1980 were henceforth documented by FBI
wiretaps installed at his New York office in September.57 Studying these
records over a decade later, Parry found evidence linking Hashemi’s
activities to his bank, BCCI:

Another box contained a “secret” summary of FBI wiretaps
placed on phones belonging to Cyrus Hashemi, an Iranian
financier who had worked for the CIA in 1980. Hashemi also was
a key Carter intermediary in the hostage talks. But in fall 1980,
the wiretaps showed Hashemi receiving a $3 million deposit
arranged by a Houston lawyer who claimed to be associated with
then-vice presidential candidate George Bush.

After the 1980 election, the Houston lawyer was back on the
phone promising Hashemi help from “the Bush people” for one
of Hashemi’s failing investments. And shortly after President
Reagan’s Inauguration, a second mysterious payment to Hashemi
arrived from London by Concorde, via a courier for the Bank of
Credit and Commerce International (BCCI).58



Hashemi’s own companies interlocked with BCCI.59 Although it has not
been proven that BCCI was a vehicle for countersurprise payments, it is
extremely likely. According to Truell and Gurwin: “BCCI was an important
part of Iran’s efforts to obtain weaponry and materiel… . Through most of
the [1980–88] Iran-Iraq war, BCCI’s head office in London ran large
accounts for Iran’s Bank Melli which were used to pay for weapons,
military supplies, pharmaceuticals, and other needs. Bank Melli periodically
replenished the accounts with payments that were sometimes as large as
$100 million, according to Arif Durrani, a Palestinian arms dealer who used
BCCI to finance the export of arms to Iran.”60

In addition, arms were almost certainly being shipped from Israel to Iran
by the BCCI-linked Gulf Group shipping lines of the Gokal brothers. The
Gokals were close to BCCI owner Agha Hasan Abedi; they invested
heavily in BCCI, and in return they received from the bank perhaps as
much as $1.3 billion in loans that were never repaid.61 One brother, Abbas
Gokal, was a board member of Rappaport’s Inter Maritime Bank from 1978
to 1982 and owned 19.9 percent of the bank’s stock. According to coauthors
Alan Block and Constance Weaver: “The Gokals were prime shippers to
Iran in its decade long war with Iraq. One brother, Mustapha Gokal, was a
financial adviser to Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini, as well as to General Zia,
Pakistan’s president. Concerning Iran, a former manager of the Gokals’
Karachi office told reporters from The Guardian that they ‘did everything
for Iran. Everything.’”62

Although Parry was unable to track down the BCCI money shipment, he
did trace a $20 million payment by the shah’s sister Princess Ashraf through
David Rockefeller’s Swiss lawyer Jean Patry. It was used by Shaheen on
January 22, 1981, two days after the Reagan inauguration, to fund a
business deal that Cyrus Hashemi and Shaheen had been discussing for
months. This was the founding of the Hong Kong Deposit and Guaranty
Bank, whose other directors included Ghanim al-Mazrouie (an Abu Dhabi
official who controlled 10 percent of BCCI), and Hassan Yassin (“a cousin
of Saudi financier Adnan Khashoggi and an adviser to BCCI principal
Kamal Adham, the former chief of Saudi intelligence”).63 The bank had a
short history much like that of BCCI. Although it quickly attracted
hundreds of millions of petrodollars, it collapsed in 1984 and an estimated
$100 million disappeared.64 Princess Ashraf lost her own $20 million but



showed no regrets. She later told the House Task Force that the $20 million,
which looks very much like a payoff to Shaheen and Hashemi, was just a
routine investment.65

THE CASEY MEETING IN PARIS, OCTOBER
1980

Republican panic about Carter’s progress in negotiations produced a spate
of meetings in September 1980. As detailed in chapter 5, one of these
meetings was on September 11, when David Rockefeller and several of his
aides dealing with the Iranian issue signed in to see Casey at his campaign
headquarters in Arlington, Virginia. With Rockefeller was Joseph V. Reed,
whom Rockefeller had assigned to coordinate U.S. policy toward the shah,
and Archibald Roosevelt, the former CIA officer who was monitoring
events in the Persian Gulf for Chase Manhattan.66

Charles Cogan, a CIA officer who had earlier met Jamshid Hashemi with
Shaheen, attended a 1981 meeting at CIA headquarters in Langley in which
Reed commented to Casey about their success in disrupting Carter’s
“October Surprise.”67 Parry has reported Cogan’s testimony about Reed but
has offered no explanation of it. I think the answer lies in the disclosure of
the last chapter: that because of the Treasury ruling on banking offsets, “the
President had no legal power to force loan settlements.”68 He, like Iran,
“could only negotiate with the banks, not tell them what to do.”69 In effect,
the banks (above all Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan with its chief lawyer
John J. McCloy) had acquired the whip hand on determining when the
hostages would be released.

Five days after his meeting with Rockefeller, Casey met to discuss the
“Persian Gulf Project” with Reagan-Bush aides, including Richard Allen
and Michael Ledeen.70 Allen, accompanied by Laurence Silberman and
Robert McFarlane, later met with what Allen told Parry was a “swarthy”
Iranian or Egyptian who proposed a hostage deal. Parry presents evidence
to suggest that this was Houshang Lavi, an experienced Iranian arms dealer,
whose hostage proposal eventually went nowhere. Lavi’s meeting with the



Republicans probably took place on October 2, the same day that he
presented a hostage proposal at CIA headquarters.71

Later in October, according to many witnesses, Casey met with Iranian
and Israeli representatives in Paris and promised delivery to Iran via Israeli
third parties of needed U.S. armaments and spare parts.72 The meetings
were arranged by Alexandre de Marenches, former head of French
intelligence (and a Knight of Malta like Casey and William Simon). Casey
is supposed to have cleared his promise with vice presidential candidate
George Bush.73

The role of de Marenches is significant, and explains a lot about his
subsequent impact on U.S. policy in Afghanistan. De Marenches was a
right-winger, a member of the Pinay Circle that claimed credit for the
election of Margaret Thatcher’s government in Britain.74 De Marenches had
also helped with Kamal Adham of Saudi intelligence (and later BCCI) to
organize the so-called Safari Club that worked in the 1970s to reconcile
Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and Morocco in the face of the Soviet threat. In
conjunction with BCCI (which Adham joined in 1977), “the Club was able
to help bring about President Sadat’s historic peace-making visit of
November 1977 to Jerusalem, leading eventually to the U.S.-Egyptian-
Israeli peace treaty of 1979.”75

Parry reported that in December 1992, “deMarenches’s biographer,
David Andelman, an ex-New York Times and CBS News correspondent, had
testified before the task force that deMarenches had discussed the Paris
meetings while the two were writing deMarenches’s autobiography, The
Fourth World War. After Andelman’s testimony, the task force called
deMarenches. But when the imperious French spymaster failed to return the
call, the task force concluded, paradoxically, that Andelman’s testimony
was ‘credible’ but lacked ‘probative value.’”76

Later Parry found corroboration for Andelman’s sworn testimony in the
original French edition of P.S., the memoirs of Pierre Salinger, press
secretary to John F. Kennedy and ABC News’s longtime Paris bureau chief.
In the English edition of the memoir the eight paragraphs on the October
Surprise (some of which is excerpted below) were deleted by the U.S.
publisher, St. Martin’s Press:



Salinger knew Andelman and urged him to “push (deMarenches)
toughly to get the truth about the Paris meeting. Andelman came
back to me and said that Marenches had finally agreed (that) he
organized the meeting, under the request of an old friend,
William Casey… . Marenches and Casey had known each other
well during the days of World War II. Marenches added that
while he prepared the meeting, he did not attend it.”

[ … ] In the deleted passage, Salinger said he had other
information to corroborate deMarenches’s statement to
Andelman. “In the mid-80s, I had a long and important meeting
with a top official in French intelligence,” Salinger wrote. “He
confirmed to me that the U.S.-Iranian meeting did take place on
October 18 and 19 and he knew that Marenches had written a
report on it which was in intelligence files. Unfortunately, he told
me that file had disappeared.”77

Parry collected further corroboration from top Iranians and Arabs of the
period, including Iran’s president Abolhassan Bani-Sadr and defense
minister Ahmed Madani, as well as Palestine Liberation Organization
chairman Yasir Arafat.78 Still other testimony supporting the October
Surprise charges had come from intelligence agents with confirmed ties to
Israel, France, and the United States. Parry continues: “Then, last year,
senior representatives of Iran’s current government held informal talks in
Europe with Americans close to President Clinton. Like de Marenches,
these Iranians were amused at how wrong the House task force had been.
Casey indeed had made secret overtures to Iran during the hostage crisis of
1980, these Iranians said.”79

Among the documents of the task force, Parry found a six-page report
from Russia’s legislature the Supreme Soviet, summarizing Moscow’s
intelligence information that also placed Casey in Europe, in order to
arrange a politically favorable outcome to the 1980 hostage crisis. The
Russian report had arrived in Washington on January 11, 1993, two days
before the task force report was released that challenged this conclusion.80



THE ISRAELI-IRAN ARMS CONNECTION
AND IRAN-CONTRA

Shipments of arms and equipment from Israel to Iran began months before
Reagan was elected and were augmented after the hostages were released.
These included American weapons, which required approval from the U.S.
government. Bits of this story have been leaked over the years. The Wall
Street Journal reported on November 28, 1986, that the Reagan
administration had known about and had given tacit approval to Israel for
arms sales to Iran since 1981.81 Journalist Daniel Schorr later confirmed
that, following Inaugural Day in 1981, “Israel was shortly thereafter
authorized by the Reagan administration to resume delivery of American-
made arms to Iran, which President Carter had embargoed.”82 In 1982,
Israel’s ambassador to the United States, Moshe Arens, told the Boston
Globe that Israeli arms shipments to Iran were sanctioned and coordinated
by the United States government “at almost the highest level.”83

These shipments of U.S. arms from Israel to Iran began in 1980. They
led to a complaint in April 1980 by Carter to Israeli prime minister Begin
about a shipment of three hundred tires.84 A second shipment of tires and
tank parts, arranged through de Marenches, produced further protests by
Carter to Begin.85 Soon after the release of the hostages, “in March 1981,
Israel signed an agreement to ship arms to Iran. One planeload left
immediately. The Washington Post says the shipment was authorized by
then-Secretary of State Alexander Haig and was worth $10 to $15 million.
Haig denies this, but adds, ‘I have a sneaking suspicion that someone in the
White House winked.’ Another report says the weapons sent to Iran were
worth $53 million. Still another estimates their value at $246 million. One
aircraft chartered in Argentina and carrying American arms to Iran from
Israel crashed in Turkey on July 18, 1981.”86 Shipments continued
throughout the 1980s, even though there was no official authorization for
the sales until the presidential finding of January 1986, in connection with
the Iran-Contra deliveries. But there is no record of any official American
protests after Reagan replaced Carter in the White House.

Cyrus Hashemi, the Iranian financier close to John Shaheen, continued
to be involved in these deals.87 Hashemi had been indicted with his brother



Jamshid by U.S. federal prosecutors in 1984 for supplying arms to
America’s enemy Iran. But as the result of a tip-off from someone inside the
government in Washington, the Hashemis avoided arrest and shifted their
base to London.88 In 1985, Hashemi figured at the margins of an Israeli
arms sale to Iran brokered by Michael Ledeen and involving a number of
other Republican countersurprise figures: Casey, Robert McFarlane,
Shaheen, Shaheen’s friend Roy Furmark, and Hashemi’s former partner
Hassan Karrubi.89 The next year Hashemi was indicted again in a U.S.
Customs sting. And $10 million obtained from the sultan of Brunei,
ostensibly for Oliver North’s support of the Contra cause, allegedly ended
up instead in the Swiss bank account of Bruce Rappaport.90

Underlying all the confusion and intrigue of Iran-Contra was the gap
between official U.S. policy, which quietly backed Iraq in its war against
America’s enemy Iran, and neocon-Israeli policy, which regarded Iraq as
Israel’s greater enemy. In addition, the Israelis were anxious to unload the
huge stocks of weapons they had acquired from their enemies in the 1967
war and again from American resupply after the 1973 war.91

Israeli arms were also reaching Pakistan for CIA’s Afghan mujahideen,
even though the regular CIA establishment wanted their links to jihadi
warriors to be free from Zionist taint. The Israeli arms flowed to the
Afghans via Pakistan from 1982 if not earlier, thanks to a deal brokered
between Israel and Pakistan’s President Zia by Casey and Representative
Charlie Wilson, a key Afghan backer, supporter of Israel, and Casey ally.92

According to BCCI operative Sami Masri, “We did joint [Mossad-CIA]
operations. BCCI was financing Israeli arms going into Afghanistan. There
were Israeli arms, Israeli planes, and CIA pilots.”93

The Kerry-Brown Senate report on BCCI speculated Casey might have
facilitated the flow via BCCI, possibly involving his off-the-record contacts
with his close friend and golfing partner Rappaport. The report sketched
links between Rappaport and a BCCI subsidiary in Oman, through which
“BCCI may have been moving money … to fund the war in Afghanistan.”94

As can be shown by comparing early and later versions of the Senate BCCI
report, “Rappaport’s key man in the Omani interlude was Jerry Townsend,
an allegedly former CIA operative.”95



In addition, arms were being shipped from Israel by the BCCI-linked
Gulf Group shipping lines of the Gokal brothers. In the wake of the
Republican countersurprise, “BCCI became an important tool of U.S.
intelligence,” and the Gokals’ Gulf Group enjoyed major contracts shipping
goods to third-world countries supplied by U.S. aid programs.96 But BCCI
already enjoyed good relations, both above and below the counter, with
Carter and his administration as well.

Kamal Adham, the chief of Saudi intelligence, was a close Abedi
associate and investor in BCCI. He was also a leading CIA agent of
influence in Saudi Arabia and had been the intermediary or cut-out between
Anwar Sadat of Egypt and Henry Kissinger when Sadat was persuaded to
evict Soviet advisers from Egypt. Later, “when Carter was urging Egypt to
make peace with Israel, Adham’s close ties to the Sadat family were of vital
importance.”97 On a more venal level Abedi in 1979 had solved the
financial crisis of Carter’s former budget director Bert Lance by arranging
for a friend, Ghaith Pharaon, to purchase Lance’s stock interest in the ailing
Bank of Georgia.98 In return, Lance became prominent in BCCI’s devious
efforts to take over a major bank, First American, in Washington, D.C.

The following is a surmise, but I think a well-founded one. Cyrus
Hashemi, attempting to negotiate a hostage-for-arms deal, would have
involved his bank BCCI in the outcome, no matter whether it had been
Carter’s deal or Casey’s that ultimately prevailed. It is likely that the veiled
and illegal BCCI purchase of First American in early 1981 fooled no one
but was permitted as a quid pro quo. Citing the beginning of the takeover
battle, Truell and Gurwin have speculated that it was a quid pro quo for
Adham’s help on Camp David.99 This does not explain why under Carter,
despite BCCI’s Democratic connections, the acquisition was never
approved. I consider that it was more likely a reward for BCCI’s and the
Gokals’ influence in Tehran that contributed to the success of the
Republican countersurprise. (William Middendorf, who controlled First
American at the time its shares were sold to BCCI clients, was one of the
six nonmembers who in 1980 participated in meetings of the Reagan-Bush
“October Surprise Group.”100)

The bank’s immunity from regulation and prosecution in the ensuing
Reagan years became notorious. As treasury secretary, James Baker
flagrantly declined to prosecute BCCI after it had been exposed for illegally



acquiring First American. A former National Security Council economist
told author Jonathan Beaty that “Baker didn’t pursue BCCI because he
thought a prosecution of the bank would damage the United States
reputation as a safe haven for flight capital and overseas investments.”101 A
simpler explanation might be that Baker knew what secrets could be told by
the highest-level surviving BCCI officials.102

The full story of BCCI was never officially told, nor was the story of the
Republican countersurprise. The Iran-Contra hearings successfully covered
up the arms shipments to Iran before 1984, and the House Task Force
investigation of the Republican Surprise went nowhere. As Newsweek
correspondent Eleanor Clift correctly predicted in 1991, “Congress will not
formally investigate charges that the Reagan campaign stole the election in
1980, in large part because Israel’s supporters on Capitol Hill do not want to
put the spotlight on Israel’s role, which during that period sold weapons to
Iran in blatant disregard of President Carter.”103

The key figure in both cover-ups was the congressman Lee Hamilton, a
friend of the pro-Israel AIPAC lobby who chaired the House Iran-Contra
Committee in 1987 and the House Task Force from 1992 to 1993.104 The
bland results of the House Task Force report were hardly surprising.
Hamilton had earlier participated in a dishonest defense of the Contras
against charges of drug trafficking.105 The chief counsel of the House Task
Force was E. Lawrence Barcella, who had received $2 million in legal fees
as the lead attorney for BCCI in the late 1980s. At that time Barcella also
was a law partner of Paul Laxalt, who had been chairman of the Reagan-
Bush campaign in 1980. Finally, Barcella had close personal connections to
Michael Ledeen, from whom he had bought a house and shared a
housekeeper.106

In 2003, Hamilton would be resurrected to cochair the 9/11 Commission,
investigating a third crisis that involved both right-wing Republican
politicians and Muslim fundamentalists. Many people, including U.S.
government officials, had alleged a number of links between BCCI
investors, the bin Laden family, and the financing of al Qaeda. For example,
a French book has charged that “after dominating the financial news
through the 1990s, the BCCI is now at the center of the financial network



put in place by Osama bin Laden’s main supporters.”107 But in the 2004
9/11 Commission Report these allegations were completely ignored.

DID CIA OFFICERS COMBINE TO OUST AN
ELECTED PRESIDENT?

It is time to repeat an observation made in chapter 5 that I continue to
develop throughout this book. In time, it became known that Pakistan,
America’s chief ally in South Asia, had become radically corrupted by the
combined influence of its Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI) and
BCCI. Partly because these two organizations had clearly more influence
over the Pakistani state than the Pakistani state over them, it has been
fashionable to describe Pakistan, like Afghanistan, as exhibiting the features
of a failed or failing state. As we reflect on this chapter and those that
follow, we must ask the analogous question: Does not America also exhibit
these same features, so that to some extent it too should be classified as a
failing state?

Up to this point I have narrated the story of the Republican counter-
surprise as a party intrigue involving some dubious marginal characters,
Muslim fundamentalists, and foreign banks. But when looked at a little
closer, the hand of active and retired CIA operatives and assets can be seen
at almost every point. As Carter’s CIA director Stansfield Turner has
remarked, in 1980 “there was no doubt that the CIA was more Republican
and didn’t like Democrats.”108 At least two dozen former CIA officers
joined Vice President Bush’s nomination campaign in 1980, while “the
seventh floor of Langley was plastered with ‘Bush for President’ signs.”109

A key figure was Theodore Shackley, promoted by Bush in 1976, fired
by Turner in 1979, and allegedly (according to investigative journalist
Joseph Trento) at the center of a “private, shadow spy organization within”
CIA and responsible for contracting out operations that were funded in part
by offshore funds from Kamal Adham of the GID (the Saudi intelligence
agency Mukhtabarat), the Safari Club, and BCCI.110 Former CIA operative
Miles Copeland also told Parry of “the CIA within the CIA,” men with an
allegiance to the former director of Central Intelligence, Bush, who “had an
understanding with the Iranians” that the hostages would not be returned



before Reagan’s election.111 In 1980, Shackley was coordinating the
Republican monitoring of hostage negotiations for Richard Allen of the
Reagan-Bush campaign. At the same time he was working with neocon
journalist Michael Ledeen, who in late October 1980 wrote a damaging
story about Carter’s brother, Billy Carter, in the New Republic.112

Meanwhile, Cyrus Hashemi, who reportedly attended the July meeting in
Madrid with Casey, was used by CIA with his bank, First Gulf, as “a
conduit for funneling CIA funds to a variety of covert operations.”113 This
began with funds for the Iranian admiral Madani in the January 1980
Iranian presidential election. It would appear that CIA was helping to
consolidate the connection that would be used for hostage negotiations by
Carter and Casey alike. But interestingly CIA assets being exploited in
1980—First Gulf, BCCI, and the Gokals’ Gulf Group—were all already
associated with Casey, who would not become CIA director until 1981.

The clearest signs of CIA involvement in the Republican countersurprise
are in these institutions that were involved. We have already observed that
at this time “BCCI became an important tool of U.S. intelligence.” In
chapter 7, I cite evidence that BCCI’s role as a CIA asset dates back to at
least 1976, if not 1972. It is often suggested that the same BCCI connection
involved Casey’s old friend, the alleged CIA and Mossad agent Bruce
Rappaport.114

Rappaport’s longtime connection to the world of the old Office of Policy
Coordination drug master Paul Helliwell, with its interface between CIA
and organized crime, forces us to focus on a more sinister consequence of
what we should now perhaps call the Republican-CIA countersurprise. This
is that the arms shipments henceforward financed through BCCI and
authorized (if that is the word) by Bush and Casey in 1980, first from Israel
to Iran and almost immediately from Israel to Afghanistan, helped open up
the United States, for the first time in its history, to a sudden inrush of
heroin from the Golden Crescent of the Afghan-Pakistan border. As I note
in chapter 7, this is the same heroin connection that (according to most
sources but not the 9/11 Commission Report) has been financing the jihadi
operations of al Qaeda.



THE CONSOLIDATION OF OFF-THE-BOOKS
GOVERNMENT

If I have taken such lengths to document the October Surprise of 1980, it is
because the consequences are with us to this day. One consequence of
course was the launching of the Bushes in the White House and of their
cabals in the executive office building next door—coordinated with the aid
of FEMA by Oliver North in the 1980s and by Dick Cheney today. Another
consequence was the restoration of major CIA covert operations and of FBI
spying on dissidents. Carter, acting on recommendations drawn up under
Gerald Ford after Watergate, had largely returned CIA to its original
function of intelligence gathering and analysis, while the FBI had already
abolished its Internal Security Branch in 1976.115

A third consequence was the melding of covert operations, even against
a sitting president, with offshore funding from the superwealth of Saudi
Arabia. This was in the context of recycled U.S. largesse to South Korea
returning in the form of pro–Vietnam War and other right-wing propaganda
inside the United States.116 By 1987, as I can attest from my brief personal
experience in Washington, independent journalists were being placed under
direct surveillance for the crime of having reported honestly about the drug
trafficking of Contras and their supporters.117

In the 1980s CIA’s budget soared, with half of it going to sustain a major
“covert” war in Afghanistan. As a result, CIA also spent millions training
the cadres of non-Afghan mujahideen who later swelled the ranks of al
Qaeda.118 The Reagan-Bush team in 1980 was not the first example of a
cabal manipulating American covert politics, nor was it the last. We can
almost blame television for the recurring situation in which a smiling
president without any particular depth in international affairs (Eisenhower,
Ford, Reagan, or the younger Bush) is backed by a shadowy cabal with its
own agenda (Dulles, Bush, Casey, or Cheney and the Project for the New
American Century).119

But there is a significant difference between Dulles in the 1950s and
Casey in the 1980s. The instrument of Dulles’s covert policies was CIA,
which Congress, rightly or wrongly, had authorized by the National



Security Act of 1947. Casey and Bush supplemented their vigorous CIA
programs with other activities, often illegal, that were supported by
unauthorized networks. To quote from the Final Report of the Independent
Counsel for Iran/Contra Matters: “Reagan Administration officials decided
to conduct foreign policy off the books, outside of congressional funding
and oversight channels.”120

The inner cabals and outside networks that colluded with Casey and
Bush in the 1980s, first in the Republican countersurprise and then later in
Iran-Contra, are still with us today. In 2003, to be sure, the war conducted
against Iraq was overt and handled through the regular channels of the
Pentagon. But in the planning and lobbying for that war, and in the
manipulation of evidence to justify it, we see the manipulative hands of
some of the same groups. We see the same pattern of informal networks
permeating through and outside the bureaucracy. In some cases we see even
the same names.

A second part of the legacy of the Casey-Bush cabal is the resort to
outside countries such as Israel to help determine and execute U.S. policy.
The disastrous consequences of this are considered in chapter 7, when I
examine the 1980 U.S. intervention in Afghanistan.



SEVEN 
 AFGHANISTAN AND THE ORIGINS OF

AL QAEDA
It was the original concept that covert activities undertaken under
the [National Security] Act were to be carefully limited and
controlled. You will note that the language of the Act provides
that this catch-all clause is applicable only in the event that
national security is affected… . However, as the Cold War
continued … I have read somewhere that as time progressed we
had literally hundreds of such operations going on
simultaneously. It seems clear that these operations have gotten
out of hand.
Clark Clifford, 1975

For God’s sake, you’re financing your own assassins.
Afghan exile to U.S. State Department official, 1980s

THE BANK OF CREDIT AND COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL AND THE DEEP HISTORY

OF AFGHANISTAN

The CIA-backed resistance to the 1980s Soviet occupation of Afghanistan
has been called “the largest covert operation in history.”1 It was also in
some respects the worst conceived. I am not talking about earlier decisions
—the CIA’s backing of the SAVAK’s efforts in the 1970s to destabilize
Afghanistan and incite disruption by Islamic fundamentalists, or national
security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski’s blocking of secretary of state Cyrus
Vance’s efforts to neutralize the region, or the almost inevitable decision to
support the Afghan resistance.



I’m talking about the disastrous details of the U.S. covert support policy
under CIA Director William Casey and Vice President George H. W. Bush:
(1) to favor Islamist fundamentalists over native Sufi nationalists, (2) to
sponsor an “Arab Afghan” foreign legion that from the outset hated the
United States almost as much as the USSR, (3) to help them to exploit
narcotics as a means to weaken the Soviet army, (4) to help expand the
resistance campaign into an international jihadi movement, to attack the
Soviet Union itself, and (5) to continue supplying the Islamists after the
Soviet withdrawal, allowing them to make war on Afghan moderates.

By such shortsighted miscalculations, CIA’s powers, by means of
proxies and offshore-subsidized assets, were used to help propagate, almost
to help invent, the Islamist extremism that produced both the Taliban and al
Qaeda. From its related dealings with the discredited drug bank the Bank of
Credit and Commerce International (BCCI), CIA also became further
enmeshed in ongoing criminal activities with the drug-trafficking Pakistani
Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (ISI) and with many of the Islamist
financial agencies that President George W. Bush has now attacked. These
miscalculations helped turn Afghanistan, a country that before 1979 was not
an important factor in the global drug traffic, into what it is today: by far the
world’s leading source of heroin.

America’s out-of-control entanglements with jihadi Islamists, and
particularly with the ISI, underlie the still misunderstood events of 9/11,
and the ongoing inability of the U.S. bureaucracy and media to report
honestly either on what happened that day, or on what those events reveal
about the deep structure of U.S. global politics. Admittedly the mistakes
can be attributed in part to America’s limited resources in the area and
above all to America’s need to act through proxy networks like Saudi
Arabian and Pakistani intelligence. But many conscious American decisions
were made to compound the support for Wahhabist and Deobandi jihadis.

Consider, for example, the testimony of Michael Springman, the former
head of the American visa bureau in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Springman told
the BBC that since 1987 CIA had been illicitly issuing visas to unqualified
applicants from the Middle East and bringing them to the United States for
training in terrorism for the Afghan war. In his words: “In Saudi Arabia I
was repeatedly ordered by high level State Dept. officials to issue visas to
unqualified applicants. These were, essentially, people who had no ties



either to Saudi Arabia or to their own country. I complained bitterly at the
time there. I returned to the U.S., I complained to the State Dept. here, to
the General Accounting Office, to the Bureau of Diplomatic Security and to
the Inspector General’s office. I was met with silence. What I was
protesting was, in reality, an effort to bring recruits, rounded up by Osama
bin Laden, to the U.S. for terrorist training by the CIA. They would then be
returned to Afghanistan to fight against the then-Soviets.”2

This and other disastrous policy errors should not be blamed primarily
on the officers of CIA, who often opposed some of the worst decisions
made in the Casey era. They should be blamed on the existence of history-
changing secret powers, enabling a small clique controlling the deep state to
embark on a reckless course that knowledgeable experts, some of them with
bureaucratic appointments, warned against at the time.3

In the 1980s Casey and Vice President Bush, using covert networks,
embarked on a number of their own initiatives. Some of these were actively
opposed by other cabinet members and also—in the case of the Contras—
by the Democratic-controlled Congress. The result was the conduct of
operations by a cabal of inner cadres, working with proxies and off-the-
books assets like the Saudi GID and BCCI. Americans do not yet have
access to the true history of that era. Indeed, we have a schizophrenic
history: exhaustive parallel accounts that do not refer to each other and that
contribute to the profound divisions and mistrust in the country.

For decades we have had on the one hand the archival history of
professional historians, and on the other hand tentative and fallible outsider
accounts of deep historical events. Today, however, we have mainstream
accounts in different fields that take no note of each other. This
schizophrenia is particularly prominent with respect to BCCI as a
component of covert U.S. foreign policy, dating back to its involvement in
the 1980 Republican countersurprise. The three most thorough histories of
U.S. involvement in Afghanistan—those by Diego Cordovez and Selig
Harrison, George Crile, and Steve Coll—do not once mention BCCI.4
Neither is there any mention of the drug money-laundering bank BCCI in
two intimate biographies of Casey and the Bush family.5

However, the role of BCCI in America’s Afghan operations is
acknowledged by mainstream journalists. A book coauthored by Wall Street



Journal reporter Peter Truell tells us that in the “campaign to aid the
Afghan rebels … BCCI clearly emerged as a U.S. intelligence asset.”6 A
book by two senior writers for Time confirms that in the words of a U.S.
intelligence agent, “Casey began to use the outside—the Saudis, the
Pakistanis, BCCI—to run what they couldn’t get through Congress. [BCCI
president] Abedi had the money to help.”7 (Both books corroborate that
Casey met repeatedly with BCCI president Abedi.)8 Thus BCCI enabled
Casey to conduct foreign policy without the constraints imposed by the
public democratic state. Our archival and mainstream histories have not yet
acknowledged this.

As the U.S. commitment to the anti-Soviet campaign in Afghanistan
increased, the relative importance of BCCI’s contribution probably
diminished. But one of the causes for the disastrously skewed U.S.
campaign in Afghanistan was the importance of BCCI and the drug traffic
at the outset. Relevant also is BCCI’s role as a cut-out, using its wealth
throughout the 1980s to corrupt members of the U.S. Congress and other
politicians, much as the billionaire arms dealer and CIA asset Adnan
Khashoggi had done in preceding decades.

This corruption explains the inability of Congress to deal honestly with
the problem of BCCI’s intelligence-related drug activities; some prominent
members of Congress have even cooperated in suppressing the truth.9 It is
true that Senators John Kerry and Hank Brown (a Democrat and a
Republican) submitted an exhaustive report, The BCCI Affair, to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, of which they were members. But the report
remained just that—a report to the committee from two very isolated
senators, while no report from the committee was ever issued.10

If we are ever to see a more reasonable U.S. foreign policy in the Persian
Gulf, we must begin by recovering more of the truth of what has driven the
dark side of foreign policy. This includes the full story of why the United
States, in invading Afghanistan in 2001, overthrew the Taliban (who had
eliminated 94 percent of opium production in the country) with the aid of
the Northern Alliance (who had just more than doubled opium production
in their limited area.)11 In this chapter I focus on what appear to have been
disastrous miscalculations in Afghanistan, all made with little or no public
debate and all implemented through the covert powers of CIA. These ill-
considered U.S. ventures were launched by a few. The public state was



barely involved: there was neither public discussion of these policies nor
even clear awareness of their consequences, not in the entire administration
and certainly not in Congress.

THE U.S. MISCALCULATIONS IN
AFGHANISTAN

The First Miscalculation: Backing Islamists over
Traditionalists

The downing of U.S. Black Hawk and Chinook helicopters in Iraq in
October and November 2003 was a typical example of how the aid supplied
by CIA to Islamist terrorists in the 1980s contributed to the escalation and
spread of terrorism in the world. At least two of the U.S. Black Hawk
helicopters that crashed in Iraq were brought down by the same
sophisticated technique: taking out the ship’s vulnerable tail rotor with a
rocket-propelled grenade (RPG).12 As right-wing columnists and Web sites
were quick to point out, this was exactly the technique that brought down
three Black Hawks in Mogadishu, Somalia, in October 1993. Three weeks
after this devastating attack, the United States pulled out of Somalia—an
event Osama bin Laden has cited as proof that America can be defeated.

But at first no one pointed out what Mark Bowden, author of the best
account of that battle, reported: that the Somalis on the ground had been
trained by Arabs who had fought against the Soviets in Afghanistan.13 As
Bowden wrote, it was these Arabs who taught that the best way to bring
down a helicopter with an RPG was to shoot for the tail rotor (which keeps
the helicopter from spinning by countering torque from its main rotor).14 In
his book on al Qaeda print and television journalist Peter Bergen said of the
Mogadishu battle: “A U.S. official told me that the skills involved in
shooting down those helicopters were not skills that the Somalis could have
learned on their own.”15 In other words the training that the United States
supplied to Islamists in the Afghan war in the 1980s, when the emphasis
was on bringing down Soviet helicopters, was still coming back to haunt the



United States in 2003. That training, according to author George Crile,
included “urban terror, with instruction in car bombings, bicycle bombings,
camel bombings, and assassination.”16

We now know that some of the Arab trainers of the Somalis were
members of al Qaeda. Ali Mohamed, the chief al Qaeda terrorist trainer
(and also an FBI informant) later confessed that he trained the al Qaeda
teams in Somalia and fought there himself.17 The Egyptian-born Mohamed
was also a veteran of the U.S. Army and CIA.18 As I discuss in chapter 9,
while allegedly still on the U.S. payroll, Mohamed had been recruiting and
training Arabs at the al-Kifah Center in Brooklyn, New York.19 This served
as the main American recruiting center for the network that after the
Afghan war became known as al Qaeda.20

It is easy in retrospect to challenge the wisdom of having imparted such
skills to jihad-waging Islamists. These were extremists who even at the time
made it clear they despised the West almost as much as they did the Soviet
Union. But what remains is the dangerous system whereby small cliques of
policy makers, acting at the highest levels of secrecy, are able to make ill-
considered decisions, focused on the techniques and materiel of violence,
that will have long-term and tragic effects worldwide.

This system also preserves itself by cover-up. The establishment version
of U.S. involvement in Afghanistan and al Qaeda has been set out in two
excellent books—Charlie Wilson’s War by George Crile of 60 Minutes, and
Ghost Wars by Steve Coll of the Washington Post. Both works give finely
woven narratives based on extensive interviews with former and current
CIA officers and other high-level officials. This wealth of detail, however,
makes it the more striking that they make no mention whatsoever of Ali
Mohamed, the al-Kifah training camp, or Springman’s statements about
CIA visas for Islamists and jihadis. Nor does either of these privileged and
apparently exhaustive accounts say anything about ISI and CIA use of the
drug traffic against the Soviet Union or the CIA-favored bank BCCI, which
was caught up in supplying both the mujahideen and this lucrative drug
trade.

The United States is not the first country to have been derailed in
Afghanistan. Great Britain’s original disastrous involvement there, in 1839,
had the modest intention, like Washington’s in 2001, of lending support to a



supposedly friendly Afghan ally. Of the sixteen-thousand-man expedition
dispatched to Kabul in 1842, when Britain believed itself invincible, only
one person survived.

The disastrous Soviet adventure with Afghanistan in the 1980s also
began with a march to Kabul, to support a challenged pro-Soviet
government there. A Pakistani military observer commented later that it
took the Red Army tanks only two days to reach Kabul and eight years to
begin to leave it. In like fashion the United States and its Northern Alliance
allies reached Kabul swiftly in 2001 but came under increasingly heavy fire
a year later. Despite the second President Bush’s original resolve to keep the
United States out of pacification operations in Afghanistan, the dialectic of
events there is exerting more and more pressure to increase the U.S.
pacification effort with American forces on the ground and a complement
of long-term military and civilian advisers in place.

What forces are behind these pressures? The Soviets in 1980 were
clearly opposed from the outset by mujahideen (called “freedom fighters”
in Washington but “terrorists” in Moscow), who had been armed, financed,
and trained since 1978 or earlier by the combined secret services of
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and CIA. The forces opposing the United States in
the wake of the latest Afghanistan war, in contrast, are almost entirely of its
own making. This is true of the Pashtun remnants of the Taliban, who can
be traced back to the organizational arrangements (involving the Pakistani
ISI, the Saudi GID, and CIA) for their antecedents in the mujahideen.21 It is
if anything even more true of the socalled Arab Afghans of al Qaeda—the
jihadi Muslims who were drawn (by the same three agencies) to fight
against the USSR in the 1980s and have never been completely disbanded
since.22

We can debate whether the United States should have opposed Soviet
aggression by aggressively backing an indigenous opposition. The disaster
for the United States is that the indigenous opposition, the traditional tribal-
based parties (“decentralized, unideological and non-hierarchical”), lost out
“as the CIA-ISI arms pipeline supported the more radical Islamic parties,”
particularly the drug-trafficking network of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.23

It is important to understand that “inspired by the pan-Islamic Muslim
Brotherhood … and by orthodox [and well-financed] Wahhabi groups in



Saudi Arabia, the Afghan fundamentalists had a dedicated but negligible
organization prior to the Communist takeover and the Soviet occupation.”24

An extreme instance was the Islamist party of Abdul Rasul Sayyaf. It was
“virtually nonexistent in the field,” but because of Sayyaf’s close
connections to Saudi Arabia and “impeccable Wahhabite credentials,” he
and Hekmatyar were ideologically “in a position of clear advantage” to
obtain funds.25

The Saudis, Pakistanis, and above all the ISI had no interest in seeing
Afghan nationalism prevail. Instead, the ISI set up an artificial council of
seven parties, of which four were fundamentalist. Local commanders had to
join one of these parties to get weapons, of which “67 to 73 percent” went
to the four fundamentalist parties.26 Of the two major fundamentalist
parties, Hekmatyar’s was based on detribalized Pashtuns from the north,
while the Cairo-trained Burhanuddin Rabbani’s “consisted almost entirely
of Tajiks.”27 Thus the tribal Pashtun nationalists, whose dreams of a united
“Pushtunistan” threatened Pakistan’s borders, were deliberately
underrepresented.

The United States missed an important opportunity in 1980 to rectify this
fundamentalist bias. A loya jirga, or national assembly, convened to
represent all of Afghanistan’s divergent groups, called for a loose federal
structure, nonaligned foreign policy, and nonsectarian Islam. Although the
loya jirga was praised by the Christian Science Monitor for its
representative character, the United States did not intervene when the ISI
scuttled the venture by threatening to cut off the supply of U.S. weapons.
The religious consequence of this unbalanced ISI support was that the
traditional moderate Sufism that had been widespread in Afghanistan, and
was represented by one of the two traditionalist parties, lost ground to the
radical Salafi Islamism that was favored by Saudi Arabia as well as the ISI
and its factions.28 This mirrored a longtime evolution inside Pakistan,
where traditional Sufism had also been eroded by state-assisted radical
elements, the Jamaat-e-Islami and the Jamiat-e-Ulema-Islam, backed by
Pakistan president Muhammad Zia-ul Haq.29

The American journalist Selig Harrison has observed that this had a
deleterious impact on the Pashtun resistance effort: “Ideologically, most
commanders, with their tribal ties and their attachment to traditional forms
of Islam, were repelled by fundamentalist demands for the abolition of the



tribal structure as incompatible with their conception of a centralized
Islamic state.”30 Nevertheless, as discussed in chapter 4, the ISI preferred
the fundamentalist Hekmatyar precisely because he lacked a popular base in
Afghanistan and thus was more dependent on Pakistani support. Zia also
allegedly “thought he could count on Hekmatyar to work for a pan-Islamic
entity,” one embracing not just Pakistan and Afghanistan but eventually
Central Asia and Kashmir.31 In 2001 the drug network developed by
Hekmatyar and his supporters in ISI was said by foreign observers to be a
key element in the financial backing of al Qaeda.32 In 2002 there was
increasing speculation that with bin Laden on the run, the remnants of the
Taliban and al Qaeda were being led in their violent opposition to the
American-backed Hamid Karzai regime by Hekmatyar, possibly with rump
ISI backing.33

Elsewhere it is acknowledged that CIA accepted the ISI’s use of the drug
trade to supplement the anti-Soviet campaign in the 1980s and consequently
prevented U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration officers in Pakistan from
pursuing well-known traffickers.34 CIA failed to foresee that the heroin
traffic, having been allowed to flourish, could not be turned off, and in time
would come to subsidize the independent, anti-U.S. operations of al Qaeda.
In other words the United States in this new millennium is confronting
forces that it helped launch two decades ago, without any clear idea of the
consequences of doing so, or of how to close these forces down. It is as if
CIA had learned nothing from the “disposal problem” it consciously faced
with the Cuban exiles after the disastrous Bay of Pigs fiasco, one eighth of
whom at least (according to U.S. government estimates) ended up as
organized drug traffickers.

As I have argued in Drugs, Oil, and War, most of the U.S. operations
abroad have been to consolidate U.S. influence in oil-producing areas, and
the great majority of the major covert actions have been conducted with the
assistance of local drug-trafficking proxies.35 This recurring convergence
between oil and drugs is not a coincidence, but a feature of what I have
called the deep politics of U.S. foreign policy—those factors in policy
formation that are usually repressed rather than acknowledged. The role of
oil in U.S. geostrategic thinking is generally acknowledged. Less
recognized has been the role of drug proxies in waging and financing



conflicts that would not have been financed by Congress and U.S.
taxpayers.

This phenomenon is sometimes characterized as blowback: the CIA’s
own term for unintended consequences at home of covert (and usually
illegal) programs implemented abroad. But the term, by suggesting an
accidental and lesser spin-off, misrepresents the dimensions and magnitude
of the drug traffic the United States helped relaunch after World War II.
That drug traffic has multiplied and spread throughout the world like a
malignant cancer. It has also branched out into other areas—notably money
laundering and people smuggling—which, like the drug traffic itself, have
contributed to the problem of terrorism we now face.

The Second Miscalculation: Strengthening the
Antecedents of al Qaeda

The U.S. error in the 1980s of strengthening Islamic radicals inside
Afghanistan was compounded by a second disastrous miscalculation:
creating conditions for the recruitment and training of a worldwide foreign
legion of jihadi Muslim terrorists. At first the United States helped to
facilitate the recruitment of jihadi Muslims (often called “Arab Afghans”)
to serve against the USSR in Afghanistan. Under the encouragement of CIA
chief William Casey in 1986, the United States then participated in the
decision to deploy these Muslims outside Afghanistan and inside the Soviet
Union. Since the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1989, Osama bin
Laden has provided leadership to these same forces, which today continue
to threaten both Russia and the United States. These forces will continue to
threaten the secular world even if bin Laden and his immediate associates
are captured or killed.

In 1981, Casey of CIA, Prince Turki bin Faisal of Saudi intelligence, and
the ISI worked together to create a foreign legion of jihadi Muslims or so-
called Arab Afghans (who in fact were never Afghans and not always
Arabs) in Afghanistan.36 The foreigners were supported by the Services
Center (Makhtab al-Khidmat, or MAK) of the Jordanian Palestinian
Abdullah Azzam, in the offices of the Muslim World League and Muslim



Brotherhood in Peshawar, Pakistan.37 This project did not emanate from the
Afghan resistance but was imposed on it. According to the Spanish author
Robert Montoya, the idea originated in the elite Safari Club that had been
created by French intelligence chief Alexandre de Marenches in 1976,
bringing together other intelligence chiefs such as General Akhtar Abdur
Rahman of ISI in Pakistan and Kamal Adham of Saudi Arabia.38

The relationship of CIA to the Arab Afghans, the MAK, and bin Laden
has been much debated. Journalist Jason Burke denies the frequently made
claim that “bin Laden was funded by the CIA.”39 The 9/11 Commission
Report goes further, asserting that “bin Ladin and his comrades had their
own sources of support and training, and they received little or no
assistance from the United States.”40

Australian journalist John Pilger argues for a much stronger direction of
Arab Afghans and al Qaeda by U.S. and British intelligence: “[In 1986]
CIA director William Casey had given his backing to a plan put forward by
Pakistan’s intelligence agency, the ISI, to recruit people from around the
world to join the Afghan jihad. More than 100,000 Islamic militants were
trained in Pakistan between 1986 and 1992, in camps overseen by CIA and
MI6, with the SAS training future al-Qaida and Taliban fighters in bomb-
making and other black arts. Their leaders were trained at a CIA camp in
Virginia. This was called Operation Cyclone and continued long after the
Soviets had withdrawn in 1989.”41

Unquestionably, as I explore in chapter 8, MAK centers in America,
such as the al-Kifah Center in Brooklyn, were in the 1980s a major source
of both recruitment and finance for the MAK, if only because the United
States was one of the few countries in which such recruitment and financing
were tolerated and even protected. “Millions of dollars each year” are said
to have been raised for the MAK in Brooklyn alone.42

In addition, Jalaluddin Haqqani, the chief host in Afghanistan to the so-
called Arab Afghans, “received bags of money each month from the [CIA]
station in Islamabad.”43 (This was an exception to the general rule that CIA
aid was funneled through General Zia and the ISI in Pakistan, cited by
Burke as the reason why CIA funding “would have been impossible.”44)
Bergen, in arguing that CIA “had very limited dealings” with the Arab
Afghans, concedes that “the CIA did help an important recruiter for the



Arab Afghans, the Egyptian cleric Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman.” Sheikh
Rahman, despite his known involvement with Egyptian terrorists, “was
issued a visa for the United States in 1987 and a multiple-entry visa in 1990
[and] at least one of the visas was issued by a CIA officer working
undercover in the consular section of the American embassy in Sudan.”45

(This was in addition to the visas reluctantly issued in Jeddah by Michael
Springman, as noted earlier.)

Journalist John Cooley has described the sheikh as “helpmate to the CIA
in recruiting young zealots, especially among Arab-Americans in the
United States, for the jihad in Afghanistan.”46 Those recruited through the
al-Kifah Center were trained by a former CIA contract agent, Ali
Mohamed, another Egyptian with connections to the same terrorist group as
Rahman. Eventually both Rahman and Mohamed would be convicted for
their involvement in 1990’s al Qaeda plots. But before that both men
enjoyed a surprising degree of FBI protection, in Mohamed’s case because
he was a top FBI informant on al Qaeda.

The Third Miscalculation: Using Drugs against
the USSR

The United States probably had complex motives for assisting and
protecting the al-Kifah Center. Like other countries it had security reasons
for encouraging Islamist extremists to leave the United States and fight
elsewhere. But another motive was their suitability for a Casey-endorsed
plan, which Casey discussed with the ISI in 1984: to carry the Afghan jihad
north into the Soviet Union.47 This plan was facilitated by the corrupting
power of the drug trade, and it was thus convenient that Hekmatyar, the
mujahideen leader closest to Pakistan and the United States, was already a
major heroin trafficker.

Before 1979, Pakistan and Afghanistan exported very little heroin to the
West. By 1981, however, the drug lords (many of them high-ranking
members of Pakistan’s political and military establishment) supplied 60
percent of America’s heroin. As journalist Robert Friedman wrote in the
Village Voice: “Trucks from the Pakistan army’s National Logistics Cell



arriving with CIA arms from Karachi often returned loaded with heroin—
protected by ISI [Pakistan’s internal security service] papers from police
search.”48 It is ironic that CIA helped set up and protect these networks of
heroin terrorists in the first place. The ability of secret power to deform and
corrupt public policy is perhaps best illustrated by a policy that was
opposed by CIA professionals: CIA Director Casey’s ill-fated decisions in
the 1980s to use first heroin and later heroin-financed guerrillas to
destabilize the USSR in the regions north of Afghanistan. The little that is
known about these decisions suggests that Casey overrode his own officers
and accepted advice from his wide circle of contacts abroad.

As a first step, Casey appears to have promoted a plan suggested to him
in 1981 by the former French intelligence chief Alexandre de Marenches
that CIA supply drugs on the sly to Soviet troops.49 Although de Marenches
subsequently denied that the plan, known as Operation Mosquito, went
forward, there are reports that heroin, hashish, and even cocaine from Latin
America soon reached Soviet troops. Along with the CIA-ISI-linked bank
BCCI, “a few American intelligence operatives were deeply enmeshed in
the drug trade” before the war was over.50 Maureen Orth, a correspondent
for Vanity Fair, heard from Mathea Falco, head of International Narcotics
Control for the State Department under Jimmy Carter, that CIA and the ISI
together encouraged the mujahideen to addict the Soviet troops.51

CIA apparently returned to these narco-trafficking allies in 2001, when it
developed a strategy for ousting the Taliban in Afghanistan. The informed
Indian observer B. Raman charged in 2002 that “the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) of the USA, which encouraged these heroin barons during
the Afghan war of the 1980s in order to spread heroin-addiction amongst
the Soviet troops, is now using them in its search for bin Laden and other
surviving leaders of the Al Qaeda, by taking advantage of their local
knowledge and contacts.”52 The drug lords selected by CIA, according to
Raman, were “Haji Ayub Afridi, the Pakistani narcotics baron, who was a
prized operative of the CIA in the 1980s,” Haji Abdul Qadeer, Haji
Mohammed Zaman, and Hazrat Ali.53

Philip Smucker, a journalist for the Christian Science Monitor,54 has
confirmed that in 2001 the drug trafficker Haji Mohammed Zaman was
recruited again in France for the anti-Taliban cause, by “British and



American officials.” In his words, “When the Taliban claimed Jalalabad[,]
… Zaman had fled Afghanistan for a leisurely life in Dijon, France. Just a
few years at the top of the heroin trade in Jalalabad had given ‘Mr. Ten
Percent’ a ticket to just about any destination he could have chosen. In late
September 2001, British and American officials, keen to build up an
opposition core to take back the country from the Taliban, met with and
persuaded Zaman to return to Afghanistan.”55 The Asian Times
corroborated Raman’s claim that Zaman’s longtime Pakistani drug-
trafficking partner, Haji Ayub Afridi, was also released from a Pakistani jail
at this time.56

The Fourth Miscalculation: Recruiting Radical
Muslims to Attack the USSR

But Casey’s offensive plans against the Soviet Union went beyond heroin.
In 1984, during a secret visit by Casey to Pakistan, “Casey startled his
Pakistani hosts by proposing that they take the Afghan war into enemy
territory—into the Soviet Union itself… . Pakistani intelligence officers—
partly inspired by Casey—began independently to train Afghans and funnel
CIA supplies for scattered strikes against military installations, factories
and storage depots within Soviet territory… . The attacks later alarmed U.S.
officials in Washington, who saw military raids on Soviet territory as ‘an
incredible escalation,’ according to Graham Fuller, then a senior U.S.
intelligence [CIA] official who counseled against any such raids.”57

According to Steve Coll, “Robert Gates, Casey’s executive assistant and
later CIA director, has confirmed that Afghan rebels ‘began cross-border
operations into the Soviet Union itself’ during the spring of 1985. These
operations included ‘raising Cain on the Soviet side of the border.’ The
attacks took place, according to Gates, ‘with Casey’s encouragement.’”58

Cordovez and Harrison agree that Casey “urged Pakistani intelligence
officials to carry the war into the Soviet Central Asian republics by
smuggling written propaganda across the Oxus and conducting sabotage
operations… . Casey’s quiet encouragement emboldened the ISI to keep up
the Central Asian operations throughout most of the war.”59 Earlier, Casey



had already discussed the proposal with King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, which
had its own Islamist operations in the trans-Caspian area.60 But Casey, Zia,
and King Fahd may all have been encouraged in this program by Alexandre
de Marenches, who from the 1970s had been seeking ways, beginning with
Islamic broadcasts, to detach the Muslim areas of Central Asia from the
Soviet Union.

This state decision did far more than bin Laden’s ideological speeches to
enhance the autonomous development of an Islamist foreign legion, whose
scope of operations, as well as its membership, became international. As
Pakistani observer Ahmed Rashid has noted: “In 1986 the secret services of
the United States, Great Britain, and Pakistan agreed on a plan to launch
guerrilla attacks into Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Afghan Mujahedeen units
crossed the Amu Darya River in March 1987 and launched rocket attacks
against villages in Tajikistan. Meanwhile, hundreds of Uzbek and Tajik
Muslims clandestinely traveled to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia to study in
madrassahs or to train as guerrilla fighters so that they could join the
Mujahedeen. This was part of a wider U.S., Pakistani, and Saudi plan to
recruit radical Muslims from around the world to fight with the Afghans.
Between 1982 and 1992 thirty-five thousand Muslim radicals from forty-
three Islamic countries fought for the Mujahedeen.”61

“Thus it was,” according to Pakistani brigadier Mohammed Yousaf, “the
U.S. that put in train a major escalation of the war which, over the next
three years, culminated in numerous cross-border raids and sabotage
missions” north of the Amu Darya.62 Rashid has written that the task “was
given to the ISI’s favorite Mujaheddin leader Gulbuddin Hikmetyar,”63 who
by this time was already supplementing his CIA and Saudi income with the
proceeds of his heroin labs “in the Koh-i-Sultan area [of Pakistan], where
the ISI was in total control.”64 But former CIA officer Robert Baer gives
credence to the Russian belief that jihadis north of the Amu Darya “were
under the command of Rasool Sayyaf … , bin Laden’s Afghani protector,”
and Sayyaf’s backer, the Saudi IIRO (International Islamic Relief
Organization).”65

My impression is that both Hekmatyar and Sayyaf were central to the
Trans-Oxus campaign, and that this (along with their Saudi and ISI
backing) helps explain why the two leaders were the largest recipients of
funds. At the same time, CIA was also helping the ISI, the IIRO, and Saudi



Arabia distribute throughout the Soviet Union thousands of CIA-printed
Korans that had been translated into Uzbek in the United States, an
important contribution to the spread of Islamism in Central Asia today.66

Casey’s Central Asian initiative of 1984 was made at a time when right-
wing oil interests in Texas already had their eyes on Caspian basin oil.
Casey’s cross-border guerrillas were recruited at first from ethnic Uzbeks
and Tajiks, but Hekmatyar “gathered around him the most radical, anti-
Western, transnational Islamists fighting in the jihad—including bin Laden
and other Arabs who arrived as volunteers.”67 Some of Hekmatyar’s cadres
evolved in time into the heroin-financed Islamist groups like the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan, who became the scourge of Central Asia in the
1990s.68 Others were recruited by bin Laden directly into al Qaeda.69

In retrospect, no one should have been surprised at this outcome. Of all
the mujahideen leaders, Hekmatyar and Sayyaf were the ultra-Islamists
with the least following inside Afghanistan itself. A detribalized Kharufi
from the northern Pashtun pocket of Kunduz, Hekmatyar lacked tribal
backing and was thus the most amenable to ISI influence.70 By nearly all
accounts he was also the principal drug trafficker and perhaps the only
leader who was dealing not only in opium but heroin.71 I suspect that
Casey, like Brzezinski before him, went along with the anti-Western
Hekmatyar because he was attracted by the capacity of Hekmatyar’s
networks to disrupt the Soviet Union. The fact that these were heroin
networks did not dissuade Casey, but would have been in keeping with CIA
practice.

The Fifth Miscalculation: Prolonging the Conflict
to Destroy Gorbachev

Selig Harrison has written how, as a result of the November 1985 summit
between U.S. president Ronald Reagan and Soviet president Mikhail
Gorbachev, both Reagan and secretary of state George Shultz showed a new
interest in negotiating an Afghan settlement with Gorbachev. The following
month, a State Department spokesman expressed a new U.S. willingness to



accept and guarantee a UN-negotiated agreement, which would require the
United States and Pakistan to cut off aid when the Soviets withdrew.

Almost immediately this new position was attacked by “bleeders” in the
Pentagon and the National Security Council, who saw the Afghan war as a
means to weaken and embarrass Gorbachev.72 In addition, members of a
Pentagon faction, led by undersecretary Fred Iklé, were anxious to win in
Afghanistan by deploying antiaircraft Stingers to the mujahideen.73 Even in
the late 1980s “the ‘bleeders’ fought against the Geneva Accords until the
very end.”74 For the details of this prolonged fight between Washington’s
so-called dealers and bleeders, I refer readers to the important book Out of
Afghanistan by Cordovez and Harrison. As late as 1998, Brzezinski
defended this strategy. Today we have to ask which opponent it would be
better for America to deal with: Mikhail Gorbachev or Osama bin Laden
and his allies? What was it that the bleeders feared most? A militant and
threatening Soviet Union? Or a reformed and peaceful Soviet Union
committed to coexistence—and thus constituting a threat to Pentagon and
CIA budgets. Whatever the motive, the Iklé faction had succeeded by
February 1986 in trumping the negotiations approach with a new and
controversial policy decision: to supply the Stingers.75

The signing of the Geneva Accords and withdrawal of Soviet troops in
1988 would, in retrospect, have been a good moment to terminate CIA
support for the rebels. We can now recognize, in the words of journalist
James Bamford, “how much better off the United States would have been
had the CIA stopped with the ouster of the Soviet military and simply left
[their premier] Muhammad Najibullah in office.”76

As Ahmed Rashid predicted accurately in 1990: “If Afghanistan
fragments into warlordism, the West can expect a flood of cheap heroin that
will be impossible to stop… . Afghanistan’s President Najibullah has
skillfully played on Western fears of a drugs epidemic by repeatedly
offering co-operation with the DEA and other anti-narcotic agencies, but
the West, which still insists on his downfall, has refused. If President
[George Herbert] Bush and Margaret Thatcher continue to reject a peace
process, they must prepare for an invasion of Afghan-grown heroin in
Washington and London.”77 Within a decade Afghanistan had become by
far the world’s leading heroin producer.



Instead the United States continued its program of support to the
mujahideen. The CIA’s campaign in 1991 included the shipping of T-55 and
T-70 tanks captured in Iraq to Gardez, the stronghold of Haqqani,
Hekmatyar, and the Arab Afghans.78 But by early 1991, U.S. efforts had
declined into interagency sector intrigue. Both “the State department and
the CIA … sought a change of government in Kabul, but they had different
clients. [State] channeled guns and money to the new rebel commanders’
shura [from which Hekmatyar had been excluded] … and they emphasized
the importance of [Ahmed Shah] Massoud… . The CIA … continued to
collaborate with Pakistani intelligence on a separate military track that
mainly promoted Hekmatyar.”79

This was after State Department officer Edmund McWilliams had
reported that “Hekmatyar—backed by officers in ISI’s Afghan bureau,
operatives from the Muslim Brotherhood’s Jamaat-e-Islami, officers from
Saudi intelligence, and Arab volunteers from a dozen countries—was
moving systematically to wipe out his rivals in the Afghan resistance.”80

The CIA persisted, even having received reports that ISI’s new plan for
Hekmatyar, which involved the Arab Afghans of al Qaeda, was receiving
millions of dollars in support from Osama bin Laden.81 Once again, covert
power was overriding public policy.

Secrecy, Folly, and Vested Interests in
Afghanistan: The Stingers

Another tragic mistake was the decision in 1986 to equip the mujahideen in
Afghanistan with Stinger missiles to bring down Soviet aircraft. The folly
of this decision, increasingly recognized in retrospect, serves as a case study
of how covert power corrupts when the pressures of special interests thrive
and there is no alerted public opinion to correct them. First I must contest
the widespread impression that it was the introduction of Stingers into the
Afghan war in September 1986 that led to the Soviet defeat and withdrawal.
Declassified Kremlin documents give no indication that this was a factor in
Gorbachev’s and the Politburo’s decision two months later to adopt a
withdrawal deadline. “At the key November 1986 Politburo meeting,”



wrote foreign affairs specialist Alan J. Kuperman, “no mention was made of
the Stinger nor any other U.S. escalation.”82

The continuance of the Stinger policy was also a symptom of the
reckless and unhealthy relationship that had built up between CIA and the
ISI. From the outset it was an open secret to those in the know that the ISI
was not forwarding the bulk of the U.S.-supplied arms, including the
Stingers, to the mujahideen in Afghanistan. Rather, the ISI was keeping the
lion’s share for itself.83 As early as January 1987, Andrew Eiva, director of
the Federation for American-Afghanistan Action, complained publicly that
in fact only eleven of the promised forty Oerlikon weapons had reached the
mujahideen, prompting speculation at the time that the funds were being
diverted for other purposes.84

The concern of congressmen that Stingers might be diverted “proved to
be justified when a resistance commander sold sixteen Stingers to Iran in
1987. One of the missiles narrowly missed a U.S. helicopter in the Persian
Gulf on October 8, 1987, prompting U.S. insistence on tightened
procedures for distribution of Stingers to resistance units.”85 In 1990
foreign correspondent Christina Lamb wrote a series of articles in which
she accused the ISI of selling off Stingers that had been allocated to the
mujahideen.86 In the following years, Stingers turned up in connection with
a number of covert Islamist projects, including Osama bin Laden’s.87

Why did CIA tolerate ISI’s abuse of the program? Partly because it is a
general characteristic of CIA, like other intelligence agencies, to put the
preservation of structural relationships ahead of promoting particular
national policies. (This is probably less a conscious doctrine than the result
of a promotional system that rewards individuals for the number of assets
they recruit.) Furthermore, intelligence agencies tend to share covert assets,
like the BCCI bank; and the milieu of these connections becomes
independent of the policy decisions to establish contact in the first place.
Thus CIA would have been unlikely to break completely with the ISI, or
any other unsavory agency, even if ordered to do so.

THE CIA, THE ISI, AND AL QAEDA



There is evidence that elements of the U.S. government continued, even
after 1990, to collaborate with elements of the ISI in support of mutual
goals, including conflicting goals. Many observers, for example, are
convinced that the rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan had not only the active
support of ISI elements, but the benign approval of the United States (which
saw the Taliban as the best hope for a united Afghanistan through which oil
and gas pipelines could be built).88 In 1997 the Wall Street Journal
declared: “The Taliban are the players most capable of achieving peace.
Moreover, they are crucial to secure the country as a prime transshipment
route for the export of Central Asia’s vast oil, gas and other natural
resources.”89

It also seems quite clear that Western intelligence (at least British) found
al Qaeda itself to be a useful ally against a common enemy—the secular
dictator Muammar Gadhafi of Libya. As the French authors Jean-Charles
Brisard and Guillaume Dasquié have pointed out, Gadhafi’s Libya in 1998
asked Interpol to issue an arrest warrant for Osama bin Laden. They argue
that bin Laden and al Qaeda elements were collaborating with the British
MI5 in an anti-Gadhafi assassination plot.90

As I detail in the next chapters, jihadi Muslims connected to al Qaeda
continued to be used for Western causes throughout the 1990s. In the
months before the 1993 coup by strongman Heydar Aliyev in Azerbaijan,
allegedly paid for in part by Western oil companies, hundreds of jihadis
were recruited in Afghanistan by Hekmatyar and shipped to Azerbaijan on
an airline set up by CIA veteran Ed Dearborn.91 Jihadis also took part in
two Balkan campaigns in the 1990s, on the same side as the United States
and NATO. In Bosnia in the mid-1990s NATO and al Qaeda were on the
same side, although it is not clear how closely they collaborated directly
with each other.

The Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA or UCK), directly supported and
politically empowered by NATO in 1998, had in the same year been listed
by the U.S. State Department as a terrorist organization supported in part by
the heroin traffic as well as loans from Islamic individuals, among them
allegedly Osama bin Laden.92 The closeness of the KLA to al Qaeda was
acknowledged in the western press after Afghan-connected KLA guerrillas
proceeded in 2001 to conduct guerrilla warfare in Macedonia. Press
accounts included an Interpol report alleging that one of bin Laden’s senior



lieutenants, Muhammed al-Zawahiri, was the commander of an elite KLA
unit operating in Kosovo in 1999.93 Al-Zawahiri later supplied the
guerrillas in Macedonia, along with Ramush Haradinaj, a former KLA
commander. Haradinaj, today an indicted war criminal, was the key U.S.
military and intelligence asset in Kosovo during the civil war and the NATO
bombing campaign that followed.94 The London Sunday Times reported that
“American intelligence agents have admitted they helped to train the
Kosovo Liberation Army before NATO’s bombing of Yugoslavia.”95

Thus there have been at least two decades of collaboration by the United
States and CIA with Islamist elements who made no secret of their hostility
toward America. It is striking that this collaboration continued even after
bin Laden in 1996 issued the first of his fatwas declaring the United States
to be an enemy. It came long after the identification of the 1993 World
Trade Center bombers Ramzi Yousef and Mahmud Abouhalima, who had
trained in Afghanistan.96

To repeat: The story of CIA’s involvement shows how its covert powers
are governed by secret decision-making processes that are far too restricted
to cope wisely with today’s complex world. It is these powers, rather than
the individuals who compose CIA, that are the source of the problem. CIA
officers opposed the decision, backed by Casey against his advisers, to send
Islamist terrorists across the Amu Darya to conduct raids in the Soviet
Union.97 And CIA officers voiced concern about the decision to equip the
mujahideen in Afghanistan with Stinger missiles.98

Journalist George Crile has written that the Democratic congressman
Charlie Wilson was almost single-handedly responsible for converting the
CIA Afghan operation from assisted harassment into a full-fledged anti-
Soviet offensive war. His book, Charlie Wilson’s War, is an object lesson in
how inadequate analysis and understanding of the CIA secrecy problem can
lead to bad politics. Inspired by Arthur Schlesinger’s anti-Nixon book, The
Imperial Presidency, the reforms of the Church Committee subjected CIA
to increased congressional review and control through such devices as
beefed-up intelligence committees in both houses. The intention was to
restrain CIA through an enlarged network of checks and balances.

As the corrupting environment of secrecy was not challenged, however,
the result of these reforms was just the opposite: a door opened still wider



for unrestrained boondoggle. Backed by lobbyists for the defense industries,
Israel, and Egypt, Wilson was able to force on CIA hundreds of millions of
dollars in weapons programs it had not asked for. From his position in the
House Intelligence Committee, Wilson even put an extra $200 million into
the CIA’s Afghan pipeline in 1991, after the Russians had withdrawn from
Afghanistan. This was against the unanimous agreement of the U.S.
Embassy in Pakistan, Secretary of State Baker, and the Bush White House
that it was time to cut off aid altogether.99

PAKISTAN, AL QAEDA, AND 9/11

Was Pakistan’s ISI Involved in 9/11?

In October 2001, shortly after the catastrophic events of 9/11, U.S. and
British newspapers briefly alleged that the paymaster for the 9/11 attacks
was a possible agent of the Pakistani intelligence service ISI, Ahmed Omar
Saeed Sheikh (or Sheik Syed). There was even a brief period in which it
was alleged that the money had been paid at the direction of the then ISI
chief, Lieutenant-General Mahmoud Ahmad.100

The London Guardian reported on October 1, 2001, that “U.S.
investigators believe they have found the ‘smoking gun’ linking Osama bin
Laden to the September 11 terrorist attacks… . The man at the centre of the
financial web is believed to be Sheikh Saeed, also known as Mustafa
Mohamed Ahmad, who worked as a financial manager for Bin Laden when
the Saudi exile was based in Sudan, and is still a trusted paymaster in Bin
Laden’s al-Qaida organization.”101 This story was corroborated by CNN on
October 6, citing a “a senior-level U.S. government source” who noted that
“Sheik Syed” had been liberated from an Indian prison as a result of an
airplane hijacking in December 1999.

The man liberated in this way was Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh, a
notorious kidnapper raised in England and widely reported as a probable
agent of the ISI.102 One newspaper, the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review,
suggested he may have been a double agent, recruited inside al Qaeda and
the ISI by CIA.103 Others have since argued that Saeed Sheikh worked for



both the United States and Britain, since “both American and British
governments have studiously avoided taking any action against Sheikh
despite the fact that he is a known terrorist who has targeted U.S. and UK
citizens.”104

Subsequent newspaper stories reported on the undoubted relationship of
Saeed Sheikh to the ISI, to FBI claims that he wired $100,000 to 9/11
hijacker Mohamed Atta’s bank account,105 to a CNN report that these funds
came from Pakistan,106 and to the uncontested statement that (as later stated
in the indictment of the so-called twentieth hijacker Zacarias Moussaoui)
“on September 11, 2001, Mustafa Ahmed al-Hawsawi left the U.A.E. for
Pakistan.”107

The most sensational charge, alluded to earlier, came from Indian
intelligence sources: that Saeed Sheikh had wired the money to Atta at the
direction of Lieutenant-General Mahmoud Ahmad, then director of the
ISI.108

All these important and alarming charges are ignored in the 9/11
Commission Report, in which the Saeed Sheikh born in London is not
mentioned.109 Instead, the report assured its readers in a carefully drafted
comment that “we have seen no evidence that any foreign government—or
foreign government official—supplied any funding.”110 It was later
reported, however, that “the Pakistan foreign office had paid tens of
thousands of dollars to lobbyists in the U.S. to get anti-Pakistan references
dropped from the 9/11 inquiry commission report.”111

The U.S. government and the mainstream media’s decisions to drop the
Saeed Sheikh story in October 2001 were clearly political. On September
20, 2001, President Bush delivered his memorable ultimatum to “every
nation, in every region… . Either you are with us, or you are with the
terrorists.” There was probably no leader for which the choice was more
difficult, or the outcome more unpredictable, than General Pervez
Musharraf in Pakistan. But on October 7, Musharraf fired his pro-Taliban
ISI chief, General Mahmoud Ahmad, along with two other ISI leaders.112

As the historian John Newman, a former U.S. Army Intelligence analyst,
has commented: “The stakes in Pakistan were very high. As Anthony Zinni
explained to CBS on 60 Minutes, ‘Musharaf may be America’s last hope in
Pakistan, and if he fails the fundamentalists will get hold of the Islamic



bomb.’ Musharaf was also vital to the war effort, and was the key to
neutralizing Islamists and rounding up Al Qaeda operatives in Pakistan.”113

A number of books, in reporting the Saeed Sheikh story, have focused on
the fact that General Ahmad was in Washington on 9/11, meeting with such
senior U.S. officials as CIA director George Tenet.114 In my opinion the
mystery of 9/11 must be unraveled at a deeper level, the ongoing groups
inside and outside governments, in both Pakistan and America, which have
continued to use groups like al Qaeda and individuals like Ahmad, for their
own policy purposes. I examine these ongoing relationships further in the
chapters that follow. They are far too complex to be reduced to two or three
individuals. The ongoing collaboration of the ISI and CIA in promoting
terrorist violence has created a complex conspiratorial milieu, in which
governments now have a huge stake in preventing the emergence of the
truth. That U.S. and British intelligence may have had an agent—Saeed
Sheikh—at a high level in al Qaeda was only one indication of that milieu;
Ali Mohamed was another.

PAKISTAN, THE TALIBAN, AL QAEDA, AND
AMERICA

The events of 9/11 set the United States at war with its former protégés,
both in the Taliban and in al Qaeda. In the months after the September
attacks, the United States launched bombs and missiles in futile efforts to
assassinate two top al Qaeda allies: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, once the main
recipient of CIA weaponry, and his disciple Jalaluddin Haqqani, now no
longer “the CIA’s favorite commander” but the Taliban military chief and
the third U.S. target after Osama bin Laden and Mullah Omar of the
Taliban.115

Investigative journalist Seymour Hersh has claimed that in November
2001, as the Taliban defenses at Kunduz were crumbling, Pakistan
evacuated its fighters “in a series of night time airlifts that were approved
by the Bush Administration” and that “an unknown number of Taliban and
Al Qaeda fighters managed to join in the exodus.” According to Indian
intelligence, these al Qaeda fighters included Uzbek, Arab, and Chechen
jihadi militants, some of whom probably became active in Kashmir.116



According to Hersh, “Some C.I.A. analysts believe that bin Laden eluded
American capture inside Afghanistan with help from elements of the
Pakistani intelligence service.”117

Immediately thereafter the world’s largest concentration of active
international jihadi militants was probably in or near Kashmir. In June
2002, Pakistani national police sources estimated “that some 10,000 Afghan
Taliban cadres and followers and about 5,000 al Qaida fighters” were hiding
in Pakistan, “with the full support of intelligence authorities, as well as
religious and tribal groups,” according to one source.118 This claim would
corroborate that of Yossef Bodansky, director of the U.S. Congressional
Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare: “The ISI actively
assists bin Laden in the expansion of an Islamist infrastructure in India.”119

Others have alleged ISI collaboration with al Qaeda in financing and
arming the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) in Central Asia,
supported also by the drug traffic.120

Also pertinent are the reports that journalist Daniel Pearl’s researches in
Pakistan “may have strayed into areas involving Pakistan’s secret
intelligence organizations.”121 One of his lead contacts was Ahmed Omar
Saeed Sheikh, the suspected paymaster of the 9/11 bombings.122 Another
was “Khalid Khawaja, a Muslim militant and a onetime agent with
Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence agency (ISI) who counts among his
very best friends Osama bin Laden.”123 Former CIA officer Robert Baer
has claimed that he had been collaborating with Pearl in the ill-fated
Pakistan investigation and that the true target had not been the eccentric
shoe-bomber Richard Reid but Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, “one of the
masterminds” of 9/11 and (until his seizure in 2003) “the operational chief
of al Qaida.”124

I am surprised that so few journalists have noted how well 9/11 and its
consequences have served the purposes of Islamist extremists in the ISI.
The ISI owes its strength in Pakistan chiefly to past inputs of U.S. support.
The current crisis has cast Musharraf anew in the role of Zia before him.
Pakistani debts and nuclear weapons development are alike forgiven. The
U.S. arms pipeline is reopened. ISI’s extracurricular activities are again
given a boost by a new wave of needed heroin from Afghanistan. That
Musharraf has been forced, albeit reluctantly, to play a role as a U.S. ally is



just what Islamists like ex-ISI chief General Hamid Gul desire: to polarize
the country and mobilize Islamists more militantly against the infidel status
quo. According to some reports, they were initially successful. As the
Guardian reported in 2002: “All the evidence suggests Pakistan’s many-
headed terrorism and security problems are if anything worsening as the
religious parties agitate, assassination plots brew, and public opinion,
according to one poll, swings against extradition of terror suspects to the
U.S.”125

It is not paradoxical that the ISI could have contributed to the demise of
its own creation, the Taliban. The Taliban government in Afghanistan had
become, from a Pakistani perspective, a disaster. What had been intended to
end conflict and the refugee problem, stabilize government, and provide
strategic depth to Pakistan in its struggle against India had by 2001 failed in
every way. The secularists in the ISI found their country being drawn into
conflict with the governments they had hoped to trade with, while India and
its allies were increasingly influential with the Northern Alliance. From the
Islamist perspective the cadres of militants who had been trained for
guerrilla war in the Central Asian Republics were instead being expended in
bloody pitched support battles for which they were ill-suited and that had
no prospect of ending soon. As the Washington Times observed on June 17,
2002: “For Pakistani extremists, the loss of Afghanistan was no more than
the destruction of an outpost in a global battlefield. Pakistan has now taken
Afghanistan’s place. Al Qaida’s underground in Pakistan emerged
unscathed from Operation Enduring Freedom across the 1,300-mile
border.”126

From afar it is easy to see the lasting damage that CIA and ISI schemes
have done to the causes of political and religious moderation, not only in
Afghanistan but also in Pakistan. No external enemy has done as much to
weaken and threaten the values that should join this region to the rest of the
democratic world. We in America need now to turn our gaze toward our
own country. We should not be surprised that CIA’s special powers, having
done so much to impose brutes, criminals, and terrorists on other parts of
the world, have weakened the cause of decency and democracy at home as
well.

The erosions of American civil liberties since 9/11 cannot be just blamed
on the Bush administration. They are the outcome of a tension, between the



public state and covert notions of security, that has been deforming U.S.
politics since the special powers assumed at the outset of the Cold War.
Many civilians thought that the disaster of U.S. intervention in Vietnam had
resolved this crisis and resulted in reforms that would restore constitutional
priorities. But the other camp, the proponents of the deep state who agreed
with Oliver North that the Vietnam War was lost in Washington, were
waiting all along to neutralize those reforms.

9/11 was a victorious moment for the proponents of the deep state. And
prominent in this camp, for at least two decades, have been Dick Cheney
and Donald Rumsfeld.



EIGHT 
 THE AL-KIFAH CENTER, AL QAEDA,

AND THE U.S. GOVERNMENT, 1988–98
In the late ‘80s, Pakistan’s then head of state, Benazir Bhutto, told
the first President George Bush, “You are creating a
Frankenstein.”
Newsweek, 2001

THE MAKHTAB AL-KHIDMAT AND THE AL-
KIFAH CENTER

The 9/11 Commission Report, although widely decried by its critics, is
useful for having provided a footnoted account of the government’s claims
concerning the events of 9/11. If the report is read in context, it can be used
to define and highlight the key matters that these claims either ignore
altogether or brazenly distort. One ignored background area in the report is
the lengthy U.S. relationship with those in al Qaeda and its allies, whom
today the press and the administration call terrorists but whom President
Reagan and the U.S. Congress once referred to as “freedom fighters.”1 As
discussed in chapter 7, a key example of this is Jalaluddin Haqqani, said to
have been “the CIA’s favorite commander” in the 1980s, who after 9/11
“would emerge as the number three target of the U.S. forces in
Afghanistan.”2

The changes in this relationship evolved at different rates with different
U.S. agencies; they left a trail of intrigues in which lead U.S. agencies were
at times battling with each other. By 1991 CIA was supporting the
mujahideen warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and other ISI-backed Islamist
commanders in Afghanistan, in opposition to the State Department, which
was emphasizing support to a coalition behind Hekmatyar’s and Pakistan’s
enemy Ahmed Shah Massoud.3 This trumping of public policy with covert



policy (in the tradition of Zbigniew Brzezinski and William Casey)
strengthened the covert connection between the United States, the ISI, and
al Qaeda. The connection was protected by the secrecy which necessarily
surrounded an off-the books program that, as so often before in U.S. history,
was funded in part by the heroin traffic.

If anyone personified the United States–al Qaeda connection, it was the
FBI and CIA informant Ali Mohamed, a close ally of Osama bin Laden. As
I explore in chapter 9, Mohamed was on the U.S. Army payroll at the same
time he was training Arab Afghans from the Brooklyn al-Kifah Center.4
Some of these trainees were later convicted for the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing. The CIA, reviewing the case five years later, concluded in
an internal document that CIA itself was “partly culpable” in this first
World Trade Center attack.5 The ongoing governmental de facto protection
and cover-up of Ali Mohamed’s terrorist activities (“at [a] minimum, he
was an irreplaceable link in the 1993 bombing plot”6) is considered in
chapter 9.

The U.S. connection to al Qaeda was also epitomized by the protection
afforded to al Qaeda’s al-Kifah recruitment and support center in the al-
Farook mosque in Brooklyn, New York. From 1985 until the end of the
Afghan war in 1988, the senior recruiters of non-Afghan Muslims for the
war (the so-called Arab Afghans) were Palestinian Sheikh Abdullah Azzam
and his disciple Osama bin Laden. It was difficult for Azzam to recruit in
Muslim countries, where there were usually severe restrictions on free
speech, and radical Islamists were often suspect if not indeed in prison.
Instead, recruitment activity was centered in Great Britain and above all
America. As journalist Steven Emerson reported:

The First Conference of Jihad was held by Azzam not in
Peshawar or Riyadh or Damascus, but in Brooklyn, at the Al-
Farook Mosque on Atlantic Avenue. There, in 1988, Azzam
exhorted the nearly two hundred Islamic militants who attended
the conference with the following words: “Every Muslim on
earth should unsheathe his sword and fight to liberate Palestine.
The jihad is not limited to Afghanistan… . You must fight in any
place you can get… . Whenever jihad is mentioned in the Holy
Book, it means the obligation to fight. It does not mean to fight



with the pen or to write books or articles in the press or to fight
by holding lectures.”

The terrorist centers created by Azzam were embedded in
mosques and Islamic community centers across the United
States. He opened branches of Al-khifa in Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Brooklyn, Jersey City, Pittsburgh, Tucson and thirty
other American cities as well as in Europe and the Middle East.7

Azzam’s travels took him not just throughout the United States but all
over the globe. He “crossed the world from 1985 to 1989. He visited dozens
of U.S. cities and began setting up a network of offices designed as
recruiting posts and fund-raising centers for the mujahadeen in their battle
with the Soviets… . The first center, established in the early 1980s in
Peshawar [Pakistan], was called Alkifah. Over the next decade, Azzam set
up branches at mosques in the United States, the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Norway, and throughout the Mideast. The network was known
formally as the Services Office for the Mujahadeen, or Makhtab al-
Khidimat (MAK). The flagship Alkifah center in the United States was
established on the ground floor of the Al Farooq Mosque in Brooklyn.”8

Both the mosque and later the center financed and trained jihadis, including
Americans, for al Qaeda operations overseas. From as early as 1979, the
mosque had been a center of international Islamist activity, as part of the
U.S.-approved struggle against the Soviets in Afghanistan.9

Like the U.S. involvement in Afghanistan itself, the U.S. involvement in
the al-Kifah Center was for the most part oblique and secondary. But the
MAK network was clearly an integral part of the U.S.-Saudi-Pakistani
coalition effort in Afghanistan, and it has been said more than once that
CIA found it a more reliable asset than the strife-ridden Afghan jihadis.10 In
the words of Jane’s Intelligence Review, “MaK channeled several billion
dollars’ worth of Western governmental, financial and material resources
for the Afghan jihad. MaK worked closely with Pakistan, especially the
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), the Saudi government and Egyptian
governments, and the vast Muslim Brotherhood network.”11

As we saw in the last chapter, the Casey-Saudi-ISI project of a “foreign
legion” in Afghanistan, and of a services center to support it, was urged on
the Afghan resistance by Casey, Saudi intelligence, Pakistani intelligence,



and the elite Safari Club created by French intelligence chief Alexandre de
Marenches in 1976. From a legal and technical point of view the al-Kifah
Center in Brooklyn may have been established too late to be part of support
for the Afghan war. Victory in Afghanistan was achieved in April 1988,
when the Soviets agreed to pull out their troops over the next nine
months.12 According to its founding documents, the al-Kifah Center was
founded in 1988 as the local chapter of the Makhtab al-Khidimat (service
center), the Pakistan-based organization for the recruitment and care of
“Arab Afghan” jihadis in Afghanistan.13

The U.S. government showed its support by a secret program of
providing U.S. visas for known members of organizations it officially
considered terrorist. Prominent al Qaeda associates admitted to the United
States, despite being on a State Department “watch list,” included the blind
Egyptian Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman, Ali Mohamed, Mohamed Jamal
Khalifa, and possibly the lead 9/11 hijacker, Mohamed Atta.14

Al Qaeda foot soldiers were also admitted to the United States for
training under a special visa program.15 In addition, CIA-trained ISI
instructors transmitted CIA techniques for urban terrorism, allegedly
including CIA training manuals that al Qaeda later used for terrorist
activities around the world.16 Clearly the al-Kifah Center was prospering,
even after 1989, in part from U.S. government protection. Although the FBI
had been surveilling the training of terrorists from the al-Farooq mosque, it
terminated this surveillance in the fall of 1989.17

In 1990 CIA influenced the evolution of the al-Kifah Center into a site
for future terrorism by enabling the Egyptian jihadist leader Sheikh Omar
Abdel Rahman to come to Brooklyn and take it over: “Even though he’d
been on a U.S. terrorism Watch List for three years, the Sheikh was granted
a visa [actually a second visa, a multiple-entry visa in 1990] to enter
America. This was another blunder on the part of U.S. intelligence… .
Later, the CIA would try to blame his admission on a corrupt case officer…
. But the State Department later determined that, although he was on the list
of ‘undesirables,’ the Sheikh obtained three sanctioned visas from CIA
agents [sic, that is, officers] posing as State Department officials at the U.S.
embassy in Khartoum.”18



A U.S. official argued forcefully that Rahman was an “untouchable”
being protected by no fewer than three agencies: “‘It was no accident that
the sheikh got a visa and that he’s still in the country,’ replied the agent,
visibly upset. ‘He’s here under the banner of national security, the State
Department, the NSA [National Security Agency], and the CIA.’ The agent
pointed out that the sheikh had been granted a tourist visa, and later a green
card, despite the fact that he was on a State Department terrorist watch-list
that should have barred him from the country. He’s an untouchable,
concluded the agent. ‘I haven’t seen the lone-gunman theory advocated [so
forcefully] since John F. Kennedy.’”19 As he had done earlier in Egypt, the
sheikh “issued a fatwa in America that permitted his followers to rob banks
and kill Jews.”20

Richard Clarke, America’s national counterterrorism coordinator under
Presidents Clinton and George W. Bush, concedes that in the 1980s
“America sought (or acquiesced in) the importation into Afghanistan and
Pakistan of an army of ‘Arabs’… . The Saudis took the lead in assembling
the group of volunteers. The Saudi intelligence chief, Prince Turki, relied
upon … Usama bin Laden, to recruit, move, train, and indoctrinate the Arab
volunteers in Afghanistan.”21

THE MAK, AL-KIFAH, SAUDI ARABIA, AND
PAKISTAN

The al-Kifah Center in Brooklyn was eventually dominated by two
Egyptians with a common Islamist background: Ali Mohamed and Sheikh
Omar Abdel Rahman. However, the early history of the MAK in America
was dominated by Saudis and Pakistanis. The first MAK center in America
was started before 1986 at the Al Bunyan Information Center in Tucson.22

Its first chief was the Saudi mainstream figure Wael Hamza Jalaidan, who
together with Abdullah Azzam and Osama bin Laden created al Qaeda in
1988.23 (The 9/11 Commission Report, like most American sources,
mentions only Azzam and bin Laden as creators of the MAK and al
Qaeda.24 Jalaidan’s role, however, is corroborated by terrorist consultants
Matthew Epstein and Evan Kohlmann in their testimony to Congress.25)
Jalaidan’s senior status with the Saudi and Pakistani governments is



demonstrated by his other formal posts. In the late 1980s he was head of the
Saudi Red Crescent Society and the Muslim World League in Afghanistan.
He also headed one of the league’s charitable affiliates, the Rabita Trust in
Pakistan (of which Pakistani president Zia ul-Haq was the founding
chairman).26

It has often been claimed that Azzam and bin Laden, who were close
throughout the 1980s, had a serious falling out in 1988 and 1989 at the end
of the Afghan war. Two issues came to divide them. It is alleged that Azzam
was focused on limited goals: first completing the liberation of Afghanistan
and then possibly turning to the problem of his native Palestine. Bin Laden,
however, was focused on the threat of America and the West to Islam
globally.27 Related to this was a dispute “over Azzam’s support for
Ahmadshah [Ahmed Shah] Massoud, the current [nationalist] leader of the
Northern Alliance fighting the Taliban. Bin Laden preferred [the Islamist]
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, former prime minister and leader of the Hizb-i-
Islami (Islamic Party), who was both anti-communist and anti-Western.”28

In 1989, Azzam was murdered (it is unclear by whom), and the focus of the
former MAK, now al Qaeda, expanded from Afghanistan to the world.
Official Saudi support for the group is said to have ended in 1990.29 But a
deeper look shows that little had changed.

Jalaidan’s movements illustrate the continuity underlying the shifting
focus of the MAK into al Qaeda. Like bin Laden himself, Jalaidan returned
briefly to Saudi Arabia to operate as a businessman. Sometime after 1992
he “then joined the ‘aid operations’ to Bosnia, where he supervised
temporarily the Saudi Aid Committee, the largest aid organization then in
Bosnia.30 He also assumed the office of the supervisor of the Muslim World
League endowments [in that country].”31

The Saudi presence in first the MAK and then al Qaeda parallels the
activities of a longtime agent of Pakistan’s ISI, Sheikh Mubarik Ali Hasmi
Shah Gilani. According to neocon Mira Boland, Gilani trained jihadis to
operate in first Afghanistan and then (after the Afghan war had ended in
1989) Kashmir, Chechnya, and Bosnia.32 Coming to America in 1980, the
first year of the Afghan war, he established the Jamaat-al-Fuqra, recruiting
both Arabs and African-Americans. Two of his alleged recruits, Wadih el-
Hage and Clement Rodney Hampton-El, became involved in the Brooklyn



al-Kifah Center and were later indicted and convicted for their involvement
in bin Laden’s terror plots.33 Hampton-El was also prominent in the
Brooklyn al-Kifah campaign to aid Bosnia.34

The Indian analyst B. Raman, reflecting the perspective of security
managers, sees the Jamaat-al-Fuqra as a local front for the South Asian
Tablighi Jamaat (TJ), a group that also recruited jihadis for Afghanistan and
has spread from India through Pakistan to become a worldwide Muslim
movement: “The TJ operates in the U.S. and the Caribbean directly through
its own preachers deputed from Pakistan and also recruited from the
Pakistani immigrant community in the U.S. as well as through front
organisations such as the Jamaat-ul-Fuqra founded in the 1980s under the
leadership of Sheikh Mubarik Ali Gilani, who generally lives in Pakistan,
but travels frequently to the U.S. and the Caribbean.”35

It is customary in America to speak of al Qaeda as an example of non-
state-supported terrorism, as opposed to the state-supported terrorism
attributed to such countries as North Korea, prewar Russia, or Syria. What
we have seen of the roles of Jalaidan (the Saudi) and Gilani (the Pakistani)
shows that the truth is far more complex.36 The controls exerted by
governments over al Qaeda were relatively weak. This was due in part to
the increasing autonomy of the group’s covert operations, but it was also
partly due to the increasing weakening, or if you will “failure,” of the states
sponsoring the organization. This book has attempted to illustrate this in the
case of Saudi Arabia and especially Pakistan, where the state was
recurrently redefined, and leaders deposed, at the whim of the ISI. But in
the case of 9/11, and the Iraq war that followed, the same domination of
public state authority by a private cabal has also been visible in the United
States.

A Warning about Indiscriminate Group
Characterizations

Both Jamaat-al-Fuqra and especially Tablighi Jamaat defy easy
characterization. The bulk of academics and other observers see Tablighi
Jamaat as peaceful, apolitical, and law-abiding: As political scientist



Mumtaz Ahmad has written: “In fact the Tablighi Jamaat detests politics,
and does not involve itself in any issues of sociopolitical importance.”37 But
French intelligence officials have called Tablighi Jamaat the “ante-chamber
of fundamentalism.”38 A senior FBI official, Michael J. Heim-bach, told the
New York Times that “we have a significant presence of Tablighi Jamaat in
the United States, and we have found that Al-Qaeda used them for
recruiting now and in the past.”39

There is anecdotal confirmation of this. Zacarias Moussaoui, the so-
called twentieth hijacker, was recruited for the war in Chechnya through
Tablighi Jamaat. The shoe-bomber Richard Reid and the American Taliban
partisan John Walker Lindh were also first recruited to Islam through
Tablighi Jamaat. The four Saudis convicted for the 1995 bomb attack
against Americans in Riyadh “had started their activism” with the pacifist
Tablighi Jamaat.40 From interviews with North Africans journalist John
Cooley has confirmed that Tablighi Jamaat there too “was able to play a
behind-the-scenes but important role in winning recruits for the Afghan
jihad.”41

The amenability of Tablighi Jamaat to political exploitation became a
factor in the internal politics of Pakistan and above all the ISI. In the 1990s
the deeply religious retired lieutenant general Javed Nasir, who was the
director general of the ISI until 1993, also played an institutional role with
the Tablighi Jamaat.42 His firing under U.S. pressure in April 1993
mobilized Tablighi Jamaat elements in the army to act politically, climaxing
with a coup attempt by some Tablighi Jamaat officers in the fall of 1995
against Pakistan prime minister Benazir Bhutto.43

From this and other anecdotal evidence right-wing sources are now
claiming that the “Tablighi missionaries reportedly active in the United
States present a serious national security problem.”44 It is true, as they
argue, that Tablighi Jamaat missionary work in prisons, in America as in
France, occasionally results in recruitment of converts for the Islamist jihad.
Similar fears have been raised about other Muslim groups, from the Muslim
Brotherhood to the Hizb-ut-Tahrir.45 But the logic would be analogous to
suggesting that fundamentalist Christian groups constitute a threat to law
and order because some of their members have been recruited for violence
against abortion clinics.



It can be argued that a far greater threat to U.S. national security is the
high percentage of young Hispanic and African American males currently
incarcerated, often as a result of racially discriminatory punishments for
possession of crack cocaine. The anger of these young men is dangerous
and likely in some cases to induce not only conversion to Islam but also
organized violent response.46 The situation is serious in itself and also an
analogue to the dangerous multinational anger the United States has created
abroad by its invasion of Iraq.

THE MAK, AL-KIFAH, EGYPT, AND SUDAN
AFTER 1989

Other governments, notably those of Sudan and of Egypt, were also
obliquely involved in the activities of the MAK and al Qaeda, albeit at a
lower level and very ambivalently. Egypt was eager to have its Islamic
extremists occupied in Afghanistan and other places, rather than continue to
plot against the government of Egypt itself. To this end, Egypt liberated a
number of convicted terrorists from its cells to travel to Afghanistan. The
most prominent of these was the blind Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman, who
first joined Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s faction in Afghanistan in 1987 and then
in 1990 came to New York permanently and headed up the al-Kifah Center.

Happy to see these people go, the Egyptian government also wished to
keep an eye on them. Thus it is not surprising that Emad Salem, a member
of Ali Mohamed’s Egyptian unit, was rumored to work for Egyptian
intelligence.47 Unambiguously, Jamed Ahmed al-Fadl, a Sudanese man who
worked as MAK recruiter and assistant to the emir of the Brooklyn al-Kifah
Center, was also a member of Sudan’s intelligence service. He so testified
as a witness for the U.S. government in its trial of Osama bin Laden.48

All three of these men ended up supplying information to the U.S.
government as well. (Salem was the key witness in the conviction of Sheikh
Rahman, and al-Fadl in the conviction in absentia of bin Laden.) It was in
1993, after Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak learned that Rahman was
still plotting against him, that Salem became an FBI informant.49 His
testimony, like Mohamed’s, served the interests of both the U.S.



government and Egypt. In like manner, al-Fadl’s volunteered information
was a factor in improving U.S.-Sudan relations.

THE ARAB AFGHANS AFTER 1990

Journalist Peter Lance has written that by 1994 New York—that is, al-Kifah
—had become “the flashpoint for a new global jihad.”50 By this time some
of Ali Mohamed’s trainees there had murdered the Jewish racist Meir
Kahane and participated in the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center.
Yet al-Kifah in Brooklyn continued to train and assist jihadis for other
projects, some of which had U.S. approval and support. In 1990 CIA was
still involved in a covert war in Afghanistan. America had agreed to end its
direct assistance to the Afghan mujahideen. But it assumed that the Soviets
would continue with covert assistance to its client government, and al-Kifah
was a means of countering with covert support for the opposition.51

In September 1991 the United States and the Soviet Union agreed
formally to terminate all aid to Afghanistan by the year’s end. Gorbachev
had already decided to stop propping up the Najibullah government in
Kabul, after barely surviving a coup attempt by KGB hard-liners in
August.52 With the cut-off of aid, Washington became instantly, if belatedly,
focused on the flood of heroin exiting Afghanistan and set up a new
Counter-Narcotics Center to deal with it.53 Najibullah was ousted in April
1992, and the mujahideen promptly started fighting among themselves, with
Hekmatyar and some other warlords clearly fighting to gain control over the
heroin traffic.

For the first time, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia began to take action against
the threat to themselves from disorganized mujahideen and Arab Afghan
forces. In the light of increasing Islamist pressures at home, Pakistan in
January 1992 cut off all arms supplies to the mujahideen in Afghanistan.54

After the fall of Najibullah, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia pushed for
reconciliation between the competing factions of Hekmatyar and Massoud.
This push was led by General Asad Durrani of the ISI and Prince Turki of
the GID. Osama bin Laden, still in 1992 an occasional ally of Prince Turki,
“flew to Peshawar and joined the effort.”55



As part of the effort to restore peace, the Pakistan government, in
January 1993, ordered the closure of all Afghan mujahideen offices, along
with their aid organizations, in its country.56 In April 1993, under U.S.
pressure, Pakistan prime minister Nawaz Sharif fired the ISI’s profoundly
Islamist director, Lieutenant General Javed Nasir, and replaced him with a
more secular general, Javed Ashraf Qazi. These decisions particularly
impacted the Arab Afghans, whose deportation from Pakistan was ordered,
although most had nowhere other than Afghanistan to go. “The Algerians
cannot go to Algeria, the Syrians cannot go to Syria or the Iraqis to Iraq.
Some will opt to go to Bosnia, the others will have to go into Afghanistan
permanently,” commented one Jeddah source.57 The order was enforced,
and the FBI soon heard a jihad leader complaining that all the camps were
closed: “Even the Base [al Qaeda] is closed completely.”58

THE NIMBY-BOSNIA PHASE OF AL QAEDA
TERRORISM, 1993–95

Because Hekmatyar’s power derived from his backing in Pakistan’s ISI, one
might think that his dispatch of Arab Afghans into Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan,
and other parts of Central Asia was part of some Pakistani grand design.
That indeed was the conclusion argued energetically in the 1990s by Yossef
Bodansky, the director of the U.S. Congressional Task Force on Terrorism
and Unconventional Warfare. He saw Pakistan, Iran, and Sudan allied in a
“quest for hegemony over the Hub of Islam.” This, he claimed “has already
become apparent in the rejuvenated Islamist activities in Chechnya and the
Islamists’ surge into Central Asia and the Caucasus. The ultimate objective,
furthered by Pakistan and Iran and actively supported by the Taliban, is to
evict the United States from this strategically important region, the
untapped energy resources of which are considered a substitute for Persian
Gulf resources.”59

I have quoted Bodansky’s remarks on Iran because of Bodansky’s status
as a Washington insider who influenced U.S. policy in the 1990s. Not only
was he able to testify to congressional intelligence committees, the United
States at the time, with little evidence, continued to look at al Qaeda, and
even the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, as manifestations of a state-



supported Hizbollah International backed by Iran.60 After 9/11, right-wing
sources, such as Insight magazine, have continued to talk of a “clear pattern
of operational contacts between the Iranian government and Osama bin
Laden’s al Qaeda organization.”61 The 9/11 Commission Report itself,
noting contacts with al Qaeda made back in 1995 and 1996, concluded
cautiously that the question of Iranian and Hizbollah involvement in 9/11
“requires further investigation by the U.S. government.”62

The evidence presented in this chapter about al-Kifah (and by
implication al Qaeda) suggests that the strongest state connections by far
were with Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. But this relationship after 1993, when
Pakistan ordered the deportation of Arab Afghans from its territory, became
very complex. This was the climax of what I call the NIMBY (not in my
backyard) phase of their sponsorship. Pakistan was issuing a number of
visas in 1993 to al Qaeda leaders. But one motive for what might appear as
assistance was in fact to get them out of the country. Many went only as far
as back to Afghanistan. There many of them eventually fought for the
Taliban, and others trained for guerrilla activities in Kashmir and
Chechnya.63 Those Arab Afghans bound for Kashmir were used by “retired
military intelligence personnel and Afghan mujahideen working through the
Jamaat-i-Islami and other extremist groups with close ties to the ISI.”64

Journalist Loretta Napoleoni, relying in part on Indian sources, has alleged
further that in keeping with Pakistan’s search for “strategic depth … the ISI
continued to export Islamist warriors from Pakistan to Central Asia and the
Caucasus… . When the republics of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan reluctantly gained their independence from
Moscow in 1991, the ISI played a pivotal role in supporting Islamist armed
insurgencies which destabilized them.”65

Meanwhile Bosnia had declared its independence from Yugoslavia in
April 1992, the month of Kabul’s downfall, and the subsequent revolt of
Bosnian Serbs had been accompanied by headline-grabbing atrocities. As
most of the Arab Afghans could not safely return home, it is no surprise that
a great many of them swiftly emerged as the vanguard of foreign Muslim
volunteers in Bosnia, furnishing professional aid to the inexperienced
Bosnian army.66 At this time Sudan, the only home country with an Islamist
government, opened its doors to bin Laden and the homeless jihadis. For



five years it supplied a new base for al Qaeda and “also served as a major
transit point and source for illegal arms shipments to Bosnia.”67

The outrage of the Pakistani and Saudi governments at Serbian atrocities
was sincere. But the help they provided to get jihadis to Bosnia and support
them there had more complex motives. Bosnia solved their “disposal
problem”—what to do with warriors whose return home was feared. As
former State Department official Martin Indyk has observed, “The Saudis
had protected themselves by co-opting and accommodating the Islamist
extremists in their midst, a move they felt was necessary in the uncertain
aftermath of the Gulf War.”68 In the fall of 1992, ensconced now in Sudan,
bin Laden personally arranged for top-level consultations in Zagreb,
Croatia, “with key Arab-Afghan leaders operating as Al-Qaida emissaries
in Bosnia.”69

THE UNITED STATES, AL-KIFAH, AND THE
BOSNIAN JIHAD

The United States after 1992 also found itself with a “disposal problem.” As
with the Bay of Pigs veterans three decades earlier, the country feared the
wrath of the well-trained militants if their long-established channels of
support were suddenly broken off. For America too, an easy solution was to
divert its Arab Afghans to Bosnia. According to Independent correspondent
Andrew Marshall, “In December 1992, a U.S. army official met one of the
Afghan veterans from Al-Kifah [in Brooklyn] and offered help with a
covert operation to support the Muslims in Bosnia, funded with Saudi
money, according to one of those jailed for assisting with the New York
bombings. But that effort quickly disintegrated, leaving a great deal of bad
feeling.”70

Bosnia became a chief target of al-Kifah at this time. By 1993 the center
in New York had established a “Bosnian branch office in Zagreb, Croatia,
housed in a modern, two-story building,” which “was evidently in close
communication with the organizational headquarters in [Brooklyn,] New
York. The deputy director of the Zagreb office, Hassan Hakim, admitted to
receiving all orders and funding directly from the main United States office
of Al-Kifah on Atlantic Avenue controlled by Shaykh Omar Abdel



Rahman.”71 Fliers for a Bosnian Jihad were also distributed by the al-Kifah
office in Boston.72

Clement Rodney Hampton-El, before being convicted for his role in the
New York “Day of Terror” plot, testified that in December 1992 he had
been summoned to the Saudi embassy in Washington and given a budget of
$150,000 by Saudi Prince Faisal to train mujahideen for Bosnia and to
support their families.73 The next day he went to Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and
was given a list of U.S. soldiers who were completing their tours of duty to
recruit as potential mujahideen fighters in a Bosnian insurgency.74

Hampton-El testified that the list was given him by a noted Jamaican-
Canadian Muslim convert and cleric, Bilal Philips, who was teaching at the
American University in Dubai, after having gained a degree in 1979 at the
Islamic University of Medina. (Philips has since spoken out repeatedly to
denounce terrorism against civilians.)75

Immediately after the Saudi embassy meeting, Philips and a
“Marine Sergeant” named Carson gave Hampton-El contact
information for servicemen about to complete their tours of duty.

“I was given several names of individuals who would be
leaving the military in the very near future, those who would be
getting out in a week or two; different states that would provide
training also or themselves was [sic] interested in going to
Bosnia,” Hampton-El testified.

Hampton-El said he had previously been given the contact
information for potential recruits in Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Ohio. Hampton-El said Bilal Philips had received the list from
Sgt. Carson.

In response to a question, Hampton-El testified that “Carson”
was a pseudonym. It’s unclear from the testimony whether he
was an active duty serviceman at the time. Carson was not
formally identified during the trial.76

Hampton-El’s actions in December 1992 suggest that his recruitment for
Bosnia was a covert action project sponsored not only by Saudi Arabia but



also in part by the U.S. government. We know that “by the early fall of
1992 a new base for jihad was quickly growing in the Balkans. With the
help of influential clerics and Al-Qaida military commanders, the foreign
Bosniak brigade was coalescing together various disparate elements in the
international Arab-Afghan network.”77

The official position of Clinton advisers like Richard Clarke is that as
late as 1993 “the Clinton administration did not think about bin Laden or al
Qaeda, because they did not know that terrorist or his organization
existed.”78 But there is abundant evidence that the relationships between the
U.S. government and the Arab Afghans, well established in the 1980s, did
not simply vanish after the Russian withdrawal. One example is the
apparent Department of Defense assistance to Hampton-El’s recruitment
efforts for Bosnia, whether the reasons for this were imperialist (to
dismantle Serbia) or simply defensive (to get Islamists out of the U.S.
Army). And as I detail in chapter 10, by 1991, Richard Secord, a seasoned
veteran of Defense and CIA operations, was already preparing to bring
Arab Afghan mujahideen from Afghanistan to a country of major interest to
both al Qaeda and American oil companies: Azerbaijan.

But the strongest example of a 1990s United States–al Qaeda
connection, and until recently one of the most carefully covered up, was the
U.S. intelligence relationship to al Qaeda’s senior trainer in terrorism: Ali
Mohamed.



NINE 
 THE PRE–9/11 COVER-UP OF ALI

MOHAMED AND AL QAEDA
I cannot consider Islam a religion without political domination.
So what we have, we have what we call a darul Harb, which is
the world of war, and darul Islam, the world of Islam… . So as a
Muslim, I have obligation to change darul Harb to darul Islam, to
establish Islamic law. It’s obligation. It’s not choice.
Ali Mohamed, ca. 1988

Americans see what they want to see, and hear what they want to
hear.
Ali Mohamed, ca. 1988

ALI MOHAMED, AL QAEDA, AND U.S.
INTELLIGENCE

The extraordinary cover-up concerning the United States’ relationship to
the 9/11 plot is the denouement of this book. But it is inseparable from the
extraordinary cover-up preceding 9/11, with respect to one of the plot’s
central figures: Ali Abdelsaoud Mohamed. In the last chapter we looked at
Mohamed as a man who was important in al Qaeda and personally close to
Osama bin Laden.1 He was also intimate and important to U.S. intelligence,
although one would never guess this from the 9/11 Commission Report.2
Finally, he was the principal trainer for the al Qaeda terrorists who bombed
the World Trade Center in 1993 and destroyed it eight years later.

Mohamed, who worked at times for the FBI, CIA, and U.S. Army, was
in the 1980s a sergeant on active duty with the Fifth U.S. Special Forces at
Fort Bragg.3 In 1989, while still on the U.S. Army payroll, he was training



candidates at the al-Kifah Center for al Qaeda’s jihad.4 Special Forces had
since the 1950s been training foreign nationals in terrorism, both at Fort
Bragg and also in Germany.5 Only in 2006 did the American public learn
that in Afghanistan he trained al Qaeda terrorists in how to hijack airliners
—including “how to smuggle box cutters onto airplanes.”6

Ali Mohamed was known in the al Qaeda camps as Abu Mohamed al
Amriki—”Father Mohamed the American.”7 A member of the Egyptian
Islamic Jihad, he swore allegiance in 1984 to that group’s cofounder, the
terrorist Ayman al-Zawahiri, who later became a top aide to bin Laden. (It
was on al-Zawahiri’s instructions that Mohamed first infiltrated U.S.
intelligence services; and in addition, Mohamed helped al-Zawahiri to enter
America in 1993 and 1994 to raise money).8 The 9/11 Commission Report
mentioned Ali Mohamed and said that the plotters against the U.S. Embassy
in Kenya were “led” (their word) by Ali Mohamed.9 That is the report’s
only reference to him, although it is not all the commission heard.

U.S. attorney Patrick Fitzgerald, who had negotiated a plea bargain with
Mohamed, testified at some length about him to the 9/11 Commission:

Ali Mohamed … trained most of al Qaeda’s top leadership—
including Bin Laden and Zawahiri—and most of al Qaeda’s top
trainers. Mohamed taught surveillance, countersurveillance,
assassinations, kidnaping, codes, ciphers and other intelligence
techniques. Mohamed surveilled the American embassy in
Nairobi in 1993. And he was well trained to do it: Mohamed
spent 17 years in the Egyptian military (with commando training
and experience in embassy security). He left the Egyptian army
to join the United States Army and was stationed at the Special
Warfare School at Fort Bragg from 1986 to 1989, when he
became an United States citizen. He gave some training to
persons who would later carry out the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing, he arranged Bin Laden’s security in the Sudan in 1994
after an attempt on Bin Laden’s life, and he visited the al Qaeda
cell in Kenya. From 1994 until his arrest in 1998, he lived as an
American citizen in California, applying for jobs as an FBI
translator and working as a security guard for a defense
contractor.10



Interesting as Fitzgerald’s information was, what he omitted was far
more interesting. To begin with, Mohamed was not just an FBI job
applicant. He was an FBI informant, from at least 1992 if not earlier.11

Furthermore, from 1994 “until his arrest in 1998 [by which time the 9/11
plot was well under way], Mohamed shuttled between California,
Afghanistan, Kenya, Somalia and at least a dozen other countries.”12

Shortly after 9/11, Larry C. Johnson, a former State Department and CIA
official, faulted the FBI publicly for using Mohamed as an informant, when
it should have recognized that the man was a high-ranking terrorist plotting
against the United States. In Johnson’s words, “It’s possible that the FBI
thought they had control of him and were trying to use him, but what’s clear
is that they did not have control.”13

Mohamed’s contacts with U.S. intelligence antedated his relationship to
the FBI. In the early 1980s Mohamed was employed by CIA in Germany as
a “contract agent,” then dismissed as a security risk.14 Despite being on a
State Department “watch list,” he was able to return to America in 1985 (on
what an FBI consultant has called “a visa program controlled by the CIA”)
and obtain a job as a defense industry security officer with American
Protective Services in Sunnyvale, California.15 As mentioned already, in
1986 he became a sergeant with U.S. Army Special Forces.16

For someone on a watch list to be admitted in the United States on a
special visa program suggests that he may have been already recruited as a
U.S. intelligence agent. What happened next is even more suggestive: “In
1988, he apparently used his leave [from the U.S. Army] to take an
unauthorized trip to Afghanistan to fight against the Soviets. Upon
achieving the rank of sergeant, he received an honorable discharge from the
army three years after joining.”17 It is not unheard of for members of the
U.S. armed forces to violate regulations and join other armies, but this is
nearly always in order to operate for the United States in a covert
capacity.18 The public has since been told that Mohamed, while on a leave
from the U.S. Army, went to Afghanistan and trained “the first al-Qaeda
volunteers in techniques of unconventional warfare, including kidnappings,
assassinations, and hijacking planes.”19 This was in 1988, one year before
he left active U.S. Army service and joined the Reserve.



In 1993, Mohamed had been detained by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) in Vancouver airport, when he inquired after an incoming al
Qaeda terrorist who turned out to be carrying two forged Saudi passports.
Mohamed immediately told the RCMP to make a phone call to the United
States. The call, to Mohamed’s FBI handler, John Zent, secured his
release.20 The FBI-directed release of Mohamed by the RCMP affected
history. The encounter took place before Mohamed flew to Nairobi,
photographed the U.S. Embassy in December 1993, and delivered the
photos to bin Laden. According to Mohamed’s negotiated confession in
2000, after the 1998 bombing of that embassy, “Bin Laden looked at the
picture of the American Embassy and pointed to where a truck could go as
a suicide bomber.”21

However, the 9/11 report is utterly silent about Mohamed’s links to CIA
and the FBI. It is clear the report’s authors did not want to admit that as late
as 1998 the U.S. government had continued to work with and protect a
trainer of al Qaeda terrorists, even after al Qaeda had already launched a
lethal attack against U.S. citizens in the first World Trade Center bombing.

In August 2006 there was a National Geographic TV special on Ali
Mohamed.22 This presentation should be taken as the next official fallback
position on Ali Mohamed, because John Cloonan, the FBI agent who
worked with Fitzgerald on Mohamed, helped narrate it. Here’s what TV
critics wrote about its contents: “Ali Mohamed manipulated the FBI, CIA
and U.S. Army on behalf of Osama bin Laden. Mohamed trained terrorists
how to hijack airliners, bomb buildings and assassinate rivals. [D]uring
much of this time Mohamed was … an operative for the CIA and FBI, and
a member of the U.S. Army.23 … Mohamed turned up in FBI surveillance
photos as early as 1989, training radical Muslims who would go on to
assassinate Jewish militant Meir Kahane and detonate a truck bomb at the
World Trade Center. He not only avoided arrest, but managed to become an
FBI informant while writing most of the al Qaeda terrorist manual and
helping plan attacks on American troops in Somalia and U.S. embassies in
Africa.”24 That Mohamed trained al Qaeda in hijacking planes and helped
write the al Qaeda terrorist manual is confirmed by Lawrence Wright, who
has seen U.S. government records.25

According to Cloonan, Mohamed was also familiar with the 9/11 plot. “I
don’t believe he was privy to all the details, but what he laid out was the



attack as if he knew every detail,” Cloonan said in the National Geographic
documentary. “‘This is how you position yourself. I taught people to sit in
first class.’” Mohamed described teaching al Qaeda terrorists how to
smuggle box cutters onto airplanes.26 If these latest revelations about Ali
Mohamed are true, then:

1. A key planner of the 9/11 plot, and trainer in hijacking, was also an
informant for the FBI.

2. This operative trained the members for all of the chief Islamist attacks
inside the United States—the first World Trade Center bombing, the
New York landmarks plot, and finally 9/11—as well as the attacks
against Americans in Somalia and Kenya.

3. And yet for four years Mohamed, already named as an un-indicted
conspirator, was allowed to move in and out of the country. Then,
unlike his trainees, he was allowed to plea-bargain.27 As of March
2007, Ali Mohamed had not yet been sentenced for any crime.28

U.S. PROTECTION OF MOHAMED AND AL-
KIFAH TERRORISTS IN BROOKLYN SINCE

1990

Peter Lance has charged that U.S. attorney Patrick Fitzgerald had evidence
before 1998 to implicate Mohamed in the Kenya embassy bombing, yet did
nothing and let the bombing happen.29 In fact, the FBI was aware in 1990
that Mohamed had engaged in terrorist training on Long Island, yet it acted
to protect Mohamed and his trainees from arrest, even after one of his
trainees had moved beyond training to an actual assassination.30

Mohamed’s trainees were all members of the al-Kifah Center in
Brooklyn, which served as the main American recruiting center for the
Makhtab-al-Khidimat, the services center network that after the Afghan war
became known as al Qaeda.31 The al-Kifah Center was headed in 1990 by
the blind Egyptian Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman, who like Ali Mohamed
had been admitted to the United States, despite being on a State Department



watch list.32 As he had done earlier in Egypt, the sheikh “issued a fatwa in
America that permitted his followers to rob banks and kill Jews.”33

In November 1990 three of Mohamed’s trainees conspired together to
kill Meir Kahane, the racist founder of the Jewish Defense League. The
actual killer, El Sayyid Nosair, was caught by accident almost immediately,
and by luck the police soon found his two coconspirators, Mahmoud
Abouhalima and Mohammed Salameh, waiting at Nosair’s house. The
police found much more: “There were formulas for bomb making, 1,440
rounds of ammunition, and manuals [supplied by Ali Mohamed] from the
John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center at Fort Bragg marked ‘Top Secret
for Training,’ along with classified documents belonging to the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff. The police found maps and drawings of New York City
landmarks like the Statue of Liberty, Times Square—and the World Trade
Center. The forty-seven boxes of evidence they collected also included the
collected sermons of blind Sheikh Omar, in which he exhorted his followers
to ‘destroy the edifices of capitalism.’”34

All three had been trained by Mohamed back in the late 1980s at a rifle
range, where the FBI had photographed them, before terminating this
surveillance in fall 1989.35 The U.S. government was thus in an excellent
position to arrest, indict, and convict all of the terrorists involved, including
Mohamed. Yet only hours after the killing, Joseph Borelli, chief of NYPD
detectives, struck a familiar American note and pronounced Nosair a “lone
deranged gunman.”36 Some time later he actually told the press that “there
was nothing [at Nosair’s house] that would stir your imagination… .
Nothing has transpired that changes our opinion that he acted alone.”37

Borelli was not acting alone in this matter. His position was also that of the
FBI, who said it too believed “that Mr. Nosair had acted alone in shooting
Rabbi Kahane.” “The bottom line is that we can’t connect anyone else to
the Kahane shooting,” an FBI agent said.38

In thus limiting the case, the police and the FBI were in effect protecting
Nosair’s two Arab coconspirators in the murder of a U.S. citizen. Both of
them were ultimately convicted in connection with the first World Trade
Center bombing, along with another Mohamed trainee, Nidal Ayyad. More
important, the police and the FBI were in effect protecting Ali Mohamed
himself: the top-secret Fort Bragg training manuals in Nosair’s home could



have been used to embarrass the prosecution by Nosair’s attorney, William
Kunstler, in any trial involving conspiracy. The congressional joint inquiry
examining intelligence failures before 9/11 later concluded that “the NYPD
and the District Attorney’s office … reportedly wanted the appearance of
speedy justice and a quick resolution to a volatile situation. By arresting
Nosair, they felt they had accomplished both.”39 Peter Lance has revealed
that in fact the district attorney’s office wanted to prosecute a much bigger
conspiracy, but it was frustrated by federal agencies.40 It is likely that the
Feds wanted to cover up an ongoing covert relationship to al-Kifah: two
years later, as detailed in the last chapter, U.S. agencies and al-Kifah
members were in contact with respect to Bosnia.

The protection of Ali Mohamed was repeated in 1995, when Nosair was
tried again along with Sheikh Rahman and others for conspiracy to blow up
New York landmarks including the Statue of Liberty and the World Trade
Center. In this trial Nosair’s new attorney, Roger Stavis, was shown the Fort
Bragg training manuals; he immediately chose to build a defense that
Nosair’s training in terrorism had been part of the CIA-sanctioned support
for the mujahideen in Afghanistan.41 As he told the court, Mohamed’s “date
of release from active duty was November 9 of 1989, many months after he
came to Jersey City to train Mr. Nosair and other brothers to go to
Afghanistan.”42 Over prosecutor Andrew McCarthy’s objections, Stavis
argued that Nosair was clearly receiving manuals “for jihad in Afghanistan
… not here in America.”43

The prosecutors (of whom Patrick Fitzgerald was one) consistently
objected to the efforts of Stavis to have the jury learn about the role of Ali
Mohamed.44 As Stavis later told Lance: “The Feds didn’t want Afghanistan
in the case at all. It undermined the entire theory of their prosecution”
(which was that the al-Kifah terrorists were training only for a jihad against
America).45

Stavis issued a subpoena for Mohamed to appear, but Mohamed, even
though he returned to the United States at this time to speak to an FBI agent
(Harlan Bell), failed to appear at the trial. Instead, the government
introduced a document stipulating that, after the subpoena was issued, Bell
along with prosecutor McCarthy interviewed Mohamed in California. It
stipulated further that two weeks later McCarthy “sent by facsimile from



New York a letter to Ali Mohamed” concerning the subpoena. Terrorism
researcher J. M. Berger concluded from this stipulation that “U.S. Attorney
Andrew McCarthy made some sort of signed (but still sealed) agreement
with Ali Mohamed that resulted in Mohamed being unable to testify.”46

Lance pointed out that to have intervened with a witness to keep him
from honoring a subpoena “might constitute a violation of the Brady rules”
concerning suppression of evidence.47 From Lance’s perspective the
prosecutors’ motives for keeping Mohamed out of the case were (1) as in
1991, to make it simpler to convict the accused and (2) to cover up the
previous failure to stop the World Trade Center bombing. But the
possibility exists of a quite different motivation: that a federal agency,
perhaps one that earlier had sanctioned Mohamed’s trip to Afghanistan
(while he was on active service in the U.S. Army), would be interested in
maintaining its relationship to Mohamed as an asset. It would thus be
important to not blow his cover, because he was a covert informant or
possibly even an operative. There is no question that CIA will intervene in
criminal proceedings to ensure that assets deemed important to the agency
are not prosecuted, or have to appear in court.48

On September 10, 1998, Mohamed was finally arrested, after the August
1998 embassy bombings for which he had been directly responsible.49 Yet
when indictments were handed down two months later, the name of Ali
Mohamed, the ringleader, was not among the thirteen people indicted.
Instead, he was allowed to avoid a court appearance through a plea bargain,
the terms of which are still unknown. As of March 2007, more than eight
years after his arrest, he had not yet been sentenced.

Once again, according to Lance: “Ali Mohamed was a precious
commodity for the Justice Department—not just because of the intelligence
he could give up, but for the embarrassment he could save the Feds if he
cooperated under the right conditions. So Patrick Fitzgerald and his boss,
U.S. Attorney Mary Jo White, did everything they could to keep him a
secret while they tried to cut a deal with him… . Whenever Ali was brought
into the courtroom for any proceeding, the room was sealed. All pleadings
referred to him as ‘John Doe.’”50

ALI MOHAMED AND THE 9/11 PLOT



Did the U.S. government (including the CIA) continue to use Mohamed as
an informant, even after 1998 when he was under arrest? According to
Berger, “Mohamed was one of the primary sources for the infamous Aug. 6,
2001, presidential daily brief (PDB) entitled ‘Bin Laden Determined to
Strike in U.S.’”51 But Mohamed may have supplied this information before
his arrest, as much of the relevant information in the PDB would appear to
date from 1998 or earlier. At the heart of the August 6 brief was a disguised
double reference to Mohamed himself: “Al-Qa’ida members—including
some who are U.S. citizens—have resided in or traveled to the U.S. for
years, and the group apparently maintains a support structure that could aid
attacks. Two al-Qa’ida members found guilty in the conspiracy to bomb our
embassies in East Africa were U.S. citizens, and a senior EIJ [Egyptian
Islamic Jihad] member lived in California in the mid-1990s.”52

Ali Mohamed is simultaneously one of the two found guilty in the
embassies plot (the other was his friend Wadih el-Hage) and also the EIJ
member who lived in California.53 CIA, in its warning to President Bush
about Mohamed’s “support structure,” did not reveal that he had been in
federal custody for almost three years. But Berger, who was a researcher for
the National Geographic show, adds flesh to the possibility that Mohamed’s
“support structure” was capable of helping to create 9/11: “Ali A. Mohamed
… knew al Qaeda was sponsoring flight training for terrorists. He knew of
at least one specific terrorist operation centered on a suicide airplane attack.
And he knew at least three terrorist pilots personally. He was linked to at
least one of the specific schools visited by the 9/11 hijackers. He knew the
internal procedures of the security company that maintained two
checkpoints used by hijackers at Boston’s Logan Airport.54 … Whether or
not Mohamed knew the particulars of the 9/11 plot, he knew a lot.
Businesses and institutions exploited by Mohamed and his close associates
were re-used by virtually all of the 9/11 hijackers as they prepared for the
attack.”55

What is clear is that shortly after 9/11, Mohamed readily confessed to
FBI Agent Cloonan that he had taught al Qaeda terrorists how to hijack
airplanes. Such powerful admissions against self-interest are hard to explain
without some unusual immunity having been conferred upon him. Even
harder to explain is the fact that Mohamed has not to date been sentenced
for the crimes to which he had confessed earlier.



THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT‘S PRAISE
FOR THE HANDLERS OF ALI MOHAMED

The 9/11 report, summarizing the convictions of Mohamed’s trainees for
the World Trade Center bombing and New York landmarks plots, talks of
“this superb investigative and prosecutorial effort.”56 It says nothing about
the suppressed evidence found in Nosair’s house, including “maps and
drawings of New York City landmarks,” which if pursued could have
prevented both plots from developing in the first place.

What explains the 9/11 report’s gratuitous and undeserved praise for the
“superb” effort of Patrick Fitzgerald and the FBI in the New York
landmarks case? Did the report’s authors recognize that this was an
especially sensitive area, which if properly investigated would lead to past
U.S. protection of terrorists? This question returns us to Peter Lance’s
charge that Fitzgerald had evidence before 1998 to implicate Mohamed in
the Kenya embassy bombing, yet did nothing and let the bombing happen.
Did U.S. authorities have advance evidence before the 9/11 attack, and
again do nothing?

As a first step all U.S. agencies should release the full documentary
record of their dealings with Ali Mohamed, the FBI and CIA informant who
allegedly planned the details of the airline seizures. Of particular relevance
would be everything to do with Mohamed’s December 1994 interview with
authorities after the subpoena that he ignored, one month before he applied
successfully to work with the Burns International Security Company. Only
a full investigation of these facts will satisfy those who accuse members of
the U.S. government of assisting the 9/11 plot or of failing to prevent 9/11
from happening.57

The 9/11 Commission probably knew more about this situation than they
let on. It cannot be just a coincidence that the person they selected to write
the staff reports about al Qaeda and the 9/11 plot, and to conduct the
relevant interviews, was a man who had a personal stake in preventing the
full truth about Mohamed from coming out. This man was Dietrich Snell,
who had been Fitzgerald’s colleague in the Southern District of New York
U.S. Attorney’s office, and had helped Fitzgerald prosecute Ramzi Yousef.
It was Snell who presumably drafted the praise for the superb effort by his



former colleague Fitzgerald and the FBI. Of the nine people on Snell’s
team, all but one had worked for the U.S. government, and all but two for
either the Justice Department or the FBI.58

What we have examined so far is a government-Mohamed cover-up that
goes back to at least 1990, long before the Bush-Cheney administrations.
But the 9/11 Commission staff reports went out of their way to cover up this
cover-up. The 9/11 report, based on the Snell staff reports, mentioned
Mahmoud Abouhalima and Mohammed Salameh, two co-conspirators of
Ramzi Yousef in the first World Trade Center bombing of 1993.59 It did not
mention that these two men had been trained by Ali Mohamed, even though
Fitzgerald referred obliquely to this fact in his testimony. Nor did the report
mention that, had it not been for a police and FBI cover-up protecting
Mohamed back in 1990, Abouhalima and Salameh would probably have
been in jail at the time of the World Trade Center bombing—for their
involvement in the murder of Meir Kahane by Mohamed’s trainees three
years earlier.60

I consider the scandal of Ali Mohamed’s tolerated terrorism to be
symptomatic of an ongoing fundamental problem, for which we need a
more serious remedy than a change in the White House. As has happened
after past intelligence fiascoes, the U.S. intelligence agencies were
strengthened as a result of the 9/11 Commission and their budgets
increased. It is time to confront the reality that these agencies themselves,
by their own sponsorship and protection of terrorist activities, have
aggravated the greatest threats to our national security.



TEN 
 AL QAEDA AND THE U.S.

ESTABLISHMENT
Democratic government is not possible without trust between the
branches of government and between the government and the
people. Sometimes the trust is misplaced and the system falters.
But for officials to work outside the system because it does not
produce the results they seek is a prescription for failure.
Congressional Iran-Contra Report, 1987

U.S. OPERATIVES, OIL COMPANIES, AND AL
QAEDA

What is slowly emerging from the revelations of al Qaeda’s activities in
Central Asia throughout the 1990s is the extent to which the group acted in
the interests of both American oil companies and the U.S. government.1 In
one way or another a few Americans in the 1990s cooperated with al Qaeda
terrorists in Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Kosovo, and possibly Bosnia. In other
countries—notably Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan—al Qaeda
terrorists have provided pretexts or opportunities for a U.S. military
commitment and even troops to follow. This has been most obvious in the
years since the end of the Afghan war in 1989. Deprived of Soviet troops to
support it, the Soviet-backed Najibullah regime in Kabul finally fell in
April 1992. What should have been a glorious victory for the mujahideen
proved instead to be a time of troubles for them, as Tajiks behind Ahmed
Shah Massoud and Pashtuns behind Gulbuddin Hekmatyar began instead to
fight each other.

The situation was particularly difficult for the Arab Afghans, who found
themselves no longer welcome. Under pressure from America, Egypt, and
Saudi Arabia, the new interim president of Afghanistan, Sibghatullah



Mojaddedi, announced that the Arab Afghans should leave. In January
1993, Pakistan followed suit, closed the offices of all mujahideen in its
country, and ordered the deportation of all Arab Afghans.2 Shortly
afterward Pakistan extradited a number of Egyptian jihadis to Egypt, some
of whom had already been tried and convicted in absentia.3 Other radical
Islamists went to Afghanistan but without the foreign support they had
enjoyed before.

Fleeing the hostilities in Afghanistan, some Uzbek and Tajik mujahideen
and refugees started venturing or returning north across the Amu Darya.4 In
this confusion cross-border raids of the kind originally encouraged by CIA
director William Casey back in the mid-1980s continued, with or without
U.S. backing.5 Both Hekmatyar and Massoud actively supported the Tajik
rebels in the years leading up to 1992, when both men continued to receive
aid and assistance from the United States.6 The Pakistani observer Ahmed
Rashid has documented further support for the Tajik rebels from both Saudi
Arabia and the Pakistani intelligence directorate ISI.7

These raids into Tajikistan and later Uzbekistan contributed materially to
the destabilization of the Muslim republics in the Soviet Union (and after
1992 in its successor, the Commonwealth of Independent States). This
destabilization was an explicit goal of U.S. policy in the Reagan era and did
not change with the end of the Afghan war. On the contrary the United
States was concerned to hasten the breakup of the Soviet Union and
increasingly to gain access to the petroleum reserves of the Caspian basin,
which at that time were still estimated to be “the largest known reserves of
unexploited fuel in the planet.”8

The collapse of the Soviet Union had a disastrous impact on the
economies of its Islamic republics. Already in 1991 the leaders of Central
Asia “began to hold talks with Western oil companies, on the back of
ongoing negotiations between Kazakhstan and the US company Chevron.”9

The first Bush administration actively supported the plans of U.S. oil
companies to contract for exploiting the resources of the Caspian region and
also for a pipeline not controlled by Moscow that could bring the oil and
gas production out to the West. The same goals were enunciated even more
clearly as matters of national security by Clinton and his administration.10

Eventually the threat presented by Islamist rebels persuaded the



governments of Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan to allow U.S. as
well as Russian bases on their soil. The result has been to preserve
artificially a situation throughout the region where small elites have grown
increasingly wealthy and corrupt, while most citizens have suffered from a
sharp drop in living standards.11

The gap between the second Bush administration’s professed ideals and
its real objectives is well illustrated by its position toward the regime of
Islam Karimov in Uzbekistan. America quickly sent Donald Rumsfeld to
deal with the new regime in Kyrgyzstan installed in March 2005 after the
popular Tulip Revolution and the overthrow there of Askar Akayev.12 But
Karimov’s violent repression of a similar uprising in Uzbekistan at this time
did not diminish U.S. support for the dictator, as long as he allowed U.S.
troops to be based in his oil- and gas-rich country.13

U.S. OPERATIVES AND AL QAEDA IN
AZERBAIJAN

In one former Soviet Republic, Azerbaijan, Arab Afghan jihadis clearly
assisted the effort of U.S. oil companies to penetrate the region. In 1991,
Richard Secord, Harry “Heinie” Aderholt, and Ed Dearborn—three
veterans of U.S. operations in Laos and later of Oliver North’s operations
with the Contras—turned up in Baku under the cover of an American
company MEGA Oil.14 This was at a time when the first Bush
administration had expressed its support for an oil pipeline stretching from
Azerbaijan across the Caucasus to Turkey.15 MEGA never found oil, but the
company did contribute materially to the removal of Azerbaijan from the
sphere of post-Soviet Russian influence.

Secord, Aderholt, and Dearborn were all career U.S. Air Force officers,
not part of CIA. However, Secord has explained in his memoir how
Aderholt and he were occasionally seconded to CIA as CIA detailees.
Secord describes his own service as a CIA detailee with Air America in first
Vietnam and then Laos, in cooperation with the CIA station chief Theodore
Shackley.16 Secord later worked with Oliver North to supply arms and
materiel to the Contras in Honduras; he also developed a small air force for



them, using many former Air America pilots.17 Because of this experience
in air operations, Casey and North had selected Secord to troubleshoot the
deliveries of weapons to Iran in the Iran-Contra operation.18 (Aderholt and
Dearborn also served in the Laotian CIA operation and later in supporting
the Contras.)

As MEGA operatives in Azerbaijan, Secord, Aderholt, Dearborn, and
their men engaged in military training, passed “brown bags filled with
cash” to members of the government, and set up an airline on the model of
Air America, which soon was picking up hundreds of mujahideen
mercenaries in Afghanistan.19 (Secord and Aderholt claim to have left
Azerbaijan before the mujahideen arrived.) Meanwhile, Hekmatyar, who at
the time was still allied with bin Laden, was “observed recruiting Afghan
mercenaries [that is, Arab Afghans] to fight in Azerbaijan against Armenia
and its Russian allies.”20 At this time, with the blessings of the ISI, heroin
flooded from Afghanistan through Baku into Chechnya, Russia, Europe,
and even North America.21 It is difficult to believe that MEGA’s airline (so
much like Air America) did not become involved.22

The operation was not a small one. According to one source, “Over the
course of the next two years, the company they founded [MEGA Oil]
procured thousands of dollars worth of weapons and recruited at least two
thousand Afghan mercenaries for Azerbaijan—the first mujahedin to fight
on the territory of the former Communist Bloc.”23 In 1993 the mujahideen
also contributed to the ouster of Azerbaijan’s elected president, Abulfaz
Elchibey, and his replacement by an ex-Communist Brezhnev-era leader,
Heidar Aliyev. At stake was an $8 billion oil contract with a consortium of
Western oil companies headed by the multinational BP. Part of the contract
would be a pipeline that would, for the first time, not pass through Russian-
controlled territory when exporting oil from the Caspian basin to Turkey.
Thus the contract was bitterly opposed by Russia and required an Azeri
leader willing to stand up to the former Soviet Union.

The Arab Afghans helped supply that muscle. Their own eyes were set
on fighting Russia in the disputed Armenian-Azeri region of Nagorno-
Karabakh and in liberating the neighboring Muslim areas of Russia,
Chechnya and Dagestan. To this end, as the 9/11 Commission Report notes,
the bin Laden organization established an NGO in Baku, which became a



base for terrorism elsewhere.24 It also became a transshipment point for
Afghan heroin to the Chechen mafia, whose branches “extended not only to
the London arms market, but also throughout continental Europe and North
America.”25 The Arab Afghans’ Azeri operations are said to have been
financed in part with Afghan heroin.26

This foreign Islamist presence in Baku was also supported by bin
Laden’s financial network.27 With bin Laden’s guidance and Saudi support,
Baku soon became a base for jihadi operations against Dagestan and
Chechnya in Russia.28 An informed article argued in 1999 that Pakistan’s
ISI, facing its own disposal problem with the militant Arab-Afghan
veterans, trained and armed them in Afghanistan to fight in Chechnya. The
ISI also allegedly encouraged the flow of Afghan drugs westward to
support Chechen and Kashmiri militants, thus diminishing the flow into
Pakistan itself.29

As author and consultant Michael Griffin has observed, the regional
conflicts in Nagorno-Karabakh and other disputed areas, including
Abkhazia, Turkish Kurdistan, and Chechnya “each represented a distinct,
tactical move, crucial at the time, in discerning which power would
ultimately become master of the pipelines which, some time in this century,
will transport the oil and gas from the Caspian basin to an energy-avid
world.”30 Two Arab oil companies, Delta Oil and Nimir Oil, participated in
the Western oil consortium, along with the American firm Unocal.

It is unclear whether MEGA Oil was a front for the U.S. government or
for U.S. oil companies and their Saudi allies. U.S. oil companies have been
accused of spending millions of dollars in Azerbaijan, not just to bribe the
government but also to install it. According to a Turkish intelligence source
who was an alleged eyewitness, major oil companies, including Exxon and
Mobil, were “behind the coup d’état” that in 1993 replaced the elected
president, Abulfaz Elchibey, with his successor, Heydar Aliyev. The source
claimed to have been at meetings in Baku with “senior members of BP,
Exxon, Amoco, Mobil and the Turkish Petroleum Company. The topic was
always oil rights and, on the insistence of the Azeris, supply and arms to
Azerbaijan.” Turkish secret service documents allege middlemen paid off
key officials of the democratically elected government of the oil-rich nation
just before its president was overthrown.31



The true facts and backers of the Aliyev coup may never be fully
disclosed. But before the coup the efforts of Secord, Aderholt, Dearborn,
and Hekmatyar’s mujahideen helped contest Russian influence and prepare
for Baku’s shift away to the West.32 Three years later, in August 1996,
Amoco’s president met with Clinton and arranged for Aliyev to be invited
to Washington.33 In 1997, Clinton said that “in a world of growing energy
demand … our nation cannot afford to rely on a single region for our energy
supplies. By working closely with Azerbaijan to tap the Caspian’s
resources, we not only help Azerbaijan to prosper, we also help diversify
our energy supply and strengthen our energy’s security.”34

But the interest in Azerbaijan was bipartisan. James Baker, George H. W.
Bush’s secretary of state, was then and still was a decade later a member of
the United States–Azerbaijan Chamber of Commerce. So was Dick Cheney.
During the 1990s the council’s cochairman was Richard Armitage, later one
of the so-called Vulcans or neocons in George W. Bush’s State Department,
who in this period visited Aliyev in Azerbaijan on behalf of Texaco.35

UNOCAL, THE TALIBAN, AND BIN LADEN
IN AFGHANISTAN

The accusations against Amoco, Exxon, and Mobil in Azerbaijan parallel
those from European sources against Unocal in Afghanistan, which has
been accused of helping, along with Delta Oil, to finance the Taliban’s
seizure of Kabul in 1996. (At this time the Taliban was also receiving funds
from Saudi Arabia and Osama bin Laden.) The respected French observer
Olivier Roy has charged that “when the Taleban took power in Afghanistan
(1996), it was largely orchestrated by the Pakistani secret service [the ISI]
and the oil company Unocal, with its Saudi ally Delta.”36 Unocal executive
John Maresca then testified in 1998 to the House Committee on
International Relations on the benefits of a proposed oil pipeline through
Afghanistan to the coast of Pakistan.37 A second natural gas pipeline
(Centgas) was also contemplated by Unocal.

For Unocal to advance its own funds for the Taliban conquest would
have been in violation of U.S. law, which is why such companies



customarily resort to middlemen. No such legal restraints would have
inhibited Unocal’s Saudi partner in its Centgas consortium, Delta Oil. But
Delta Oil has asserted emphatically that it took no part in orchestrating or
financing the Taliban’s assumption of power in Afghanistan. (Delta was
already an investor with Unocal in the oilfields of Azerbaijan and may have
been a factor in the October 1995 decision of Turkmenistan’s president
Saparmurat Niyazov to sign, in New York, a new pipeline contract with
Unocal/Delta.38)

As I wrote in 1996, in my book Deep Politics and the Death of JFK,
citing the case of a U.S. oil company in Tunisia, “it is normal, not unusual,
for the entry of major U.S. firms into Third World countries to be facilitated
and sustained, indeed made possible, by corruption.”39 This has long been
the case, but in the Reagan 1980s this practice was escalated by a new
generation of aggressively risk-taking, law-bending “cowboy”
entrepreneurs. The pace was set by new corporations like Enron, a high-
debt merger that was in part guided by the junk-bond impresario Michael
Milken. Some have speculated that Enron also had a potential interest in the
Unocal gas pipeline project through Afghanistan.

By 1997 Enron was negotiating a $2 billion joint venture with Neftegas
of Uzbekistan to develop Uzbekistan’s natural gas. This was a huge project
backed by a $400 million commitment from the U.S. government through
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). Uzbekistan also
signed a memo of agreement to participate in the Centgas gas pipeline. The
Enron Uzbek negotiations collapsed in 1998.40 Enron’s short-term plans
had been to export Uzbek gas west to Kazakhstan, Turkey, and Europe.
However, some have claimed that Enron hoped eventually to supply, via the
Centgas pipeline, its failing energy plant in Dabhol, India. (Without a cheap
gas supply, the cost of electricity from Dabhol was so great that Indians
refused to buy it.41)

In the first half of 2001 the Bush administration attempted to revive
negotiations with the Taliban for the pipeline, as a quid pro quo for agreeing
to a national unity government with Ahmed Shah Massoud’s Northern
Alliance and extraditing Osama bin Laden.42 As the distinguished social
scientist Chalmers Johnson has commented, “Support for this enterprise
[the dual oil and gas pipelines] appears to have been a major consideration
in the Bush administration’s decision to attack Afghanistan on October 7,



2001.”43 Political commentator Kevin Phillips has agreed that “plans were
discussed in the spring and summer of 2001—well before the events of
September—for hamstringing Iraq and convincing the Taliban in
Afghanistan to accept construction of an American (Unocal) pipeline from
Turkmenistan through Kabul to Karachi, Pakistan.”44

In my book Drugs, Oil, and War, I quote again from Olivier Roy: “It is
the Americans who have made inroads in Central Asia, primarily because
of the oil and gas interests. Chevron and Unocal are political actors who
talk as equals with the States (that is, with the presidents).”45 It is clear they
talk as equals in the current Bush administration. Both the president and
vice president are former oilmen, as were some of their oldest friends and
political backers, such as Kenneth Lay of Enron.46

AL QAEDA, THE KOSOVO LIBERATION
ARMY, AND THE TRANS-BALKAN PIPELINE

The United States, al Qaeda, and oil company interests converged again in
Kosovo. Although the origins of the Kosovo tragedy were rooted in local
enmities, oil became a prominent aspect of the outcome. There the al
Qaeda-backed UCK (or Kosovo Liberation Army, KLA) was directly
supported and politically empowered by NATO, beginning in 1998. But
according to a source of freelance journalist Tim Judah, KLA
representatives had already met with American, British, and Swiss
intelligence agencies in 1996 and possibly “several years earlier.”47 Some
of these connections may have been through American private military
companies like MPRI. Sources have spoken of “the longstanding
relationship between KLA Commander Agim Çeku and MPRI General
Richard Griffiths,” dating back to their joint involvement in the planning of
Operation Storm in 1995 by the Croatian Armed Forces against the
Serbians.48 This was back when Arab Afghan members of the KLA, like
Abdul-Wahid al-Qahtani, were fighting in Bosnia.49

Mainstream accounts of the Kosovo war are silent about the role of al
Qaeda in training and financing the KLA, yet this fact has been recognized
by experts and to my knowledge never contested by them.50 For example,



James Bissett, former Canadian ambassador to Yugoslavia, has said: “Many
members of the Kosovo Liberation Army were sent for training in terrorist
camps in Afghanistan… . Milosevic is right. There is no question of their
[al Qaeda’s] participation in conflicts in the Balkans. It is very well
documented.”51 In March 2002, Michael Steiner, the United Nations
administrator in Kosovo, warned of “importing the Afghan danger to
Europe,” because several cells trained and financed by al Qaeda remained
in the region.52

As late as 1997 the KLA had been recognized by the United States as a
terrorist group supported in part by the heroin traffic.53 The Washington
Times reported in 1999 that “the Kosovo Liberation Army, which the
Clinton administration has embraced and some members of Congress want
to arm as part of the NATO bombing campaign, is a terrorist organization
that has financed much of its war effort with profits from the sale of
heroin.”54 Drug historian Alfred McCoy supplies a detailed and footnoted
corroboration: “Albanian exiles used drug profits to ship Czech and Swiss
arms back to Kosovo for the separatist guerrillas of the Kosovo Liberation
Army (KLA). In 1997–98, these Kosovar drug syndicates armed the KLA
for a revolt against Belgrade’s army… . Even after the 1999 Kumanovo
agreement settled the Kosovo conflict, the U.N. administration of the
province … allowed a thriving heroin traffic along this northern route from
Turkey. The former commanders of the KLA, both local clans and aspiring
national leaders, continued to dominate the transit traffic through the
Balkans.”55

Yet once again, as in Azerbaijan, these drug-financed Islamist jihadis
received American assistance, this time from the U.S. government.56 While
the American deep state was developing links with the KLA, the State
Department (on behalf of the public state) was trying to promote the
legitimacy of Ibrahim Rugova, the elected Kosovo Albanian president with
a dedicated commitment to Gandhi-like nonviolence and reconciliation. But
Rugova’s standing in Kosovo had been fatally weakened in 1995, when he
sent a delegation to the Dayton Conference dealing with Bosnia and it was
totally ignored.57

At the time critics charged that U.S. oil interests were interested in
building a Trans-Balkan pipeline with U.S. Army protection. Although



initially ridiculed, these critics were eventually proven correct.58 BBC
News announced in December 2004 that a $1.2 billion pipeline, south of a
huge new U.S. Army base in Kosovo, had been given a go-ahead by the
governments of Albania, Bulgaria, and Macedonia.59 Much of the financing
came from the U.S. government’s Overseas Private Investment Corporation
and private American firms, as originally proposed in 1996, when the
corridor involved had been laid out as part of the Clinton administration’s
South Balkan Development Initiative.60

The closeness of the KLA to al Qaeda was acknowledged again in the
Western press, after Afghan-connected KLA guerrillas proceeded in 2001 to
conduct guerrilla warfare in Macedonia. Press accounts included an Interpol
report containing the allegation that one of bin Laden’s senior lieutenants
was the commander of an elite KLA unit operating in Kosovo in 1999.61

This was probably Mohammed al-Zawahiri. The American right wing,
which opposed Clinton’s actions in Kosovo, has transmitted reports “that
the KLA’s head of elite forces, Muhammed al-Zawahiri, was the brother of
Ayman al-Zawahiri, the military commander for bin Laden’s Al Qaeda.”62

Meanwhile, analyst Marcia Kurop has written in the Wall Street Journal
that “the Egyptian surgeon turned terrorist leader Ayman Al-Zawahiri has
operated terrorist training camps, weapons of mass destruction factories and
money-laundering and drug-trading networks throughout Albania, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Bulgaria, Turkey and Bosnia.”63

According to Yossef Bodansky, director of the U.S. Congressional Task
Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare: “Bin Laden’s Arab
‘Afghans’ also have assumed a dominant role in training the Kosovo
Liberation Army… . [By mid-March 1999 the KLA included] many
elements controlled and/or sponsored by the U.S., German, British, and
Croatian intelligence services.”64 Ramush Haradinaj, described by the
London Observer as a drug trafficker and “the key U.S. military and
intelligence asset in Kosovo during the civil war,” was later tried as a war
criminal before the Hague War Crimes Tribunal.65 Meanwhile, by 2000,
according to DEA statistics, Afghan heroin accounted for almost 20 percent
of the heroin seized in the United States—nearly double the percentage
taken four years earlier. Much of it is now distributed by Kosovar
Albanians.66



AL QAEDA AND THE PETROLEUM-
MILITARY-FINANCIAL COMPLEX

It is important to understand that the conspicuous influence of petroleum
money in the administration of two Bush presidents was also prominent
under President Clinton. A former CIA officer, Robert Baer, complained
about the oil lobby’s influence with Sheila Heslin of Clinton’s National
Security Council staff: “Heslin’s sole job, it seemed, was to carry water for
an exclusive club known as the Foreign Oil Companies Group, a cover for a
cartel of major petroleum companies doing business in the Caspian… .
Another thing I learned was that Heslin wasn’t soloing. Her boss, Deputy
National Security Adviser Sandy Berger, headed the inter-agency
committee on Caspian oil policy, which made him in effect the
government’s ambassador to the cartel, and Berger wasn’t a disinterested
player. He held $90,000 worth of stock in Amoco, probably the most
influential member of the cartel… . The deeper I got, the more Caspian oil
money I found sloshing around Washington.”67

The oil companies’ meeting with Heslin in summer 1995 was followed
shortly by the creation of an interagency governmental committee to
formulate U.S. policy toward the Caspian. The Clinton administration
listened to the oil companies, and in 1998 began committing U.S. troops to
joint training exercises in Uzbekistan.68 This made neighboring countries
like Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, wary of Russia, more eager to grant
exploration and pipeline rights to American companies.69 But Clinton did
not yield to Unocal’s strenuous lobbying in 1996 for U.S. recognition of the
Taliban as a condition for building the pipeline from Turkmenistan. Clinton
declined in the end to do so, responding instead to the strongly voiced
political opposition, especially from women’s groups, over the Taliban’s
treatment of women.70

The three-way symbiosis of al Qaeda, oil companies, and the Pentagon is
still visible in the case of Azerbaijan, for example. Now the Pentagon is
protecting the Aliyev regime (where a younger Aliyev, in a dubious
election, succeeded his father). As Chalmers Johnson wrote in his Sorrows
of Empire: “The Department of Defense at first proposed that Azerbaijan
also receive an IMET [International Military Education and Training] grant



of $750,000 and an FMF [Foreign Military Financing] grant of $3 million
in 2003 as part of the war on terrorism but later admitted that the funds
were actually intended to protect U.S. access to oil in and around the
Caspian Sea.”71

Thanks to al Qaeda, U.S. bases have sprung up close to oilfields and
pipelines in Georgia, Kosovo, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. As petroleum
scholar Michael Klare has noted, “Already [U.S.] troops from the Southern
Command (Southcom) are helping to defend Colombia’s Caño Limón
pipeline… . Likewise, soldiers from the European Command (Eurcom) are
training local forces to protect the newly constructed Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan
pipeline in Georgia… . Finally, the ships and planes of the U.S. Pacific
Command (Pacom) are patrolling vital tanker routes in the Indian Ocean,
South China Sea, and the western Pacific… . Slowly but surely, the U.S.
military is being converted into a global oil-protection service.”72

A survey of U.S. history since World War II suggests that the American
deep state has consistently used the resources of drug-trafficking terrorists,
and more recently those of al Qaeda, to further its own ends, particularly
with respect to oil, at the expense of the public order and well-being of the
American public state.73 But underlying this symbiosis is another factor—
the interpenetration of the U.S. political and financial establishment with
the establishments of nations supporting terrorists, most notably Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan.

MUSLIM GROUPS, AL QAEDA, AND THE
WEST

The Muslim World League (MWL, or Rabita al-Alam al-Islami) was
founded by Crown Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia back in 1962 with funds
contributed partly by the oil company Aramco, in those days still controlled
by U.S. oil majors.74 The scholar Saïd Aburish has noted CIA’s approval of
this ideological use of Islam against both Communism and above all pan-
Arabist Nasserism: “Faisal … decided to play his country’s Muslim card by
convening an International Islamic Conference in Mecca. The main
outcome of the conference was the emergence of the Saudi-financed
Muslim World League… . Internally, Faisal, with considerable help from



the CIA in the form of operatives attached to Aramco, encouraged the
formation of anti-socialist Muslim groups, particularly around the oil centre
of Dhahran. (There is reason to believe that some of the anti-Saudi and anti-
American Islamic groups today are the radicalized successors of these
groups.) … The then leader of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, Sayed
Kuttub, a man Faisal sponsored to undermine Nasser, openly admitted that
during this period [the 1960s] ‘America made Islam.’”75

Many sources agree that in supporting the Afghan jihad, “Prince Turki
al-Faisal Saud, the head of the Saudi General Intelligence agency, managed
the Saudi contribution, aided by Prince Salman, the governor of Riyadh.
Bin Laden worked closely with Prince Turki during this period, effectively
working as an arm of Saudi intelligence. In addition the Muslim World
League, headed by the leading Saudi cleric Shaikh Abd al-Aziz bin Baz,
provided funding.”76 As late as 1995 and 1996, the MWL was still close to
al Qaeda elements like the Harkat-ul-Ansar (HuA), an ISI-supported
terrorist group active in Kashmir, Tajikistan, Chechnya, and Bosnia.77 At
that time the HuA deputy chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman Khalil was invited
to the 34th MWL Congress in Mecca and also spoke there to the World
Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY).78 Two years later, in February 1998,
he cosigned bin Laden’s 1998 edict that declared it a Muslim duty to kill
Americans and Jews. By 2004, through his journal Al Hilal, Khalil was
urging volunteers to fight U.S. forces in Afghanistan and Iraq.79

Organizations like the MWL and WAMY are hard to characterize
because of their range of connections from their nations’ establishments to
radicals with al Qaeda. The U.S. branch of WAMY in particular has aroused
conflicting responses from U.S. authorities, with investigations repeatedly
overruled. It seems clear that, as a legacy of Saudi Arabia’s special status,
such organizations have been protected from investigation. According to
former federal prosecutor John Loftus and others, there was a block in force
in the 1980s against antiterrorism actions that might embarrass the Saudis.80

This block was still in place in the 1990s with respect to the chair of
WAMY in Virginia, Osama bin Laden’s nephew (or cousin) Abdullah bin
Laden. The FBI opened an investigation of Abdullah bin Laden in February
1996, calling WAMY “a suspected terrorist organization,” but the
investigation was closed down six months later.81



Journalist Steven Emerson later testified to the 9/11 Commission that
WAMY “has openly supported Islamic terrorism … [and] has consistently
portrayed the United States, Jews, Christians, and other infidels as enemies
who have to be defeated or killed.”82 But as of mid-2004, WAMY had not
yet been listed as a terrorist organization. Even a month after 9/11,
WAMY’s leader, Abdullah bin Laden, said that his only contact with the
FBI had been a brief phone call.83

WAMY, THE SAFA GROUP, PTECH, AND 9/11

In March 2002 the home of Jamal Barzinji, WAMY’s former U.S.
representative, was raided as part of Operation Green Quest, a terrorist
financing probe. But before that Barzinji had been used by the U.S. Army
as a resource for vetting Muslim chaplains in the U.S. Army.84 Barzinji was
a member of “what U.S. investigators have dubbed the ‘Safa Group,’ a
complicated array of individuals and interlocking for-profit and nonprofit
entities allegedly involved in financing Islamic terrorism.” According to a
Customs official’s affidavit, “Barzinji is an officer of at least 14 Safa Group
entities, and his neighbor, M. Yaqub Mirza, is an officer of 29 Safa Group
entities. Mirza was also a board member of Ptech, a Quincy[,
Massachusetts–]based computer software company raided by federal agents
last year as part of Operation Green Quest.”85

The Boston Herald reported later that another “subject of the probe is
Ptech, which was bankrolled by Yasin al-Qadi, a wealthy Saudi investor
who has been officially designated by the U.S. government as a terrorism
financier. Ptech was raided by federal agents in December 2002 and
remains under investigation, sources said. No officers or employees of the
company have been charged with a crime and al-Qadi has denied any
involvement in financing terrorists. The company’s close relationship with
al-Qadi is of concern to investigators because Ptech provided software and
consulting to numerous federal agencies, including the FBI, the Federal
Aviation Administration and the Department of Defense.”86 Yassin al-Qadi
(or al-Kadi), who managed and directed the Muwafaq Foundation, was
added to the U.S. list of specially designated global terrorists in October
2001, one month after 9/11. As a result his assets were frozen.



It is extremely difficult to accept uncritically, or even objectively
criticize, U.S. judgments about Muslim foundations in America and their
donors, because of the passions and commitments of most sources. On the
one hand we have journalists like Greg Palast who allege that “investigators
were ordered to ‘back off’ from any inquiries into Saudi Arabian financing
of terror networks,” because “Clinton and the Bushes were reluctant to
discomfort the Saudis by unearthing their connections to terrorists.”87 A
specific instance was the complaint of FBI agent Robert Wright that FBI
headquarters systematically obstructed his efforts in Chicago to investigate
Yassin al-Qadi and his investment company BMI. In a subsequent suit
against the FBI, Wright charged that this block “allowed foreign-born
terrorist operatives, such as the perpetrators of the Sept. 11 attacks, to
engage in illegal activities in the United States.”88

On the other hand, al-Qadi denied vigorously that he had ever sent
money to Osama bin Laden or his al Qaeda organization. Al-Qadi’s
foundation had been sending money to such charitable causes as Bosnian
Muslims, before it was shut down in 1996.89 The Treasury Department’s
designation did not disclose the reason for designating al-Qadi as a terrorist.
However, pro-Israel sources pointed to his foundation’s support for the
Quranic Literacy Institute (QLI), one of whose employees, Mohammed
Abdul Hamid Khalil Salah, was convicted in Israel in 1993 of distributing
money and weapons to operatives of Hamas.90 QLI leaders were
subsequently found liable in a multimillion dollar damage suit brought by
the family of an American Jew slain in Palestine. But the moderate Council
on American Islamic Relations complained that the trial was a travesty,
inasmuch as the QLI, whose funds were also frozen by Treasury decree,
could not begin to mount an adequate legal defense.91

The case against al-Qadi remains conflicted and (in my opinion)
unproven. However, there were different, security-related questions with
respect to the al-Qadi/BMI-related firm Ptech. Ptech was a company that
specialized in enterprise architecture—essentially “the blueprints of the
information contained on computer networks.” Ptech’s software was used
for sensitive operations by many U.S. government agencies, including both
houses of Congress, the White House, Treasury Department (Secret
Service), CIA, the FBI, Army, Air Force, Navy, Department of Energy, the
FAA, the IRS, IBM, Enron, and NATO.92



Indira Singh, a onetime senior employee of J. P. Morgan, shared her
concerns about Ptech with her bank, the FBI, and eventually Senator Chuck
Grassley. Customs then raided Ptech headquarters on the night of December
5–6, 2002, but the next day White House spokesman Ari Fleischer gave
Ptech an extraordinary clean bill of health.93 The Customs investigation
was subsequently taken over by the FBI and went nowhere. Singh later told
a public meeting that “when Ari Fleischer said there was nothing wrong
with Ptech I became persona non grata, blacklisted everywhere.”94

Specifically, Singh’s employers told her to forget the subject, and the FBI
investigation came to a stop. Her employment at J. P. Morgan was soon
terminated.

So, in short order, was Operation Green Quest. On the same day as the
Ptech raid, December 6, 2002, treasury secretary Paul O’Neill was
unexpectedly fired. Customs, the lead agency in Green Quest, was then
taken from Treasury and moved into the new Department of Homeland
Security. In April 2003, Green Quest investigators told Newsweek that their
work was being stymied by the FBI.95 On May 13, 2003, homeland security
secretary Tom Ridge signed a memo of understanding giving the FBI sole
control over terrorist-related financial investigations. Less than two months
later, on June 30, Green Quest was formally dissolved.96

Singh, however, had confided her concerns about Ptech to a CBS
newsman, Joe Bergantino. He later told NPR’s All Things Considered that
“the worst-case scenario is that this is a situation where this was planned for
a very long time to establish a company in this country and in the computer
software business that would target federal agencies and gain access to key
government data to essentially help terrorists launch another attack.”97

Singh explained how well positioned Ptech was to create a crisis like 9/11:
“Ptech was with Mitre [Corporation] in the basement of the FAA for two
years prior to 9/11. Their specific job is to look at interoperability issues the
FAA had with NORAD [North American Aerospace Defense Command]
and the Air Force in the case of an emergency. If anyone was in a position
to know that the FAA—that there was a window of opportunity or to insert
software or to change anything it would have been Ptech along with
Mitre.”98

Just as alarming was what Singh had to say about drugs: “I did a number
of things in my research and when I ran into the drugs I was told that if I



mentioned the money to the drugs around 9/11 that would be the end of me.
That is a current threat that I’m under and therefore I will speak out about
the drugs at another forum.”99 (Singh’s remarks about 9/11 and drugs have
been obliquely echoed on many occasions, principally in Vanity Fair, by
another fired whistleblower, former FBI translator Sibel Edmonds.100)

THE SAUDI-TEXAS-GENEVA CONNECTION

Singh also told another journalist that disgruntled Boston FBI agents had
told her privately that their hands were tied on Ptech, because “Saudis have
been given a free pass for 9/11.”101 This echoes the complaints of two other
FBI agents: Robert Wright and John O’Neill.102 As already noted, Wright
formally complained in 2000 about the obstruction of his investigation of
Yassin al-Qadi and his firm BMI, an investment banking firm of which
Ptech was allegedly “the crown jewel.”103 (Two of Ptech’s founding
directors were former employees of BMI; and one of them, former BMI
director Hussein Ibrahim, became Ptech’s vice president and chief
scientist.104)

Eventually in June 2003 the FBI arrested BMI’s administrator, Soliman
S. Biheiri, on charges that through BMI Biheiri had handled investments for
several designated terrorists, including Yassin al-Qadi, Hamas leader Mousa
Abu Marzouk, and Sheikh Youssef al-Qaradawi, a radical cleric banned
from the United States since 1999.105 Undoubtedly Ptech, despite being at
the nerve center of a U.S. response to aerial attack, also had its own
independent al-Kifah/al Qaeda connection. A Ptech employee, Muhamed
Mubayyid, was treasurer of a little-known Arab charity, Care International,
which “was the Boston branch of the Al-Kifah Refugee Center, based in
Brooklyn, N.Y.” In May 2005, Mubayyid was indicted on federal charges of
lying to authorities investigating the charity’s alleged ties to terrorist
organizations.106

In 2001 the Toronto Star reviewed the intricate interplay of oil politics,
Saudi Arabia, and al Qaeda, and commented:

Earlier this month, the Guardian, a U.K. newspaper, reported that
FBI agents had been told by the Bush administration to back off



investigating members of the bin Laden clan living in the U.S. In
September, the Wall Street Journal documented the lucrative
business connections between the bin Laden family and senior
U.S. Republicans, including the president’s father, George Bush
Sr.

What are we to make of all this? One possible conclusion is
that the bin Laden terror problem was allowed to get out of hand
because bin Laden, himself, had powerful protectors in both
Washington and Saudi Arabia.107

Indeed. Many observers have noted, from as early as 1992, that George
W. Bush’s first oil venture, Arbusto, received a $50,000 investment from
Texan James Bath, who first made his fortune by investing money for Saudi
millionaires.108 Such little investments purchased political influence.
According to Kevin Phillips, “James Bath, who invested fifty thousand
dollars in the 1979 and 1980 Arbusto partnerships, probably did so as U.S.
business representative for rich Saudi investors Salem bin Laden and
Khalid bin Mahfouz… . Both men were involved with the Bank of Credit
and Commerce International… . A decade later, Harken Energy, the
company willing to handsomely buy out George W.’s crumbling oil and gas
business, had its own CIA connections… . 17.6 percent of Harken’s stock
was owned by Abdullah Baksh.”109 (Khalid bin Mahfouz has categorically
denied being an investor in either Arbusto or Harken Energy. This would
imply that George W.’s original Saudi benefactor was Osama bin Laden’s
half-brother, Salem bin Laden.)

The first deals with Arbusto were negotiated as George W.’s father was
preparing to run for the presidency in 1979 and 1980. The second deal with
Harken began in 1987, as he “was positioning himself to succeed
Reagan.”110 There are other Saudi-Bush investments. Much has been
written about “the Carlyle Group … an integral part of the Military-
Industrial-Government Complex,” some of whose more prominent
members are James A. Baker III, former secretary of defense Frank C.
Carlucci, and former president George H. W. Bush. “Until shortly after
September 11,” journalist Ben. C. Toledano has written, “the Bin Laden
family of Saudi Arabia had substantial investments in the Carlyle
Group.”111



More relevant to 9/11 was the Kuwait-American Corporation (Kuw-
Am), in which major investors were the elder President Bush’s younger
brother Marvin Bush and Mishal Yousef Saud al-Sabah of the Kuwaiti royal
family.112 KuwAm backed the security firm for the World Trade Center on
9/11: Securacom, later renamed Stratasec. One principal in Securacom was
Marvin Bush, while another was the president’s cousin Wirt D. Walker III,
CEO of the firm.113 But these investments are only particular symptoms of
the Saudi stake in the ravenous U.S. financial establishment, not clues to
some central role in it. Since the “twin pillars” doctrine of 1974, a great
deal of Saudi wealth has been lavished on the eminenti of American
political parties in general and the Bush family circle in particular.

For example, Khalid bin Mahfouz helped finance the construction of
Houston’s tallest building, the Texas Commerce Tower, in conjunction with
the family bank of James Baker, the close friend of Bush the elder and
Reagan’s chief of staff after 1981. The building was completed in 1982, and
the thirty-two-year-old bin Mahfouz then “shared business interests with the
chief of staff to the president of the United States.”114 In 1985, bin Mahfouz
was one of the Saudi financiers who bought out the Baker bank interest in
the tower for $200 million. This was $60 million more than it had cost to
build the bank tower four years earlier. The sale was made “in the depth of
Texas’ real estate crash … at a time when it was difficult to give away
office space in Houston.”115

One glaring example of Saudi influence was the federal government’s
reluctance to prosecute BCCI (in which bin Mahfouz was for a few belated
years a leading shareholder), after the bank had been exposed for illegally
acquiring a U.S. affiliate, First American. A former National Security
Council economist told coauthors Jonathan Beaty and S. C. Gwynne that
“Baker didn’t pursue BCCI because he thought a prosecution of the bank
would damage the United States reputation as a safe haven for flight capital
and overseas investments.”116

Toledano has summarized the opinions of those who see a more Texan
motivation: “Kevin Phillips writes that ‘no other political family in the
United States has had anything remotely resembling the Bushes’ four
decade relationship with the Saudi royal family and the oil sheiks of the
Persian Gulf.’ All of the arrangements—’arms deals and oil deals and
consultancies,’ according to William Hartung of the World Policy Institute



—have made our government reluctant to investigate the Saudis.”117 BCCI
patronage extended also to Democrats, even to the Democratic Senate
Campaign Committee, which in 1990 was cochaired by Senator John F.
Kerry and by David L. Paul of the notorious S & L CenTrust Savings Bank
of Miami. CenTrust’s major stockholder and close associate of Paul was
Ghaith Pharaon of BCCI.118

Phillips, looking over three decades of Saudi penetration and immunity,
has observed:

[George H. W.] Bush, while running the CIA in 1976, enlisted as
a CIA asset James Bath, the U.S. representative of major BCCI
investor Khalid bin Mahfouz, as well as the BCCI-linked bin
Laden family… . One of Bush’s major 1976 priorities was
expanding its cooperation with Saudi intelligence, at the time run
by Sheikh Kamal Adham, who also had close financial ties to
BCCI. The possibility that George H. W. Bush was an architect,
not a victim or dupe, of BCCI’s emerging and corrupting
international role would help to explain why Bush could have
been so centrally involved in the three major political scandals of
the 1980s—October Surprise (1980–81), Iran-Contra (1984–86),
and Iraqgate (1981–90)—that partly involved covert financing of
clandestine arms deals and relationships with Iraq and Iran… .
His son’s restoration in 2000 renewed [these scandals’] political
and legal relevance.119

The failure to be more aggressive about Saudi involvement in the BCCI
scandal was indeed replicated with respect to 9/11. Toledano observed: “[In
2003] the House and Senate Intelligence Committees prepared a joint report
concerning September 11 and how it might have been prevented. Before the
report was released, the Bush White House demanded certain deletions,
including a 28-page section relating to the Saudis.”120 A diplomatic reason
for this was given on the BBC by journalist Greg Palast: “State wanted to
keep the pro-American Saudi royal family in control of the world’s biggest
oil spigot, even at the price of turning a blind eye to any terrorist connection
so long as America was safe.”121

Thus a number of authors, such as Kevin Phillips, have portrayed a
Bush-Saudi or Texas-Saudi connection, targeting Khalid bin Mahfouz and



the Carlyle Group in particular.122 It would be more accurate to talk of a
Texas-Saudi-Geneva connection. Bruce Rappaport’s Inter Maritime Bank in
Geneva, mentioned earlier, also had business connections with BCCI, the
bin Laden family, and the Bush family. Alfred Hartmann, vice president of
Rappaport’s Inter Maritime Bank and a BCCI director, was also chairman
of a BCCI-owned bank, the Banque de Commerce et de Placements (BCP),
which in 1986 brokered a $25 million investment, triggered by George W.
Bush, in oil company Harken Energy.123 Only a racial bias can lead one to
focus on the Saudis in this Bush-Harken connection, while excluding
Rappaport.

It would be more accurate to say that there is a global overworld, in
which American, Arab, and Jewish superwealth have become thoroughly
intermingled. We live in an era when Arabs have become major
shareholders in such major U.S. corporations as Citigroup, Chase
Manhattan Bank, Hyatt Hotels, Mobil, Chevron, and News Corp.124 Arab
bankers and CEOs also are represented on the policy task forces of the
Council on Foreign Relations. Rappaport, meanwhile, has been located at
“the intersection of illicit Russian money and the Bank of New York,”
through which perhaps as much as $10 billion in Russian flight money
passed in less than a year.125

In the wake of Harken Energy, Arab investors, along with Russian
oligarchs like Boris Berezovsky, still contribute start-up capital for the
dubious ventures of those now close to the White House, notably Neil
Bush’s educational firm Ignite! Inc.126 One of these ventures is the private
military company Diligence Middle East in Iraq. This is headed by former
FEMA chief Joe Allbaugh, whom I discuss further in consideration of 9/11
itself.

I have argued elsewhere that in this global overworld there exist meta-
groups transcending ideological and religious differences, which collaborate
with, and are capable of modifying, governmental policy (particularly but
not exclusively with respect to the international drug traffic). BCCI was one
such meta-group. Berezovsky representatives participated in another, which
allegedly met in Saudi billionaire arms dealer Adnan Khashoggi’s villa in
France and has been accused of plotting the “Russian 9/11” of Moscow
bombings in 1999.127 Somewhere within the shadowy Texas-Saudi-Geneva
milieu there is surely room for a meta-group as well.



Much of the debate over 9/11 has been focused on what I have called a
false dilemma: whether it was Islamists or the U.S. government who were
responsible for the disaster. We should at least contemplate the possibility
that it was a global meta-group, working as “an unrecognized Force X
operating in the world,” that had the various resources and far-reaching
connections necessary for the successful plot.128



ELEVEN 
 PARALLEL STRUCTURES AND PLANS

FOR CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT
We’re there because the fact of the matter is that part of the world
controls the world supply of oil, and whoever controls the supply
of oil, especially if it were a man like Saddam Hussein, with a
large army and sophisticated weapons, would have a stranglehold
on the American economy and on—indeed on the world
economy.
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, 1990

To initiate a war of aggression, therefore, is not only an
international crime; it is the supreme international crime, differing
only from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the
accumulated evil of the whole.
Judge Robert H. Jackson, Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal,
1946

I don’t care what the international lawyers say, we are going to
kick some ass.
George W. Bush, September 11, 2001

THE STRATEGY OF TENSION IN EUROPE
AND AMERICA

The idea that sectors of government might sponsor extremists in acts of
terrorism against their own people is, initially, almost unthinkable. Yet this
unthinkable possibility has clearly happened in Italy, with the celebrated
bombings of Milan’s Piazza Fontana in 1969 and the Bologna railway
station in 1980. (Sixteen people were killed in Milan, and eighty-five in



Bologna.) Although anarchists took part in these bombings, and were
initially blamed for them, it developed that the bombings were part of a
“strategy of tension” orchestrated by Italian military intelligence.1

The responsibility of Italian intelligence services has been definitively
established by Italian courts and parliamentary investigations. As Stanford
historian Thomas Sheehan wrote in the New York Review of Books, “Later
the [Piazza Fontana] massacre was traced to two neofascists, Franco Freda
and Giovanni Ventura, and to an agent of the Secret Services (SID) named
Guido Giannettini. Giannettini fled the country, but continued to receive
checks from SID for a full year. He and three high SID officials were
eventually jailed for conspiracy in the massacre.”2 But the Italians found
responsible have implicated U.S. covert actions in Italy, beginning with the
efforts by the Office of Policy Coordination to defeat the Communists in the
1948 Italian elections. General Vito Miceli, the Italian head of military
intelligence, after his arrest in 1974 on a charge of conspiring to overthrow
the government, testified “that the incriminated organization, which became
known as the ‘Parallel SID,’ was formed under a secret agreement with the
United States and within the framework of NATO.”3

Former Italian defense minister Paulo Taviani told Magistrate Casson
during a 1990 investigation “that during his time in office (1955–58), the
Italian secret services were bossed and financed by ‘the boys in Via
Veneto’—i.e. the CIA agents in the U.S. Embassy in the heart of Rome.”4

In 2000 “an Italian secret service general said … that the CIA gave its tacit
approval to a series of bombings in Italy in the 1970s to sow instability and
keep communists from taking power… . ‘The CIA wanted, through the
birth of an extreme nationalism and the contribution of the far right,
particularly Ordine Nuovo, to stop (Italy) sliding to the left,’ he said.”5

The evidence for some degree of U.S. involvement is massive but also
problematic.6 There is no doubt that the United States, operating partly
through NATO, sponsored and funded so-called stay-behind paramilitary
groups in Italy and other NATO countries (in Operation Gladio); and there
is no doubt also that the cadres and munitions of these groups were used in
the strategy of tension. For some time critics of U.S foreign policy have
stressed the role of CIA assets and Gladio terrorism in the Greek Colonels’
coup of 1967: “The Gladio ‘Sheepskin’ group was involved in a campaign
of terrorist bombings, which were blamed on the left, and two days before



the election campaign was to begin, a military coup brought to power a
junta led by George Papadopoulos, a member of the Greek intelligence
service KYP [who had been on CIA payroll since 1952].”7 This was the
climax of a period in which Greece was afflicted with “an intelligence
service gone wild” and “a shadow government with powers beyond the
control of the nation’s nominal leaders.”8

Even clearer is the continuous U.S. intervention in Italian politics after
1948, to block the formation of any government supported by the
Communist Party. In 1972, for example, CIA disbursed $10 million to
political parties, affiliated organizations, and twenty-one candidates, mostly
Christian Democrats. Ambassador Graham Martin, against CIA advice,
gave a further $800,000 to General Miceli, the Italian head of military
intelligence.9 Miceli would be tried two years later for his involvement in
the 1970 Borghese coup attempt, which the Piazza Fontana bombing of
1969 was designed to assist. Eventually he and all other defendants would
be acquitted.10

What is not yet clear, at least to me, is the degree and level of conscious
U.S. direction for Italian state violence against civilians. The official Italian
Senate investigation into Gladio concluded “without the shadow of a doubt
that elements of the CIA started in the second half of the 1960s to counter
by the use of all means the spreading … of the left.”11 But at what level
were these elements, and with what central authorization? Undoubtedly
Gladio units contributed to the Eurofascism of the 1980s, but by then many
if not most Eurofascists were anti-American as well as anti-Soviet.
Whatever the details, the perversion of Operation Gladio into sanctioned
attacks on innocent civilians illustrates the dangers of top-down power,
especially when it is off-shored and removed from the checks and balances
of an open public state.12

At least some Americans believed themselves in the strategy of tension.
William Harvey, when CIA station chief in Rome, reportedly recruited his
own “action squads” and suggested that the head of the Italian intelligence
service SIFAR (later SID) “use his ‘action squads’ to ‘carry out bombings
against Christian Democrat Party offices and certain newspapers in the
north, which were to be attributed to the left.’”13



More important, European sources allege that one of the masterminds of
the 1969 plot, Guido Giannettini, was invited in late 1961 to give a three-
day lecture course to U.S. military officers in Annapolis, on “Techniques
and Possibilities of a Coup d’Etat in Europe.”14 A few weeks later Pentagon
officials began drafting the plans known as Operation North-woods, the
first known American application of a strategy of tension. As summarized
by ABC News, “the plans reportedly included the possible assassination of
Cuban émigrés, sinking boats of Cuban refugees on the high seas, hijacking
planes, blowing up a U.S. ship, and even orchestrating violent terrorism in
U.S. cities.”15 This was at a time of developing U.S. Army interest in so-
called counterterror as a technique in counterinsurgency, as developed by
Nazis, French theorists of guerre révolutionnaire, and East European
émigrés now attached to the U.S. Army.

Thus one cannot clearly distinguish between the managed violence
advocated by Italian strategists of tension and those aping them in the
United States. International security analyst John Prados has put the issue
very forcibly: “In this age of global concern with terrorism it is especially
upsetting to discover that Western Europe and the United States
collaborated in creating networks that took up terrorism. In the United
States such nations are called ‘state sponsors’ and are the object of hostility
and sanction. Can it be the United States itself, Britain, France, Italy, and
others who should be on the list of state sponsors?”16 It is alarming
moreover to note that the Piazza Fontana bombing was planned by a
“parallel” structure, outside government control, as a prelude for a military
coup.17

CHENEY, RUMSFELD, AND COG PLANNING
IN THE 1980S

Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld have been associated since the 1980s
with a parallel planning structure in the United States. The formal goal of
this planned parallel structure was called “continuity of government”
(COG), but the name is misleading. The Progressive Review referred more
descriptively to plans for “a possible military/civilian coup.”18



The plans for what journalist James Bamford has called the “secret
government” of COG had been slowly developing, chiefly but not only
under Republican administrations, since the 1950s.19 As mentioned in
chapter 4, a major step was the creation in 1979 of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). But FEMA’s emergency planning was
radically politicized under President Reagan. By 1984, in the words of
journalist Ross Gelbspan, “Lt. Col. Oliver North was working with officials
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency … to draw up a secret
contingency plan to surveil political dissenters and to arrange for the
detention of hundreds of thousands of undocumented aliens in case of an
unspecified national emergency. The plan, part of which was code-named
Rex 84, called for the suspension of the Constitution under a number of
scenarios, including a U.S. invasion of Nicaragua… . But in addition to
groups opposing United States policies in Central America, the FEMA plan
reportedly included environmental activists, opponents of nuclear energy
and refugee assistance activists.”20

Earlier, Governor Reagan in California had authorized the development
of a counterinsurgency plan (known as Cable Splicer) and exercises to deal
with such crises, in conjunction with the U.S. Sixth Army and the Pentagon
(Operation Garden Plot). The cadres developing Cable Splicer (headed by
Louis Giuffrida), were with Reagan’s elevation to the presidency transferred
into FEMA. As head of FEMA, Giuffrida pursued plans for massive
detention of dissidents; these became so extreme that even Reagan’s
attorney general, William French Smith, raised objections.21

As developed in the mid-1980s by Oliver North in the White House, the
plans called for not just the surveillance but also the potential detention of
large numbers of American citizens. During the Iran-Contra hearings North
was asked by the congressman Jack Brooks about his work on “a
contingency plan in the event of emergency, that would suspend the
American constitution.” The chairman, Democratic senator Daniel Inouye,
ruled that this was a “highly sensitive and classified” matter, not to be dealt
with in an open hearing. This dramatic exchange was virtually ignored by
the establishment media.22

In the wake of Brooks’s question in Congress, the public was told how
attorney general William French Smith, in an August 1984 letter to NSC
chair Robert McFarlane, had written that FEMA’s proposed executive order



“exceeds its proper function as a coordinating agency for emergency
preparedness.”23 To this day it is usually reported that “Smith’s objections
apparently killed the draft executive order.”24 But the authorizing National
Security Decision Directive (NSDD 55 of September 14, 1982, on
“Enduring National Leadership”) continued in effect for a decade. It was
augmented by President Reagan on September 16, 1985, with National
Security Decision Directive 188 (NSDD 188, “Government Coordination
for National Security Emergency Preparedness”). The directives were part
of a series, augmented by additional executive orders, that authorized
ongoing “continuity planning.”25

Some of the highest-level planning for COG was conducted by a parallel
extragovernmental group. This parallel structure, operating outside normal
government channels, included the head of G. D. Searle & Co., Donald
Rumsfeld, and then congressman from Wyoming Dick Cheney.26 Overall
responsibility for the program, hidden under the innocuously named
National Program Office, was assigned to Vice President George H. W.
Bush, “with Lt. Col. Oliver North … as the National Security Council
action officer.”27

It is not fanciful to link this private parallel government to 9/11. As
detailed in chapter 12, Cheney and FEMA were reunited in May 2001:
President George W. Bush appointed Cheney to head a terrorism task force
and created a new office within FEMA, the innocuously named Office of
National Preparedness, to assist him. In effect, Bush was authorizing a
resumption of the kind of planning that Cheney and FEMA had conducted
under the heading of COG. And on September 11 the planning bore fruit: a
classified “continuity of operations plan” was implemented, at least
partially, for the first time.28

This chapter and especially the next explore the consequences of this
arresting coincidence: that the COG planning team of the 1980s was
essentially reconstituted by Bush the younger in May 2001 as a terrorism
task force, and then (after planning activities of which we know next to
nothing) a major attack on the United States (of which we also still know
next to nothing) resulted in implementation of COG. The public also knows
next to nothing about COG, except that its powers to disrupt constitutional
government are considerable.



“Continuity of government” is a reassuring title. It would be more
honest, however, to call it a “change of government” plan, since according
to Alfonso Chardy of the Miami Herald, the plan called for “suspension of
the Constitution, turning control of the government over to FEMA,
emergency appointment of military commanders to run state and local
governments and declaration of martial law during a national crisis.”29 The
plan also gave the Federal Emergency Management Agency, which had
been involved in drafting it, sweeping new powers, including internment.30

The team was planning, in effect, for the supplanting in a major crisis of
the public state by an alternative one. According to author and journalist
James Mann: “Rumsfeld and Cheney were principal actors in one of the
most highly classified programs of the Reagan Administration. Under it
U.S. officials furtively carried out detailed planning exercises for keeping
the federal government running during and after a nuclear war with the
Soviet Union. The program called for setting aside the legal rules for
presidential succession in some circumstances, in favor of a secret
procedure for putting in place a new ‘President’ and his staff. The idea was
to concentrate on speed, to preserve ‘continuity of government,’ and to
avoid cumbersome procedures; the speaker of the House, the president pro
tempore of the Senate, and the rest of Congress would play a greatly
diminished role.”31

But the planning eventually called for suspension of the Constitution, not
just “after a nuclear war” but for any “national security emergency.” This
was defined in Executive Order 12656 of 1988 as “any occurrence,
including natural disaster, military attack, technological emergency, or other
emergency, that seriously degrades or seriously threatens the national
security of the United States.”32 Clearly 9/11 met this definition.

COG planning was eventually integrated into planning by a number of
groups corresponding to different departments, dealing with different
functions. One group, the Continuity of Government Interagency Group,
dealt with devolution and relocation of government leaders, to prevent
decapitation of the government in a crisis. Another group dealt with
“command and control” problems, to ensure security for communications
and computers so that decisions could be made and implemented. Another
group, focused on the Department of Defense, planned for retaliation
against the nation’s attackers.33



In April 1994, Tim Weiner announced in the New York Times that in the
post-Soviet Clinton era, “the Doomsday Project, as it was known” was to be
closed. “The nuclear tensions of that era having subsided, the project has
less than six months to live. ‘On Oct. 1, it’s history,’ a Pentagon official
said.” Weiner added that “while some ‘continuity of government’ programs
continue under the aegis of Pentagon planners, they are pale versions of the
vision laid out by President Reagan in 1983. ‘They are realizing these
requirements are throwbacks to the cold war,’ [nuclear analyst Bruce] Blair
said. ‘They are not relevant to today’s world.’”34

This article persuaded authors James Mann and James Bamford that
Reagan’s COG plans had now been abandoned, because “there was, it
seemed, no longer any enemy in the world capable of … decapitating
America’s leadership.”35 In fact, however, only one phase of COG planning
had been terminated, a Pentagon program for response to a nuclear attack.
Instead, according to author Andrew Cockburn, a new target was found:

Although the exercises continued, still budgeted at over $200
million a year in the Clinton era, the vanished Soviets were now
replaced by terrorists… . There were other changes, too. In
earlier times the specialists selected to run the “shadow
government” had been drawn from across the political spectrum,
Democrats and Republicans alike. But now, down in the bunkers,
Rumsfeld found himself in politically congenial company, the
players’ roster being filled almost exclusively with Republican
hawks. “It was one way for these people to stay in touch. They’d
meet, do the exercise, but also sit around and castigate the
Clinton administration in the most extreme way,” a former
Pentagon official with direct knowledge of the phenomenon told
me. “You could say this was a secret government-in-waiting. The
Clinton administration was extraordinarily inattentive, [they had]
no idea what was going on.”36

Cockburn’s account requires some qualification. Richard Clarke, a
Clinton Democrat, makes it clear that he participated in the COG games in
the 1990s and indeed drafted Clinton’s Presidential Decision Directive
(PDD) 67 on “Enduring Constitutional Government and Continuity of
Government.”37 But COG planning involved different teams for different



purposes. It is quite possible that the Pentagon official was describing the
Department of Defense team dealing with retaliation.

The Pentagon official’s description of a “secret government-in-waiting”
(which still included both Cheney and Rumsfeld) is very close to the
standard definition of a cabal, as a group of persons secretly united to bring
about a change or overthrow of government. In the same era Cheney and
Rumsfeld projected change also by their public lobbying, through the
Project for the New American Century, for a more militant Middle East
policy. In light of how COG was actually implemented in 2001, one can
legitimately suspect that, however interested this group had been in
continuity of government under Reagan, under Clinton the focus of
Cheney’s and Rumsfeld’s COG planning was now a change of government.

So we should not be surprised that with the implementation of COG
came the warrantless detentions that Oliver North had planned two decades
earlier, and the warrantless eavesdropping that is their logical counterpart.
The only question is this: Were these practices decided on after 9/11, as the
Bush administration maintains? Or were they already being prepared for as
part of the COG planning revived by Cheney and FEMA in May 2001? I
return to this question in Chapters 12 through 14.

OIL AND CHENEY’S ENERGY TASK FORCE

There is the same impression of preparation for 9/11 and its consequent war
from Cheney’s other task force, the Energy Task Force. By May 2001 it had
already set out, urgently and in some detail, plans for taking control over
Iraqi oil. As many observers have pointed out, the second Bush
administration was the first in which the vice president and his own national
security staff wielded powers comparable to, perhaps even surpassing, those
of the president. Some have gone even a step further, as journalist Steve
Perry wrote in 2005: “Cheney’s office is the Pandora’s Box of the Bush
administration campaign to invade Iraq. Most of the planning as to both the
waging and selling of the war occurred under his direction, along with that
of Donald Rumsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz at the Pentagon. It was Cheney
who played the point in beating up CIA for its unhelpful analysis of the
nonthreat posed by Saddam, and Cheney along with his Defense



Department pals who effectively circumvented CIA by setting up the Office
of Special Plans at the Pentagon to funnel the administration the kind of
intelligence it wanted, largely courtesy of their longtime double-dealing
stooge, Ahmed Chalabi.”38

Perry also quotes an op-ed by former Powell chief of staff Colonel
Lawrence B. Wilkerson (U.S. Army, retired): “In President Bush’s first
term, some of the most important decisions about U.S. national security—
including vital decisions about postwar Iraq—were made by a secretive,
little-known cabal. It was made up of a very small group of people led by
Vice President Dick Cheney and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld… . I
believe that the decisions of this cabal were sometimes made with the full
and witting support of the president and sometimes with something less… .
It’s a disaster. Given the choice, I’d choose a frustrating bureaucracy over
an efficient cabal every time.”39

The vice president’s first major assignment was to discuss energy policy
in his Energy Task Force, which brought in leaders from the petroleum
industry. In fact, Cheney could be called an oil industry leader himself. As
reported The New Yorker, he served “immediately before becoming Vice-
President, as chief executive of Halliburton, the world’s largest oil-and-gas-
services company. The conglomerate, which is based in Houston, is now
[2004] the biggest private contractor for American forces in Iraq; it has
received contracts worth some eleven billion dollars for its work there.
Cheney earned forty-four million dollars during his tenure at Halliburton.
Although he has said that he ‘severed all my ties with the company,’ he
continues to collect deferred compensation worth approximately a hundred
and fifty thousand dollars a year.”40

It is clear that from at least February 2001 Cheney’s task force
discussions extended to the “capture” of oil resources in Iraq: “One
intriguing piece of evidence pointing in this direction was a National
Security Council document, dated February 2001, directing NSC staff to
cooperate fully with Cheney’s task force. The NSC document, reported in
The New Yorker magazine, noted that the task force would be considering
the ‘melding’ of two policy areas: ‘the review of operational policies
towards rogue states’ and ‘actions regarding the capture of new and existing
oil and gas fields.’ This certainly implies that the Cheney task force was



considering geopolitical questions about actions related to the capture of oil
and gas reserves in ‘rogue’ states, including presumably Iraq.”41

The task force’s concerns are well illustrated by two documents, released
to the public-interest law firm Judicial Watch only after a fierce court
struggle. The first document is a map of Iraq, whose “detail is all about
Iraq’s oil. The southwest is neatly divided, for instance, into nine
‘Exploration Blocks.’ Stripped of political trappings, this map shows a
naked Iraq, with only its ample natural assets in view. It’s like a
supermarket meat chart, which identifies the various parts of a slab of beef
so customers can see the most desirable cuts… . Block 1 might be the strip-
loin, Blocks 2 and 3 are perhaps some juicy tenderloin, but Block 8—ahh,
that could be the filet mignon.”

The second “task force document, also released under court order, was a
two-page chart titled ‘Foreign Suitors for Iraqi Oilfields.’ It identifies 63 oil
companies from 30 countries and specifies which Iraqi oil fields each
company is interested in and the status of the company’s negotiations with
Saddam Hussein’s regime. Among the companies are Royal Dutch/Shell of
the Netherlands, Russia’s Lukoil and France’s Total Elf Aquitaine, which
was identified as being interested in the fabulous, 25-billion-barrel Majnoon
oil field. Baghdad had ‘agreed in principle’ to the French company’s plans
to develop this succulent slab of Iraq. There goes the filet mignon into the
mouths of the French!”42

Cheney’s task force was the final stage in a lobbying process by the oil
majors that had begun under Clinton. As early as April 1997, a report from
the James A. Baker Institute of Public Policy at Rice University addressed
the problem of “energy security” for the United States, noting that the
country was increasingly threatened by oil shortages. It concluded that
Saddam Hussein was still a threat to Middle Eastern security and still had
the military capability to exercise force beyond Iraq’s borders. The second
Bush administration returned to this theme as soon as it took office in 2001,
by following the lead of a second report from the same institute. This task
force report was cosponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations in New
York, another group historically concerned about U.S. access to overseas oil
resources.43 The report, Strategic Energy Policy: Challenges for the 21st
Century, concluded that “the U.S. should conduct an immediate policy



review toward Iraq including military, energy, economic and
political/diplomatic assessments.”44

Meanwhile, the BBC heard from State Department insiders that planning
for regime change in Iraq “began ‘within weeks’ of Bush’s first taking
office in 2001, long before the September 11th attack on the U.S.”45 The
administration’s concern for controlling oil in the Middle East intermingled
with strategic concerns in the area, especially with increasing uncertainty
about the future of U.S. bases in Saudi Arabia. The White House was also
impressed by the report of an AEI-based discussion group, commissioned
by Paul Wolfowitz, that a strategy to deal with Middle East terrorism would
require two generations of conflict, in which ‘Iran is more important… .
But Saddam Hussein was … weaker, more vulnerable.’”46

RUMSFELD, CHENEY, L. PAUL BREMER,
AND THE NSC

But in late 2002, Donald Rumsfeld, taking the line of many other senior
Bush officials, told CBS News that the projected war “has nothing to do
with oil, literally nothing to do with oil.”47 One of the few commentators to
speak more candidly was Anthony H. Cordesman, senior analyst at
Washington’s Center for Strategic and International Studies: “Regardless of
whether we say so publicly, we will go to war, because Saddam sits at the
center of a region with more than 60 percent of all the world’s oil reserves.”
Another was former CIA director James Woolsey, who hinted publicly that
if France and Russia contributed to “regime change,” their oil companies
would be able to “work together” with the new regime and with American
companies. Otherwise, commented the Asia Times, “they would be left
contemplating passing cargoes in the Gulf.”48

As I have argued elsewhere, the need to dominate oil from Iraq is also
deeply intertwined with the defense of the dollar.49 The dollar’s current
strength is supported by the requirement of the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), secured originally by a secret
agreement between the United States and Saudi Arabia, that all OPEC oil
sales be denominated in dollars.50 This requirement was threatened by the



desire of some OPEC countries, following the lead of Saddam Hussein’s
Iraq in 2000, to allow some OPEC oil sales to be paid in euros.51

The United States acted swiftly to ensure that oil would remain
dominantly a dollar commodity, by an executive order empowering Iraqi oil
sales to be returned from euros to dollars.52 Bush’s order of May 22, 2003,
declaring a “national emergency,” did not directly mention the dollar as
such; but it directed all oil earnings into a central fund, controlled by the
United States, for reconstruction projects in Iraq. The Financial Times, on
June 6, 2003, confirmed that Iraqi oil sales were now switched back from
euros to dollars.53

This was only one example of the energetic program being implemented
by L. Paul Bremer, who since May had been running Iraq as head of the
Coalition Provisional Authority. His stated priorities were to privatize Iraq
and open up opportunities for U.S. banks and corporations.54 Bremer’s
reckless dismantling of the Iraqi state won him the support of free-market
neocons like Charles Krauthammer at the time.55 In retrospect, however,
Bremer has been blamed by most observers, such as Bob Woodward in
State of Denial and Thomas Ricks in Fiasco, for having lost the battle for
the hearts and minds of the Iraqi people. His program’s open disregard of
Iraqi public opinion was noted pointedly at the time by the conservative
Financial Times.56

What was particularly striking about Bremer’s program was that some
aspects of it clearly contradicted U.S. policy decisions that had been
reached in National Security Council meetings held just before the war, on
March 10 and March 12, 2003.57 A “very senior official within the
administration” later told writer David Rothkopf that Bremer’s disregard for
the White House decisions was due to Rumsfeld, whom he accused of
“high-level insubordination.”58 But Bremer’s coconspirator in
destatification and privatization was Peter McPherson, a former Bank of
America executive and close Cheney friend who had served in the Ford
White House with Rumsfeld and Cheney.59

CHENEY, OIL, AND THE PROJECT FOR THE
NEW AMERICAN CENTURY



In the 1990s the most militant and outspoken advocates of invading Iraq
were the neocons of the Project for the New American Century (PNAC).
Many of these were active supporters of Israel’s Likud, and at least one of
them helped write policy advice for the Israeli prime minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Likud in 1996.60 PNAC itself was founded the following
year, in 1997. By 2004, PNAC neocons, who desired to smash OPEC by
lowering oil prices, had lost in a struggle with the U.S. oil majors, who
preferred to maintain OPEC and by so doing see oil prices rise.61

(According to journalist Greg Palast in Harper’s, the “the switch to an
OPEC-friendly policy for Iraq was driven by Dick Cheney himself.”62) But
before 2003, PNAC and the oil majors were united in their desire to see a
U.S. move to take over control of Iraqi oil.

Among PNAC’s important supporters in the 1990s were five men who
had previously held office in Republican administrations: Donald
Rumsfeld, Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Lewis Libby, and Zalmay
Khalilzad. Aligned with these was James Woolsey, CIA chief for the first
two years of the Clinton administration. It is striking that three of these
power veterans—Cheney, Rumsfeld, and Woolsey—had also been the most
prominent members of the secret group in the 1980s planning for continuity
of government (COG).63 In open letters to Clinton and GOP congressional
leaders in 1997, PNAC called for “the removal of Saddam Hussein’s regime
from power” and a shift toward a more assertive U.S. policy in the Middle
East, including the use of force if necessary to unseat Saddam.64 Their
ideology was summarized in a major position paper, Rebuilding America’s
Defenses, in September 2000. This document advocated a global Pax
Americana unrestrained by international law and spoke frankly of the need
to retain forward-based U.S. troops in the Middle East, even if Saddam
Hussein were to disappear.65

The paper was planned as an agenda in the event of a Republican
victory. Even before victory had been secured by the Supreme Court in
December 2000, Cheney was at work securing key posts for PNAC in the
White House as well as in the State and Defense departments. Of the
project’s personnel, Lewis Libby became deputy to Vice President Cheney,
Wolfowitz became deputy defense secretary under Rumsfeld, and Perle
became chairman of the Defense Policy Board.66 In addition, former PNAC
director John Bolton became the leading hawk under Colin Powell in the



State Department. In 2002 the PNAC goals of unchallenged military
dominance, plus the right to launch preemptive strikes anywhere, were
embodied in the new National Security Strategy of September 2002 (known
as “NSS 2002”).67 (A key figure in drafting this document was Philip
Zelikow, who later became the principal author of the 9/11 Commission
Report.)68

In the days after 9/11 a small PNAC-led group in the Pentagon’s Office
of Special Plans produced a series of intelligence reviews to justify the
desired goal of action against Iraq. According to investigative journalist
Seymour Hersh, the eight or nine PNAC-sympathizers in the Pentagon,
centered in this office, actually “call[ed] themselves, self-mockingly, the
Cabal.”69 The director of the Office of Special Plans was PNAC study
participant Abram Shulsky; Shulsky reported to undersecretary of defense
William Luti, who in the summer of 2001 had served with Libby on Vice
President Cheney’s staff and was a passionate advocate of overthrowing
Saddam Hussein.70 Using a flow of very controversial intelligence from
Ahmad Chalabi of the Iraqi National Congress, the “cabal” inside the
Pentagon enabled Shulsky, reporting through Wolfowitz, to override
pessimistic but valid intelligence predictions about an Iraq war with useless
assurances that the Americans would be welcomed in Iraq “with open
arms.”71

In other words Cheney and Rumsfeld had by the summer of 2001 set up
both the goals and the implementation agencies for a war on Iraq. The
course was set, and it became abundantly clear in time that the
administration was prepared to lie and distort in order to maintain it. But it
was clear from polls taken both before and after the Iraq invasion that for
the American people to support this course of action, they had to believe
they had been attacked. The Bush agenda, in other words, depended on
9/11, or something like it.

The PNAC study, Rebuilding America’s Defenses, had itself foreseen the
need for such a belief. “The process of transformation,” it reported, “even if
it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some
catastrophic and catalyzing event—like a new Pearl Harbor.”72 This was
only one instance of a widely accepted truism: that it would take something
like a Pearl Harbor to get America to accept an aggressive war.73 So the



question to be asked is whether Cheney, Rumsfeld, or any others whose
projects depended on “a new Pearl Harbor” were participants in helping to
create one. In chapter 12, I provide some reasons why Cheney should be
considered a suspect in the 9/11 disaster, and his actions investigated
further.



TWELVE 
 THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT AND

VICE PRESIDENT CHENEY
Therefore many judge that a wise prince must, whenever he has
the occasion, foster with cunning some hostility so that in
stamping it out his greatness will increase as a result.
Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince, 1513

WHY 9/11 STILL NEEDS TO BE
INVESTIGATED: THE COMMISSION AND

THE REPORT

9/11 was the largest homicide by far in American history, yet it has never
been adequately investigated. The public has been told of a conspiracy that
included terrorist conspirators organized and financed abroad. But if U.S.
defenses had functioned on that day as they had previously, the four planes
at a minimum should have been intercepted by fighter aircraft. Yet we are
told that even this did not happen. There is a domestic side to 9/11 as well,
about which we still know next to nothing. Key evidence requested by the
commission was initially withheld until subpoenas were issued, and some
evidence was deliberately destroyed. Worse, there are systematic
suppressions of evidence in the 9/11 Commission Report itself, along with
unresolved contradictions in testimony and occasional misrepresentations of
some crucial facts.

This chapter and the next will explore these issues and make the case
that Vice President Cheney is himself a suspect in the events of 9/11 who
needs to be investigated further. To do this I do not, like so many, simply
attack the 9/11 Commission Report. Instead, I use its distortions as clues to
what in the report is being suppressed. For the 9/11 report is an example of
concerted cover-up, partly by omissions and just as important by its cherry-



picking of evidence and contrived misrepresentations. More important,
there is a consistent pattern in all this: to minimize Cheney’s responsibility
for what happened that day and conceal unexplained and disturbing actions
by him.

I will argue the following:
1. There has never been an adequate investigation of what happened on

9/11.
2. The White House is principally responsible for the failure to

investigate this massive homicide.
3. The 9/11 Commission endorsed Vice President Cheney’s account of

his behavior that day and ignored other contradictory firsthand
accounts from eyewitnesses inside the White House, including Cheney
himself.

4. Unexplained gaps in the documentary record remain that indicate
cover-up; these gaps must be resolved.

5. When a better record has been assembled, the man principally
responsible for the U.S. responses (and lack of responses) on 9/11,
Cheney himself, should be required to testify for the first time under
oath.

THE OFFICIAL RESISTANCE TO
INVESTIGATING 9/11

One of the conspicuous facts about 9/11 was the ongoing White House
obstruction to an objective investigation of what happened. Initially
President Bush “asked that only the House and Senate intelligence
committees look into the potential breakdowns among federal agencies that
could have allowed the terrorist attacks to occur, rather than a broader
inquiry that some lawmakers have proposed.”1

Thanks chiefly to sustained campaigning by a twelve-member Family
Steering Committee of 9/11 victims’ families (including the so-called
Jersey Girls), Congress eventually created the 9/11 Commission, composed
of five Republicans and five Democrats not currently in government.2 In



2004 commission chair Thomas Kean paid lavish tribute to the Jersey Girls:
“They call me all the time… . They monitor us, they follow our progress,
they’ve supplied us with some of the best questions we’ve asked. I doubt
very much if we would be in existence without them.”3 In the end, as this
chapter shows, the 9/11 Commission and report simply ignored some of the
best questions the Jersey Girls raised. In keeping with its statutory charge,
the commission did a better job in dealing with the breakdowns of
command and control communications on that day, an urgent and politically
sensitive issue, than in addressing the Jersey Girls’ questions about the
circumstances of the attacks.

An account of the commission’s activity by its cochairs, Republican
Thomas Kean and Democrat Lee Hamilton, chronicles how difficult it was
for the commission to produce a unanimous report in insufficient time and
“a dramatically insufficient [initial] budget of $3 million.”4 One of its
conclusions was that initially there had been what it called “incorrect”
accounts by officials of the FAA and NORAD concerning their responses
on 9/11.5 This included contested testimony to the commission itself.
Journalist Michael Bronner wrote later in Vanity Fair: “As the tapes reveal
in stark detail, parts of [William] Scott’s and [Larry] Arnold’s testimony
were misleading, and others simply false.”6

Furthermore, as commission senior counsel John Farmer wrote later,
“many of the Federal Aviation Administration and Defense Department
records that establish the truth of that day were withheld from the
commission until they were subpoenaed.”7 These withheld records included
FAA and NEADS (Northeast Air Defense Sector of NORAD) audio tapes
of the events on 9/11, as well as other internal documents that could
someday be invaluable in any final reconstruction of what really happened.
In short, the commission tacitly acknowledged that there had been a 9/11
cover-up, the crucial point made originally by the Jersey Girls and other so-
called conspiracy theorists. The cover-up continues.

Critics of the official view of 9/11 tend to be completely dismissive of
the 9/11 Commission Report. It is more constructive to recognize that in
many areas the report gives a useful and accurate summary of events. This
recognition allows us to use the other parts of the report, the parts that are
consistently misleading, as evidence—evidence of what is being
suppressed. In their preface to the 9/11 report, Kean and Hamilton wrote



that “we have endeavored to provide the most complete account we can of
the events of September 11, what happened and why.”8 In their subsequent
book, Without Precedent, they made the even bolder claim that the
commission “cleared up inconsistencies … inconsistencies that had fed so
many bizarre theories. Those who chose to continue believing conspiracy
theories now had to rely solely on imagination, their theories having been
disproved by facts.”9

But there are still many serious problems, first raised by members of the
Family Steering Committee, that the 9/11 Commission Report, like the
Kean-Hamilton book, simply failed to address.10 To give one obvious
example raised by the Jersey Girls: the FBI’s executive assistant director for
counterterrorism, Dale Watson, told Richard Clarke, the national
counterterrorism coordinator, he had a list of alleged hijackers by 9:59 A.M.

on 9/11, even before the crash of United Flight 93.11 Within two weeks the
identities of at least six of the hijackers identified by the FBI were unclear;
men in Arab countries with the same names and histories (and in at least
one case the same photograph) were protesting that they were alive and
innocent.12 In response to these protests, FBI director Robert Mueller
acknowledged on September 20, 2001, that the identity of several of the
suicide hijackers was in doubt.13 But there is no trace of this doubt, or any
discussion whatsoever of the problem, in the detailed treatment of the
alleged hijackers in the 9/11 Commission Report.14

Nor did the 9/11 Commission Report address the Jersey Girls’ question
number 12, about the collapse of the forty-seven-story steel-framed
building, World Trade Center 7 (WTC-7).15 WTC-7 was 355 feet from the
nearest of the two towers hit by planes, yet it collapsed neatly into its
footprint some seven hours after the towers fell. The first alleged reason
was fire, but, as the New York Times observed, “No other modern, steel-
reinforced skyscraper except for the trade towers themselves has ever
collapsed in a fire.”16 More recently, official investigators have pointed to
debris damage from the collapsing North Tower, but this does not easily
explain the vertical precision with which WTC-7 collapsed into its own
footprint.17 Although I myself am an agnostic concerning how WTC-7
collapsed, I find it symptomatic that the 9/11 report failed to discuss it.



A CENTRAL QUESTION: WAS CHENEY IN
CHARGE ON 9/11?

More serious are the places where the report presents a claim as true that is
contested and simply ignores the powerful evidence against the claim.
Central to the report’s analysis of the U.S. failure to stop the 9/11 attacks
was the claim that crisis management on that day was decentralized among
three independent teleconferences—in the FAA, the White House, and the
National Military Command Center (NMCC). For this reason, says the
report, the government failed to generate a timely and coordinated response
to the hijackings.18 As famously summarized by the 9/11 Committee
cochairs on the Jim Lehrer News hour: “When everyone is to blame … no
one is to blame.”19

However, it is pretty clear that the two most important orders of that day
—an order grounding planes and a later shoot-down order—were both
issued to all three teleconferences from a single source. The source was
Dick Cheney in (or near) the Presidential Emergency Operations Center, in
the bunker underneath the White House. Cheney himself told NBC’s Tim
Russert on September 16, 2001, only five days later:
Vice Pres. Cheney: I went down into what’s call[ed] a PEOC, the

Presidential Emergency Operations Center, and there, I had Norm
Mineta …

Mr. Russert: Secretary of Transportation.
Vice Pres. Cheney: … secretary of Transportation, access to the

FAA. I had Condi Rice with me and several of my key staff
people. We had access, secured communications with Air Force
One, with the secretary of Defense over in the Pentagon. We had
also the secure videoconference that ties together the White
House, CIA, State, Justice, Defense—a very useful and valuable
facility. We have the counterterrorism task force up on that net.
And so I was in a position to be able to see all the stuff coming
in, receive reports and then make decisions in terms of acting
with it. But when I arrived there within a short order, we had
word the Pentagon’s been hit.20



I shall argue that this early account by Cheney of his central role is far
more accurate than his later account, repeated in the 9/11 Commission
Report, in which he claimed to have arrived in the PEOC shortly before
10:00 A.M. (twenty minutes after the Pentagon was hit at 9:37 A.M.), by
which time (I shall argue) both of these two important orders had already
been made. There is no doubt that the first order was issued around 9:42
A.M. I shall argue that before 9:54 A.M. a later order was issued through the
PEOC, which for the first time, according to Clarke, included a shoot-down
order for “the use of force against aircraft deemed to be hostile.” Clarke
claims he himself received this order by telephone from the PEOC and
promulgated it to his teleconference, including Defense Secretary Rumsfeld
and General Myers, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.21

WHO ISSUED THE ORDER FOR PLANES TO
LAND?

There are a number of other occasions when the report, suppressing
contrary accounts, presents only those versions of events that will exonerate
or minimize the role of Cheney. This happens regularly enough to establish
what I have elsewhere called a “negative template” or significant pattern of
recurring suppression.22 The details thus suppressed can be seen as
indications or clues as to what is being suppressed. An example that at first
may seem insignificant, but is not, is the question of who ordered all planes
to land, shortly after 9:42 A.M., at the nearest airport. In the 9/11 report the
order is attributed to the man who promulgated it, FAA national operations
manager Benedict Sliney (who was on his first day at the job).23 This is in
accord with Sliney’s own testimony to commission member Slade Gorton:
Mr. Gorton: And would you describe how you came to that

decision and why you felt it imperative enough to make that
decision without going through the usual command structure?

Mr. Sliney: I believed I had the authority to do those things on that
day. I was charged with the safe and efficient operation of the
national airspace system… .



As to the order to land, that was the product of the men and
women in the Command Center who gave me advice on that day,
the supervisors and the specialists. We were searching for
something more to do, and that was made and decided on, and the
impetus for that of course was the crash into the Pentagon when
we gave that order.24

According to Sliney, the order was subsequently approved by his superiors,
including FAA deputy administrator Monte Belger and eventually “minutes
later” by transportation secretary Norman Mineta in the PEOC.25

But a year earlier Mineta had testified to Congress (as he would later to
the 9/11 Commission) that he himself, from the PEOC, issued the order:
“On the morning of September 11th, on first word of the attack, I moved
directly to the Presidential Emergency Operations Center in the White
House. As soon as I was aware of the nature and scale of the attack, I called
from the White House to order the air traffic system to land all aircraft,
immediately and without exception.”26

According to a Bob Woodward story, the order was given to Belger by
Mineta in the PEOC, with Cheney nearby and nodding approvingly:

Mineta shouted into the phone to Monte Belger at the FAA:
“Monte, bring all the planes down.” It was an unprecedented
order—there were 4,546 airplanes in the air at the time. Belger,
the FAA’s acting deputy administrator, amended Mineta’s
directive to take into account the authority vested in airline pilots.
“We’re bringing them down per pilot discretion,” Belger told the
secretary.

“[Expletive] pilot discretion,” Mineta yelled back. “Get those
goddamn planes down.”

Sitting at the other end of the table, Cheney snapped his head
up, looked squarely at Mineta and nodded in agreement.27

Interviewed by Aviation Security International Magazine a few months
later, Mineta confirmed that he had issued the order to Belger: “I said to
Monte, ‘bring all the planes down.’ … Monte said, ‘we’ll bring all the
planes down per pilot discretion.’ … I said to Monte, ‘to hell with pilot



discretion, get all the planes down.’”28 Nine months later Mineta confirmed
this account again to the 9/11 Commission, in testimony the 9/11 report
ignores: “And so at approximately 9:45 A.M., less than one hour after I had
first been notified of an airplane crash in New York, I gave the FAA the
final order for all civil aircraft to land at the nearest airport as soon as
possible. It was the first shutdown of civil aviation in the history of the
United States.”29

The commission thus heard two conflicting accounts of who ordered the
order to land and simply suppressed one of them. As on other occasions, it
also passed over an obvious opportunity to reconcile the two stories. On
June 17, 2004, Belger testified publicly to the commission, on the same
panel as Sliney.30 Like Mineta earlier, Belger was not asked about the order
from the PEOC, which Cheney reportedly agreed to by nodding his head.

In the end the 9/11 Commission reported only the story from Sliney that
distanced Cheney from the 9:45 A.M. decision, ignoring Mineta’s and
Woodward’s. It had to. The report’s chronology was not compatible with
the Mineta-Woodward story, because of its claim, ignoring other Mineta
testimony, that Cheney did not arrive in the PEOC until thirteen minutes
later, at 9:58. We see here a phenomenon in the report that we will
encounter over and over. As elsewhere, the report promoted a story
minimizing Cheney’s importance and suppressed a conflicting firsthand
story from an important eyewitness. I agree with author David Ray Griffin
that this repeated suppression suggests intentionality, “not to provide the
fullest possible account of 9/11 but to defend the account provided by the
Bush administration and the Pentagon.”31

WHEN DID CHENEY ARRIVE AT THE PEOC?

Every serious critique of the 9/11 Commission Report has focused on the
conflict between Mineta’s testimony to the commission, that when he
entered the PEOC at about 9:20, Cheney was already there, and the claim in
the 9/11 report, ignoring Mineta’s testimony, “that the Vice President
arrived in the room shortly before 10:00, perhaps at 9:58.”32



David Ray Griffin calls the report’s claim, that the vice president arrived
in the room shortly before 10:00, an “obvious lie.”33 But it is arguably not a
lie in the sense of a deliberate baseless falsehood; I shall argue in the
following pages that Cheney did enter the room at this time, as logs are said
to indicate. But I suspect there is misrepresentation in the word “arrived.” I
believe that in fact Cheney had first arrived a half hour or more earlier and
then returned from the PEOC to the tunnel to have an important phone call
in seclusion with the president, before returning at 9:58.

The important claim that Cheney had first arrived well before 9:58 does
not rely on Mineta’s testimony alone. Clarke wrote that he saw Cheney
preparing to leave the White House with an extra contingent of Secret
Service, some time long before 9:28.34 As just noted, Cheney himself told
Tim Russert of Meet the Press on September 16, 2001, in an interview still
available five years later on the White House Web site, that he arrived in the
PEOC before the Pentagon was hit—that is, before 9:37 A.M.35 In a brief
note, Newsweek on December 31, 2001, repeated this story.36 But the 9/11
report follows a second and much longer account in the same issue of
Newsweek, based on an interview with Cheney six weeks earlier, which
now had him leave his office at 9:35 and arrive in the PEOC “shortly before
10 A.M.”37 New evidence, which only surfaced in 2006, makes Cheney’s
revised timetable extremely unlikely.

The issue of when Cheney arrived in the PEOC is not trivial. What is at
stake here is whether he was present to give or approve two and possibly
three important orders before 10 A.M.: one alleged order (whose content is
unknown) at about 9:25, a second unquestioned order to land at about 9:45,
and a third (an important tripartite order we shall return to) at about 9:50.
By Mineta’s account, corroborated by Clarke, Cheney would have arrived
in the PEOC in time to give all three of these orders; by Cheney’s revised
account, he arrived after they were all given. The report flagrantly, and
symptomatically, failed to deal with Mineta’s and Clarke’s testimony.

NEW EVIDENCE FOR MINETA’S STORY: A
“THIRD AIRCRAFT” INCOMING AT 9:21

A.M.



There was another, even more disturbing aspect of Mineta’s testimony to
the 9/11 Commission, also ignored, for which there was also corroboration.
Mineta testified that he arrived at the PEOC “at about 9:20 A.M.,” at which
point Cheney was already present and in charge. Shortly (“probably five or
six minutes”) after, Mineta observed the following: “During the time that
the airplane [was] coming in to the Pentagon [t]here was a young man who
had come in and said to the vice president, ‘The plane is 50 miles out. The
plane is 30 miles out.’ And when it got down to ‘The plane is 10 miles out,’
the young man also said to the vice president, ‘Do the orders still stand?’
And the vice president turned and whipped his neck around and said, ‘Of
course the orders still stand. Have you heard anything to the contrary?’ “38

Commissioner Timothy J. Roemer, questioning Mineta, established that
this would have been “about 9:25 or 9:26.” As 9/11 chronicler Paul
Thompson has observed in his book Terror Timeline, ABC News on
September 11, 2002, quoting a comment on the episode from deputy FAA
administrator Monte Belger, supplied the same PEOC dialogue and time
frame, about a plane fifty miles out, at approximately 9:27 A.M.39 However,
the 9/11 Commission claimed that “a primary radar target tracking
eastbound at a high rate of speed” toward Dulles airport (Flight 77) was
only discovered at 9:32 A.M.40

In 2006, in connection with the release of the movie Flight 93, the public
learned for the first time that tapes from the Northeast Air Defense Sector
of NORAD (NEADS), contained the following relevant event,
corroborating Mineta’s story:
9:21:37
[Master Sergeant Maureen] Dooley: Another hijack! It’s headed

towards Washington!
[Major Kevin] Naspany: Shit! Give me a location.
Unidentified Male: Okay. Third aircraft—hijacked—heading

toward Washington.41

This urgent message is not repeated in the 9/11 report. It should have
been. It explains the order to launch fighter aircraft from Langley at 9:24
A.M.42 It corroborates Cheney’s original account of his movements (that he
arrived in the PEOC before the Pentagon was hit at 9:37). And it discredits



the 9/11 report’s estimate that an approaching plane at 9:34 or 9:35
“prompted the Secret Service to order the immediate evacuation of the Vice
President [from his White House Office] just before 9:36.”43

Richard Clarke revealed in his book that “Secret Service had a system
that allowed them to see what FAA’s radar was seeing.”44 Thus Secret
Service probably knew instantly of the 9:21 alarm. It is inconceivable that
they first did nothing for fourteen minutes and then at 9:35 acted so
precipitously that (according to Cheney himself) they grabbed the vice
president by his belt, “hoisted” him up so that his feet barely touched the
ground, and propelled him to the PEOC.45

The footnotes to this claim in the 9/11 Commission Report appear to
have been constructed with great care. But there has been cherry-picking of
the evidence. The footnotes cite a Secret Service timeline memo for the vice
president’s entry into the PEOC (9:58) and also into the tunnel (9:36).
(These times would be accurate, if Cheney entered the tunnel around 9:36
—but from the PEOC end, thus not for the first time that day—and then
returned to the PEOC at 9:58.) But what about the report’s estimated
departure from the vice president’s office “just before 9:36”? This should be
easily verifiable or falsifiable from the Secret Service timeline, but here the
timeline is significantly not cited.46

At first glance the NEADS report of an incoming third aircraft at 9:21
A.M. would appear to be the plane Mineta referred to. The event also fits
neatly with NORAD general Larry Arnold’s initial testimony to the
commission that NORAD learned of Flight 77’s hijacking at 9:24 A.M.47

The 9/11 report rejected Arnold’s testimony as “incorrect.” It meant by this
that the plane reported was not identified as Flight 77; instead, these were
“reports about a plane that no longer existed: American 11” (that had
already struck the World Trade Center).48 Thus, the report claimed, NEADS
air defenders had “no advance notice on the third” plane (Flight 77).49

However, the real issue is not the identification of the plane, but the fact
of urgent concern that a plane was indeed “headed toward Washington.”
This corroborates Mineta’s detailed account of this moment to Aviation
Security International Magazine: “I was sitting across the table from the
Vice President with a set of telephones providing us with a direct line to
FAA. Someone came in and said, ‘Mr. Vice President there’s a plane 50



miles out.’ I was on the phone with the Deputy Administrator of FAA,
Monte Belger, and he said, ‘we have a target but the transponder’s turned
off, so we have no identification, no ident, on the aircraft.’ I said, ‘Can you
tell in relationship to the ground where it is?’ He said, ‘no that’s difficult to
do but I would imagine it’s somewhere between Great Falls and National
Airport coming in.’ It seemed it was on what they call the DRA—the down
river approach.”50

The route allegedly described by Belger approximates the eastward route
that was being followed in this timeframe by American 77. Once again,
there is no sign that Belger was interrogated about this. His testimony could
have been pertinent to the report’s claim that there was no awareness of
Flight 77 at this time.51 More important, it could have confirmed or refuted
Mineta’s detailed account of what happened at this time in the PEOC.

The Scrambling of Planes from Langley

Unquestionably the 9:21 report of a third hijack was a crucial event on
September 11. It led immediately to the launching by NEADS of planes
from Langley, Virginia:
9:21:50
Naspany: O.K. American Airlines is still airborne—11, the first

guy. He’s heading towards Washington. O.K., I think we need to
scramble Langley right now. And I’m—I’m gonna take the
fighters from Otis and try to chase this guy down if I can find
him.52

The 9/11 Commission Report confirmed this: “After consulting with
NEADS command, the crew commander issued the order at 9:23: ‘Okay …
scramble Langley. Head them towards the Washington area… . [I]f they’re
there then we’ll run on them… . These guys are smart.’ That order was
processed and transmitted to Langley Air Force Base at 9:24. Radar data
show the Langley fighters airborne at 9:30.”53 Because of the
misidentification, the report referred to this as “a response to a phantom
aircraft … an aircraft that did not exist.”54



Coauthors Thomas Kean and Lee Hamilton, relying on the same quibble
about the plane’s identification, are even more misleading: “NORAD
claimed that the Langley jets were scrambled in pursuit of … American 77.
Yet that was impossible. At 9:24, NORAD had not yet been notified that
American 77 had been hijacked.”55 It was not impossible. On the contrary it
was almost certainly the case, even if controllers were not yet aware of the
identity of the plane to which they were responding.

This handling of the plane alarm illustrates the distinction between an
outright lie and a deliberately constructed deception. The report’s claim,
that aircraft were scrambled in “response to a phantom aircraft,” is carefully
crafted language, which a lawyer could conceivably persuade a courtroom
judge to accept as not untrue. Yet the impression created, that NORAD was
not warned early enough to deal with the approaching plane, was materially
misleading, indeed false.56

THE REPORT’S UNLIKELY ALTERNATIVE
TO MINETA’S STORY

Mineta, in telling his story to the 9/11 Commission, stated unambiguously
that the story referred to “the plane coming in to the Pentagon”—that is,
Flight 77. In 2002, after Mineta had already testified about the incoming
plane to Congress, the White House floated an alternative story, implying
that Mineta got both the time and the plane wrong.

In September 2002, relying on interviews with Cheney and his chief of
staff Joshua Bolten, CNN suggested that a dialogue similar to that reported
by Mineta did occur but with respect to Flight 93, some time after the
Pentagon was hit at 9:37:

After the planes struck the twin towers, a third took a chunk out
of the Pentagon. Cheney then heard a report that a plane over
Pennsylvania was heading for Washington. A military assistant
asked Cheney twice for authority to shoot it down.

“The vice president said yes again,” remembered Josh Bolten,
deputy White House chief of staff. “And the aide then asked a
third time. He said, ‘Just confirming, sir, authority to engage?’



And the vice president—his voice got a little annoyed then—
said, ‘I said yes.’”57

The 9/11 Commission Report did not refer to this important Cheney-
Bolten allegation. Indeed, it tacitly implied that the story was false, by
suggesting that there was no military response to Flight 93 and that the only
shoot-down order occurred after Cheney entered the PEOC at 10:00.58

Instead, by relying on the notes of Cheney’s wife, Lynne Cheney, and of
Bolten, the 9/11 Commission Report recorded a slightly different refinement
of the Cheney-Bolten story, unambiguously postponing the dialogue until
after Flight 93 was downed at 10:03:

At some time between 10:10 and 10:15, a military aide told the
Vice President and others that the aircraft was 80 miles out… .
The Vice President authorized fighter aircraft to engage the
inbound plane… . The military aide returned a few minutes later,
probably between 10:12 and 10:18, and said the aircraft was 60
miles out. He again asked for authorization to engage. The Vice
President again said yes… . Bolten watched the exchanges and
… suggested that the Vice President get in touch with the
President and confirm the engage order… . The Vice President
was logged calling the President at 10:18 for a two-minute
conversation that obtained the confirmation… . At approximately
10:30, the shelter started receiving reports of another hijacked
plane, this time only 5 to 10 miles out… . [T]he Vice President
again communicated the authorization to “engage” or “take out”
the aircraft.59

No one has suggested that nearly identical versions of the incoming
plane story occurred two or three times in the space of less than an hour.60

Thus investigators should be granted access to the notes of Lynne Cheney
and Lewis Libby, which suggested that the story of the incoming plane
occurred an hour later than Mineta claimed.61 As we shall see in a moment,
this is not the only situation where someone’s account of what happened not
only must be wrong, but may possibly have been falsified.

With respect to the earlier Mineta version of the story, we must ask what
would have been the orders that Mineta claims to have heard Cheney allude



to. We do not know of a shoot-down order at this time. And above all, as
Griffin notes, it would make little sense for the young man to ask, when the
plane was ten miles out, if shoot-down orders still stood.

Griffin raised the alternative, that it was a stand-down order: “Some
critics of the official account have suggested therefore that “the orders” in
question were orders not to have the aircraft shot down. But of course this
interpretation, while arguably being the more natural one, would also be
very threatening to the Bush administration and the Pentagon.”62

THE DISPUTED TRIPARTITE ORDER OF
ABOUT 9:50 A.M.: WAS THIS A SHOOT-

DOWN ORDER?

With respect to the shoot-down order, all accounts agree that it emerged
from an important call between the president and vice president, about
which I say more in the next chapter. The 9/11 Commission, having
received no record of the call, wrote that “we believe this call would have
taken place some time before 10:10 to 10:15.”63 Their time estimate is
consistent with their claim that the shoot-down order was given too late to
affect the fate of Flight 93 (down between 10:03 and 10:07 A.M.).64

But the 9/11 report ignored the account of the national counterterrorism
coordinator, Richard Clarke. In his book Against All Enemies, he wrote that
he was first instructed from the PEOC, “Air Force One is getting ready to
take off… . Tell the Pentagon they have authority from the President to
shoot down hostile aircraft, repeat, they have authority to shoot down
hostile aircraft.” He transmitted the shoot-down order by telephone to his
teleconference, which included both Rumsfeld and General Myers at the
Pentagon: “Gen. Myers asked, ‘Okay, shoot down aircraft, but what are the
ROE [Rules of Engagement]?’”65 As Air Force One took off at 9:54 A.M.,
this account would mean that the shoot-down order came some time before
the downing of Flight 93.

The 9/11 report ignored Clarke’s account, which like Mineta’s was
incompatible with their chronology. Instead, the report wrote, using
lawyerly language: “We do not know who from Defense participated [in



Clarke’s teleconference], but we know that in the first hour none of the
personnel involved in managing the crisis did.”66 Against the very explicit
claim of Clarke that he engaged in dialogue with both Rumsfeld and Myers
at this time, the report cites a minor Pentagon official—”On the absence of
Defense officials, see John Brunderman interview (May 17, 2004)”67—an
official who almost certainly was not part of the White House
teleconference.68

The White House teleconference was videotaped. I would expect such
videotape typically to have been retained, and the commission, even before
facing this discrepancy, to have reviewed it. There is no sign that they ever
obtained it, however, or even tried to. In tacit rejection of Clarke’s version,
furthermore, they accepted the conflicting claim (which I examine in
chapter 13) that “after the Pentagon was struck, Secretary Rumsfeld went to
the parking lot to assist with rescue efforts.”69

To sum up: If Mineta and Clarke are correct, two important orders were
issued on the morning of 9/11 before 10 A.M., both from the PEOC, where
Cheney was in command. With respect to both orders, the commission
presented a different and incompatible account and made no effort to
reconcile the conflicting accounts. On the contrary, it ignored the
contradictory and authoritative claims made by Mineta and Clarke, even
though Mineta’s claims were made in testimony to the commission itself,
and Clarke was also a witness. These two orders must be considered in
conjunction with a third important order that preceded 9/11 and reportedly
changed the rules of command for dealing with suspected hijackings of
aircraft.

WAS THERE A CHANGE IN THE RULES OF
COMMAND BEFORE 9/11?

The failure to intercept the hijackings demands a more thorough
explanation than the report offers. The FAA reported sixty-seven
interceptions between September 2000 and June 2001.70 The Calgary
Herald reported that in 2000 there were 425 instances of pilots who aroused
concern and that fighters were scrambled in response to 129 cases whose



problems were not immediately resolved.71 A celebrated example of
interception was with the crippled airplane of golfer Payne Stewart in 1999,
which had fighter aircraft close to seventy-nine minutes after it first failed
to respond to air controllers.72

If interceptions of off-course aircraft were, as late as June 2001, a
standard procedure, why, according to the 9/11 Commission Report, were
there none on 9/11?73 A number of professionals have raised this question.
Perhaps the strongest indictment of Bush and Cheney for their role in the
9/11 disaster came from Robert M. Bowman, a former director of Advanced
Space Programs Development for the U.S. Air Force during the Ford and
Carter administrations, and a former U.S. Air Force lieutenant colonel with
101 combat missions. He said in 2005: “If our government had merely done
nothing—and I say that as an old interceptor pilot and I know the drill, I
know what it takes, I know how long it takes, I know what the procedures
are, I know what they were and I know what they changed them to—if our
government had merely done nothing and allowed normal procedures to
happen on that morning of 9/11, the twin towers would still be standing and
thousands of dead Americans would still be alive.”74

When I asked Bowman what procedural changes he was referring to, he
replied: “A few months before 9/11 (June 2001, I think), the Pentagon
issued a new document stating that any request for intercept must be
approved by the SecDef [Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld].”75 Like other
critics, he was referring to the issuance, on June 1, 2001, of a Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS) memo, specifying that (in the words of the report) “military
assistance from NORAD required multiple levels of notification and
approval at the highest levels of government.”76

The report itself blamed the failure of the U.S. government to respond
appropriately to the hijackings in large part to an existing procedural
protocol that “was unsuited in every respect for what was about to
happen.”77 It too cited the JCS memo of June 1, 2001, specifying that (in
the words of the report) “military assistance from NORAD … required
approval at the highest levels of government.”78 The effect of the JCS
memo, as so interpreted, was to erase the earlier distinction between an
intercept decision in an emergency (a plane off course) and a shoot-down
order (in the case of a confirmed hijacking). It had always been the case



that, as Richard Clarke noted in his memoir, “the military would expect
clear instructions before they used force.” But the normal request from the
FAA to NORAD for “military assistance” is for an interception, not a shoot
down. After 9/11, according to the Boston Globe, “Marine Corps Major
Mike Snyder, a spokesman for NORAD headquarters … said its fighters
routinely intercept aircraft. When planes are intercepted, they typically are
handled with graduated response. The approaching fighter may rock its
wingtips … or make a pass in front of the aircraft. Eventually it can fire
tracer rounds in the airplane’s path, or, under certain circumstances, down it
with a missile.”79

As noted earlier, the FAA reported sixty-seven interceptions between
September 2000 and June 2001.80 It is inconceivable that in this period
requests for interceptions were cleared by “the highest levels of
government.” Yet Department of Defense records obtained by the 9/11
Commission show that only at 10:31 on September 11 did Major General
Larry Arnold tell NORAD: “[the] Vice president has cleared us to intercept
tracks of interest and shoot them down if they do not respond.”81 The
NEADS audio file has essentially the same message.82 Cheney himself
referred to the intercept order as the “toughest decision” Bush and he made
that day, equating interception of a plane with shooting it down.83

But the report showed no curiosity whatsoever as to why this
problematic memo was promulgated ten weeks before 9/11, or who was
responsible for it. It would have been easy to have asked this question of
General Richard B. Myers, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
was interviewed three times by the commission.84 As far as is known, the
commission did not ask the question. Because most emergency response
regulations are secret, it is impossible to evaluate the degree to which
changes in regulations complicated NORAD’s ability to respond to the
hijacked planes. What can be said is that the 9/11 report failed to investigate
the origins of the June 1 JCS memo that apparently made interceptions a
matter for the White House. (I have been told that the old more permissive
procedure was restored in December 2001.)85

WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
CHANGE?



To explain the lack of interceptions on 9/11, researcher Michael Ruppert
also pointed to the issuance of the June 1, 2001, memo. Ruppert, who
interviewed many people inside the military and especially NORAD,
concluded that the change can be traced to the White House announcement
of May 8, 2001, in which President Bush “asked Vice President Cheney to
oversee the development of a coordinated national effort” against terrorist
weapons of mass destruction.86 Cheney’s group, known as the National
Preparedness Review, was tasked to evaluate and make recommendations to
strengthen preparedness against acts of domestic terrorism.87

As the Houston Chronicle reported the next day, “President Bush on
Tuesday directed [FEMA] … to tackle the additional task of dealing with
terrorist attacks… . To accomplish that goal, Bush appointed Vice President
Dick Cheney to head a terrorism task force and created the Office of
National Preparedness within the Federal Emergency Management
Agency.”88 Not noticed by the press was the fact (discussed in the last
chapter) that Cheney, Rumsfeld, and FEMA had been working as a team
throughout the 1980s and 1990s to develop plans and exercises for COG or
“Continuity of Government.89 These were extreme, controversial, and
highly secretive plans “to establish a new American ‘president’ and his
staff, outside and beyond the specifications of the U.S. constitution.”90

In reporting this, James Mann noted correctly that the purpose of the
plans was “to keep the federal government running during and after a
nuclear war with the Soviet Union.” He did not mention, however, that the
planning eventually called for suspension of the Constitution, not just “after
a nuclear war” but for any “national security emergency.” This was defined
in Executive Order 12656 of 1988 as “any occurrence, including natural
disaster, military attack, technological emergency, or other emergency, that
seriously degrades or seriously threatens the national security of the United
States.”91 As noted in the last chapter, the COG plans were thought by
many to have been downplayed or dropped in the 1990s under Clinton. But
instead they were implemented by Cheney on September 11, 2001.92

It is of interest that the 1980s team of Cheney and FEMA was
reconstituted and charged, five months before 9/11, with the assignment of
preparing for how to deal with terrorist attacks. It is of further interest that
the Bush administration appointed to head FEMA Joe Allbaugh, who in



2000 managed the Bush-Cheney campaign and later was involved in the so-
called 19th Floor Riot that stopped the ballot recount in Miami-Dade
County.93 I consider the appointment of a dirty-tricks specialist to head the
supposedly apolitical agency FEMA a symptom that Bush-Cheney had
political designs for FEMA from the outset of their administration. It has
been alleged that Cheney’s terrorism task force accomplished little. But no
one to my knowledge has challenged Ruppert’s linking of Cheney’s group
to the issuance of the JCS memo “Aircraft Piracy (Hijacking) and
Destruction of Derelict Airborne Objects.”

After June 1, Cheney is said to have spent the entire month of August at
his home in Teton Pines, Wyoming.94 But this news item is less innocuous
when we recall that Cheney, as part of his secret COG planning, had
“regularly gone off to undisclosed locations in the 1980s.”95 On either
August 4 or August 6, the president also left Washington “for his Crawford
ranch for nearly a month-long vacation.”96 August 6 was of course the date
of the now-famous memo warning “Bin Laden Determined to Strike in
U.S.” (after which the president reportedly “broke off work early and spent
most of the day fishing”).97 Why at this point did the president and the vice
president both stay out of town? Had Cheney resorted to his 1980s practice
of planning in a parallel structure via outside channels?

Chapter 13 explores the possibility that Bush, Cheney, and Rumsfeld
were communicating via outside channels on 9/11 itself as the best
explanation for why there is no record of the single most important order
given on that day. I argue that although much of the 9/11 Commission
Report is well researched, professional, and credible, on the matter of
Cheney’s orders, the report resorts to deceptive and contrived
misrepresentations of the truth.

This raises the important question of what deeper truth is being
concealed by these misrepresentations.



THIRTEEN 
 THE 9/11 COMMISSION REPORT‘S

AND CHENEY’S DECEPTIONS ABOUT
9/11

If we take these new regions, we shall be well entangled in that
contest for territorial aggrandizement which distracts other
nations and drives them far beyond their original design. So it
will be inevitably with us. We shall want new conquests to protect
that which we already possess. The greed of speculators working
upon our government will push us from one point to another, and
we shall have new conflicts upon our hands, almost without
knowing how we got into them.
Carl Schurz, 1899

WHY DID DICK CHENEY SPEND SO MUCH
TIME IN THE PEOC TUNNEL?

Cheney’s Two Evacuation Stories

As we saw in the last chapter, the 9:21 report of an approaching plane also
corroborates Cheney’s original account of his movements (that he arrived in
the PEOC before Flight 77 hit the Pentagon at 9:37). It renders suspect the
9/11 report’s estimate that an approaching plane at 9:34 or 9:35 “prompted
the Secret Service to order the immediate evacuation of the Vice President
[from his White House Office] ‘just before 9:36.’”1 It is time to compare his
two divergent accounts more closely and to see that by both accounts his
hurried departure from his office led to an unexplained pause in the tunnel.
More important, Cheney made important phone calls to the president in the
seclusion of the tunnel, rather than from the PEOC. I argue in this chapter



that his reason for doing this is because in the phone calls important
decisions were made about continuity of government, too highly classified
to be made in front of witnesses.

According to Cheney’s Meet the Press interview with Tim Russert on
September 16, the Secret Service evacuated him from his office in response
to “a report that an airplane was headed for the White House … which
turned out to be Flight 77.” As Cheney told Russert: “Once I got down into
the shelter, the first thing I did—there’s a secure phone there. First thing I
did was pick up the telephone and call the president again, who was still
down in Florida, at that point, and strongly urged him to delay his return… .
Once I left that immediate shelter, after I talked to the president, urged him
to stay away for now, well, I went down into what’s call[ed] a PEOC. [Note
the distinction here between the “shelter” and the PEOC bunker.] … But
when I arrived there within a short order, we had word the Pentagon’s been
hit.” In the same interview Cheney discussed continuity of government
planning at some length, and he specified that the decision implementing it
(made before 9:54, according to counterterrorism coordinator Richard
Clarke) was made “later on that day.”2

The different timeline in the report (evacuation at 9:36, arrival in the
PEOC “shortly before 10 A.M.“) relies on a later Cheney interview with
Newsweek on November 19, 2001, the source of the following long account
in Newsweek on December 31:

At about 9:35 A.M., Vice President Cheney was standing by his
desk, looking at the TV in the corner. A Secret Service agent said
to him, in a tone that brooked no dissent, “Sir, we have to leave
now.” The agent grabbed the vice president by the back of his
belt and aimed him at the door… . Down the hallway, past the
empty Oval Office, the vice president was rushed into a tunnel
outside a bombproof bunker known as the PEOC, the Presidential
Emergency Operations Center. About 30 miles away, at Dulles
airport, air-traffic controllers were watching agape as a plane
raced toward Washington at 500 miles an hour. A controller
looking at a radar screen had noticed the blip, heading straight for
the White House, about 12 miles out. As ABC’s 20/20 later
reconstructed the scene, another controller called the Secret



Service: “We have unidentified, very fast-moving aircraft
inbound toward your vicinity, eight miles west.” In the Dulles
radar room, the horrified air-traffic controllers counted down the
miles. Five, four, three—then the plane began to turn away… .
Shortly before 10 A.M., the Cheneys [Dick and Lynne] were led
into the PEOC conference room… . It was 9:58 A.M.3

Relying on the November Newsweek interview, the report (I believe
correctly) talked of a fifteen-minute delay in the tunnel, part of which was
consumed in establishing a phone call to the president, “advising that three
planes were missing and one had hit the Pentagon.” Offering no evidence,
the report stated: “We believe that this is the same call in which the Vice
President urged the President not to return to Washington.”4 But there is
strong evidence (to which I will return) that this was the call Clarke says
was made before 9:54, instituting a tripartite order for both COG and
authority to shoot down planes. The report thus disregarded Cheney’s own
remarks to Russert on September 16 that his advice not to return and the
order for COG were made at two different times. The simplest way to
reconcile Cheney’s two statements is to extract from them that there were
two periods spent in the tunnel (one before the Pentagon was hit, and one
after), and that one phone call to the president was made in each period of
seclusion. I shall have more to say about the important second call.

The most obvious conclusion from this mess of conflicting evidence is
that both of Cheney’s conflicting accounts of his evacuation cannot be true;
one must be at least partly false. This does not make Cheney a liar; he could
simply on reflection have had a better memory of what happened. But the
likelihood of a conscious and deliberate cover-up is enhanced by the 9/11
Commission Report‘s total suppression of Cheney’s first story, its elaborate
protection of Cheney’s second story, and above all its blatant failure to
mention important contradictory evidence against the second story from the
three most important eyewitnesses in the White House: Mineta, Clarke, and
(as I have just shown) Cheney himself.

I conclude that Cheney was in the tunnel twice. On first entering the
tunnel, he called the president and, in response to the 9:21 alarm, told him
not to return to Washington. Cheney later returned to the tunnel from the
PEOC and made the phone call for which (as I show below) there is no
PEOC record, instituting the tripartite order.



The National Ground Stop Order

In the same time period as the Mineta story of an incoming plane, the FAA’s
Herndon Command Center ordered a “national ground stop” at 9:25 A.M.5

FAA administrator Jane Garvey later called it “a national ground stop …
that prevented any aircraft from taking off.”6 An early report from Time
claimed that this national ground stop was also a no-fly order:

At 9:25, Garvey, in an historic and admirable step, and almost
certainly after getting an okay from the White House, initiated a
national ground stop, which forbids takeoffs and requires planes
in the air to get down as soon as reasonable. The order, which has
never been implemented since flying was invented in 1903,
applied to virtually every single kind of machine that can take off
—civilian, military, or law enforcement. The Herndon command
center coordinated the phone call to all major FAA sites, the
airline reps in the room contacted all airlines, and so-called
NOTAMS—notices to airmen—were also sent out. The FAA had
stopped the world… . At 10:31, the FAA allowed all military and
law enforcement flights to resume (and some flights that the FAA
can’t reveal that were already airborne).7

The last sentence of this uncorroborated but detailed account would
coincide neatly with Major General Larry Arnold’s order to NORAD at
10:31: “[The] Vice president has cleared us to intercept tracks of interest
and shoot them down if they do not respond.”8

The attribution of the ground stop order to Garvey should not surprise
us. Mineta told the 9/11 Commission that on arrival in the PEOC, “I
established contact on two lines, one with my chief of staff at the
Department of Transportation, and the second with Monty Belger, the
acting deputy administrator of the FAA, and Jane Garvey, both of whom
were in the [Herndon] FAA operations center.”9 Nevertheless, FAA national
operations manager Benedict Sliney, Belger, and Mineta all agree that the
official order to land was issued at about 9:42 A.M., after the crash of Flight
77 into the Pentagon.10 Thus at the time of Cheney’s alleged orders in



Mineta’s story (concerning the incoming plane), the only order we know of
was Garvey’s national ground stop.

FAA Regulation 7210.3 establishes that a ground stop “is a process that
requires aircraft that meet a specific criteria [sic] to remain on the
ground.”11 As so defined, a ground stop does not affect planes in the air.
However, there are other indications that Garvey did also order down planes
in the air, as Time claimed. An earlier order had already done this
regionally. At 9:03 the New York air control center issued an “ATC zero”
order to clear the skies in the area: “And not just the skies over Manhattan.
Controllers must clear the air from southern New England to Maryland,
from Long Island to central Pennsylvania—every mile of the region they
control.”12 Clarke in Against All Enemies wrote that he first asked Garvey,
at some time before 9:28, to “order aircraft down” and “clear the airspace
around Washington and New York.” Soon afterward he asked her if she was
“prepared to issue a national ground stop and no fly order.”13

It is reasonable to ask whether Garvey’s ground stop order at 9:25 A.M.
was relevant to the orders Mineta claims to have heard Cheney refer to in
the same time frame. As we saw in the last chapter, author David Ray
Griffin raised the possibility that it was a stand-down order: “orders not to
have the aircraft shot down.”14 Another possibility is that the Time story is
correct, and that Cheney was reaffirming a “no-fly” order that prohibited
the Langley fighters from entering the Washington area.

A no-fly order would have had the same effect of letting the plane
approach Washington unhindered. This possibility, which Kean and
Hamilton treat with ridicule, would have been worthy of investigation by
the commission. After all, Garvey’s order of 9:25, according to Time,
required “planes in the air to get down as soon as reasonable” and “applied
to virtually every single kind of machine that can take off—civilian,
military, or law enforcement.”15

Putting together all I have compiled so far, we see that after 9:21 there
were two orders issued within minutes of each other: the Northeast Air
Defense Sector (NEADS) order scrambling planes to defend Washington
and Garvey’s order from the FAA, which may have declared a no-fly zone
in the same area. If what I have reconstructed is accurate, Cheney’s order



may have allowed Garvey’s FAA order (if truly a no-fly order) to override
the scramble ordered by NEADS.

Griffin assumed that there could be no innocent explanation for this
interpretation of Cheney’s orders. But we cannot exclude one possible one:
that Cheney thought he knew the plane in question to be a phantom. Indeed,
the report’s chronology can be said to corroborate this otherwise fantastic
notion. It attributes the activity just before 9:30 to the “phantom aircraft”
identified at 9:21 A.M.16 Kean and Hamilton also write that “the air force
jets from Langley were thus pursuing a phantom aircraft—American 11, not
United 93 or American 77.”17 According to what the public has been told
about this flight, it was somewhere north of Baltimore when fighters from
Langley were dispatched to meet it at 9:30 A.M.18 The 9/11 Commission
Report never tells us what happened to the radar track then. Did it disappear
because it was in truth a phantom, and Cheney (perhaps alone of those in
the PEOC) knew it?

WERE CHENEY AND FEMA PLANNING THE
MULTIPLE WAR GAMES ON 9/11?

We now know that on 9/11 air defense was made more difficult by
simultaneous operations, war games, and exercises, including an exercise at
the National Reconnaissance Office near Dulles Airport, testing responses
“if a plane were to strike a building.”19 At least one of these war games did
involve phantom flights.

Only one of these war games, Vigilant Guardian, is referred to by the
9/11 Commission Report, in a footnote.20 In addition, Donald Rumsfeld told
Washington Post reporters Dan Balz and Bob Woodward of another
exercise, Global Guardian.21 Further war operations that day deployed U.S.
Air Force fighters to Iraq, Iceland, and Northern Canada. In addition, the
Toronto Star revealed that Operation Northern Vigilance, at least, also
involved “simulated information, what’s known as an ‘inject’ [that is, an
input or false blip] on radar screens.” There is also a reference on the
NEADS tape at 9:05 A.M. to “a damn input,” meaning (as Vanity Fair author



Bronner explained), “a simulations input” as part of one of the exercises
that day.22

The war games may help explain why on that day the civilian and
possibly also the military operations managers for aircraft were performing
that role for the first time in their lives. The two men were the FAA
Command Center’s national operations manager, Ben Sliney, and the
National Military Command Center’s deputy operations manager, recently
promoted Admiral-Select Charles Leidig.23 Leidig told the commission,
“On 10 September 2001, Brigadier General Winfield, U.S. Army, asked that
I stand a portion of his duty on the following day.” Winfield thus was freed
from his usual post to spend the next morning (9/11) in the Pentagon War
Room.24

Unambiguously the response to the 9/11 hijackings was made more
difficult by the confusion that arose from the hijack/exercise overlap.
Lieutenant Colonel Dawne Deskins, regional airborne control and warning
officer for the Vigilant Guardian exercise, said that everyone at NEADS
initially thought the first call they received about the real 9/11 hijackings
was part of the war games scenario.25 Major General Larry Arnold, the
NORAD commander, initially asked of the Boston hijacks, “Is this part of
the exercise?”26 So did other officers, including Colonel Robert Marr, the
head of NEADS in Rome, New York.27

9/11 researcher Michael Kane, summarizing the work of fellow
researcher Mike Ruppert, has charged that through the Office of National
Preparedness set up on May 8, 2001, Cheney and FEMA were planning the
coordinated war games of 9/11:

On May 8, 2001—four months prior to 9/11—the president
placed Dick Cheney in charge of “[A]ll federal programs dealing
with weapons of mass destruction consequence management
within the Departments of Defense, Health and Human Services,
Justice, and Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, and
other federal agencies.” This included all “training and
planning” which needed to be “seamlessly integrated,
harmonious and comprehensive” in order to “maximize
effectiveness.” This mandate created the Office of National
Preparedness in FEMA, overseen by Dick Cheney.



Dick Cheney was placed directly in charge of managing the
seamless integration of all training exercises throughout the
entire federal government and all military agencies. On 9/11
Cheney oversaw multiple war games and terror drills, including
several exercises of NORAD, the Air Force agency whose
mandate is to “watch the sky.”28

In my opinion such remarks about Cheney’s and FEMA’s responsibilities
for the war games of 9/11 can only be posed as a question, not as an
assertion. But there is some evidence to support Kane’s thesis in the
Pentagon’s own descriptions of Amalgam Virgo 01 and 02, two war games
planned before 9/11. They reveal that FEMA was indeed involved in the
planning for both Amalgam Virgo 01 (which included response to an
offshore guided missile), from May 31 to June 4, 2001,29 and Amalgam
Virgo 02 (the hijacking of a commercial airliner), planning for which was
begun before 9/11.30

The report failed to consider the extent to which the strange inability of
NORAD to engage the hijacked planes was because of an excessive number
of phantoms introduced by “injects” (false radar blips) on that day. On
September 11, FAA administrator Jane Garvey told Richard Clarke of
“reports of eleven aircraft off course or out of communication, maybe
hijacked.”31 The 9/11 Commission Report concurred that “during the course
of the morning, there were multiple erroneous reports of hijacked
aircraft.”32 Aviation Week wrote that on September 11, “21 aircraft across
the U.S. had been handled as ‘tracks of interest.’”33 Colonel Marr at
NEADS has said: “I think at one time [on September 11] I was told that
across the nation there were some 29 different reports of hijackings.”34

At one point there was a record that could have established more
conclusively how the government responded on September 11, and whether
either war games or phantom airplanes helped account for the lack of
response. Shortly after the attacks, air traffic controllers who handled two of
the hijacked flights recorded their experiences on tape. But the tape cassette
was deliberately destroyed by an unidentified FAA quality assurance
manager, who “crushed the cassette in his hand, cut the tape into small
pieces and threw them away in multiple trash cans.”35 Such an extreme and



possibly illegal action adds to suspicions that the full story of responses to
the 9/11 attacks is as yet untold.

CLARKE’S WHITE HOUSE
TELECONFERENCE: WHICH IS THE FALSE

ACCOUNT?

Because of the president’s strange odyssey that day, the National Command
Authority effectively devolved in his absence to Vice President Cheney,
acting in conjunction with Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, and the acting
chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Air Force general Richard Myers. Despite the
prominence of these men, the movements of all three on that morning are
surrounded by mystery and controversy—mystery and controversy that are
greatly compounded rather than resolved by the account in the 9/11
Commission Report. This is a matter of crucial importance. For the 9/11
Commission Report attributes the breakdown of the NORAD defense
system on September 11 to the claim that these men at the top of the
National Command Authority were out of touch with each other, so that
there was no meaningful coordination of military and FAA response to the
hijackings.36

I offer a three-part alternative hypothesis that has circumstantial
evidence, partly from the report itself and partly from other authoritative
sources. First, Cheney directed his own decision-making network from in or
near the presidential bunker below the White House (the Presidential
Emergency Operations Center, or PEOC). Second, Bush, Cheney, and
Rumsfeld were indeed in touch, and all three discussed at least the tripartite
decision for a shoot-down order and COG—but at a key moment when
Cheney and Rumsfeld were both in seclusion from their own staffs. Third,
as I detail below, Cheney had access to a special secure communications
system, possibly through the Secret Service, to maintain these contacts,
outside regular channels. In short, National Command Authority was
operating through Cheney at the PEOC, and key decisions from Cheney
were transmitted from the PEOC to the three teleconferences: the White
House (Clarke’s), the National Military Command Center (NMCC), and the
FAA.



The report focuses instead on these three lower-level multiagency
teleconferences. It claims that none of these achieved meaningful
coordination, because “none of these teleconferences—at least before 10:00
—included the right officials from both the FAA and Defense Department.”
The report states: “At the White House, the video teleconference was
conducted from the Situation Room by Richard Clarke, a special assistant
to the president long involved in counterterrorism. Logs indicate that it
began at 9:25 and included the CIA; the FBI; the departments of State,
Justice, and Defense; the FAA; and the White House shelter. The FAA and
CIA joined at 9:40. The first topic addressed in the White House video
teleconference—at about 9:40—was the physical security of the President,
the White House, and federal agencies. Immediately thereafter it was
reported that a plane had hit the Pentagon… . Indeed, it is not clear to us
that the video teleconference was fully under way before 9:37, when the
Pentagon was struck.”37

As already mentioned, the commission should have obtained the actual
videotape of the teleconference and not relied on the secondary evidence of
the White House Situation Room Communications Log. The report’s claim,
furthermore, is at odds with Clarke’s own detailed account in his book
Against All Enemies. (This book, after being held up for three months by
the White House, was published before the 9/11 Commission Report, but it
is cited only in three later chapters, not in connection with what happened
on September 11.)38 Clarke does not specify a time for the beginning of his
teleconference, but he claims to have completed three conversations before
9:28 A.M. with “the right officials”: specifically with Garvey, Mineta, and
Myers. Before any of these conversations, Clarke claims to have already
seen Rumsfeld and CIA director George Tenet in his conference video
screen.39

THE SUPPRESSED SYNCHRONOUS PAUSE
AT 9:45 A.M.

Rumsfeld, Myers, and Cheney: Where Were
They?



Clarke’s account cannot be reconciled with the 9/11 Commission Report‘s
version of the whereabouts of Myers, Rumsfeld, and Cheney. The
commission, citing an interview with Myers himself, claims that Myers was
“on Capitol Hill when the Pentagon was struck” (at 9:37 A.M.) and “saw
smoke as his car made its way back” to the Pentagon.40 Clarke says that he
had completed an important teleconference dialogue with Myers at the
Pentagon by 9:28 A.M., nine minutes before the Pentagon was struck.41

The commission presents an elaborate account of Rumsfeld’s
movements. It claims that he was in his office when he heard of the second
strike on the World Trade Center towers; then, after the Pentagon was
struck at 9:37, he “went to the parking lot to assist with rescue efforts.”42

Later, “he went from the parking lot to his office (where he spoke to the
President), then to the Executive Support Center, where he participated in
the White House video teleconference. He moved to the NMCC shortly
before 10:30.”43 Thus there was a period of almost an hour when Rumsfeld
was not where one would have expected him to have been—in command at
the NMCC. As a senior official told author Andrew Cockburn, “What was
Rumsfeld doing on 9/11? He deserted his post. He disappeared. The country
was under attack. Where was the guy who controls America’s defense? Out
of touch!”44

Once again, the discrepancy with Clarke’s account is extreme. Clarke
writes that when the Pentagon was struck (9:37 A.M.), he commented, “I can
still see Rumsfeld on the screen.”45 If true, this would mean that Rumsfeld
was not in his office when the Pentagon was hit, but in the Executive
Support Center, more than twenty minutes before the 9/11 Commission
Report puts him there.

As we have seen, the greatest discrepancy is with respect to the
whereabouts of Vice President Cheney, the most important man in
Washington that day. Clarke’s account, which has Cheney leaving for the
White House bunker or the PEOC by about 9:10 A.M., is supported by an
eyewitness, White House photographer David Bohrer (“just after 9 A.M.“).46

Norman Mineta described Cheney’s activities in the PEOC starting from
around 9:20 A.M. However, the 9/11 Commission Report has Cheney
entering the tunnel “at 9:37,” arriving at the PEOC “shortly before 10:00,
perhaps at 9:58.”47



Why would it take twenty-one minutes to traverse the short tunnel?
According to the report: “Once inside, Vice President Cheney and the
agents paused in an area of the tunnel that had a secure phone, a bench, and
television. The Vice President asked to speak to the President, but it took
time for the call to be connected. He learned in the tunnel that the Pentagon
had been hit, and he saw television coverage of smoke coming from the
building.”48 This account of Cheney’s pause parallels the similar
synchronous pause or isolation at around 9:45 A.M. in the timelines that
morning of Rumsfeld (when according to the report he was “in the parking
lot” of the Pentagon, “to assist with rescue efforts”)49 and above all,
inexplicably, of President Bush.

The first accounts of 9/11 suppressed all reference to this synchronous
pause. Bob Woodward’s Bush at War said of Cheney’s trip through the
tunnel that he “had been whisked from his West Wing office by the Secret
Service to the Presidential Emergency Operations Center, or PEOC.”50 Of
Rumsfeld’s peregrinations in the fifty-three minutes the NMCC was looking
for him, Woodward wrote: “‘I’m going inside,’ Rumsfeld said, and hurried
to the National Military Command Center.”51 I have already explained my
belief that Cheney was whisked rapidly to the PEOC (where Mineta
claimed to have observed him around 9:20 A.M.) and also that he reentered
the PEOC from the tunnel at 9:58 A.M., as noted in the PEOC Shelter Log (a
source I have no reason to question).52 For some period in between Cheney,
like Rumsfeld, was by all accounts not at his command post.

At this time there is a similar discrepancy in accounts about Bush’s
activity in Florida, although you would never know this from statements by
Woodward and White House officials. And Bush’s ten-minute delay at
Sarasota Bradenton Airport (from 9:45 to 9:54 A.M.) is particularly
incongruous, because the Secret Service had reportedly learned of a terrorist
threat to the president in Sarasota, “just minutes after Bush left Booker
Elementary.”53 Chief of staff Andrew Card corroborated this: “As we were
heading to Air Force One … [we] learned, what turned out to be a mistake,
but we learned that the Air Force One package could in fact be a target.”54

An ABC correspondent who was there described the “mad-dash
motorcade out to the airport.”55 This urgency is reflected by Woodward in
his account: “The President’s motorcade raced to the Sarasota Bradenton



International Airport. He dashed up the steps and into his private front cabin
and office on Air Force One. ‘Be sure to get the first lady and my daughters
protected,’ was his first order to the Secret Service agents. ‘Mr. President,’
one of the agents said nervously, ‘we need you to get seated as soon as
possible.’ Bush strapped in, and the plane accelerated down the runway,
almost standing on its tail as it climbed rapidly.”56

Woodward’s account is corroborated by White House sources like
presidential adviser Karl Rove, who told ABC News: “Before we could,
both of us, sit down [in the plane cabin] and put on our seat belts, they were
rolling the plane. And they stood that 747 on its tail and got it about 45,000
feet as quick as I think you can get a big thing like that in the air.”57 But
according to the 9/11 Commission Report, Rove’s eyewitness account is
misleading if not incorrect. As there is so much corroboration from the
principals for both the mad-dash motorcade and the near vertical takeoff, it
is surprising to read in the 9/11 report that the plane paused on the runway
for ten minutes while the president conferred with Cheney.

The President’s motorcade departed at 9:35, and arrived at the
airport between 9:42 and 9:45. During the ride the President
learned about the attack on the Pentagon. He boarded the aircraft,
asked the Secret Service about the safety of his family, and called
the Vice President. According to notes of the call, at about 9:45
the President told the Vice President: “Sounds like we have a
minor war going on here, I heard about the Pentagon. We’re at
war … somebody’s going to pay.”…

Air Force One departed at approximately 9:54, without any
fixed destination. The objective was to get up in the air—as fast
and as high as possible—and then decide where to go.58

In fact, almost the entire ten-minute delay may have been consumed by
the phone call: “According to contemporaneous notes [from Washington],
at 9:55 the Vice-President was still on the phone with the President advising
that three planes were missing [which would have included United 93] and
one had hit the Pentagon.”59 Why, in the context of a threat, did the
president not phone Cheney from the air? Was there a decision to be made
that was too urgent to wait?



THE PAUSE AND THE TRIPARTITE ORDER:
WAS IT FIRST MADE OUTSIDE CHANNELS?

Before we consider this question, we have to note that (according to Clarke)
Cheney had little interest in Clarke’s crisis management conference. Clarke
described how Cheney kept hanging up on the open telephone line between
them, while Cheney’s wife Lynne kept turning down the volume on the
teleconference, so as to hear CNN.60

Meanwhile, the report tells us that Cheney participated in the NMCC
teleconference call “at various times, as did military personnel from the
White House underground shelter.”61 Overall the record confirms that
Cheney, possibly using the network of the Secret Service, had in effect his
own adequate network of communication out of the PEOC, reaching not
only the NMCC but Bush, Clarke, Rumsfeld, and the FAA. As already
noted, Cheney himself told Tim Russert that “we had access, secured
communications with Air Force One, with the secretary of Defense over in
the Pentagon. We had also the secure videoconference that ties together the
White House, CIA, State, Justice, Defense—a very useful and valuable
facility. We have the counterterrorism task force up on that net. And so I
was in a position to be able to see all the stuff coming in, receive reports
and then make decisions in terms of acting with it.”62

That Cheney’s network was used for a shoot-down order before the
downing of United 93 is the only conclusion compatible with the accounts
of Donald Rumsfeld, James Bamford and Richard Clarke. Rumsfeld told
the 9/11 Commission that “upon my return from the crash site and before
going to the Executive Support Center (ESC), I had one or more calls in my
office, one of which I believe was with the President.”63 He said further to
Washington Post reporters Balz and Woodward that he discussed the shoot-
down order and its rules of engagement “at some length” with both Bush
and Cheney.
Q: One of the first conversations/decisions had to do with rules of

engagement that you had with the president. Can you walk us
through what went back and forth between you and the president
on that and what those rules of engagement, the degree to which
you talked about them with him.



Rumsfeld: We talked at some length about them. I talked about
them with the president, I talked about them with Dick Cheney.

Q: Did you talk to the vice president first and then the president or
vice versa, or do you remember?

Rumsfeld: I don’t remember. I talked to General Myers about
them… . So we ended up fashioning those and the president
approved them and I gave the instructions to [General]
Eberhart.64

There was so little time for this difficult decision making (between 9:45 and
10:14, according to the 9/11 report) that Rumsfeld probably spent more of
his “missing” time on this matter, than in rescue efforts loading stretchers.

Bamford also wrote that, during their overlapping periods of seclusion,
Cheney was in touch not only with the president but also with Rumsfeld
(before Rumsfeld joined his own team at the NMCC): “As United 93 got
closer and closer to the White House [that is, before 10:03 A.M.], covering a
mile every seven seconds, Cheney conferred with Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld and then asked Bush to order the United jetliner shot
down.”65

This is consistent with Clarke’s report that before Air Force One took off
at 9:54 A.M., Bush had already given Cheney a shoot-down order, which was
then transmitted by Clarke himself to Rumsfeld. In Clarke’s own words:
“At that moment Paul [Kurtz, from the White House counterterrorism team]
handed me the white phone to the PEOC. It was [Clarke’s representative at
the PEOC, Major Michael] Fenzel. ‘Air Force One is getting ready to take
off… . Tell the Pentagon they have authority from the President to shoot
down hostile aircraft, repeat, they have authority to shoot down hostile
aircraft.’”66 Clarke says that he then transmitted this information to Myers
and Rumsfeld at the Pentagon, along with an order instituting continuity of
government. Balz and Woodward later wrote that (as Cheney himself
confirmed to Tim Russert) “from the bunker, Cheney officially
implemented the emergency continuity of government orders.”67

Cheney’s call to Bush, according to Clarke, produced a decision before
Air Force One took off at 9:54 A.M.68 Meanwhile the 9/11 Commission
Report suggests a time of 9:58 for Cheney’s entry to the PEOC from the



tunnel (citing the credible source of the PEOC Shelter Log).69 That
Cheney’s calls to both Bush and Rumsfeld were made in the tunnel seems
likely. (“Others nearby who were taking notes” in the PEOC have no record
of a call to Bush, and the report has no record of Cheney’s call with
Rumsfeld either.)70 To believe that the calls were made in the tunnel, one
has to believe also that the vice president was indeed whisked to the PEOC,
as Woodward claimed, and then returned from the PEOC to the tunnel at
some later point to make calls outside channels. Thus the report’s suggested
time of 9:58 for Cheney’s entry to the PEOC would be accurate, but only as
a reentry time, not a time of arrival.71

The 9/11 Commission Report, in addressing the much debated issue of
the shoot-down order, makes no mention whatsoever of the call between
Cheney and Rumsfeld—certainly an important call and possibly at least as
important as the call obtaining approval from the marginalized president.
This omission suggests to me only one of two things: Either on this issue
the report is superficial and badly researched, or it is a misleading deception
designed to cover up one of the more important events of that day. With the
second possibility, the question arises again: Why?

TWO VERSIONS OF THE TRIPARTITE
ORDER: WAS ONE FALSIFIED?

Clarke wrote that on receiving the order from Fenzel in the PEOC, he
immediately transmitted it to Myers and Rumsfeld (who was not yet in the
NMCC): “‘Three decisions: One, the President has ordered the use of force
against aircraft deemed to be hostile. Two, the White House is also
requesting fighter escort of Air Force One. Three, and this applies to all
agencies, we are initiating COG. Please activate your alternate command
centers and move to them immediately.’ Rumsfeld said that smoke was
getting into the Pentagon secure teleconferencing studio… . Gen. Myers
asked. ‘Okay, shoot down aircraft, but what are the ROE [Rules of
Engagement]?’”72

This tripartite order is echoed in the 9/11 Commission Report from a
Defense Department transcript, in the same time period (that is, before
Flight 93 crashed), but with a significant difference that rephrased, and in



effect suppressed, the shoot-down order: “At 9:59, an Air Force lieutenant
colonel working in the White House Military Office joined the [NMCC]
conference and stated he had just talked to Deputy National Security
Advisor Stephen Hadley [who was with Cheney]. The White House
requested (1) the implementation of continuity of government measures, (2)
fighter escorts for Air Force One, and (3) a fighter combat air patrol over
Washington, D.C.”73

The idea that the White House would authorize a combat air patrol for
Washington at around 9:59 A.M. is hard to reconcile with the fact, not
disputed, that fighters had already been ordered for this very purpose more
than half an hour earlier.74 (According to Clarke, he and Myers had agreed
on the need for this CAP [Combat Air Patrol] on Clarke’s same
teleconference at 9:28 A.M.; and at 9:37 A.M. Clarke had ordered, “I want
Combat Air Patrol over every major city in this country. Now.”75)

These significant divergences illustrate the need for historians to access
all records, both those made available to the 9/11 Commission and those
apparently never requested by them. Important in the second category
would be all records about the implementation of COG that day, which
presumably was recorded on the White House teleconference videotape.
With respect to the tripartite order and its order for combat aircraft, it seems
clear that someone, either Clarke or the DOD transcript cited by the 9/11
Commission Report, has misrepresented it. I am not aware of any reason to
mistrust the bona fides of Clarke, but the report has repeatedly been
misleading with respect to decisions taken by Cheney. (What could be so
sensitive about this issue is that, as David Ray Griffin has suggested, an
order may have been given in time to shoot down Flight 93, possibly even
after it was already known on the ground that the passengers of Flight 93
had overcome their hijackers.)76

WAS THERE A GAP IN THE PHONE LOGS?

Thus there is great significance to the divergence over the timing of the
shoot-down order. The 9/11 Commission Report claims that the relevant
Cheney-Bush call, and the resulting shoot-down order, occurred after
Cheney entered the PEOC (allegedly at about 10:00): “We believe this call



would have taken place some time before 10:10 to 10:15. Among the
sources that reflect other important events that morning there is no
documentary evidence for this call, but the relevant sources are
incomplete.”77 What were these relevant sources? The footnote tells us: “In
reconstructing events that occurred in the PEOC on the morning of 9/11, we
relied on (1) phone logs of the White House switchboard; (2) notes of
Lewis Libby, Mrs. Cheney [in the PEOC], and Ari Fleischer [with the
president]; … (4) Secret Service and White House Situation Room Logs, as
well as four separate White House Military Office logs [including] the
Communications Log.”78

Commission chair Thomas Kean later complained that “the phone logs
don’t exist, because they evidently got so fouled up in communications that
the phone logs have nothing. So that’s the evidence we have.” Vice chair
Lee Hamilton added, “There’s no documentary evidence here… . The only
evidence you have is the statements of the president and vice president.”79

In their book Without Precedent, Kean and Hamilton write that “there was
no documentary evidence of this call—either in log entries from the day or
from the notes of the people sitting next to the vice-president.”80

This paradox needs clarification. The commission did have phone log
verification, from the Secure Switchboard Log, for Bush’s call to Cheney at
9:15 and for an unimportant call made by the president about 9:20 to FBI
director Robert Mueller.81 The 9/11 report cites the Secure Switchboard
Log again for what they call a second “confirmation call at 10:18 A.M.”82

Thus either there was a Watergate-like gap in the same log for the period of
the Bush-Cheney phone call authorizing the tripartite order, around 10:00
A.M., or the call was made on some other channel.83

In the old-fashioned days of Watergate, the nonexistence of a particular
White House phone log record would lead one to suspect that it had been
suppressed or destroyed—”deep-sixed” in the language of that crisis—by
the White House itself. In this case I believe there are four alternative
hypotheses, of which I find the third and fourth the most likely:

1. Someone in the 9/11 Commission or its staff redacted the Secure
Switchboard Log.

2. The record for the shoot-down phone call existed earlier on the Secure
Switchboard Log but was eliminated before the log was seen by the



9/11 Commission or its staff.
3. There never was any Secure Switchboard Log record of this call

because it was made on another channel: Cheney made it to the
president from the area of the tunnel that had a secure phone. (This use
of what is called a “back channel” would explain why “others nearby
who were taking notes” in the PEOC have no record of such a call.84)

4. The phone call was made outside channels but logged in a record with
a higher security level than those of the records requested by and/or
supplied to the commission.

I give most credit to the third and fourth possibilities, because the
tripartite order specifically (according to both Clarke and the 9/11
Commission Report) authorized COG.85 COG was and remains an
extremely sensitive matter. The 9/11 report has only one other reference to
COG besides the tripartite order (on page 38) already noted: namely, that on
9/11 “contingency plans for the continuity of government and the
evacuation of leaders had been implemented.” A footnote adds: “The 9/11
crisis tested the U.S. government’s plans and capabilities to ensure the
continuity of constitutional government and the continuity of government
operations. We did not investigate this topic, except as needed to understand
the activities and communications of key officials on 9/11. The Chair, Vice
Chair, and senior staff were briefed on the general nature and
implementation of these continuity plans.”86 The other footnotes confirm
that no information from COG files was used to document the 9/11 report.
At a minimum these files might resolve the mystery of the missing phone
call about the tripartite order. I suspect that they might tell us a great deal
more.

The tripartite order instituting COG also transmitted a Secret Service
request for planes to protect Air Force One, and the Secret Service appears
to have had its own secure system and logs.87 The question arises whether
the “secure phone” in the White House tunnel belonged to the Secret
Service or (as one might expect) was part of the secure network of the
White House Communications Agency (WHCA). The WHCA is a military
agency that functions closely with the Secret Service, whose agents of
course were present with both Bush and Cheney that morning. The WHCA
also had an open line to the FAA.88 The 9/11 Commission Report notes, for



example, “at 10:02, the communicators in the [PEOC] shelter began
receiving reports from the Secret Service of an inbound aircraft.”89

Significantly, this important fact is footnoted to a Department of Defense
transcript; the 9/11 Commission and report apparently had no access to
Secret Service phone tapes. If the phone call was made outside channels,
then we can say with some certainty that it was made before 9:58 A.M.,
when Cheney entered (or reentered) the PEOC. This would discredit the
report’s suggested time for the shoot-down phone discussion (between 9:58
and 10:15)90 and corroborate Clarke’s evidence that the shoot-down order
was authorized in a phone call before the president’s plane took off at 9:54
A.M. (Although the WHCA boasts on its Web site that the agency “was also
a key player in documenting the assassination of President Kennedy,” the
WHCA logs and transcripts were in fact withheld from the purview of the
Warren Commission and subsequent public investigations.91 Were they
withheld from Kean and Hamilton as well?)92

The 9/11 Commission Report never cites the WHCA by name. However,
the WHCA, according to its official Web site, is “under operational control
of the White House Military Office.”93 One might conclude that the WHCA
Communications Log would be one and the same as the White House
Military Office Communications Log, which the report refers to. Yet the
report, which cites phone logs to confirm the time of an uncontroversial
presidential phone call to FBI director Mueller, does not so with the two
most important of the four phone calls it reports between Cheney and Bush:

1. For a call at about 9:20 from Bush to Mueller, which has never been
disputed, it cites a “White House record, Secure Switchboard Log,
Sept. 11, 2001” (see footnote 204 on page 463).

2. For the two highly disputed calls, one from the tunnel (before the crash
of Flight 93) and one soon after from the PEOC, it cites the “Vice
President Cheney interview with Newsweek, Nov. 19, 2001, p. 5” (see
footnote 211 on page 464).

3. Finally, for a two-minute “confirmation” call at 10:18, it cites a “White
House record, Secure Switchboard Log, Sept. 11, 2001” (see footnote
221 on page 465).

Why did the 9/11 report authors not cite Log records for the two disputed
calls about the shoot-down order? Were they denied them? Were they never



entered in the Secure Switchboard Log? Or did these records never exist at
all? One way or another, it would appear that either the evidence has again
been cherry-picked on a key issue, or that Cheney may have taken unusual
steps to sequester himself from the PEOC for a call or calls outside
channels. The strange testimony of Karl Rove about the takeoff of Air
Force One (“Before we could … put on our seat belts, they were rolling the
plane”) suggests that not just Cheney, but others in the White House as
well, may have participated in a deceitful cover-up to suppress the details of
the crucial ten-minute phone call with Bush at 9:45 A.M.

DID THE SHOOT-DOWN ORDER APPLY TO
FLIGHT 93?

We know almost nothing about the unrecorded call, other than that (to judge
from the subsequent tripartite order) it covered security for Air Force One, a
disputed order about planes (either the shoot-down order or an order for a
combat air patrol), and COG. It is possible that the most sensitive part of
the call pertained to COG and covered matters still unknown to us, to which
even the occupants of the PEOC were not cleared to listen.

The timing of the shoot-down order has been studied scrupulously by
some critics of the 9/11 report, because of initial statements that United 93
was in fact shot down. Bamford is certain that the order was issued in time
for NORAD and NEADS to go after United 93. In his book Pretext for War,
he wrote: “A few minutes later, Cheney passed the order to … the
Pentagon’s War Room… . Sitting in the glassed-in Battle Cab of NORAD’s
Northeast Defense Sector Operations Center at Rome, New York, Air Force
Colonel Robert Marr … sent out word to air traffic controllers to instruct
fighter planes to destroy the United jetliner… . ‘United Airlines Flight 93
will not be allowed to reach Washington, D.C.,’ said Marr.”94

According to the 9/11 report, NORAD learned about Flight 93 too late
for Marr to have said this. The same was implied by the movie United 93 in
2006. But the movie provoked General Larry Arnold to retort that NORAD
had indeed been notified of United 93 “a short time before it crashed… . I
advised Col. Marr to intercept UAL 93.”95 A number of stories confirmed
that an F-16 went in pursuit of Flight 93, corroborating the statement by



deputy secretary of defense Paul Wolfowitz that “we were already tracking
that plane that crashed in Pennsylvania. I think it was the heroism of the
passengers on board that brought it down but the Air Force was in a
position to do so if we had to.”96

There was also some circumstantial evidence of a shoot down.
According to early reports, later disputed, one of the Flight 93 passengers
reported by cell phone that “he heard some sort of explosion and saw white
smoke coming from the plane,” then contact with this passenger was lost.97

A number of witnesses on the ground also heard a loud bang before the
plane crashed.98 Later, “according to sources, the last seconds of the cockpit
voice recorder are the loud sounds of wind, hinting at a possible hole
somewhere in the fuselage.”99 Debris from the plane was scattered over a
wide area up to eight miles away, including a half-ton piece of one of the
engines that was found two thousand yards from the crash site.100 The FBI
agent at the scene, Bob Craig, attributed the debris disposal to the
prevailing wind.101

Ignoring these claims, the 9/11 report maintains that “by the time the
military had learned about the flight [10:03, 10:06, or 10:07] … it had
crashed… . NORAD did not even know the plane was hijacked until after it
had crashed.”102 Citing NORAD’s own sources, it claims that no shoot-
down order was communicated to the military until 10:31. Ignoring
Clarke’s account that he heard the order from Cheney before Air Force One
took off at 9:54, the report simply says “Clarke reported that they were
asking the President for authority to shoot down aircraft. Confirmation of
that authority came at 10:25.”103

The issue of course was extremely sensitive. Flight 93 should not have
been shot down, because by most accounts the passengers had, by about
9:56 A.M., wrested control of the aircraft away from the hijackers. Thus
when General Myers testified to Congress on September 13, 2001, Senator
Carl Levin asked him about “statements that the aircraft that crashed in
Pennsylvania was shot down.” Myers replied that “the armed forces did not
shoot down any aircraft.”104

Even if United 93 had been shot down, it could be seen as a tragic error
or alternatively a grim but tragic necessity (if by any chance the heroic
passengers were not successful as reported). In these cases the cover-up



performance of the 9/11 Commission Report would be at worst a cover-up
of an embarrassment, not of a homicidal crime. When I bring up all these
confusing and conflicting reports, it is not because I believe that Flight 93
was shot down (a question on which I am ignorant). It is once again to
reinforce my general thesis that on key matters there has been a cover-up,
and the public still does not know what happened on September 11, 2001.

WHAT IS THE REPORT COVERING UP
ABOUT CHENEY?

My most important conclusions from the foregoing research have nothing
to do with the fate of Flights 77 and 93. Rather, they are that on crucial
matters Cheney misrepresented what really happened and that the 9/11
Commission Report, by omitting some key evidence and by cherry-picking
its sources, has created the false picture that Cheney’s contested claims are
substantiated by the available evidence. The story the report presented was
embarrassing enough: of a multibillion-dollar defense system that broke
down on September 11 and completely failed to perform its designated
function. But the report’s systematic and repeated distortions lead me to
suspect that some even more embarrassing truth is being concealed and that
this truth has to do with orders given on that day by the vice president.

Mineta’s story of Cheney’s orders at 9:25 A.M., as Flight 77 was
approaching Washington, needs to be examined critically for the first time
in an authorized investigation. The report’s failure to deal with it seems
inexcusable. So does its claim that “American 77 traveled undetected for 36
minutes” before its crash at 9:37 and that Cheney “arrived” (as opposed to
reentered) the PEOC at about 9:58. If Mineta’s story is true, then Cheney
gave orders that have since been covered up and for which no presidential
authorization is known.

Over the course of finalizing this manuscript, a number of mainstream
articles and books have been published accusing Cheney of dishonesty and
misleading statements about Iraq and weapons of mass destruction, about
Iraq and the terrorist Mohamed Atta, about Iraq and aluminum tubes, about
Iraq and uranium yellowcake.105 This was brought to a head by Cheney’s
shameless lie to Senator John Edwards in the 2004 vice presidential debate:



“The senator has got his facts wrong. I have not suggested there’s a
connection between Iraq and 9/11.”106

Falsehoods are not necessarily lies. Condoleezza Rice, then national
security adviser, tried to persuade the 9/11 Commission that her notorious
statement of May 2002—”I don’t think anybody could have predicted that
… they would try to use … , a hijacked airplane as a missile”107—merely
reflected her lack of knowledge about counterterrorism.108 But, as former
vice president Al Gore has observed, in accusing both Bush and Cheney of
lying about Iraq and Osama bin Laden: “Bush’s consistent and careful
artifice is itself evidence that he knew full well that he was telling an artful
and important lie.”109

Lying about public policy, particularly foreign policy, is a familiar
tradition in American politics, and one that spans both parties. What we are
talking about here are misrepresentations, including possible lies, about a
crime, the largest homicide in the history of the United States. So much
remains unknown about that crime, from the identity of the hijackers to the
circumstances that let them reach their targets, that the crime must be
considered unsolved. In these circumstances the misrepresentations in the
9/11 Commission Report are not only evidence of a deception and cover-up,
they justify grave suspicion as to what is being covered up. Although it is
too early to reach a conclusion, it is at least possible that the
misrepresentations also constitute obstruction of justice. I cannot refrain
from observing that at least once before in U.S. history a major political
crime was allowed to remain unsolved: the assassination of John F.
Kennedy.110 A number of studies have shown increasing mistrust,
beginning in 1963, of American citizens in their government. To leave 9/11
in the same state of unresolved suspicion would be an even greater shock to
the conditions of democratic government.

All this leaves us with important specific questions:
1. Who was responsible for the June 1, 2001, Joint Chiefs of Staff order

making intercepts of off-course planes more difficult? What was the
justification for it? The records of both the JCS and Cheney’s National
Preparedness Review should be consulted in this matter.

2. Was Mineta merely informed of the order to land by Sliney, or did the
order come down to Sliney from Mineta when in the PEOC with



Cheney?
3. What are the reasons for the commission’s flagrant neglect of

testimony about the events of September 11 from Mineta and Clarke?
4. Where is the videotape of the White House teleconference, which

would resolve the question of when the shoot-down order was issued
and whether Rumsfeld was participating in it before 10 A.M. (as Clarke
claimed) or not (as the 9/11 Commission Report implied)?

5. Did Cheney’s series of responses to an incoming plane occur about
9:25 (as Mineta reported) or about 10:15 (as Lynne Cheney and Lewis
Libby recalled)? If the earlier time, what orders was Cheney referring
to?

6. What explains the apparent gap in the records concerning the day’s
most important phone call (in which Bush authorized both the
implementation of COG and, allegedly, a shoot-down order)? Is there a
record of that phone call from another source, such as the Secret
Service?

7. Are there COG files extant somewhere that would expand on the
limited story relayed by the 9/11 Commission?

At this stage the main accusation that can be based on all this evidence is
that of cover-up—an ongoing cover-up among other matters of the most
important orders given on September 11. The 9/11 Commission decided
that its supporting evidence and records should be withheld from public
view until January 2, 2009.111 Kean and Hamilton, who wrote that “we
decided to be open and transparent so the people could see how we reached
our conclusions,” offered no explanation in their book for this retreat from
transparency.112

As it did belatedly in the case of the John F. Kennedy assassination,
Congress should initiate a procedure for these records to be reviewed and
released expeditiously. Records that should be released would include all of
the phone logs from the White House on September 11, to determine, as a
matter of priority, the precise time and circumstances of Cheney’s orders
respecting planes. They would also include materials (such as COG files
and the videotape of the White House teleconference) that the commission
apparently never requested. The public also needs to establish why other
records requested by the commission did not initially reach them. The next



step would be to depose important witnesses, such as Monte Belger and
Richard Clarke, about the discrepancies in testimony that the 9/11 report
failed to address.

Then it would be appropriate for a venue to be established in which the
vice president would testify for the first time about 9/11 under oath. This
inquiry would look critically at the vice president’s responses to hijacked
aircraft on September 11 and also ask an even more serious question: Did
Cheney’s activities with FEMA in the spring of 2001 contribute to the
magnitude of the attacks? FEMA was an agency with which Cheney had
been secretly involved since the 1980s. In that decade Cheney and
Rumsfeld, who was not even in government, had been engaged with FEMA
in highly secret preparations for what finally occurred on 9/11: the
proclamation of rules for COG—continuity of government.113

Although we know almost nothing of COG since 2001, news stories in
the 1980s indicated that COG planning, in conjunction with Oliver North,
then included plans for warrantless detention and warrantless
eavesdropping—plans that were swiftly implemented after 9/11.114 We have
to ask whether Cheney, both in May and on September 11, was not more
focused on implementing his own earlier COG programs, than in stopping
incoming planes.

When asked for my opinion of what happened on 9/11, I customarily
answer that I am sure of one thing only: that there has been a significant
cover-up of vital issues. But there is one other conclusion that can be drawn
from the available evidence: At a moment when the nation was under
attack, Cheney and Rumsfeld both simultaneously absented themselves for
a period from their associates and their appointed posts, to hold a significant
conversation about which (a) they have since been deceptive, (b) the report
is silent or misleading, and (c) the facts are unknown. I find all this very
suggestive. If Cheney and Rumsfeld were discussing issues too sensitive for
even the audience in the PEOC to hear, the two of them were almost
certainly not acting on their own. More probably they were the key figures
in a highly classified operation that must have involved others.

Their behavior on 9/11 revives the question arising from their White
House activity in the semiconspiratorial 1975 Halloween Massacre—an
event that I argued in chapter 3 was critical in redefining America’s posture
in the world. The question in both events is whether Cheney and Rumsfeld



could have contrived such a major change on their own within the White
House, or whether they were acting in concert with other aspects of the
deep state. That is a key question for 9/11. And it is a question made even
more urgent by Cheney’s and Rumsfeld’s activities with respect to COG.



FOURTEEN 
 CHENEY, THE FEDERAL

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
AGENCY, AND CONTINUITY OF

GOVERNMENT
We annually spend on military security more than the net income
of all United States corporations. This conjunction of an immense
military establishment and a large arms industry is new in the
American experience. The total influence—economic, political,
even spiritual—is felt in every city, every State house, every
office of the Federal government.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Farewell Address, 1961

THE SWIFT IMPLEMENTATION OF COG ON
9/11

In chapter 11 we saw that Cheney had a strong agenda for U.S. involvement
in Iraq before 9/11, and that on 9/11 he argued for an immediate invasion.
In this chapter I detail a similar pattern with respect to the 1980s plans for
continuity of government (COG). These plans, secretly developed under
President Reagan by Cheney and Rumsfeld, had as far as we know been
given lower priority during the Clinton presidency, as FEMA became more
focused on dealing with natural disasters. But COG was implemented at
least partially on 9/11, before the last hijacked plane had hit the ground.

All sources agree that before 10 A.M. on that day, a central order from
President Bush to Cheney contained three provisions, of which the first
was, according to the 9/11 Commission Report, “the implementation of
continuity of government measures.”1 As James Mann has written: “On
September 11, 2001, … Cheney and Rumsfeld suddenly began to act out



parts of a script they had rehearsed years before. Operating from the
underground shelter beneath the White House, called the Presidential
Emergency Operations Center, Cheney told Bush to delay a planned flight
back from Florida to Washington. At the Pentagon, Rumsfeld instructed a
reluctant Wolfowitz to get out of town to the safety of one of the
underground bunkers, which had been built to survive nuclear attack.
Cheney also ordered House Speaker Dennis Hastert, other congressional
leaders, and several Cabinet members (including Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman and Interior Secretary Gale Norton) evacuated to one of these
secure facilities away from the capital.”2

By 2:40 P.M. on September 11, deputy secretary of defense Paul
Wolfowitz had left Washington by helicopter for a COG underground base.
Both Cheney and Rumsfeld refused to leave on that day, however. This
meant that for a time there were two parallel governments in place.3

Cheney himself frequently disappeared from public view after 9/11. At
these times he too was working from a COG base—”Site R,” the so-called
Underground Pentagon at Raven Rock Mountain on the Maryland-
Pennsylvania border.4 As the Washington Post later reported, Cheney
became in effect the leader of a U.S. “shadow government”:

President Bush has dispatched a shadow government of about
100 senior civilian managers to live and work secretly outside
Washington, activating for the first time long-standing plans to
ensure survival of federal rule after catastrophic attack on the
nation’s capital… . Known internally as the COG, for “continuity
of government,” the administration-in-waiting is an unannounced
complement to the acknowledged absence of Vice President
Cheney from Washington for much of the past five months.
Cheney’s survival ensures constitutional succession, one official
said, but “he can’t run the country by himself.”… The White
House is represented by a “senior-level presence,” one official
said, but well below such Cabinet-ranked advisers as Chief of
Staff Andrew H. Card Jr. and national security adviser
Condoleezza Rice.5

Meanwhile, Democratic Senate Majority Leader Thomas A. Daschle told
the Post “he had not been informed about the role, location or even the



existence of the shadow government that the administration began to deploy
the morning of the Sept. 11 hijackings.”6

It requires considerable prior planning to remove one hundred senior
civilian managers. Displaced to form a parallel government outside
Washington, these managers must have had some assignment; it is
inconceivable that they were just sitting and waiting for developments. But
about all we know of their activity is that it had been effectively removed
from congressional review. It is disturbing that there has been no official
report on the activities of this “shadow government,” or even whether it is
still activated.

CHENEY’S TERRORISM TASK FORCE, COG,
AND MARTIAL LAW

Whether or not the shadow government is still active, many actions of the
Bush presidency after 9/11 resembled not only what Nixon did in the 1970s,
but what Cheney and Rumsfeld had planned to restore under COG in the
1980s in the case of an attack. As noted in chapters 11 and 13, news stories
in the 1980s indicated that COG planning in the 1980s included plans for
martial law and overriding the Posse Comitatus Act, plans for warrantless
eavesdropping, including eavesdropping on domestic dissidents,
warrantless detention, and the use of association as grounds for
deportation.7 We have to ask whether Cheney, in May and September 2001,
was not crucial in implementing his own earlier COG programs.

Some of these ideas from the 1980s were incorporated almost
immediately in the USA Patriot Act, which clearly had been drafted before
9/11.8 The erosion of posse comitatus, which began right after 9/11, was
consummated without debate, perhaps even without congressional
awareness, in the October 2006 defense budget bill.9 The suspension of the
FISA Act, to eliminate judicial review of warrantless eavesdropping, was
initiated with no legal justification at all.10

Cheney had long had it in mind to restore the untrammeled presidential
style of Richard Nixon. As he told reporters on his return in December 2005
from Pakistan: “Watergate and a lot of things around Watergate and



Vietnam, both during the ‘70s served, I think, to erode the authority … the
legitimate authority of the presidency”—practices exercised by Nixon that
were outlawed after Watergate.11 As reporter Charlie Savage wrote in the
Boston Globe:

Cheney also offered a roadmap to his thinking about presidential
power. He told reporters to read a 1987 report whose production
he oversaw when he was a leading Republican in the House of
Representatives. The report offered a dissenting view about the
Iran-Contra scandal… . A congressional committee [had] issued
a 427-page report concluding that a “cabal of zealots” in the
administration who had “disdain for the law” had violated the
statute.12 But some of the Republicans on the committee, led by
Cheney, refused to endorse that finding. They issued their own
155-page report asserting the real problem was Congress passing
laws that intruded into a president’s authority to run foreign
policy and national security… . Cheney’s report includes a
lengthy argument that the Constitution puts the president beyond
the reach of Congress when it comes to national security.13

Cheney’s minority report was drafted with the assistance of David
Addington, a former CIA lawyer under CIA director William Casey. Under
George W. Bush, Addington became the leading architect of the “signing
statements” the president appended to more than 750 laws. After Lewis
Libby was indicted and resigned over the Valerie Plame affair, Addington
became Vice President Cheney’s chief of staff.14

Cheney’s comments in 2005 came in reply to questions about Bush’s
policy, just exposed by reporter James Risen in the New York Times, of
warrantless eavesdropping. In the 1980s, back in the era of Iran-Contra,
Cheney and Rumsfeld had discussed with FEMA just such emergency
surveillance and detention powers. In May 2001, Cheney and FEMA were
reunited: President George W. Bush appointed Cheney to head a terrorism
task force and created a new office within FEMA to assist him. In effect,
Bush was authorizing a resumption of the kind of planning that Cheney and
FEMA had conducted under the heading of COG. We have to ask whether
this second task force of Cheney was not crucial in designing policies of



warrantless eavesdropping and detention, in addition to stymieing normal
response to the hijackings of 9/11.15

Attorney General John Ashcroft took immediate steps after 9/11 to
implement a central COG idea from the 1980s—arbitrary detention.
Starting in September 2001, “hundreds of non-citizens were swept up on
visa violations, … held for months in a much-criticized federal detention
center in Brooklyn as ‘persons of interest’ to terror investigators, and then
deported.”16 In some cases secretly detained and physically abused, none of
the detainees in the New York area were ever linked to 9/11. Six of them
returned in January 2006 to sue government officials, starting with
Ashcroft. According to their attorney, warrantless eavesdropping may have
figured in their detention.17

In May 2002 an American citizen, Jose Padilla, was first arrested and
then, by a Bush executive order, removed from court jurisdiction to be held
indefinitely in a U.S. Navy brig, without access to his lawyer. Three months
later, in August, Ashcroft disclosed a plan that “would allow him to order
the indefinite incarceration of U.S. citizens and summarily strip them of
their constitutional rights and access to the courts by declaring them enemy
combatants.”18 After widespread protests from legal scholars, the plan for
military detention camps was not discussed publicly further. It seems clear,
however, that the camps exist and that in the case of martial law the
authority already exists for them to be used.

It is clear also that the number of camps will be expanded. In January
2006, KBR, the engineering and construction subsidiary of Halliburton,
announced it had been awarded a contract from the Department of
Homeland Security for $385 million, to provide “temporary detention and
processing capabilities.”19 The contract (using Oliver North’s justification
of two decades earlier) envisaged preparing for “an emergency influx of
immigrants, or to support the rapid development of new programs.”
However, the press release made clear that the facilities could be used for
other emergencies, such as “a natural disaster.”

On February 6, 2007, homeland security secretary Michael Chertoff
announced that the fiscal year 2007 federal budget would allocate more
than $400 million to add sixty-seven hundred additional detention beds (an
increase of 32 percent over 2006). This $400 million allocation is more than



a fourfold increase over the fiscal year 2006 budget, which provided only
$90 million for the same purpose. Both the contract and the budget
allocation were in partial fulfillment of an ambitious ten-year Homeland
Security strategic plan, code-named Endgame, authorized in 2003. A forty-
nine-page Homeland Security document on the plan explained, deadpan,
that Endgame expanded “a mission first articulated in the Alien and
Sedition Acts of 1798.” Its goal was the capability to “remove all
removable aliens,” including “illegal economic migrants, aliens who have
committed criminal acts, asylum-seekers (required to be retained by law) or
potential terrorists.”20 (At the time there were approximately eleven million
“illegal immigrants” in the United States.)

Is it possible that the managers sent outside Washington in the COG
shadow government were responsible for initiating Endgame? One clue is
that the group who prepared Endgame was, as the Homeland Security
document put it, “chartered in September 2001.” Endgame’s goal of a
capacious detention capability is remarkably similar to North’s
controversial Rex-84 “readiness exercise” for COG in 1984. This had
reportedly envisaged a plan for FEMA to round up and detain four hundred
thousand imaginary “refugees,” in the context of “uncontrolled population
movements” over the Mexican border into the United States.21

As I have detailed throughout this book, controversial plans for detention
facilities or camps have a long history, going back to fears in the 1970s of a
national uprising by black militants. Reportedly they were included in the
executive order for continuity of government that had been drafted in 1982
by FEMA director Louis Giuffrida. This draft order advocated the use of
martial law and detention camps. As Alfonso Chardy reported in the Miami
Herald on July 5, 1987, the order called for “suspension of the Constitution,
turning control of the government over to FEMA, emergency appointment
of military commanders to run state and local governments and declaration
of martial law during a national crisis.”22 The martial law portions of the
plan were outlined in a memo by Giuffrida’s deputy for national
preparedness programs, John Brinkerhoff. According to Chardy, they
resembled an earlier paper by Giuffrida, which prepared for the roundup
and transfer to “assembly centers or relocation camps” of twenty-one
million “American Negroes.”23



After 9/11 it became clear that FEMA’s COG martial law plans in the
1980s were being resurrected. In January 2002 the Pentagon submitted a
proposal for deploying troops on American streets. One month later,
Brinkerhoff, the author of the 1982 FEMA memo, published the second of
two articles arguing for the legality of using U.S. troops for purposes of
domestic security. Brinkerhoff, now with the quasi-governmental ANSER
Institute for Homeland Security (a spin-off from RAND), claimed that the
Posse Comitatus Act of 1878 did not apply to such deployments.24

Then in April 2002, Defense officials implemented a plan for domestic
U.S. military operations by creating a new U.S. Northern Command
(CINC-NORTHCOM) for the continental United States. Defense Secretary
Rumsfeld called this “the most sweeping set of changes since the unified
command system was set up in 1946.”25 It was announced that “the
NORTHCOM commander is responsible for homeland defense and also
serve[s] as head of the North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD)… . He will command U.S. forces that operate within the United
States in support of civil authorities. The command will provide civil
support not only in response to attacks, but for natural disasters.”26

Brinkerhoff later commented on PBS that “the United States itself is now
for the first time since the War of 1812 a theater of war. That means that we
should apply, in my view, the same kind of command structure in the
United States that we apply in other theaters of war.”27

One declassified FEMA memo from 1982 stated that “a fully
implemented civil defense program may not now be regarded as a substitute
for martial law, nor could it be so marketed, but if successful in its
execution it could have that effect.”28 By 2005 it was clear that the Bush
administration was thinking seriously, not about civil defense but about
martial law. In response to Hurricane Katrina, according to the Washington
Post, White House senior adviser Karl Rove told the governor of Louisiana,
Kathleen Babineaux Blanco, that she should explore legal options to impose
martial law “or as close as we can get.” The White House tried vigorously,
but ultimately failed, to compel Governor Blanco to yield control of the
state National Guard.29

In September 2006, as part of the 2007 Defense Authorization Bill,
Congress made it easier for the president to declare martial law and to
federalize the National Guard, even over the objections of the Nation’s



governors, as Section 1076 of the new law changed Section 333 of the
“Insurrection Act,” increasing the president’s ability to deploy troops within
the United States during a natural disaster, epidemic, serious public health
emergency, terrorist attack, or “other condition.” As Senator Patrick Leahy
pointed out in February 2007, while moving to repeal the amendment, the
change was merely slipped in at the administration’s request as rider to a
bill that was hundreds of pages long.30

In September 2005, meanwhile, NORTHCOM conducted a highly
classified Granite Shadow exercise in Washington. As military affairs
analyst William Arkin reported on his Washington Post blog: “Granite
Shadow is yet another new Top Secret and compartmented operation related
to the military’s extra-legal powers regarding weapons of mass destruction.
It allows for emergency military operations in the United States without
civilian supervision or control.” Arkin could learn little about the classified
operation except that it involved activities “that are highly controversial and
might border on the illegal.”31

Many critics have alleged that FEMA’s spectacular failure to respond to
Katrina followed from a deliberate White House policy of paring back
FEMA and instead strengthening the military for responses to disasters.
Endgame’s multimillion-dollar program for detention facilities will greatly
increase NORTHCOM’s ability to respond to any domestic disorders.

9/11 AS IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TOP-
DOWN DEEP STATE

The administration seems quite aware that if opposition emerges to these
programs, it will be organized principally through the Internet. Thus a
recent U.S. war game, Cyber Storm, was waged, not just to protect the
Internet but to safeguard the American people from “musings about current
events”:

The government concluded its “Cyber Storm” war game Friday
[February 10, 2006], its biggest-ever exercise to test how it
would respond to devastating attacks over the Internet from
antiglobalization activists, underground hackers and bloggers.



Bloggers?

Participants confirmed parts of the worldwide simulation
challenged government officials and industry executives to
respond to deliberate misinformation campaigns and activist
calls by Internet bloggers, whose Web logs include political
rantings and musings about current events.32

A week later, in a speech to the Council on Foreign Relations on
February 17, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld also spoke of the danger
to the country’s security from misinformation, from what he called “news
informers” who needed to be combated in “a test of wills.”33 Two days
earlier, citing speeches critical of Bush by Al Gore, John Kerry, and
Howard Dean, conservative columnist Ben Shapiro called for “legislation to
prosecute such sedition.”34 No such provisions were submitted in the War
Crimes Act subsequently passed by Congress. But, as I discuss in the next
chapter, a proposal was submitted to revise the “network neutrality” in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996. This threat to the traditional openness of
the Internet apparently waned when the Democrats, in November 2006,
resumed control of Congress.

The American Deep State in Historical Context

I do not consider it helpful in political discourse to use loaded terms like
“fascism,” whose original meanings have been overladen with
propagandistic associations. But I do believe that U.S. citizens should study
Germany in the 1930s, to see how a civilized nation, under stress,
momentarily lost track of its inherent moral virtues and lapsed into a
disastrous course of repression, xenophobia, and ultimately war. Most of us
in America, including myself, have experienced the same powerlessness as
the “good Germans” did under Hitler. They too were vaguely aware that
members of another ethnic group were being rounded up and illegally
detained, yet they too felt unable to do anything about it.

I recommend that Americans read Sebastian Haffner’s self-critical
account of his own inability to understand and stop Nazism in the 1930s.



Although most of his memoir was written back in 1939, it has a chilling
relevance to the situation “good Americans” find themselves in today: “It
was just this automatic continuation of ordinary life that hindered any
lively, forceful reaction against the horror. I have described how the
treachery and cowardice of the leaders of the opposition prevented their
organisations being used against the Nazis or offering any resistance. That
still leaves the question why no individuals ever spontaneously opposed
some particular injustice or iniquity they experienced, even if they did not
act against the whole… . It was hindered by the mechanical continuation of
normal daily life.”35

Franz Neumann, who was arrested by the Nazis and then escaped to
England, later wrote a famous analysis of the Nazi system as a behemoth:
“a non-state, a chaos, a situation of lawlessness, disorder, and anarchy,” in
which the traditional order established by law broke down.36 His friend and
fellow refugee Ernst Fraenkel analyzed the Nazi system more charitably as
a “dual state”: a “normative state” (Normenstaat), a body endowed with
“powers for safeguarding the legal order,” together with a “prerogative
state” (Maβnahmenstaat) “which exercises unlimited arbitrariness …
unchecked by any legal guarantees.”37 In 1955 the notion of a dual state
was transferred from totalitarian states to America, by the distinguished
political scientist Hans Morgenthau, another refugee from Nazi Germany.
Criticizing the paranoid purges of the State Department by bureaucratic
allies of Senator Joseph McCarthy, Morgenthau deplored that the
“authorities charged by law” with making decisions had effectively been
subordinated to a hostile right-wing Bureau of Security within the
department, which exerted “an effective veto over the decisions” of the
former.38

Recently the European peace researcher Ola Tunander, recalling
Morgenthau’s analysis of the dual state, has applied it to America post 9/11:
“After September 11, the U.S. ‘democratic state’ (characterized by
openness, legal procedures and free elections) is forcefully … subsumed
under a U.S. ‘security state’ (characterized by secrecy and military
hierarchy). Much of public life is ‘securitized’ and the president and his
close advisers are focused on the War on Terror, not on civilian matters. ‘I
am a war president. I make decisions … with war on my mind,’ President
Bush said.”39



As I have showed throughout this book, this recent emergence of the
security or deep state from the shadows is the fruition of processes in
motion long before the George W. Bush administration came to power. The
twentieth century everywhere saw both the spread of the democratic nation-
state and also its subordination to the top-down deep state—not just in
Germany and America, but also in Britain, France, Italy, Spain, many
nations in Latin America and Africa, and of course the Soviet Union and
China.40 In the same way that arms races create their own rationale (as I
have argued), so the follies of deep-state paranoia create the conditions to
justify them. If there is merit to this analysis, then we must say that the
recommendations of the 9/11 Commission have taken us still further in the
wrong direction. As I and many others have written, a change in U.S.
policies in the Middle East would do far more to reduce terrorism than
consolidating the security bureaucracies in Washington.

The phenomenon of subordination to paranoia is widespread, but we
should not surrender to it passively as irreversible. On the contrary, there
are two opposing tendencies in recent history: increasing powers for top-
down domination of public opinion and also the rise of new technological
resources, above all those embodied in the Internet, for popular resistance to
ideological top-down domination. The twentieth century saw two dramatic
reversals of the subordination process coupled with the creation or
restoration, drawing in part on these new resources, of an autonomous
public state. I am referring to the liberation movements of Poland and South
Africa. In my final chapter I describe how these movements should serve as
an inspiration to all Americans.



FIFTEEN 
 CONCLUSION 

 9/11 and the Future of America

If once the people become inattentive to public affairs, you and I
and Congress and Assemblies, Judges and Governors, shall all
become wolves. It seems to be the law of our general nature in
spite of individual exceptions.
Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, 1800

With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in
the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish
the work we are in; to bind up the nation’s wounds; to care for
him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his
orphan—to do all which may achieve and cherish a just, and a
lasting peace, among ourselves, and with all nations.
Abraham Lincoln, Second Inaugural Address, 1865

Truth being that which it is can never be destroyed.
Gandhi

AMERICA’S BEST DEFENSE: 
 STRENGTHENING OUR OPEN SOCIETY

9/11 represents a double challenge to the American way of life: the external
threat of terrorist attacks and also the internal threat of subversion of the
Constitution by cabals and a deep state that are threatening to get out of
control. The United States faces a fundamental choice of what and in whom
to trust. Will we deal with the problem of terrorism primarily by working to
resolve issues that provoke conflict and projecting values that the rest of the
world will wish to share? Or will we trust primarily in our own military



power and become increasingly a garrison state and empire, conducting
more and more of our global strategies in secret and projecting our military
and covert strength into further and further corners of the earth?

The cult of secrecy in government, though necessary in some areas, has
become counterproductive. On an operational level it makes it easy for
special interests to falsify intelligence input and not be corrected. We saw
this recently with Ahmed Chalabi’s disastrous advice on Iraq, with the false
stories linking Iraq to uranium from Niger, and with the hijacker Mohamed
Atta.1 This book has argued that secrecy has served America even worse on
the policy level. We need to admit that the secret powers of our government
helped to create and train this enemy, whose presence is now invoked to
further augment the government’s secret powers. Those secret powers
themselves are becoming the major threat to the survival of the open
republic. If we now want to strengthen democracy and reduce the threat of
terrorism, we must look in a different direction.

What is urgently needed is not a reinforcement of Washington’s inner
citadels of secret decision making, but a totally different and more open
approach. America’s true strength is not its military and paramilitary
resources, but what Harvard professor Joseph Nye has called its soft power
—its ability to influence the rest of the world culturally and by example.2
America’s strongest resource is ultimately its people. The best antidote to
Islamic terrorism will come when the chief contact of Muslims abroad is
with American people, not GIs breaking down doors or bombing from the
air with missiles.

This said, however, we are in 2006 a long way from such an alternative
approach. The distinguished social scientist Chalmers Johnson, who once
described himself as a former “spear carrier for the empire,” has formulated
succinctly the challenge that must be met if we are to preserve the
American Republic:

There is one development that could conceivably stop this
process of over-reaching: the people could retake control of
Congress, reform it along with the corrupted elections laws that
have made it into a forum for special interests, turn it into a
genuine assembly of democratic representatives, and cut off the
supply of money to the Pentagon and the secret intelligence



agencies. We have a strong civil society that could, in theory,
overcome the entrenched interests of the armed forces and the
military-industrial complex. At this late date, however, it is
difficult to imagine how Congress, much like the Roman senate
in the last days of the republic, could be brought back to life and
cleansed of its endemic corruption. Failing such a reform,
Nemesis, the goddess of retribution and vengeance, the punisher
of pride and hubris, waits impatiently for her meeting with us.3

Most readers have experienced, at a gut level, the fearful pessimism of
Johnson’s last two sentences. Many of us, like Johnson himself, are looking
for ways not to succumb to it. In my view the correct starting point is, as he
indicates, America’s civil society, which I would characterize as indeed
strong but not unified. Before we can dream of reforming Congress, an
almost utopian goal, the first steps to be taken are to create greater cohesion
in our civil society itself. And a necessary goal, however difficult, will be to
lessen the growing disparity of income that has done so much to empower
the deep state at the expense of the public one.

Let us look more closely at Johnson’s claim that America has a strong
civil society. It is true that U.S. traditions of decency and good
neighborliness make for good local government and all manner of effective
pro bono interest groups. But on the national political level American civil
society is not and never has been strong. On the contrary, it is deeply and
passionately divided, as can be seen for example in ongoing warfare over
appointments to the U.S. Supreme Court. Despite (or because of) enormous
recent improvements in human rights, consensus in favor of these rights has
not been reached. The wounds of the Civil War are not yet fully healed.

The same divisions affect the public’s ideas on foreign policy. The
passions aroused by the Vietnam War have not abated either. This stasis,
this absence of national consensus, has abetted (one might almost say
forced) the growth of government by secrecy and cabal. Therefore the
reform of Congress depends on healing the divisions in the civil society.
This will involve strenuous efforts that I believe will be rewarding, whether
in the end it is the existing American republic that is revived or some
alternative future society.



CRISIS AS OPPORTUNITY AND A
GENERATOR OF NEW FORCES

Large numbers of Americans, on both the left and the right, agree that
today’s republic is threatened, from both without and within. Taking the
long view, we recognize that America’s history has in fact been a
succession of such crises. We can think back to the threats faced by
President John Adams, the hero of the revolutionary Congress, to which he
responded with the Alien and Sedition Acts.4 America’s slow and bumpy
progress toward democracy has been in response to alternating periods of
quiescence and excess. In my own lifetime the excesses of McCarthyism
resulted in the election of enough liberals to secure the passage of the long
overdue Civil Rights Act in 1964.

But the whole of U.S. history has been dialectical. Periods of consensus,
in which burning issues were ignored (like slavery in the early nineteenth
century), have eventually generated concerted efforts to rectify and redefine
the republic. In my youth these efforts came mostly from the left, beginning
with the civil rights movement and ending with a brief phase of doomed,
and in retrospect silly, revolutionary movements. From about 1980 to 2004
the momentum has been one of right-wing consensus, veering still further
toward the right. American history has shown a rhythm, varying by stages
from excessive quiescence to excessive innovation.5

These excesses have not been self-correcting. Instead they have been
bypassed by the development of new compensatory forces. The excesses of
wealth in the first Gilded Age after the Civil War were ultimately corrected
by an agenda of progressive legislation, including antitrust laws, direct
election of senators, and the income tax. But these reforms came only after
unprecedented exposures by investigative journalists, or “muckrakers,”
such as Ida Tarbell and David Graham Phillips. Their contributions
strengthened the powers of newspaper barons like William Randolph
Hearst, until the media themselves came to constitute an important and
ultimately dysfunctional part of the establishment. The Hearst who was
seen as a reformer in the 1900s became an oppressive reactionary in the
McCarthy era.6 The corporate media today have become, collectively, less a
vehicle of information than of mind control.



The civil rights legislation of the 1960s was the product of another new
force: nonviolent grassroots organizing. But the very success of that
movement has produced its dialectical opposite: the fundamentalist
Christian right. Grassroots organizing on the conservative side ultimately
snatched control of the Republican Party from elitist “liberals” such as
Nelson Rockefeller. The current crisis has been caused by excessive
government from the top down, the product of secrecy and off-the-books
activity by irresponsible cabals. The correct response will be found in
mobilization, once again, from the bottom up. But this must be mobilization
to embody the prevailable public will of the whole nation—not to subvert
or co-opt it in favor of a faction.

Thus I believe the old grassroots methods of both left and right are
inappropriate. What is needed is a force uniting the American people
against its unrepresentative government. To a distressing degree, the
energies of the American populists of both left and right are focused on
attacking each other. I suspect that most readers of this book admire the
legacy of Abraham Lincoln, but how many can contemplate their fellow
citizens as Lincoln exhorted us to do: “with malice toward none; with
charity for all”?

To put it another way, the breakdown of democracy in America is not
just a product of top-down deep state connivance on the political level; it is
also a symptom of the incoherence of U.S. civil society on the national
level. Many grassroots organizers, energized by their success in previous
crises, are today aggravating that incoherence.7 What is needed instead is a
movement, like that of Solidarity in Poland, that unites the various elements
in civil society instead of setting them against each other. I suspect that both
left and right, by discarding preconceptions and learning more about those
whom they presume to be adversaries, could discover that they may have
more in common than they believe. For example, it is fashionable on the
left to criticize the neocons of the Project for the New American Century
for their intellectual adherence to the philosophy of Leo Strauss. Strauss in
turn is characterized, even in mainstream texts, as an elitist and moral
absolutist, who once criticized the historian and philosopher Isaiah Berlin as
symptomatic of “the crisis of liberalism—of a crisis due to the fact that
liberalism has abandoned its absolute basis and is trying to become entirely
relativistic.”8



But there is far more to Strauss than this cartoon of him, which ignores
his defense of the moral and political imagination against the allegedly
value-free (Wertfrei) social sciences that in his view abetted the nihilism of
the modern age. As literary critic and scholar Robert Alter has commented,
Strauss “strenuously resisted the notion that politics could have a
redemptive effect by radically transforming human existence. Such thinking
could scarcely be further from the vision of neoconservative policy
intellectuals that the global projection of American power can effect radical
democratic change.”9 I believe that capacious minds should be learning
from Leo Strauss at the same time they are learning from the radical
philosopher Herbert Marcuse. The more there are individuals who can think
of themselves as both liberal and conservative, the easier it will be to heal
the artificial divisions in our civil society.

Since I first began this book in 2002, there have been hopeful signs that
the politics of America’s left are moving toward rapprochement with the
religion of America’s right. The clearest example is in the emerging
struggle over the future of the Internet, which has emerged as the most
hopeful development for America’s future (and the world’s). As the
ownership of U.S. media has become increasingly concentrated, the
independence of mainstream journalism—the old media—has become
radically reduced. The Internet has done much to fill the resulting vacuum,
at every level.

In the important PBS special The Net @ Risk, aired in late 2006, veteran
journalist Bill Moyers spelled out the opportunities created by the Internet
for democracy and transparency: “The Internet is revolutionary because it is
truly democratic, open to anyone with a computer and connection. We don’t
just watch; we participate, collaborate, and create.” He also drew attention
to the dangerous threat to open and equal Internet access from proposed
legislation being lobbied for in 2006 by the powerful duopoly of the
telephone and cable companies.10

Moyers focused further on the emerging coalition of grassroots liberal
and conservative organizations, uniting MoveOn with the Christian
Coalition, which has mobilized against this duopoly and also against the
corporate takeover of local radio stations by huge top-down corporations
like Clear Channel Communications.11 As this book goes to press, it is
impossible to predict the short-term successes of this coalition, whose



chances clearly improved with the Democratic capture of Congress in
November 2006. But the coalition’s true importance will be established in
the long run. It has the potential to repeat in this century what was achieved
by the three great nonviolent revolutions of the twentieth century: the soft
victories of the U.S. Civil Rights Movement, Solidarity in Poland, and anti-
apartheid in South Africa. All three of these movements succeeded by
commitment to abiding values and by the building of coalitions and
consensus through persuasion.

THREE SOFT VICTORIES: THE U.S. CIVIL
RIGHTS MOVEMENT, POLAND, AND SOUTH

AFRICA

These three recent nonviolent victories for humanity, one domestic and two
foreign, sustain my belief that the current world crisis, grounded as it is in
false values and false hopes, can be dealt with by a concerted human
response.12 The first victory is that of the civil rights movement in the
American South. That great step forward is still unfinished, and admittedly
it has produced countercurrents that are a major part of America’s civil
problems today.13 Nevertheless, the improvement in daily life in the South,
for blacks and whites alike, has been both profound and irreversible. The
second victory was that of Eastern Europe in the 1980s, particularly the
victory of the Polish Solidarity alliance between labor, intellectuals, and the
Roman Catholic Church. The third was the essentially nonviolent transition
in South Africa from a repressive elitist white oligarchy to a more open
multiracial democracy.

Contemplating these victories, I believe in the possibility of human
progress. All three were victories by means of a soft politics of nonviolent
persuasion.14 The movements were contemporaneous with America’s
inevitable and predictable failures to impose nonprevailable regimes
through violence in Vietnam and Iraq.15 All three victories teach us a more
concrete message: that tyrannical oppression from above, no matter how
invincible it may outwardly appear, is vulnerable to organized nonviolent
resistance when it is grounded in a sufficiently broad social base. Going one



step further, I will say that oppression, in the context of modern
communications, tends to threaten its own stability, by generating the
resistance to itself. Although the parallels are far from exact, it is important
to see that in the United States today, as in Poland and the American South
in the past, government is increasingly a top-down deep state dominated by
private interests. To this degree it is less responsive to the needs of civil
society, just as are the nominally representative institutions that are
supposed to rectify the situation.

In this book I present a coherent documented outline of how, over the
past half century, the open politics and representative institutions of the
American res publica (the public state) have been progressively
subordinated to a res privata (a restrictively controlled locus of top-down
decision making in the deep state). Within that restricted locus of top-down
power, bureaucratic paranoia has tended to increase. By making the world
secure for global capitalism and suppressing opposition at home and
abroad, the resulting system has become dangerously inflexible in the short
run, with the increasing long-run prospect of nightmare as needed reforms
are endlessly postponed. It is neither subjective nor exaggerated to speak of
nightmare. The current drift of the world is toward more and more
intolerable inequality, an inequality of which most Americans are unaware.
But the consequences of global inequality cannot be shielded from
Americans forever, as this country learned with a shock on September 11,
2001.

The truth is that the apparent stability of global capitalism is deceptive. It
has always bred its own opposition within it, beginning with individuals
like the college-educated Unabomber or the American Taliban volunteer
John Walker Lindh. On every continent rule by the wealthy has also bred
organized resistance, first in the form of Marxist revolutionary movements
and more recently in the form of reactionary fundamentalism.

The question is whether the American nation can develop resistance,
sedated as it is by material comforts and insecurity. In my view the answer
to this question is a moral and indeed spiritual one. In the three soft
victories mentioned, success derived from what Solidarity theorist and
organizer Adam Michnik prescribed for Poland: the solidarity between
urban intellectuals and a spiritually united popular base—that is, religion.16

The American Revolution itself was the fruit of such an alliance.17 Will we



see it in the United States again? As I commented in an essay on Czeslaw
Milosz and the Solidarity movement, it will not be easy. Michnik’s
prescription was as difficult and startling as asking followers of libertarian
socialist Noam Chomsky to have discourse with Southern Baptists.18

The role of religion in popular protest movements cannot be ignored in
this book. Neither can it be adequately treated, however. Religion, like the
weather or America itself, is endlessly polymorphous, a gigantic Rorschach
blot evolving through time. In attempting to define religion’s role in history,
we succeed chiefly in defining ourselves. I am moved to write a brief
belated digression in response to political commentator Kevin Phillips’s
book American Theocracy, a book that (like all of Phillips’s recent work), I
consider to be an excellent introduction to American politics. Writing
explicitly in the spirit of Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Phillips sees “renascent religion” as a potential liability, even a
“danger” to the United States, just as “religious excess” has been one of the
“prominent causes of the downfall of the previous leading world economic
powers.”19

The possibility that religion might be a “good danger” to empire is not
raised by Phillips in his extended discussion. His use of evidence is
formidable but also selective: he does not mention that religion helped end
slavery in all the empires he discusses, nor that it contributed to the
evolution of the British Empire into self-governing nations.20 Phillips fears
that “the interplay of imperialism and evangelicism … could propel the
United States into war in the Middle East.”21 Despite his exhaustive
documentation, he nowhere mentions the involvement of religious leaders
in the antiwar movement, which helped America to extricate itself from the
immoral folly of Vietnam.

My point is not that Phillips’s observations are wrong, but (like my own
throughout this book) they are one-sided. I see America’s religiosity equally
as a cause for concern and for hope.22 For example, in April 2006 millions
of Americans marched to protest the oppressive proposals to restrict and
punish so-called illegal immigration. Religious leaders and others were
prominent in organizing these protests, and possibly only a protest with
religious support could have been mobilized so swiftly and effectively. If
this is dangerous to the American empire, I say: Let us, for the sake of the
republic, have more of such danger.



GLOBAL INEQUALITY AND THE NEED FOR
VISIONARY REALISM

The late social critic Daniel Singer has written eloquently of global
inequality. In the words of his 1999 book Whose Millennium: Theirs or
Ours?:

Looking at the global picture one gets a striking view of
inequality. The fact that the combined wealth of the 225 richest
people in the world nearly equals the annual income of the poorer
half of the earth’s population, that is to say more than 2.5 billion
human beings, is more arresting than volumes of social criticism.
Actually, inequality appears at the very center of the major issues
of our time: international exploitation, racism, gender
discrimination, and the hierarchical division of labor. And when
polarization rhymes with stagnation, it is no longer possible to
pretend that, because of the expanding pie, equality is irrelevant.
Egalitarianism—not to be confused with leveling and uniformity
—must be at the very heart of any progressive project.23

Singer concluded this essay optimistically, by calling for a “realistic
utopia”: “Realistic, since it must be rooted in current conflicts and in the
potentialities of existing society. Utopian, because that is how any attempt
to look beyond the confines of capitalism is branded.”24

Singer formulated his goal of a realistic utopia as a nondoctrinaire
Marxist, ignoring Marx’s own strictures against utopian socialists. I am not
a Marxist (or for that matter an anti-Marxist) but find that his twofold
phrase neatly encapsulates what is needed. In case any critics deride the
phrase as an oxymoron, we can talk of a visionary realism: the need to
bring a fresh, visionary alternative from outside to bear on institutions that,
although worthy of preservation and respect, are clearly not working as
intended. The best way to make them work better is to first look beyond
them, to see where we wish the world to go. With this in mind I distinguish
between three different strategies for change in a world that is both socially
deliquescent and politically immobilized. The three strategies will not
always be distinguishable in practice, and I do not mean in the next



paragraphs to praise one to the exclusion of the rest. We will need however
to be mindful of the differences as we proceed.

First-Level Strategy

The first is the strategy of unmediated or direct political change: working
for new programs to succeed with political institutions as they now exist.
An example of this would be Chalmers Johnson’s hope of reforming
Congress. Another would be the recent book by Noreena Hertz, who has
written compellingly of the need to break “the financial stranglehold
corporations have on politics” and to address “the dominance of trade and
corporate interests in the global sphere.”25 Pointing to the recent
achievements of the global environmentalist movement, Hertz hopes that
such countervailing energy can overcome President George W. Bush’s
efforts to roll back the “great progressive gains of the last three decades.”26

I do not expect such an easy nonviolent evolution out of the present
crisis. To begin with, such sanguine hopes underestimate the threats to
democratic control presented by Bush and his colleagues. Bush’s coming to
power has been described, even by Chalmers Johnson himself, as a coup
d’état.27 The respected commentator Bill Moyers, a veteran of the Johnson
White House, has called the Bush revolution the “most radical assault on
the notion of one nation, indivisible, that has occurred in our lifetime.”28

Even before Bush II, though, American electoral politics had become a
caricature of its former vital self: a process in which money (mostly
corporate) first bought both political parties and then graciously allowed the
public to choose between them. Or, as distinguished American author Gore
Vidal said memorably: there is now “only one political party, the Property
Party, with two right wings, Republican and Democrat.”29 This was notably
true in the 2004 election. Both presidential candidates promised to win with
U.S. troops in Iraq. Both were competing with each other to show their
support for Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, as he continued to build his
wall in defiance of the UN and the International Court of Justice.

A great deal of well-intentioned and indeed inspired organization work,
such as the creative MoveOn.org Web-based movement, must be described



as first-level strategies: attempting to force change through the political
filters of the status quo. Such strategies are not to be discouraged, just as I
believe one should be ready to cooperate with the establishment itself if an
opportunity arises to influence it.30 Nevertheless, I suspect that it is
unrealistic to expect MoveOn.org’s current first-level strategies to change
America by themselves.31

Third-Level Strategy

At the other extreme would be what I see as the third-level strategy of
replacing or doing away with our existing institutions as the necessary
precondition for meaningful social change. This is of course the alternative
held out by revolutionaries past and present, whether red-flag Marxists or
black-flag anarchists. I shall not waste much time rebutting this position.
The history of the past century is, I think, adequate demonstration of the
disasters that follow such a lobotomizing of society. The few successful
examples of revolution—I would cite China and Vietnam—did not proceed
in this fashion; they successfully developed alternative institutions and
mobilized broad coalitions of support for a phased transition to a new social
order. (Both China and Vietnam even found a temporary place for their
respective emperors, Henry Pu-yi and Bao Dai, in their mustering of a
broad social coalition.)

In retrospect it seems extraordinary that two generations ago, at the
height of the Vietnam War, so many intellectuals were denouncing
liberalism as the bar to third-level change. Books that were taken seriously
then, such as Jacques Revel’s elitist Revolution Within the Revolution or
Carlos Marighella’s Manual of the Urban Guerrilla, seem absurdly quaint
and irrelevant today. Many of the organizers of America’s peace movement
are accused of still harboring such aspirations. Whether this is true I do not
know, but the tolerance shown at demonstrations to black-flag anarchists is
from my past experience a symptom of a fatal and self-defeating strategy.
There may well be “third-level moments,” extreme moments that invite
immediate opposition without attention to the flag color of those you protest
with. But in the United States such third-level tactics will never be elevated
successfully into a third-level strategy. The answer lies in a middle path



between absorption into the existing political process and futile rejection of
it.

Visionary Realism and a Second-Level Strategy

Visionary realism, or realistic utopianism, favors a second-level strategy of
restoring the political process by first strengthening civil society. This will
require visionary cooperation with existing elements in society. Drawing on
the experience of the civil rights movement and Solidarity, the initial
emphasis will be less on reforming or breaking down old top-down
institutions than on developing and strengthening alternative ones from the
ground up.32

Adam Michnik has described this process of creating alternative
institutions as “the real value of Poland’s peaceful transformation. How was
it possible? It was preceded by an almost two-decade effort to build
institutions of civil society. Political thought within the democratic
opposition in Poland took as its main objective the creation of alternative
structures in politics, labor, culture, media, and publishing. From this there
emerged a complex network of communities independent from the state.
Those communities developed alternative practices of thinking and acting,
taught intellectual independence and a new kind of resourcefulness, along
with self-reliant decision making, and a spirit of creativity.”33

This emphasis on the creation of an alternative civil society reflects the
views of John Adams, as expressed in his retirement to his correspondent
Thomas Jefferson: “What do we mean by the revolution? The War? That
was no part of the revolution; it was only an effect and consequence of it.
The revolution was in the minds of the people, and this was effected from
1760 to 1775, in the course of fifteen years, before a drop of blood was shed
at Lexington.”34

In the background of both revolutions lies the emergence of Western
civilization from one of the most successful of all alternative civil societies:
the early Christian church. As noted by peace theorist Jonathan Schell, John
Stuart Mill pointed to the success of the early Christians as proof of his
principle that “opinion is itself one of the greatest active social forces”:



“They who can succeed in creating a general persuasion that a certain form
of government, or social fact of any kind, deserves to be preferred, have
made nearly the most important step which can possibly be taken towards
ranging the powers of society on its side… . [St. Stephen was] stoned to
death in Jerusalem while he who was to be Apostle to the Gentiles [St.
Paul] stood by ‘consenting unto his death.’ … Would anyone have supposed
that the party of that stoned man were then and there the strongest power in
society? And has not the event proved that they were so? Because theirs
was the most powerful of then existing beliefs.”35

The quotations from Adams, Mill, and Michnik suggest a similar course
of action for us today. There is widespread agreement that the political
institutions of the West, saturated as they are with contributions from free-
floating global wealth, are more efficient at resisting than generating a
visionary alternative to the status quo. This does not mean we should turn
our back on them. Ultimately, free elections were the defining moment
when Poland was able to turn away from the declining Soviet empire. In
other words, in recognizing that the political process is temporarily
immobilized, energy is deflected into the task of developing alternative
structures in civil society in preparation for eventual political change.
America has the advantage (which for organizers is also a problem) of
being an extremely articulated civil society, whose robustness protects it
from the cultural sickness currently affecting the state. This civil society
may be difficult to mobilize, but for organizers it offers a maximum degree
of both opportunity and protection.

I wish in this brief conclusion to note some changes that have presented
themselves as goals for organizing, both internationally and domestically, to
limit and progressively cut back the unrepresentative deep state. None of
these proposals is new, and each one already has groups campaigning for its
implication. The novelty I propose is to see each as components of a larger
movement for change, to focus on the deep state as the target, and to
recognize that within the status quo none of the proposals can succeed by
itself.

1. The first goal is to recognize income disparity as a threat to the public
state and to address it on a number of fronts:
a. Undo the recent regressive tax laws that have unduly favored the

rich.



b. Bring an end to the United States– and International Monetary
Fund–imposed “Washington consensus,” permitting capital flight
out of smaller nations into the banks and economies of the United
States and its closest allies.

c. Work toward global regulations to reduce both the economic power
of the supernational milieu and the tax advantages of moving
offshore.

What Mexican politician and author Jorge Castañeda wrote
specifically of Latin America has application also to the world and
to the United States: “Until the gaps between rich and poor are
reduced, … democracy will simply not work.”36

Journalist and author William Greider has said the same of the United
States: “Since I am increasingly skeptical that regular politics will
reform itself, I suspect that the best route to restoring our democracy
might begin elsewhere, confronting the undemocratic qualities
embedded in the economic system which are, in fact, a principal
source of democracy’s decline.”37 His latest book, The Soul of
Capitalism: Opening Paths to a Moral Economy, has the potential to
unite left and right in a number of local grassroots solutions.

2. A second organizing goal is to reform the electoral process in the light
of the breakdowns in 2000 and 2004. This issue has the advantage of
forcing individuals to think beyond the existing structures of the two
main political parties.

3. A third goal is to restructure narcotics suppression strategies, to reduce
the international drug traffic that has served, recurrently, as an
underworld asset of the deep state. At present the police enforcement
strategies of the “war on drugs” model maintain retail prices at such an
elevated level that there will always be groups seeking to enter and
dominate the market. What is needed is an alternate medical model for
dealing with the problem, one that is explicitly designed to minimize
rather than maximize the profits of drug trafficking. This issue, like the
first, has the potential to unite church groups, legal reformers, and
local grassroots activists in a campaign to ease prison crowding and
purge so-called victimless crimes from the law books. As indicated
earlier, reducing our bloated prison population will reduce the pool
from which American terrorists are recruited.



4. A fourth organizing goal is to oppose U.S. involvement in Iraq and the
doctrine of preemptive wars in general.38

The need to combat terror is currently being used as justification to increase
the dominance of the deep state at home, and to justify ongoing oppressive
U.S. occupation of such foreign territories as Afghanistan and Iraq. We
need to develop the consciousness that such occupation in the long run is
more a cause of terrorism than it is a remedy. Even Michael Scheuer, the
ex-CIA officer, has agreed that the United States did not move toward
solutions but took a big step backward by invading Iraq.39

The experience to date has amply corroborated this observation. Yet our
leaders seem reluctant to acknowledge it. In 2004, for example, Senator
John Kerry proposed an increase in U.S. troop levels as a solution for the
chaos in Iraq. This is all too reminiscent of Lyndon Johnson’s “solution” in
1965 for the chaos in Vietnam, followed by Richard Nixon’s goal of “peace
with honor.” The lesson to be learned from Vietnam, and even more from
Thailand, is that those countries moved rapidly toward U.S.-friendly
programs of economic development, but only after U.S. troops were
withdrawn and covert operations were scaled back.40

AN OPEN POLITICAL APPROACH TO ISLAM

The perspective I present in this book is that the bottom-up institutions of
American society are in better health than the bloated top-down institutions
of the deep state. With respect to Islamist terrorism, those who know most
about Islam and have no second agenda, such as support for Israel, have
been sidelined. And counterterror policies have been evolved with minimal
consultation by those who know next to nothing about Islam. I myself have
no qualifications as an Arabist or a student of Islam, yet I have read enough
books about al Qaeda to see biases and limits if not errors in just about all
of them. Thus I will share my personal impression that the roots of Islamic
jihadism are more situational than endemic to Islam itself.

The countries of Islam in the past century, particularly since the collapse
of the caliphate, have seen themselves lose power to the West. More
important, they have seen waves of political, economic, and cultural
intervention in their home countries. Some of these interventions strike me



as constructive, particularly with respect to education and health. Others,
such as the record of economic exploitation by the oil companies, should
offend Westerners as much as Muslims in Islam.

History tells us that such outside interventions are likely if not certain, in
any culture, to produce reactions that are violent, xenophobic, and desirous
of returning to a mythically pure past. This was predictably true of Christian
Germany after the disastrous and punitive defeat of World War I. It was true
in the 1990s of Peru’s exploited Indians who responded briefly to the
revolutionary appeal of the Shining Path. There are any number of
examples where alien occupation has produced terrorism among typically
nonviolent people, such as the Cambodians, the Basques, and the Irish.

If we go back in time, we see even more examples. The suppression of
Christians by the Moors in Andalusia after the seventh century produced a
reaction of militant Christianity that was apocalyptic, xenophobic,
passionately vindictive, and murderous. Its desire to purge the Iberian
peninsula of Moorish and Jewish traces became so extreme that the
inquisition at one point punished those guilty of the Muslim tradition of
habitually bathing. The experience of defeat in the American South after the
Civil War helped nourish millenarian evangelist John Nelson Darby’s
similarly apocalyptic theology of Rapture, with its expectation of
Armageddon, the backbone of Christian dispensationalist fundamentalism
in the United States today.41

The suffering behind the apocalyptic rapturism of the South should be
viewed with compassion, and this compassion should extend also to its
mirror opposite in al Qaeda. Both Osama bin Laden and his detractors like
to point to a jihadist tradition in Islam whose notable example is Imam
Taki-d-Din bin Taymiyyah of the thirteenth century. We should not forget,
however, that bin Taymiyyah’s jihadism was also situational, in reaction to
the Mongol destruction of Baghdad in 1258.42

In the wake of 9/11, Americans were encouraged not to think of al
Qaeda with compassion, or even to consider the reasons why jihadists had
attacked the United States. Many of those who did were attacked as “allies
of terrorists.”43 Since then one professional counterterrorist, Michael
Scheuer, has urged America to “proceed with relentless, brutal, and, yes,
blood-soaked offensive military actions until we have annihilated the



Islamists who threaten us.”44 Yet even Scheuer recognizes that bin Laden’s
popularity stems from American policies that are anathema to Muslims,
notably uncritical U.S. support for Israel that is “radicalizing [Muslim]
attitudes in such countries as Indonesia and Malaysia.”45

I believe we have lost ground when so many Muslims have come to feel,
not without justification, that the Muslim world has been targeted by
insensitive U.S. military, diplomatic, and covert strategies. That impression
has been strengthened by quasi-academic books with such titles as Samuel
P. Huntington’s The Clash of Civilizations.46 In The Road to 9/11, I have
tried to strengthen the opposite belief that it is the task of civilization to
bring the world closer together, without annihilating cultural differences (as
unrestricted top-down U.S. globalization threatens to do). From this
perspective it is barbarisms that clash, not civilizations.

To be worthy of the term, “civilizations” (a product of urban culture)
must learn from and communicate with each other. Medieval European
culture became elevated to a new level of civilization in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, as it began to learn from and incorporate the best of the
advanced Muslim culture of Andalusia, from lyric poetry to the Arab-
transmitted Aristotle, which so influenced St. Thomas Aquinas. One faint
cause for hope in our present embattled world is that even Osama bin
Laden, the Wahhabi “fundamentalist” (as he is clumsily called in the press),
recalls with nostalgia the lost greatness of al-Andalus. Al-Andalus was
indeed a moment of peak civilization, not just for Islam but also for the
Jews and ultimately Christian Europe.

Clashes arise from ignorance, deprivation, and resentment, which it is
the task of civilization to overcome. It is a task for the public more than for
governments, which are of necessity infected by the barbarisms of violence
they have to deal with. It is my belief and hope that American society is
civilized enough so that it can attain a tolerant and compassionate
understanding of Islam. This would include responding to the legitimate
complaints of Islam. This is a task for all Americans, not merely our
governors. American society has the resources to rise to this challenge, and
it must. Our current leaders, to put it politely, do not. Bin Laden in his
hatred understands the West and its limitations far better than our leaders do
the complexities of Asia.



We all have a lot to learn. For example, the Sudanese Muslim leader
Hassan al-Turabi has recurrently been referred to in Western intelligence
and right-wing circles as the “Pope of Terror” or “Pope of Terrorism.”47 He
was also “accused by American intelligence officials of having an important
political and financial relationship with Mr. bin Laden.”48 This fails to take
into account the evolution in al-Turabi’s relationship with bin Laden. In
1989 and 1990, as the “power behind the throne” in Sudan, he had invited
bin Laden and other veterans of the Afghan war to set up bases in his
country. He apparently hoped that bin Laden in particular would finance
both Sudanese development and training camps for militants.9 However,
“by late 1995, al-Turabi and other senior figures in the Sudanese
government were beginning to think that their bid to turn Sudan into a
centre for Islamic radicalism was a miscalculation… . It was becoming
increasingly clear that the benefits of bin Laden’s presence in their country
did not outweigh the international opprobrium it brought. The Sudanese
were particularly angry when it emerged that men close to bin Laden had
murdered a young boy suspected of collaborating with the Egyptian
intelligence services.”50

Almost unnoticed in America has been the fact that al-Turabi
condemned the September 11 attacks.51 About this time al-Turabi appears
to have redefined his views on Islam in the world. In 2001 he was arrested
in Sudan for his efforts to negotiate with warring Christian and animist
rebels in the country’s oil-rich south.52 In March 2007, with respect to
Darfur, al-Turabi said that the Sudanese government “should cooperate with
the ICC [International Criminal Court], which Sudan has said has no
jurisdiction over its nationals.”53

On the Web we find al-Turabi talking of trying “to focus on the
international human dialogue of religions generally, not only a dialogue, but
further on, perhaps, an institution or machinery for cooperation as well.”54

In an interview in Arabic with the journalist Mohamed Elhachmi Hamdi, al-
Turabi focused again on the need for dialogue: “I believe in dialogue as a
religious duty, even if I do not like it or think it is useless, because God
encourages it and recommends it… . We are all human beings and we must
be in touch with one another. We are living in the global village, and contact
between people has become a necessity for practical reasons… . Health has
become global, the media have become global, security has become global,



and the human experience has all but become one common experience. We
must talk to one another.”55

It is obvious that there is an information gap here that Western
intelligence circles and Washington think tanks, many of them heavily
oriented toward the perspectives of the deep state, oil companies, or Israel,
have not managed to bridge. So I encourage people-to-people contacts with
Muslim leaders who, like al-Turabi, talk of the need to talk. Contacts are
needed also with the Muslim media, including stations like the Arabic news
network al-Jazeera.

THE TRUTH MOVEMENT: 9/11 AS AN
ORGANIZING ISSUE

I have left until last the question of how successfully a so-called truth
movement can make an organizing issue of the 9/11 homicide itself. At first
glance it would seem to lack the potential for becoming, like an antiwar
movement, a mass movement with the potential to change society. But it is
an issue that has certain big advantages nonetheless. Perhaps more clearly
than any other, the truth movement uses verifiable issues of fact as a way to
call into question the legitimacy of the present administration. It is clear that
the largest homicide in American history has not yet been adequately
investigated, and it is difficult for legislators in particular to back the Bush
administration in its efforts to obstruct an honest investigation. This was
shown by the recurring successes of the 9/11 families in securing a
nongovernmental 9/11 Commission, followed by additional funds and time
for its transactions.

No one should have ever expected the 9/11 Commission to challenge the
legitimacy of the administration that appointed it. It was a first step.
Similarly the Warren Commission was the first step in a process that led,
more than thirty years later, to the release of the incriminating North-woods
documents by the Assassination Records Review Board. Of course the
Warren Commission, like the 9/11 Commission, was charged with ending
inquiries rather than increasing them. But it was one of the strengths of
American civil society that the Warren Report spawned a student-led
movement, the Assassination Information Bureau (AIB) “that sought ‘to



politicize the question of John F. Kennedy’s assassination.’ The bureau’s
activism helped bring about a congressional committee that in 1979
concluded, on the basis of acoustic evidence, that a second gunman had in
fact shot at Kennedy (although later findings cast doubt on that
conclusion).”56

It is unlikely that the AIB would have had the clout it did, without the
surrounding ambience of Watergate and a residual antiwar movement. But
that is precisely a suggestive analogy with today’s political crisis.
Opposition to illegitimate power will be strengthened by a truth-based
movement, however intellectual, that seeks to impeach the administration
with historical facts.

The search for truth, both in itself and in its social implementation, is a
powerful common denominator with the earlier issues mentioned. Journalist
Amy Goodman has written how the so-called Battle of Seattle in 1999, the
first mass challenge to top-down globalization policies of the World Trade
Organization, spawned the creation of the first Independent Media Center,
as an alternative to the top-down corporate media.57 Before that millions
had learned to use the Internet because of the late Gary Webb’s series on
CIA and crack cocaine, as promulgated in its Internet version on the San
Jose Mercury-News Web site.58 The U.S. invasion of Iraq, with the
accompaniment of “embedded” journalists, has taught patriotic Americans
that to learn the truth of what is happening there they must go to foreign
sources.59 With so many Americans now getting news from the Web, and
from alternate and foreign media sources, it was possible in 2004 to mount
a challenge to voting irregularities in the 2004 presidential election.60

In the long run, as Milton once wrote, the winning side tends to be the
one whose weapon is the truth. Widespread use of the Internet and
alternative media has done much to shorten the length of time it takes for
political truths to be heard. As long as the alternate sources are there, the
widespread recurrence of censorship and lies in the major media must be
taken as a sign of the establishment’s weakness, not its strength.

It will be important to monitor whether the Internet remains free, both
economically and politically. I believe that if it does, the American republic
will be secure, despite challenges from above. Thus Internet freedom is like
a canary in the caverns of our modern mass society. It was indeed ominous



when in December 2004 former CIA director George Tenet proclaimed:
“Access to networks like the World Wide Web might need to be limited to
those who can show they take security seriously.”61 That a former CIA
director was proposing that the United States adopt the restrictive Web
policies of China and Myanmar was barely mentioned in the mainstream
U.S. press. But it was soon reported in fifteen hundred sources on Google,
including sources in French, German, and Dutch.

This points to a second powerful commonalty between the truth-based
movement surrounding 9/11 and other organizational movements. The Web
has created the makings of a multinational civil society and public arena in
which there is a shared global interest in matters of justice and injustice in
and for all nations, perhaps especially the United States. Thus it is no
accident that early books challenging the official account of 9/11 were
published in other countries—in England, France, and Germany, most of
them before comparable books were published in the United States.62

9/11 AND THE STRENGTHENING OF THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

The movement to expose 9/11 has helped strengthen an international
community against the excesses of the Bush administration. It has also
helped fortify researchers with the additional resources from blogs, Web
sites, and international conferences. The movement to expose the truth has
the potential to heal old divisions between the left and the right in the
United States. Both the left and the right profess to love freedom, but on
many issues the freedoms sought (for abortion and sexual preference on the
left, for handguns and prayer on the right) are hard to reconcile.

However, the left and the right have shown they can speak as one against
power grabs like the efforts to stifle the truth surrounding 9/11, the
implementation of COG, and the push toward the passage of the Patriot
Act. Throughout this book I have relied on the research and lawsuits of men
like David Schippers of JudicialWatch and John Whitehead of the right-
wing Rutherford Institute, men who are today resisting the power
encroachments of Bush and Cheney with the same energy they once used to
attack Clinton. On the issue of 9/11, Bush is threatened with a revolt from



within the Republican Party. The revolt on other issues may be coming as
well, particularly as the military worries more and more about the condition
of U.S. defense forces and true conservatives worry about the subversion of
the U.S. Constitution.

The opposition between the right and the left in America was
exacerbated by the black and women’s liberation movements of the 1960s
as well as the antiwar movement during the Vietnam era. Before George W.
Bush, it seemed unlikely that this confrontational opposition would ever
diminish. But then Bush came to power with the promise that he would
unite America; and it is still possible that he may do so, although in quite a
different way than he intended. With a triumphalist Bush presidency it is
possible that Americans of many differing opinions will be moved to unite
in defense of the public realm of the republic, against the unpopular and
indefensible overreaching of the deep state.

This book is dedicated to the strengthening of that possibility.



Glossary of Open Politics
archival history A chronological record of events, as reconstructed by

archival historians from public records; as opposed to deep history,
which is a chronology of events concerning which the public records are
often either falsified or nonexistent.

cabal A network, often of cliques, operating within or across a broad social
and bureaucratic base with an agenda not widely known or shared.
According to many dictionary definitions, a cabal is a group of persons
secretly united to bring about a change or overthrow of government. But
in the deep state cabals can also operate within the status quo to sustain
top-down rule, including interventions from the overworld.

clique A small group of like-minded people, operating independently
within a larger social organization. Before the Iraq War the neocons in
the Bush administration represented a clique; the faction preparing
secretly for war (which included both neocons and veterans of the
international petroleum industry, like Dick Cheney and Condoleezza
Rice) represented a larger and more widespread cabal.

closed power, or top-down power Power derived from the overworld, as
opposed to democratically responsive open power. See power.

continuity of government (COG) A term of art for secret arrangements
for command and control in the event of an emergency.

deep history See archival history.
deep politics All those political practices and arrangements, deliberate or

not, that are usually repressed in public discourse rather than
acknowledged.

deep state A term from Turkey, where it is used to refer to a closed
network said to be more powerful than the public state. The deep state
engages in false-flag violence, is organized by the military and
intelligence apparatus, and involves their links to organized crime.

See also dual state and state.
dual power See power.



dual state A state in which one can distinguish between a public state and
a top-down deep state. Most developed states exhibit this duality, but to
varying degrees. In America the duality of the state has become more
and more acute since World War II.

globalization The trend toward a more unified world at two levels: (1) top-
down globalization, a system imposed from above on peoples and
cultures; and (2) bottom-up globalization, a geographic expansion of
people-to-people contacts producing a more international civil society
and community. Top-down globalization, if not balanced by bottom-up
globalization, will result in increasing polarization.

Islamism A political Muslim movement with origins in the late nineteenth
century, dedicated to jihad, or struggle for the political unification and
purification of Islam, and restoration of its lost territories such as Spain.
Often called Islamic fundamentalism but its relation to the
fundamentals of Islam is problematic. Its main sources are Wahhabism in
Saudi Arabia and Deobandism in the Indian subcontinent.

meta-group A private group collaborating with and capable of modifying
governmental policy, particularly (but not exclusively) with respect to
the international drug traffic. Over time meta-groups have tended to
become more powerful, more highly organized, and more independent of
their government connections.

milieu A location (not necessarily geographical) where private deals can be
made. Relatively unimportant to proceedings and institutions of the
public state, restricted milieus are of greater relevance to operations of
the deep state.

open, public, cooperative, or participatory power. See power, soft
power.

order There are two clusters of dictionary definitions of order, both
relevant: (1) top-down or coercive order, meaning “a command or
direction” (or their results); and (2) public or participatory order,
meaning “a condition of arrangement among component parts, such that
proper functioning or appearance is achieved.”

overworld That realm of wealthy or privileged society that, although not
formally authorized or institutionalized, is the scene of successful
influence of government by private power. It includes both (1) those



whose influence is through their wealth, administered personally or more
typically through tax-free foundations and their sponsored projects, and
(2) the first group’s representatives. The term should be distinguished
from Frederick Lundberg’s “superrich,” the sixty wealthiest families that
he wrongly predicted in his 1967 book Sixty Families would continue to
dominate America both as a class and as a “government of money.” The
recent Forbes annual lists of the four hundred richest Americans show
that Lundberg’s prediction was wrong on both counts: his richest
inheritors of 1967 are mostly not the richest today, and today’s richest
are not necessarily those projecting their wealth into political power. The
overworld is not a class but a category.

As a rule it is wrong to think of overworld influence institutionally,
as exercised through the Bilderberg Society, the Trilateral Commission,
or the Council on Foreign Relations. However, there are less known,
usually secret, cabals (such as the Pinay Circle and the Safari Club)
that flourish in these overworld milieus.

parallel government (or shadow government) A second government
established in times of crisis to override or even replace the official
government of the public state.

paranoia The irrational drive toward dominance that is motivated not by
rational self-interest but by fear of being surpassed by a competitor. A
paradox of civilization is that, as relative power increases (along with
expansion and exposure), so does paranoia. The dominance over the
public state by the deep state is based on (and also generates) paranoia.
The paradox that power increases paranoia is seen within states as well
as between them. It is not restricted to so-called totalitarian states.

paranoia, bureaucratic The dominance of bureaucratic policy planning by
worst-case scenarios, calling for maximized bureaucratic responses and
budgets. This leads to the paranoid style in bureaucratic politics.

parapolitics This term has two definitions: (1) “a system or practice of
politics in which accountability is consciously diminished,”1 and (2) the
intellectual study of parapolitical interactions between public states and
other forms of organized violence (or parastates): covert agencies,
mafias, and so on.2



parastates Structurally organized violence (in the form of covert agencies,
mafias, revolutionary movements, and so on) with some but not all of the
recognizable features of a state.

power There are two definitions of power, both relevant: (1) top-down,
coercive, or closed power, meaning “the ability or official capacity to
exercise control; authority”; and (2) public, cooperative, or open
power, meaning “the might of a nation, political organization, or similar
group.” This notion of dual power is reflected in Gandhi’s distinction
between duragraha (coercive force, “obtained by the fear of
punishment”) and satyagraha (obtained “by acts of love”).3 Jonathan
Schell paraphrases this as the distinction between coercive and
cooperative power: “Power is cooperative when it springs from action in
concert of people who willingly agree with one another and is coercive
when it springs from the threat or use of force. Both kinds of power are
real… . Yet the two are antithetical.”4 This antithesis is embodied in the
tension in the dual state between the deep state and the public state.
The tension between top-down and public power exists to some degree
in all developed states. It becomes more acute with increased income
disparity: polarization of wealth or economic power is inevitably
accompanied by polarization of political power.

prevailable will of the people That potential for solidarity that, instead of
being checked by top-down repression, can actually be awakened and
reinforced by it. It thus becomes the emerging sanction for a generally
accepted social or political change. The more common term “will of the
people,” a refurbishing of Rousseau’s “general will,” is often invoked as
the ultimate sanction of a generally accepted decision. However, even if
not a total abstraction, the term has little or no meaning at the time of a
major controversy; the “public will” must be established by events, not
passively divined in advance of them. The “will of the majority” is an
even more dangerous phrase; the opinions of majorities are often
superficial and fickle, and destined not to prevail. (The Vietnam and Iraq
wars are examples where the momentary will of the majority proved not
to be the prevailable will.) The prevailable will can be said to be latent in
a political crisis but not established or proven until its outcome. In the
case of abolishing slavery in America, for example, the resolution took
many decades, but it is hard to imagine any other prevailable outcome.



realism There are two prevailing and conflicting notions of political
realism: (1) realpolitik, defined as “a usually expansionist national
policy, having as its sole principle the advancement of the national
interest”; and (2) what I call visionary realism, a vision of a public
order conforming to the prevailable will of the people. I consider the
latter more realistic than the former, because it can see more clearly the
dialectical consequences of expansion and over-stretch.

second-level strategy A strategy of first strengthening civil society as a
condition for social change.

security state See state.
soft power versus open power Soft power, as defined by Joseph Nye,

works (in distinction to military and economic superiority) by
persuasion; it is an “ability … that shapes the preferences of others” that
“tends to be associated with intangible power resources such as an
attractive culture, ideology, and institutions.”5 Soft power or soft
politics puts more emphasis on a persuasive technique; open power or
open politics, on a participatory process or result.

state There are two definitions, both relevant, both deriving ultimately
from Machiavelli. What is being discussed here are dictionary
definitions, which I culled and combined from a number of dictionaries:
(1) a system of organized power controlling a society; and (2) a
politically organized body of people under a single government. These
correspond to two overlapping systems of statal institutions: the deep
state (or security state) and the public state. The second interacts with
and is responsive to civil society, especially in a democracy; the first is
immune to shifts in public opinion.

Thus the deep state is expanded by covert operations; the public state
is reduced by them. Following the same distinction as Hans
Morgenthau in his discussion of the dual state, Ola Tunander talks of a
“democratic state” and a “security state.” His definitions focus more on
the respective institutions of the dual state; mine, on their social
grounding and relationship to the power of the overworld.

Deep state and security state are not quite identical. By the deep
state I mean agencies like CIA, with little or no significant public
constituency outside government. By the security state I mean above



all the military, an organization large enough to have a limited
constituency and even in certain regions to constitute an element of
local civil society. The two respond to different segments of the
overworld and thus sometimes compete with each other.
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